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ABSTRACT 

 

The overall goal of this thesis was to investigate the feasibility of a new route to 

anthropogenic nitrogen fixation based on the oxidation of nitrogen (to give primarily 

nitrite), and then electrocatalytic conversion of nitrite to other N-containing species of 

interest, such as nitrate and nitric oxide (NO). In pursuit of this goal, the synthesis of 

metal-ligand coordination complexes that could act as electrocatalysts for the oxidation of 

nitrite to nitrate was attempted, as was the synthesis of metal-ligand coordination 

complexes that could act as electrocatalysts for the reduction of nitrite to NO. As a 

corollary to this, routes for the initial fixation reaction were also investigated, of which the 

ultrasonic generation of nitrite from aerated aqueous solutions was found to be the most 

promising. 

The work detailed in this thesis is organized in the following manner: In Chapter 1 we 

discuss coordination complexes that mimic the enzymes promoting the redox reactions of 

the nitrogen cycle involving nitrite as a substrate or product. During this introduction we 

will also give an overview of topics that are relevant to the following chapters, such as 

proton-coupled-electron transfer and basic kinetic treatment of catalytic reactions.  

Chapter 2 is a description of the different techniques used throughout this thesis. Once 

having set the bases, we shall start with the actual research, which corresponds to Chapters 

3 to 6.  

Chapter 3 deals with the synthesis, characterization and catalytic properties of a copper 

coordination compound mimicking the active site of the copper nitrite reductase (CuNiR) 

class of enzymes. This chapter includes a detailed study of the kinetics and electrocatalytic 

properties of this complex towards the mono-electronic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide. 

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the unusual structures and spectroscopic properties of a number 

of new cobalt complexes that we isolated whilst trying to develop Mo(bis-dithiolene) 

coordination complexes that might act as analogues of the molybdenum nitrite 

oxidoreductase (MoNiOR), which oxidises nitrite to nitrate in nature. Our original Mo-

containing targets proved impossible to obtain and are not discussed in this thesis. 

However, we found that cobalt readily makes coordination complexes with these bis-

dithiolene ligands, which allowed us to isolate the compounds we present in Chapters 4 

and 5. Hence in Chapter 4 we show the synthesis and the solvatochromic properties of 

mixed-ligand mono-nuclear Co-diimine o-catecholato complexes and compare these 

complexes with the analogous compounds prepared with o-benzenedithiolato ligands. 

Chapter 5 then discusses the synthesis and redox properties of a mixed-ligand di-cobalt 
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coordination complex in which the two cobalt centres have (unprecedented) inequivalent 

metal coordination environments. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we describe a much-underexplored way to fix nitrogen based on a 

sonochemical reaction. After a brief introduction we describe the optimisation of the 

procedure and comparisons with previous reports.  
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Synopsis  

The natural nitrogen cycle is fundamental for life and compounds like ammonia, nitrite, 

nitrate and nitric oxide are key components in a wide range of processes of fundamental 

importance for the environment and in biology. In this introductory chapter are briefly 

described the redox processes forming the nitrogen cycle and the classes of enzymes 

promoting them with particular attention to the processes involving nitrite as a substrate 

and product, and with particular attention to the structure of the CuNiR (as this relates 

specifically to a large part of the experimental work presented in this thesis). Since all 

these reactions involve the transfer of one or more electrons, electrochemical methods are 

of fundamental usefulness to investigate and describe the reaction kinetics and the 

methodology used is also briefly described. Moreover, also described is proton coupled 

electron transfer (PCET) which is of great importance since in all the described reactions 

hydrogen transfer is observed together with electron transfer. Finally are described a series 

of metal coordination complexes that mimic the active site of the enzymes promoting 

reactions involving nitrogen. Specifically described are: Fe-haem complexes mimicking 

Cytochrome C nitrite reductase that promotes the six-electron reduction of nitrite to 

ammonia, the Mo-bis dithiolene complexes that mimic the molybdenum nitrite 

oxidoreductase class of enzymes promoting two-electron reduction of nitrate to nitrite and 

finally the monoelectronic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide promoted by Cu-tripodal 

coordination compound mimicking the active site of the copper nitrite reductase ( CuNiR) 

class of enzymes. 
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1.1 Introduction 

 
1.1.1 Enzymatic catalysis of the biological nitrogen cycle 

 

Nitrogen is the most abundant element in the earth's atmosphere and although one of the 

first names given to this element means literally “no life” (from the Greek άζωτικός or 

azote) it is indispensable in all living organisms since it is one of the essential constituents 

of the most important biological molecules like amino-acids, nucleobases and Adenosine 

Triphosphate (ATP). Moreover, nitrogen is the key component of several inorganic 

compounds like Ammonia, Nitrate, Nitrite, and Nitric Oxide, simple small inorganic 

molecules fundamental for life, the environment and industry since they can act as building 

blocks to create more complex structures or be part of the life cycle in various organisms.  

Elemental nitrogen is present in nature as dinitrogen (N2), a diatomic molecule that under 

standard conditions appears as a colourless and odourless gas that is not very soluble in 

water. The very high strength of the triple bond between the two nitrogen atoms dominates 

N2 chemistry since this causes difficulty for both organisms and industry in converting N2 

into useful compounds. Another exploitable reservoir of nitrogen present in nature is 

nitrate, mainly found in salts such as KNO3 and NaNO3 but also as Ca(NO3)2 and 

Mg(NO3)2. The nitrate reservoirs originate from organic materials (guano) and are located 

in arid regions like deserts since these salts are soluble in water. 

Ammonia, or ammonium salts depending on the pH, forms the other main important 

nitrogen reservoir present in nature and is the main source of nitrogen for living organisms 

since it is the only one which can be taken up by the majority of organisms. The natural 

series of processes whereby nitrogen species are transformed from one form to another is 

known as the Nitrogen Cycle.  

Many of these reactions are promoted by microorganisms, either in their efforts to harvest 

energy or to accumulate nitrogen in a form needed for their growth. For example, the 

nitrogenous wastes in animal urine are broken down by nitrifying bacteria in the soil so 

that the nitrogen they contain can be reused. Atmospheric dinitrogen must be processed, or 

"fixed", into a form possible to be taken up by plants and the most of this fixation is done 

by microorganism known as diazotrophs. These are archea or bacteria, either free-living or 

living in symbiosis in the roots of some class of plants, like for example legumes.  
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N2 enters the nitrogen cycle not only through the fixation of N2 to ammonia carried out by 

microorganisms but also in the form of nitrogen oxides from physical events such as 

lightning strikes (totalling about the 20% of global nitrogen fixed). Nitrate can also come 

from mineral sources.  

Several biological systems are then able to convert between the various oxidation states of 

nitrogen shown in Figure 1.1 with high specificity using a handful of generic classes of 

enzymes, effectively allowing any oxidation state of nitrogen to be accessed. Where a 

single enzyme cannot carry out the desired transformation, sequences of enzymes can be 

used.  

  

 

 

Nitrogen Fixation 

Assimilatory Ammonification 

Organic Nitrogen Pool 

Denitrification 

Dissimilatory Nitrate reduction to 

Ammonium (DNRA) 

Nitrification 

Anaerobic Ammonium oxidation 

(AnAmmOx) 

Denitrification/Intra-aerobic methane 

oxidation 

 

Figure 1.1: Scheme for the reactions of the Nitrogen Cycle. Adapted from Chem. 

Rev, 2014, 114 (10), pp 5273 with permission of American Chemical Society. 

From Figure 1.1 we can identify two assimilatory nitrogen pathways: assimilatory 

ammonification (orange arrow) and nitrogen fixation (yellow arrow), both giving the 

ammonium essential for biosynthetic purposes. 

Ammonification is the direct reduction of N2 to ammonium and is catalysed by Mo/Fe 

nitrogenases or by a vanadium nitrogenase
 (2-5)

 present in diazotrophs.  

Nitrate assimilation is a two steps process where in the first step nitrate is reduced to nitrite 

by a Mo Nitrate Reductase (NaR)
(6-17)

 then the following reduction to ammonium is 

promoted by the sirohaem-containing Nitrite reductase (CSNiR).
(18-25)
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In nature we can find two different kinds of assimilatory CSNiR: both hold the Fe/S 

sirohaem function but they use a different source of electron depending on whether they 

are in photosynthetic organisms or heterotrophs organisms. However it is necessary to 

remember that there are a lot of exceptions in this classification.
(26-28)  

Indeed in photosynthetic organisms, the source of electrons is photosynthetically reduced 

ferredoxin and the pyridine nucleotide pool in most of the heterotrophs. The biochemical 

nitrogen cycle continues with 4 main nitrogen dissimilatory pathways, where nitrogen 

species are used to derive energy as acceptors or donors of electrons. Nitrate is 

anaerobically reduced to N2 via denitrification (blue arrow Figure 1.1) or to ammonium 

(DNRA, green arrow Figure 1.1)
 

Denitrification is found in a wide range of organisms
(29-31) 

from archea to eubacteria and 

also in some eukaryotes such as fungi, protozoa and benthic Foraminifera and Gromiida.
(32-

43)
 It occurs in both autotrophic and heterotrophic organisms. 

Denitrification encompasses nitrate reduction to N2 in an anaerobic environment through 

four sequential steps involving three oxygen abstractions and one N-N bond formation. 

These steps are catalysed by metalloenzymes dependent on Mo, Fe and Cu centers. 

𝑁𝑂3
−  →  𝑁𝑂2

−  →  𝑁𝑂∙  →  𝑁2𝑂 →  𝑁2               (1) 

DNRA proceeds through a different mechanism since nitrite is reduced directly to 

ammonium, and is found in organisms living in anaerobic environments. The process is 

promoted by a multi-c-haem containing enzyme (CcNiR) and the electrons come from the 

anaerobic oxidation of organic carbon via the membrane quinone pool.
(44)

 In the opposite 

direction, nitrifiers are organisms that exploit the oxidation of ammonium to nitrate in 

aerobic condition for the fixation of inorganic carbon.
(45,46)

 

Nitrification is the process of ammonium oxidation to nitrate, a sort of short-circuit in the 

nitrogen cycle which allows it to bypass (hard to activate) dinitrogen. The ammonium 

oxidizing bacteria (e.g. Nitrosomonas) exploit ammonium oxidation mainly for respiration. 

In fact ammonium acts as an electron-donor being then oxidized to hydroxylamine first, 

then to nitrite. These two processes are respectively catalysed by Ammonium 

monooxygenase and hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAOR). 
(47-65)

 

The last part of the nitrification process is carried out by nitrite oxidising bacteria, 

responsible for the oxidation of nitrite to nitrate. The reaction is catalysed by an enzyme 

containing Mo (MoNiOR or molybdenum-containing nitriteoxydoreductase). This kind of 
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bacteria acts in a strictly aerobic environment and is recognised as the main source of 

nitrate in the cycle. 

Indeed, ammonium can also be oxidized following a bio-exothermic pathway in anaerobic 

conditions. Ammonium is oxidized by nitric oxide to give hydrazine in a reaction 

promoted by the dihaem-c-containing hydrazine synthase. The hydrazine obtained is then 

oxidized to dinitrogen by octa-haem-c-containing hydrazine oxidoreductase. 

The nitric oxide used in this process comes from nitrite reduction carried out by Cd1NiR 

one of the enzymes associated with the “classical” nitrification.
(66-77)

  

From Figure 1.1 we can note that nitrite is a key substrate in all the process described and 

the reactions involving this molecule as a substrate or product are summarised briefly in 

Table 1.1.  

 

Reaction Enzyme, Metal and ligands active site Eo red/ox vs. NHE 

NO3
–
 + 2e

–
 + 2H

+
  ⇋ NO2

– 
 + H2O Nitrate reductase, Mo, 2 dithiolenes per Mo +0.84 V 

NO2
–
 + 6e

–
 + 8H

+
 ⇋ NH4

+
 + 2H2O Cyt. c nitrite reductase, Fe, porphyrin +0.90 V 

NO2
–
 + 1e

–
 + 2H

+
 ⇋ NO + H2O Cu nitrite reductase, Cu, 3 histidines per Cu +1.20 V 

2NO2
– 
+ 6e

–
 + 8H

+
 ⇋ N2 + 4H2O Cyt. cd1 nitrite reductase, Fe, porphyrin +1.52 V 

Table 1.1: Key biological nitrite conversion reactions and the classes of enzymes responsible 

 

The fabrication of small inorganic molecules mimicking the active site of an enzyme can 

be a way to handle nitrite in order to make a wide range of nitrogen-containing compounds 

by applying a potential, or exploiting chemicals that acts as oxidizing or reducing agents. 

Some relevant examples of these complexes are described in Section 1.6. 

As shown in Figure 1.2 nitrite occupies a central position in the processes mediated by the 

enzymes described in the previous section.
(78)
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. 

Figure 1.2: Overview of the nitrogen cycle, showing the central position occupied by nitrite among 

the different products in the nitrogen cycle
.
. Reproduced from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708

 
 

 

 

1.1.2 An overview of various technologies used to fix nitrogen 

 

Following the industrial revolution the uninterrupted growth of the population in Europe 

required improvements in crop yields and so it was necessary to use more fertilizers. For 

this reason, we can state that in the XVIII century agriculture became a science. Initially 

enormous amounts of Chilean saltpetre (sodium nitrate) were used as a fertilizer, but the 

fact that this kind of material was present only in south-America made it difficult to obtain 

(especially during times of war). 

A method to obtain nitrate was developed in 1903 by Norwegian Kristian Birkeland and 

Samuel Eyde. It exploits plasma formation via an electric arc formed by two coaxial 

electrodes and a strong magnetic field (highly analogous to the pathway observed for 

nitrogen dioxide formation by lighting). The temperature inside the reaction chamber 

reaches 3000°C and air is blown through the arc; due to the high temperature some of the 

nitrogen reacts with oxygen to give NO which upon cooling reacts with more oxygen to 

give gaseous NO2. This when dissolved in water gives nitric acid. This method is 

extremely energy intensive since it requires about 15 MWh/Ton of HNO3 and the yield is 

around 4%.
(79)
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The great importance of nitrate and nitric acid in agriculture and arms manufacture at the 

beginning of 20
th

 century was the driving force for this research. Nitric acid production 

following the method invented by Wilhelm Ostwald started in 1908. This process gives as 

an intermediate nitric oxide, which is then oxidised to nitric acid in aqueous solution. This 

process is considered a milestone for the chemical industry since it opened the way to 

nitric acid production from ammonia using synthetic methods and since ammonia was 

widely available after the introduction of the Haber-Bosch process (H-B) around the same 

time. The H-B process allowed to exploits a potentially unlimited source of nitrogen (the 

atmospheric N2 stock) to give ammonia as product. This process exploits the ability of 

(normally Fe-based) catalysts to promote the reaction between dinitrogen and di-hydrogen 

following equation 1.2: 

 

𝑁2 +  3𝐻2  → 2𝑁𝐻3  (ΔH° = −45.8 kJ·mol
−1

)                          (2) 

 

This was the first process with acceptable efficiency that was exploitable to fix 

atmospheric nitrogen because it proceeded under relatively mild conditions when 

compared to the Birkeland-Eyde process and the yield also was better since originally 

about the 17% of the nitrogen was converted to ammonia by the H-B process. Further 

developments allow a conversion >97% to be obtained nowadays, but we need to take into 

account that the exploitation of this process is responsible for about 1% of global energy 

consumption and also the pollution rising from the Haber-Bosh process is significant (as 

the H2 used comes almost entirely from fossil fuels and therefore contributes to the 

greenhouse effect). The fact that this process is very polluting and energetically non 

sustainable, requires the development of alternative methods, equally efficient in terms of 

yield but also effective under milder conditions and with a lower environmental impact.  

 

1.2 Enzymatic catalysis and the Michaelis-Menten model 

 

For most catalysed reactions, it is observed that for a fixed amount of enzyme, at relatively 

low substrate concentration, the rate of reaction increases linearly with concentration of 

substrate and tends to reach a limiting value. This trend for the rate of an enzymatic 

reaction can be described by a simple scheme introduced by Michaelis and Menten in 

1913. In their model it is assumed that enzyme (E) and substrate (S) form a complex (ES) 
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in equilibrium with the reagents and that from this complex we obtain the products (P) and 

re-generate the enzyme (E) without alteration following Scheme 1.1 

 

Scheme 1.1: The Michaelis-Menten model for enzymatic reactions 

 

Rate constants k1 and k2 are relative to the process of formation of complex E-S and to the 

reverse reaction. Constant k3 is relative to the reaction with which the complex E-S gives 

the products. Applying the steady-state equation it is possible to write: 

𝑑[𝐸𝑆]

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘1[𝐸][𝑆] −  𝑘2 [𝐸𝑆] − 𝑘3[𝐸𝑆] ≅ 0               (3) 

And if we denote the initial concentration of enzyme as [E0], then at every moment we 

have that the sum of free enzyme and the [ES] gives [E]0 and on the basis of this and 

equation 1.3 it is obtained that: 

[𝐸𝑆] =  
𝑘1[𝐸]0[𝑆]

𝑘1[𝑆]+ 𝑘2+ 𝑘3
                  (4) 

Since the rate of product formation is proportional to the concentration of the E-S complex 

given by equation 1.3: 

𝑣 =  
𝑑[𝑃]

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘3[𝐸𝑆]                  (5) 

Considering the form for [ES] given by equation 1.4 and including this form in equation 1.5 

we have: 

𝑣 =  
𝑑[𝑃]

𝑑𝑡
=  

𝑘1𝑘3[𝐸]0[𝑆]

𝑘1[𝑆]+ 𝑘2+𝑘3
                 (6) 

If we divide both numerator and denominator by k1 and impose KM = 
𝑘2+ 𝑘3

𝑘1
, then: 

𝑣 =  
𝑘3[𝐸]0[𝑆]

[𝑆]+ 
𝑘2+ 𝑘3

𝑘1

=  
𝑘3[𝐸]0[𝑆]

[𝑆]+ 𝐾𝑀
                 (7) 

KM is the Michaelis-Menten constant and has the dimension of a concentration. It is then 

possible verify that equation 1.7 reproduces the experimental trend of reaction rate as a 

function of substrate concentration.  
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At lower concentration of substrate (when [S] ≪  𝐾𝑀) it is possible to approximate as 

follows: 

𝑣 =  
𝑘3[𝐸]0[𝑆]

𝐾𝑀
                   (8) 

Under this limit we have a linear trend of reaction speed as a function of substrate 

concentration [S]. Reaction speed is 1
st
 order versus [E]0 and [S]. Under these conditions 

the ratio k3/KM is the second order rate constant for the reaction and its value determines 

the rate of the process when there is more free enzyme available then [ES] complex. In this 

limit, the rate determining step is the formation of the [ES] complex. On the other hand, 

when [S] ≫  𝐾𝑀 the previous equation becomes: 

𝑣 =  𝑘3[𝐸]0                   (9) 

Under these conditions the rate of reaction is independent of the concentration of substrate 

(the kinetics of the equation are of order 0 versus [S]) and this is the maximum value for 

the rate of reaction: 

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  𝑘3[𝐸]0                (10) 

This value is reached at high substrate concentration. In this limit all the enzyme is present 

as the [ES] complex and adding more substrate has no effect on the rate of the process. The 

slowest step of reaction is the decomposition rate of the [ES] complex giving the products. 

So the equation 1.7 can be written as follows: 

𝑣 =  
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑆]

[𝑆]+ 𝐾𝑀
                 (11) 

In this way the equation 1.11 allows us to identify KM as the concentration of substrate 

[S]1/2 at which the rate of reaction is ½ of the maximum value. 

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
=  

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑆]1/2

[𝑆]1/2+ 𝐾𝑀
                (12) 

A large value of KM indicates that there isn’t a strong affinity between enzyme and 

substrate so [S] has to be relatively large to reach half of the maximum rate of reaction. A 

small KM value indicates a strong affinity between enzyme and substrate. 
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Figure 1.3: Saturation curve for an enzymatic reaction showing the relation between the substrate 

concentration and reaction rate 

 

In the particular case of a redox reaction mediated by a catalyst the behaviour of the 

voltammetric wave show a dramatic change when the substrate is added in larger amounts.  

Indeed it is seen that the current increases with the amount of substrate added; so in the 

presence of this kind of behaviour it is possible to talk about catalytic behaviour, or more 

commonly, a “catalytic wave”. (Figure 1.4)  
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Figure 1.4: A typical catalytic wave-type response upon adding larger amounts of substrate 

 

Even if an electron transfer is involved, since it is substantially the same kind of reaction, 

involving the formation of a [ES] complex, the Michaelis Menten model can be still used 
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for this system and rearranged to take into account that the source of electrons is 

represented by an electrode.  

This model has the great advantage that it gives us directly a measure of the rate of 

reaction, since the measured current in a voltammetric wave is the measure of the rate of a 

redox reaction where the electron transfer is mediated by an electrode. 

Equation 1.13 shows that the conversion between the current density and the catalyst 

concentration at the electrode is straightforward. In fact, when the stoichiometry for the 

reaction is known, including the number of electrons exchanged and the Faraday Constant, 

(which gives the charge of 1 mole of electrons) the current density can be transformed 

directly into a concentration. 

 

𝐽𝑐𝑎𝑡 =  
𝐽𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑆]

𝐾𝑀+[𝑆]
=  

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛𝐹[𝑆]

𝐾𝑀+[𝑆]
             (13) 

 

The use of the current density instead of current is fundamental because (being a reaction 

happening on the electrode surface) we need to know the amount of species present at the 

surface. 

The quantification of the catalyst concentration at the electrode comes from a 

voltammogram collected in presence of catalyst alone. The peak concerning the redox 

process under examination is integrated and the resulting charge, corresponding to the area 

of the Faradaic peak, gives the concentration of the species at the electrode. 

 

1.3 Proton Coupled Electron Transfer (PCET) 

 

Before discussing mimics of CuNiR it is appropriate to focus our attention on a 

fundamental point of this thesis the so called “Proton Coupled Electron transfer” (PCET) 

and the related process of “Concerted Proton Electron Transfer” (CPET).  

Since nowadays several of the main challenges for researchers involve the development of 

better high-performance sensors, better energy conversion systems and the abatement of 

pollution, knowledge of PCET processes is necessary especially in the case where 

researchers are trying to mimic the function of natural enzymes, in which PCET processes 

are commonplace. 

As it will be shown in this section, pH can profoundly affect the thermodynamic properties 

and the specific the redox potential, E
0
, where a redox process occurs. 
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Moreover, thermodynamic coupling between proton and electron transfer allows the 

promotion of electron transfer, for example through films or over long distances in 

biomolecules exploiting pH changes.
(80)  

In fact it is known that electron transfer can induce long-range proton transfer through 

proton channels in biological molecules. The resulting metal-ligand multiple bonds cause 

large changes in pKa between oxidation states, promoting mechanisms more complex than 

simple electron transfer.
(81,82) 

When the knowledge of enzymes and biological processes 

was elucidated at the molecular level it became evident that biology uses PCET 

extensively since this leads to great advantages from an energetic point of view since 

thermodynamic coupling between electrons and protons avoids the generation of transition 

states with high energy.  
 

Over billions of years, complex structures evolved in order to provide suitable structures 

that integrate electron and proton transfer. These structures are critical to enable PCET 

since, as well as helping to avoid formation of high-energy intermediates, they also avoid 

the build-up of electrostatic charge in non-aqueous membrane environments (e.g. inside 

cells). This leads to a levelling of redox potentials and decreases the redox potentials for 

sequential redox couples since no increase in charge is observed. PCET allows access to 

higher oxidation states and promotes multiple electron transfer pathways such as in case of 

hydrogen transfer or O-atom transfer. In biological systems integration of electronic 

transfer with proton transfer over long distances exploiting a sequence of proton transfers 

provides a basis for trans-membrane proton equilibration, avoiding local pH gradients. 

PCET plays a fundamental role in catalytic processes like water splitting and other 

enzymatic process like respiration, photosynthesis, and other key reactions in biological 

and energetic cycles.
(83-91)

 Amongst these reactions, the processes involving nitrogen 

fixation exploit PCET massively since most of the reactions listed in Figure 1.2 involve the 

coupled movement of protons and electrons to and from nitrogen species as shown in 

Table 1.1. The nitrogen species involved in the redox processes are often bound to a single 

metal centre surrounded by a well-defined ligand environment. 

Since one of the main aims of this work is to make coordination compounds that act as 

electrocatalysts to mimic the behaviour of the CuNiR enzyme, it is necessary to explain the 

PCET model describing the reaction pathway in presence of a direct source of electrons 

like an electrode.  
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For this purpose the model developed by Costentin et al
(92,93) 

explains exhaustively under 

the mathematical point of view what happens inside the electrochemical cell during a 

catalytic process promoted by a coordination compound. From the point of view of 

molecular electrochemistry this specific case is interesting since it couples electron transfer 

to acid-base chemistry. 
(94)

 

Electrochemical approaches to PCET offers several important advantages, firstly because 

the current is a direct measure of the overall kinetics of reaction, (including diffusion 

toward and from the electrode) then because the source of electrons is continuous and 

finally, but not less importantly because voltammetry is easy to run and generally is a non-

destructive technique. 

Generally reactions involving proton and electron transfer can follow different pathways as 

summarised graphically in Figure 1.5: 

 Electron-Proton transfer (EPT) where Electron transfer precedes the proton 

transfer 

 Proton-Electron transfer (PET) where Proton transfer precedes the electron 

transfer 

 CPET pathway, in this case H
+
 and e

-
 transfers are concerted and the high-energy 

intermediates of the stepwise pathways are bypassed. 

 

Figure 1.5: Different Pathways for the Electron and Proton transfer in electrochemical system. 

Adapted with permission from Acc. Chem. Res., 2010, 43 (7), 1019. Copyright 2010 American 

Chemical Society. 
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From an experimental point of view the systematic study of the Redox properties by 

varying the solution pH allows us to identify the region of pH where the PCET is observed. 

As shown in Figure 1.6A, a plot of the half-wave potential E
1/2

 vs the pH, allows us to 

create a Pourbaix diagram for the system under study. In fact, as it is possible to observe 

from the Pourbaix diagram scheme in Figure 1.6B, there is a region at intermediate pH 

values where the potential is influenced by the pH. In the other cases, at lower pH, we find 

that both the oxidised and reduced species are protonated while at high pH the oxidized 

and reduced species are both deprotonated. 

 

  

Figure 1.6: Plot of the E
1/2

 for a generic Oxidation reaction 1→ 2 + e
- 
registered via CV vs pH 

(A). Scheme of a Pourbaix diagram with the species present at different E
1/2

 and pH values (B). 

Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 5174 and Acc. Chem. Res., 2010, 43 

(7), pp 1019. Copyright (2010,2011) American Chemical Society. 

 

More in detail if we consider the generic redox reaction (oxidation) involving the exchange 

of one proton: 

 

+ 𝑋𝑅𝐻 + 1𝑒−  →  𝑋𝑂 + 
1

2
 𝐻2              (14) 

  

From Figure 1.6B in the pH region below the p𝐾𝑋𝑂𝐻both the reduced and oxidised species 

results to be protonated and is not possible to appreciate a dependence of 𝐸
1

2⁄  for the 

redox process from the pH. This is the situation where the electron transfer occurs before 

the proton transfer (EPT). Similar features are observed for pH values greater than p𝐾𝑋𝑅𝐻. 

Since in this case both the species are deprotonated the proton was transferred before than 

the eletron (PET). In the region included between p𝐾𝑋𝑂𝐻 and p𝐾𝑋𝑅𝐻the redox reaction is 

influenced by pH. In this region there is a point where the two processes are concerted and 

can be verified the condition for the PCET. 

B A 
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A more practical view is given taking into account some complexes presenting fragments 

able to promote PCET in a particular reaction of interest. This kind of moiety should 

increase the performance and the control over the reaction process as for example happens 

in the case of O-O bond activation
(96)

 or in the case of H2 generation from weak acids
(97)

 

using modified “Hangman” porphiryns in both cases. In Figure 1.7 is shown the effect of 

this kind of moiety on the Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). 

 

  

Figure 1.7: Hangman Porphyrins modified with a carboxylate moiety (A) and with a bromine atom 

(B). Effect of the PCET-competent moieties on the overpotential for the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (C). A is the black trace in panel C while B is the red trace. Reproduced from J. Am. 

Chem. Soc., 2011, 133 (23), pp 8775with permission of American Chemical Society. 

Is easy to see that the molecule in Figure 1.7A has a moiety able to promote hydrogen 

bonding with the H coordinated to the cobalt. This ability is absent in the analoguos 

molecule with the Br shown in Figure 1.7B and the effect in the PCET is evident from the 

voltammograms in Figure 1.7C where the overpotential for the HER is about 0.25V  lower 

for the hangman porphirin shown in Figure 1.7A. Hydrogen bond between the coordinated 

substrate and the –COOH moiety can reduce the electron density on the coordinated 

substrate in order to make more favorable the reduction reaction occurring at the active 

site. This fact is traduced in a lower overpotential for the reduction reaction as seen in 

Figure 1.7C 

 Moreover the H bond, if properly oriented, can hold the substrate in the right position, 

speeding up the reaction process. This is evident in the experimental results detailed in 

Chapter 3, where the  in presence of a –COOH fragment makes the reaction studied faster 

then in the case there this kind of oyety is absent. 

 

 

 

 

(A) (B) (C) 
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1.4 The Cu Nitrite Reductase Enzyme (CuNiR) 

 

Since synthetic mimics of copper containing Nitrite Reductase (CuNiR) is the topic of 

Chapter 3, it is necessary to focus our attention on the structure of the enzyme. The CuNiR 

class of enzymes catalyses the reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide. As discussed above this 

is one of the key steps in denitrification and one of the main processes that transforms 

inorganic nitrogen into biologically available nitrogen. The CuNiR class is organised in 

homotrimers, where three identical monomers associate together. 
(98-101)

 Figure 1.8 shows 

the active site of this enzyme. In each monomer there are two slightly structurally different 

copper sites: type I (T1) and type II (T2). A connection via a cysteine-histidine bridge 

guarantees rapid electron transfer between T1 and T2. 

 

Figure 1.8: T1 and T2 site in the CuNiR with nearby residues. T2 is the catalytic site while the T1 

site transfers an electron from an external source to T2 during the catalytic process. Reproduced 

from Biochemistry, 2015, 54, 1233 

T2 Cu is the active site of nitrite reduction reaction and it is coordinated by three histidine 

imidazoles and a molecule of nitrite (or a molecule of H2O in case the catalytic turnover is 

concluded) molecule in the remaining coordination site. The catalytic mechanism is a 

mono-electronic reduction and requires two protons to balance the global reaction. 

 

𝐶𝑢(𝐼𝐼) +  𝑁𝑂2
− +  2𝐻+ +  2𝑒−  → 𝐶𝑢(𝐼𝐼) + 𝑁𝑂 +  𝐻2𝑂    (Eq. 15) 

 

The origin of the protons is not well known but, as it is possible to see in Figure 1.8, there 

are two residues that can furnish protons: His255 and Asp98.  
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Several experiments 
(102,103)

 on the enzyme in the presence of excess nitrite have shown 

that nitrite binds in a bidentate manner, via two oxygen atoms and forms a hydrogen bond 

with Asp98 which connects to His255 through a solvent-bridged hydrogen bond. The 

catalytic mechanism of CuNiR has been investigated in crystallographic
(103,104-107)

 

spectroscopic,
(108-110)

 kinetic and mutational studies
(103,111-114)

 on enzymes from different 

species. One important point is that the mutant where the Asp98 and the His255 are not in 

the optimal positions shows a decrease in the reaction rate constant. This is proof of the 

importance of these two residues for the enzymatic function of the CuNiR since the Asp98 

must be in the right position to hydrogen bond with the nitrite coordinated to the Cu center. 

X-Ray experiments reveal that Asp98 forms an H-bond to both the nitrite substrate and the 

nitric oxide product 
(103-107)

 suggesting that it promotes the proton transfer happening 

during the catalysis.  

Theoretical studies
(101) 

have shown that only when both Asp98 and His255 are protonated 

is it possible to have the bidentate coordination of the substrate to the T2 Cu.  Another 

point that needs to be clarified is the electron transfer. There are several theories but 

experimental data
(104,105) 

and theoretical calculations
(101)

 show that if the nitrite attaches to 

an already reduced T2 site then bidentate coordination is not possible and the nitrite will 

attach to the Cu site via a single coordinative interaction through nitrogen. Hence 

coordination through both oxygens occurs only in the oxidised enzyme. Moreover other 

experiments 
(115)

 show that it is nitrite coordination to T2 that gates the electron transfer 

since following coordination, the energy of this site decreases and the electron transfer 

from the T1 to the T2 site.  Once these points are clarified the overall mechanism can be 

summarised as shown in Figure 1.9. 

The mechanism starts with the displacement of a water molecule from the T2 Cu site by 

nitrite immediately followed by an electron transfer from T1 that reduces the T2 copper to 

Cu(I). Then there is nitrite reduction, one oxygen atom is cleaved and forms a water 

molecule with the protons coming from His255 and Asp98. The H2O molecule produced 

forms a hydrogen bond with the Asp98 and the nitric oxide is released. The water molecule 

then binds to the T2 copper site. Following the protonation of His255 and Asp98 the 

enzyme is ready for a new catalytic cycle.
(101)
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Figure 1.9: Scheme of the mechanism for the nitrite reduction to nitric oxide promoted by CuNiR 

 

1.5 Examples of coordination compounds mimicking the active sites of 

nitrogen oxide-converting enzymes. 

 

1.5.1 Iron porphyrins mimicking Haem-based nitrite reductase 

As shown in table 1.1 (page 6) nitrite reduction to ammonium is a 6 electron reduction and 

is catalysed by a certain number of nitrite reductases that use haem groups as their active 

centres. The stoichiometry of this reaction is reported below: 

NO2
– 

+ 6e
–
 + 8H

+
 ⇋ NH4

+
 + 2H2O              (15)  
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Cytochrome c nitrite reductase is probably the best characterised haem-based enzyme in 

this class. This enzyme promotes the multi-electron and multi-proton reduction to 

ammonia without the formation of less reduced by-products like for example nitric oxide. 

A mechanism describing the nitrite reduction promoted by cytochrome c nitrite reductase 

was proposed by Neese and co-workers. This is based on the crystal structures of reaction 

intermediates and DFT calculations,
(116)

 as shown in Figure 1.10. 

 

 

Figure 1.10: Scheme of the reaction mechanism for the 6 electron reduction of nitrite to ammonia 

catalysed by Fe-haem enzymes.Reproduced from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 with the 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Nitrite is coordinated to the Fe(II) centre and heterolysis of the N–O bond occurs to 

generate a haem-nitrosyl ({Fe–NO}) complex. The high degree of back-bonding from the 

dxz orbital of the Fe(II) to an empty orbital with π* character on nitrite facilitates the 

process since back-bonding makes the Fe–N bond stronger and at the same time weakens 

the N–O bonds, promoting heterolysis.
(116)

 Formation of hydrogen bonds between 

protonated histidine or arginine residues and the oxygen atoms of the nitrite molecule also 

contribute to the heterolysis of the N-O bond in a similar way to that seen in the case of 

CuNiR. The particular coordination environment provided by the protein matrix makes the 

local pH at the active site below 3 and that promotes protonation of the oxygen atoms of 

coordinated nitrite. 

A second concerted electron and proton transfer leads to the formation of the {Fe–NH(O)} 

adduct, where the nitrogen coordinated to iron is preferentially protonated. 

A further electron-proton concerted transfer leads to the formation of an iron–

hydroxylamine complex ({Fe–NH2OH}.  This complex is then protonated and reduced to 
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break the final N–O bond, releasing water and giving the {Fe–NH3} intermediate.  Due to 

the high pH in the active site, ammonia is protonated and the resulting ammonium is 

released. This allows a second molecule of nitrite to coordinate to the Fe(II) center and 

permits the enzyme to enter the next catalytic cycle.
(1,116)

 Several examples of mimics of 

this enzyme are reported in the literature 
(117-119) 

exploiting Fe-porphyrins to promote the 

breakage of  the N-O bond. 

Chi and coworkers exploited iron meso-tetrakis(4-N-methylpyridiniumyl)porphyrin 

([Fe(III)(TMPyP)]
5+

) (1) to generate electrochemically nitric oxide from nitrite in aqueous 

solutions at pH neutral.  The mechanism starts with the reduction of the original complex 

to the analoguos Fe(II) porphyrin complex with two molecules of nitrite coordinated. This 

species then disproportionates to give the starting compound and the mono nitrosyl 

complex Fe(II)(NO)(TMPyP)
4+

 that is electrochemically oxidised to the starting Fe(III) 

complex releasing a further molecule of nitric oxide.
(119) 

 

Figure 1.11: Representation of the water soluble compound (1) complex studied by Chi et al.
[119]

 

Reproduced from Inorg. Chem., 2004, 43 (26), pp 8437 with permission of American Chemical 

Society. 

Ford and co-workers report that using a water soluble Fe(III) porphyrin they were able to 

observe the formation of the nitrosyl complex Fe(II)(TPPS)(NO) with the transfer of an 

oxygen atom to a sulphur-containing molecule (i.e. cysteine). At slightly acidic pH (≈ 6) 

they also observed spontaneous redox reactions leading to formation of N2O and HNO 

with the regeneration of the starting Fe(III) complex. However, the mechanism at pH 6 

remains unclear since the Fe(II)-nitrosyl complexes are not inert as usually assumed
(118)

  

In 1986 Meyer and co-workers reported that in aqueous solution, at acidic pH values (4.5 

and 6.7) the water-soluble porphyrin [Fe(III)(H2O)(TPPS)]
3-

 (H2TPPS
4-

 = tetraanionic 
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form of meso(-tetrakisb-sulfonatopheny1)porphyrin) is able to catalyse efficiently the 

electrochemical reduction of the nitrite ion to ammonia.
(117)

 

However the selectivity of the process is not excellent since products like hydroxylamine 

or N2O also appear in significant amounts, depending upon the reaction conditions because 

their relative concentration increases with the pH. This fact is expected because nitrous 

oxide and hydroxylamine are intermediate products in this multielectronic process, as 

confirmed by theory for the cytochrome C nitrite reductase enzyme.  

The reductions proceed via the Fe-nitrosyl complex at pH <3 by a reaction between the 

Fe(III) porphyrin and NO arising from disproportionation of HONO. For pHs between 4.0 

and 7.0, following reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) (E
1/2 

= -0.23 V vs. SCE) via an acid-base 

reaction, the electrochemical reduction of the Fe-nitrosyl complex occurs by a sequence of 

monoelectronic steps at E
1/2 

= +0.35 and -0.63 V vs. SCE, the second of which at pH <2.6 

becomes pH-dependent and leads to the intermediate product before then leading to 

ammonia. 

1.5.2 Structural analogues of Molybdenum Nitrate Oxidoreductase (MoNiOR) for 

the electrochemical reduction of nitrate 

Enzymes containing molybdenum or tungsten in their active sites appear to be present in 

all forms of life, from ancient archaea to man. About 50 enzymes of this type are known 

and they catalyse a wide range of reactions in metabolism of elements like carbon, sulfur 

and nitrogen. 
(120,121) 

The development of synthetic structures that mimic dynamic aspects 

of these biological systems is a major focus nowadays; in fact no structure for MoNiOR 

enzyme has yet been obtained, even if the structure of the active site of MoNiOR has been 

extrapolated from comparison with analogous Mo-enzymes such as the DMSO 

reductases.
(122)

 
 

Hence it is thought that two thiolate-bearing pyranopterin cofactors enforce a distorted 

Trigonal Prismatic Geometry on the Mo centre, with the thiolates defining one rectangular 

face of the prism. Model complexes of DMSO reductases with dithiolene ligand sets have 

been synthesised.
(123,124) The coordination sphere around the Mo includes four thiol ligands 

from 2 molibdopterin groups (Figure 1.12), one sulfur ligand from a cysteine fragment and 

one oxygen atom.  
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Figure 1.12: The Mo active site of D. desulfuricans periplasmic nitrate reductase. Adapted from  

Dalton Trans., 2009, 4053 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry 

 

In E. coli NapA for example the Mo-O bond length is 2.6 Å and suggestive of H2O 

ligation, whilst in D. desulfuricans NapA it is 2.1 Å, indicative of OH
-
 ligation. The 

involvement of a Mo
6+

=O species in an oxo-transfer mechanism is widely expected for 

nitrate reductases and other molybdenum analogues such as the DMSO-reductase.
(125)

 

The stoichiometry of the reaction (listed in Table 1.1) is reported below: 

 

NO3
–
 + 2e

–
 + 2H

+
 ⇋ NO2

– 
 + H2O               (16) 

 

On the basis of this assertion a hypothesis concerning the catalytic cycle can be proposed. 

In the proposed mechanism, a water molecule is lost on reduction from Mo
6+

 to Mo
5+

, 

vacating a coordination site and allowing NO3
-
 binding (Figure 1.13, State 2). 

The formation of a bond between NO3
-
 and the Mo

5+
 (Figure 1.13, State 3) promotes 

reduction of Mo
5+

/NO3
- 
by an electron. The resulting Mo

4+
-NO3

- 
now has the two electrons 

required for reduction of nitrate to nitrite (Figure 1.13, State 4), which will yield a Mo
6+

=O 

species (Figure 1.13, State 5) through an oxo-transfer reaction. This species then will be 

protonated to give the stable Mo
6+

-OH or Mo
6+

-OH2 (Figure 1.13, State 1) states resolved 

in the crystal structures of the E. Coli and D. desulfuricans NapA Mo enzymes. 
(125)
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Figure 1.13: Scheme of the proposed catalytic cycle for the Molybdenum Nitrate Oxidoretuctase 

Moreover reaction centres containing Mo and W are often unstable when separated from 

their native protein matrices and so simple and robust active site mimics are extremely 

useful to establish possible structures and mechanisms of action for these enzymes since 

many of them remain only poorly understood,
(124) 

and from this point of view dithiolene 

ligands form the basis for much of the coordination chemistry of Mo and W in the mimics 

of Mo and W-containing enzymes. The active sites of these tungstoenzymes for which 

there is compositional information contain two pyranopterindithiolates per metal atom, 

similarly to Mo analogues. (Figure 1.12) In general terms, tungsten-mediated oxo transfer 

and related synthetic chemistry are far less developed than for molybdenum.
(126-127)

  

Concerning mimics of MoNiOR, the first research was done by Holm and co-workers in 

1989 when they reported for the first time the reduction of nitrate to nitrite mediated by a 

bis-molybdenum compound.
(128) 

This compound was not similar to the structure of 

MoNiOR since it was synthesised before the structure of this class of molecules was 

discovered.
 
However in following studies Holm and co-workers synthesised a wide range 

of molybdenum (and tungsten) coordination compounds modeled on the active site of 

MoNiOR and some of these compounds are able to promote oxygen atom transfer reaction 

from nitrate as shown in Figure 1.14.
(129) 
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Figure 1.14: Mechanism of nitrate reduction to nitrite with Holm’s tungsten centred 

Class of catalyst. 
(129)

 Reproduced from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 with the permission of The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Also Sarkar and coworkers reported the catalytic nitrate reduction to nitrite mediated by 

[Et4N][Mo
IV

(SPh)(PPh3)(mnt)2 (2) compound bearing in the coordination environment two 

dithiolene ligands, a benzenethiol and a molecule of triphenylphosphine (PPh3).
(130,131) 

  

The catalytic cycle, shown in Figure 1.15, begins with the dissociation of the TPP ligand 

and the formation of a pentacoordinated Mo species that undergoes reaction with nitrate. 

During this reaction an oxygen atom is passed from the nitrate to the Mo center, which 

becomes oxidised from Mo(IV) to Mo(VI) (making an Mo=O complex) and a molecule of 

nitrite is formed. The catalytic cycle is ccompleted by using PPh3, which becomes oxidised 

to triphenylphosphine oxide (O=PPh3) with concomitant formation of the active 

pentacoordinated species ready to react again. PPh3 can also coordinate to the Mo center 

re-generating the initial (non-catalytically active) complex. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.15: The catalytic cycle for the nitrate reduction mediated by compound (2) reduction 

reported by Sarkar and co-workers.
(130)

 Reproduced from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 with the 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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1.5.3 Copper tripod coordination complexes mimicking Cu nitrite reductase 

 

In order to promote the monoelectronic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide a great number 

of copper coordination complexes have been developed during the last few decades as 

mimics of CuNiR according to equation 15 (page 17).
(132,133) 

The mechanism proposed for 

all the presented complexes is the one shown in Section 1.4 and it is briefly summarised in 

Figure 1.16a. Nitrite coordinates to transition metal complexes in various modes and the 

most common are Z1-NO2 (N-nitro), Z1-ONO (O-nitrito), and Z2-O–N–O (O,O-bidentate). 

Theoretical 
[134]

 and experimental
[135]

 works show that the interconversion in solution 

between the different forms of coordinated nitrite is facile. A graphic for these 

coordination modes is shown in Figure 1.16b. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.16: (a) Simplified scheme for nitrite reduction at the CuNiR active site. (b): scheme of the 

most common modes of coordination of nitrite to the metal center. Readapted from Chem. Soc. Rev, 

2015, 44, 6708 with the permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
 

 

The first example of a coordination complex that mimics the CuNiR active site was 

reported in 1995 by Tolman and co-workers. They reported a functional, mononuclear 

model complex containing a Cu(I) centre coordinated by a sterically hindered tripodal 

ligand that creates a coordination environment similar to the active site of the enzyme.
(136) 

 

Nitrite was bound to the metal in an N-nitro coordination mode, producing a distorted 

tetrahedral geometry at the copper atom. After the addition of acetic acid to this Cu(I)–

nitrite adduct, NO evolution is observed according to Equation 15 (page 17) accompanied 

by the simultaneous formation of the corresponding Cu(II)–di-acetate complex.  

a 

b 
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Since 1995, several other Cu complexes coordinated by tripodal ligands have been shown 

to catalyse the monoelectronic reduction of nitrite to NO and here are reported some of 

these complexes. 

Firstly, in 2008 Kujime and co-workers studied several copper complexes with a wide 

variety of tridentate ligands in order to determine the steric and electronic effects of the 

ligands on the catalytic promotion of the monoelectronic reduction of nitrite to NO.
(137)

 

In their work, Kujime and co-workers observed that there is a great difference in the 

catalytic properties of the Cu-tripodal complexes with the change in the steric and 

electronic factors. Specifically, they found that in terms of electronic factors, catalytic 

activity increases with the increase of electron donation from the ligand. Hence nitrite 

coordinated to the copper centre can accept an electron into its empty π* antibonding 

orbital via a back donation mechanism. The effect of an electron-donating ligand is that 

increasing the electron density on the Cu centre increases the back-bonding contribution 

and therefore increases the electron density on the nitrite bound to the Cu site. Thus by 

controlling the electron density on the ligand it is then possible to control the electronic 

density on the metal centre and hence that on the coordinated nitite.
(78)

 

For both the (TIC)Cu(NO2) (TIC = hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)methane (3), Figure 

1.17 left) and (TPM)Cu(NO2)-type (TPM = tris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)methane (4), Figure 

1.17 right) complexes reported by Kujime, the HOMO is formed by a combination of  the 

unoccupied 4s-orbital of the Cu atom and the occupied ps-orbital of the bound nitrite. The 

HOMO of the Cu complex then interacts with the protons during the reaction and this 

allows one of the N-O bonds to be broken and the release of an oxygen atom as a water 

molecule. 

 

Figure 1.17: On the left scheme of hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)methane (3) R = iPr, Et. On the 

right side scheme of tris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)methane (4) R = iPr, Et, Me. Both ligands are 

studied by Kujime and co-workers.
(136)

 Readapted from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 with the 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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The mechanism proposed for protonation of bound nitrite is stepwise, with formation of a 

protonated Cu-NO2H as the intermediate. The protonation of the copper-bound nitrite is 

the rate determining step.
(137) 

The HOMO of the (3)Cu(NO2) complexes is about 0.5 eV 

higher than that of the (4)Cu(NO2) analogues, suggesting enhanced reactivity for the TIC–

Cu complexes. The calculated stabilization energy for the protonation of the Cu(I)–nitrite 

complexes was around 40 kJ·mol
-1

 larger than for the (4)Cu(NO2) analogues. This value is 

comparable to the difference in energies between the HOMO orbitals of the two 

complexes.
 
Hence it was postulated that the higher the energy of the HOMO then the faster 

the initial protonation of the nitrite, and hence the greater the reactivity observed.
 

Steric effects also have a large influence on reactivity, since when more bulky ligands are 

used it was observed that bond length for the Cu-N increases. This reduced electron 

donation from the ligand to Cu centre and consequentially decreased the overall electronic 

density on the coordinated nitrite since the back-donation process observed became less 

efficient. Hence a less bulky ligand should show better catalytic performance. 

Another set of Cu-tripodal coordination complexes, this time based on Cu(II), that mimics 

the CuNiR active site was developed by Holland and co-workers
(138) 

Some of the structures 

presented by Holland et al are shown in Figure 1.18-20. The generic formula is indicated as 

([Cu(NO2)-(L)][PF6]) (5) where L = Tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (Tren) (complex 5 Figure 

1.18) and Tris-[(benzimidazol-2-yl)methyl]amine (complex 6 Figure 1.19). X-ray 

crystallography revealed that the nitrite coordinates both complex 5 and complex 6 with 

similar features. Both the complexes after exposure to nitrite, give a mixture of two 

coordination isomers: η1
-NO2 (Isomers 5a and 6a) and μ1

-ONO (Isomers 5b and 6b). 

 

Figure 1.18: Chemical structures of the complexes 5 [Cu(NO2)-(Tren)][PF6])with the possible 

coordination of nitrite observed. Readapted from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 with the 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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In the η1
-ONO isomers 5b and 6b the N-O1 (O1 is the oxygen coordinated to Cu site) 

bond is shorter than the N-O2 bond. The difference in bond length is expected in the 

isomers presenting O-nitrito coordination. Moreover the difference in length observed for 

the N-O bond length in complex 6 but not in complex 5 suggests that there is some 

difference in the electronic distribution between Cu center and 𝑁𝑂2
− due to the different 

ligand environments.
(138) 

The two dxz or dyz orbitals of Cu(II) 
 
ion in complex 5a and 6a are involved in the bond 

between Cu and nitrogen. In fact, due to back-bonding contribution they can delocalise 

electron density into the empty π* orbitals of nitrite. From Figure 1.19 is possible to see 

that Compound 6 shows an extended aromatic structure where electron density can be 

delocalised, absent in compound 5. This fact leads to an overall lower electron density on 

the Cu
2+

 ion in complex 6a than in complex 5a. This fact appears evident since it is 

possible to observe a difference in the position of the Cu(I)/Cu(II) redox couples. Complex 

6a show a less cathodic E
1/2 

for the reduction from Cu
2+ 

to Cu
+
 if compared with the 

complex 5a because of this nephelauxetic effect.
(138)

 

The Cu-ONO isomer 6b showed the elongation of the r(N–O1) bond (1.361 Å) with 

contraction of the r(N–O2) bond (1.210 Å) typical of the μ-ONO bound mode. Moreover, 

DFT calculations showed that the Cu-NO2 isomers were lower in energy than the Cu-ONO 

isomers by 5.2 kJ mol
-1

 and by 3.8 kJ·mol
-1 

for complexes 5 and 6 respectively in the gas 

phase. 

 

Figure 1.19: Chemical structures of the complexes 6 ([Cu(NO2)(Tris-[(benzimidazol-2-yl)methyl]-

amine)][NO2]) with the possible coordination of nitrite observed. Readapted from Chem. Soc. Rev, 

2015, 44, 6708 with the permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

This small ΔE can explain why both the Cu-ONO and Cu-NO2 linkage isomers were 

observed both in solution and in the crystal phase. Catalysis of nitrite reduction was 

investigated via GC-MS analysis with the result that complex 6 shows better performance 
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toward monoelectronic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide then the other molecules 

prepared by Holland and co-workers 
(138)

 

In case of the complex [Cu(ONO)2( Tris-(2-pyridyl)phosphine)] (compound 7 shown in 

Figure 1.20) both the nono and bidentate coordination mode are observed when nitrite is 

coordinated to the copper centre. A comparison of the bond lengths, based on 

crystallographic data, suggests that nitrite in the O-nitrito mode is bound more strongly 

than that in the bidentate O-nitrite mode. 

Complex 7 shows great selectivity for the reduction of nitrate since the 88% of the 

substrate is converted to NO without any trace of other by-products like nitrous oxide 

(N2O) present in quite all the other cases. 
(138)

 

 

Figure 1.20: Chemical structure of the complex (7) with the possible coordination of nitrite 

observed. Readapted from Chem. Soc. Rev, 2015, 44, 6708 

 

Tanaka and coworkers
(139-140)

 developed a Cu(II)tripodal coordination complex that can 

promote the reduction of nitrite electrochemically. They found that the tripodal ligand 

tris[(2-pyridyl)-methyl]amine (or TPA) creates an environment similar to the active site of 

the CuNiR enzyme and that nitrite coordinates in different modes to the Cu center 

(compound 8).  

The main product of reduction is not nitric oxide but nitrous oxide (N2O). Traces of nitric 

oxide are however observed. This fact is not surprising since the electrolysis is carried at 

neutral conditions (pH = 7.0). The crystal structure of the catalyst described is reported in 

Figure 1.21. 
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Figure 1.21: Molecular structures for: (8) with heteroatoms labelled. Reproduced from Inorg. 

Chem. 1996, 35, 6809with the permission of American Chemical Society. 

 

However it remained unexplained as to what the active coordination form for the reduction 

was and if there was a relationship between the coordination mode and the reactivity. 

Research linking the coordination mode to activity towards monoelectronic nitrite 

reduction to NO, is an intriguing topic and several studies on this were done in the recent 

past. Indeed, such a study was carried out in our research group,
(135)

 where a Cu(II) tripod 

coordination complex (Cu[6-methyl-tris(2-pyridyl)methoxide](NO2)2 indicated as 9(NO2)) 

, showing all the three modes of coordination for the nitrite molecule at the same time, was 

synthesised.  The structure for this compound is shown in Figure 1.22. 

 

Figure 1.22: Crystal structure of complex 9(NO2). This structure results to be a mixture of (9)(η
1
-

ONO)(η
2
-NO2) and (9)(η

1
-NO2)(η

2
-NO2) and the unexpected heptacoordinated structure is due to 

this fact. The colour scheme is: C grey, N blue, O red, Cu purple and H white. Reproduced from R. 

Soc. open sci. 2017, 4, 170593.Copyright 2017. 
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From the disorder in the disposition of the 2 nitrite molecules bonded to the Cu centre, it 

appears evident that the structure is a mixture of two different isomers. Subsequent DFT 

calculations showed that the resulting structure is a mixture of two different 

diasteroisomers, both showing one nitrite molecule coordinated in the bidentate κ
2
-ONO 

mode and the other one in the κ
1
-NO2 or κ

1
-ONO mode. 

The isomer showing the κ
1
-ONO κ

2
-ONO coordination for the two nitrites is slightly more 

stable (ΔG ≈1kJ/mol) than the other one. This small energy difference justifies the 

presence of both the species in equal proportion and the resulting disorder upon the 

coordination of nitrite. An optimised structure of the two isomers, based on DFT 

calculation is shown in Figure 1.23.  

 

 

Figure 1.23: DFT-optimised structures of the two linkage isomers for (9)(NO2)2 with the metal-

ligand bond lengths in the coordination environment expressed in Angstrom.
(135)

(a): (9)(η
1
-

ONO)(η
2
-NO2). (b): (9)(η

1
-NO2)(η

2
-NO2). Reproduced from R. Soc. open sci. 2017, 4, 170593 with 

permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2017 

 

 

These Cu-tripod compounds are good candidates to be used on modified electrode surfaces 

to create heterogeneous catalysts that promote the reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide. 

An example of this application is the work of Yamaguchi and co-workers where an 

electrochemical approach to reducing nitrite using copper complexes covalently attached to 

the electrode surface was explored. Specifically, these authors used the tripodal N,N,N 

ligand bis(6-methyl-2 pyridylmethyl)amine ethyl sulfide complex with Cu(I) (indicated as 

10) attached to the surface of gold electrodes exploiting the particular affinity of sulfur to 

make strong covalent bonds with gold surfaces.
(141)
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Under acidic conditions (pH 5.3) they observed an electrocatalytic wave corresponding to 

the electrochemical reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide. The fact that no such wave was 

observed in the presence of nitrite at higher pH suggests the importance of having protons 

immediately available in the reduction reaction. These protons are then delivered to the 

substrate in a PCET process (in Figure 1.24). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.24: On the left scheme of the gold electrode modified with the compound 10, on the right 

side a comparison between (a)  Au-10 working electrode (b) after addition of 500 mM NaNO2 to 

the electrolyte solution a, and (c) after addition of HClO4 to b for adjustment of pH to 5.3. The 

reaction environment was 100 mM NaClO4 (aqueous solution) and a scan rate of 10 mV/sec was 

used. Counter electrode: Au wire, reference electrode: Ag/AgCl. Adapted from Chem. Commun. 

2005, 4534. with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Similarly Orain and coworkers have covalently attached [CuII(6-eTMPA)(H2O)]
2+

 

(indicated as 11) to gold electrodes and have also observed the necessity to have an acidic 

environment in order to observe evolution of nitric oxide from nitrite solutions(Figure 

1.25).
(142)

 By analogy with the case presented above 
(141)

 no catalytic current for nitrite 

reduction was evident at pH 8.9. The only process visible was the reversible wave due to 

the Cu(II)/Cu(I) reduction process. However, after the addition of nitric acid (pH = 4.6), it 

was possible to appreciate a dramatic increase in the current corresponding to the catalytic 

reduction of nitrite to NO. 
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Figure 1.25: Schematic representation of compound 11 (A) and Au-11 modified electrode (B) 

reported by Le Poul et al. attached via S-Au interactions, which is competent for the 

electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite.
(141) "Reproduced from Electrochem. Commun. 2013, 34, 204, 

with permission from Elsevier Copyright (2013)  

 

Although it is known that protons are necessary to reduce nitrite to nitric oxide, no one 

until now investigated the effect of a ligand including a group able to promote the correct 

alignment of the species involved during electrocatalytic PCET in order to try to mimic 

more closely the behaviour of the enzyme. In recent years several research groups started 

to investigate the properties of ligands with fragments able to promote the proton transfer 

by the inclusion of groups able to undergo hydrogen bonding with the substrate 

coordinated to the metal centre.
(134,143,144)

 

Fout and co-workers reported the synthesis of a Fe(II) non-haem coordination compound 

(12) capable to promote hydrogen bonding. After the exposure of this compound to 

TBANO2 they observe the oxidation of the Fe(II) to Fe(III) and the evolution of 1 

equivalent of NO. 

A crystal structure on the species obtained showed the presence of an Fe(III) oxo-

compound (12A) where the O atom was coordinated by three hydrogen bonds as shown in 

Figure 1.26A. Comparison with an analogous compound obtained by exposing the 12 to 

NO shows completely different features since the NO in this instance is bonded via the N 

(Figure 1.26B). Moreover the H bond-promoting groups are oriented towards the outside in 

this second molecule. This fact confirms that H-bond properly orientated promotes the 

transfer of an oxygen atom from the substrate to the catalyst. 
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Figure 1.26: Scheme of the product coming from nitrite reduction of 12 (A) and from exposure of 

12 to NO (B)
(142) Aadapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136 (50), 17398. 

Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 

 

Szymczak and co-workers reported a Cu-tripodal coordination (13) compound with 

analogous behaviour to the molecule reported by Fout.
(134,143)

 Although the compound 

shows a coordination environment similar to the environment present in the T2 site of 

CuNiR, it does not show catalytic activity since there is no external source of electrons 

reaction terminates when the Cu(II) is fully reduced to Cu(I) and no electrochemical 

analysis have been performed. 

 

 

Figure 1.27: Synthesis of Cu(OH2)(Hhpa) (13) reported by Szymczak et al.
(134)

 Readapted from 

Chem. Sci. 2015, 6, 3373 with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Gilbertson and co-workers report a similar case where a proton-responsive pyridinediimine 

ligand is used in a coordination compound with an Fe atom (14).
(144) 

They observe the 

formation of a product with two NO molecules coordinated as shown in Figure 1.28. 

The study of the examples described in this section allowed us to prepare electrocatalysts 

based on the active site of CuNiR. In Chapter 3 the synthesis and characterization of two 

new copper complexes (indicated in Chapter 3 as 17 and 18) is detailed, which allow to 

address for the first time the role of PCET in the electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to NO 

with synthetic, small-molecule platforms.  
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Figure 1.28: Solid state structure at 30% probability of [Fe(HDEAPDI)(CO)2]
+
 (14) prepared by 

Gilbertson et al.
(143) Adapted from Chem. Commun. 2016, 52, 11016 with permission of The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 

Both complexes contain a copper center coordinated by a tetradentate tris(2-

methylpyridyl)amine (TMPA) ligand (highly analogue to compound 8 reported in Figure 

1.21)
(139,140) 

and both are competent for the electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to NO. 

However, complex 18 (in which a carboxylate group is positioned in close proximity to 

nitrite bound to the copper center), is roughly twice as effective a catalyst for this 

transformation as complex 17, which lacks any such proton-relaying groups.  

These results suggest that the incorporation of PCET-competent groups in the secondary 

coordination sphere of the metal center gives rise to a considerable enhancement in the rate 

of electrocatalytic nitrite reduction, and hence give insights into the workings of the natural 

CuNiR enzymes and suggest new avenues for the development of biomimetic catalysts for 

applications such as the removal of NO2
−
 from waste-water streams

(145) 
and NO-release 

systems for biomedical applications
(146-147)

 since NO plays an important role in 

neurotransmission and vasodilation
(148-150) 

 

1.6 Synthesis of compound 19, 20, 21 and 24 
 

Before to engage in the synthesis of the compounds 17 and 18 was tried the synthesis of 

Molybdenum and Tungsten bis dithiolene coordination compounds in order to mimic the 

active site of the MoNiOR enzyme class shown in Figure 1.12 (page 23). This synthesis 

followed two different pathways: in the first one was synthesised a ligand based on 1,2-

benzenedithiolene where we tried to add a substituent able to promote PCET.  

In the second pathway we tried to introduct the PCET promoting fragment in a ligand that 

was not going to coordinates the atom via sulphur atoms. These reactions will no be 
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described in this thesis work but is necessary to mention it in order to introduce the reason 

because we started investigating the chemistry of these cobalt compounds. 

Infact during the investigation of MoNiOR chemistry we tried to study chemistry of bis 

dithiolene ligands with other metals, in the specific we tried Cobalt and Nikel. For what 

concern Ni no results will be detailed in the next chapters but for what concerns cobalt we 

will describe a certain number of complexes never reported before and with interesting 

properties. We investigated the solvatochromic properties of compounds 19-21
(151)

 

(detailed in Chapter 4) and the interesting redox and coordinative properties of compound 

24
(152)

 in Chapter 5. 
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Synopsis: 

In this chapter are briefly explained the main experimental techniques used in Chapters 3 

to 6 so as to have a theoretical background prior to encountering them later in the text. This 

way it will be clear why a particular technique was chosen and how they complement each 

other for different applications. At the end of the chapter are showed the practical 

experimental details concerning the work done. 
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2.1  Electrochemical techniques 

 

It is possible to divide electrochemical techniques into three different classes depending on 

whether (I) the potential is controlled or (II) the charge is controlled with (III) impedance 

spectroscopy being the third class. In the following section the electrochemical techniques 

used throughout this thesis are briefly explained with particular attention to the information 

we can obtain from them and in which cases it is better to use one technique rather than 

another one. 

 

2.1.1 Linear sweep and cyclic voltammetry 

 

A preliminary overview of the redox aptitude of a species can be easily obtained by 

varying with the time the potential applied to the working electrode (when this is immersed 

in a solution of the species under study) and recording the curve obtained by plotting the 

current measured as a function of the potential applied. The curve obtained is called 

voltammogram. 

In a linear sweep voltammetry experiment the potential is linearly swept at a constant rate 

from an initial value E1 (at which the current is ideally zero) to a final value of potential E2.  

Linear sweep voltammetry experiments can be used to obtain Tafel slopes, which are 

useful when it is necessary to assign the number of electrons exchanged during a redox 

process.
(1)

 

If after the scan from E1 to E2 the potential is reversed back to E1 at the same scan rate, the 

potential scan makes a complete cycle and the technique resulting from this procedure is 

called cyclic voltammetry. Without any doubt this is the most popular electrochemical 

technique used in inorganic chemistry since it can give easily useful information on redox 

states and potentials. However cyclic voltammetry needs to be used along with other 

techniques to obtain full information concerning a particular electrochemical process. 

The profile of potential versus time is shown in Figure 2.1. For the case of LSV (Figure 

2.1a) the curve describes a straight line. For what concern cyclic voltammetry the E vs time 

profile is shown in Figure 2.1b and it can be described as a series of LSV with different 

directions. It is also interesting to note that the slope of the curve gives the scan-rate of the 

experiment.
(1)
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Figure 2.1: Trend of the potential change with the time for (left) Linear sweep voltammetry and 

(right) cyclic voltammetry. Note that the slope of each line represents the scan rate. 

 

For an electrode reaction we need to use at least two electrodes: a working electrode 

(W.E), where the redox process of interest occurs and a counter electrode (C.E), which 

operates to maintain the electro-neutrality of the solution through a half-reaction of the 

opposite sign. 

Although the circuit can be closed with just the two of them, we normally use a third one, 

called the reference electrode (R.E), to compare the potential we apply to the working 

electrode.  

It is possible to work without the reference electrode in a two-electrode configuration, but 

in this case what we apply/measure is the difference of potential between W.E and C.E.  

This set up is used to analyze the performance of the whole electrochemical cell rather than 

to test a catalyst for one of the half-reactions. In this manner we are able to control 

accurately the reaction rate at the W.E. In all the experiments presented in this thesis a 

three electrode configuration was used, the scheme of which is shown in Figure 2.2.
(2)

 

 

Figure 2.2: Scheme of a three electrode electrochemical cell. 
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2.1.2 Chemical and electrochemical reversibility of a redox process 

 

In the study of mechanisms that characterises an electrochemical process it is necessary to 

know the difference between chemical and electrochemical reversibility of a redox process. 

Consider the generic redox half reaction: 

 

𝑂𝑥 + 𝑛𝑒−  →  𝑅𝑒𝑑  

 

This process is defined as being chemically reversible if the species Ox is reduced to Red 

accepting n electrons and this reduced species is stable. This implies that Red, losing n 

electrons, forms Ox. If this event is prevented (for example if the reduced species 

decomposes) then the process will be defined as chemically irreversible.
(1)

 

Concerning the classification of a process as electrochemically reversible or irreversible, it 

is necessary to consider both charge transfer from the electrode to the active specie and the 

mass transport from the bulk of solution to the electrode surface (and vice-versa) 

So it is necessary to analyse the ratio between the rate constants of the following processes: 

 

If kred and kox are both large, and larger than the mass transport rate constants, then the 

second reaction remains constantly at the equilibrium and the process is defined as 

electrochemically reversible. When kred and kox are both small, the second reaction cannot 

remain at equilibrium and only one process preferentially happens, depending which 

constant out of kox and kred is higher. In this case we talk about electrochemical 

irreversibility. 

Regarding electrochemical reversibility, there exists also a third case, intermediate between 

the two just described and which takes the name of an electrochemically quasi-reversible 

process. This happens when the rate for charge transfer is comparable with the rate of the 

mass transfer.
(1) 

An example of cyclic voltammogram is shown in Figure 2.3 
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Figure 2.3:Example of a Cyclic Voltammetry with features of reversibility 

Figure 2.3 shows the typical trend of a cyclic voltammogram with features of reversibility 

and the most important points to consider in a voltammogram. Epc and Epa are respectively 

the cathodic and anodic peak potential and the value of potential for which the current 

reaches respectively the minimum and the maximum. From the peak potentials it is 

possible to extrapolate the peak-peak separation that is important since it indicates the 

number of electrons involved and also can indicate the occurrence of internal 

rearrangements after the electronic transfer. The current is indicative of the reaction rate.
(1) 

The ratio between the forward current peak and the return current peak is also a 

fundamental parameter since it indicates the reversibility of a process. If the ratio is close 

to 1 the process is considered to be reversible; otherwise this serves as evidence that some 

of the electrogenerated specie decomposes and doesn’t undergo the return redox process. 

2.1.3 Bulk electrolysis under controlled potential 

During bulk electrolysis experiments a specific potential is maintained over time and the 

current vs. the time of electrolysis is recorded. The integration of the current with respect 

to time gives the charge passed during the process and from this we can obtain further 
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information; this kind of experiment is called chronocoulometry and is based on Faraday’s 

law: 

Q = nFM 

Where: 

           Q = Amount of Charge passed (in coulomb) 

           F = Faraday’s constant (96.485 coulomb/mol) 

           M = number of moles of active material present 

 

Bulk electrolysis in this thesis is used mainly for two different purposes: the first one is to 

know the number of electrons involved in a redox process (as happens in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5) and the second is to test the catalytic properties of different catalysts toward the 

promotion of a redox reaction and to determine turnover number (as happens in Chapter 3).  

In the first case, a known amount of material is introduced into the cell and by applying an 

overpotential of between 0.1 and 0.2V bigger than the Ep for the process of interest, the 

amount of charge necessary to drive the reaction to completion can be determined. Since 

the current decreases asynptotically, the experiment is considered ended when current 

reaches 1/100
th

 of the initial current. Moreover if the redox process under examination is 

chemically reversible and the electro-generated species is, bulk electrolysis on the return 

wave should give the same value of charge passed. This is a proof of the reversibility of the 

process.
(2)

 

In the second case, the important point of the bulk electrolysis experiment is the current. In 

fact, if we want to compare the performances of two different catalysts, the comparison of 

the resulting current recorded under the same experimental condition is a definitive proof 

of the efficiency of an electrocatalyst since the current recorded is a direct expression of 

the rate of reaction. 

2.1.4 Reference electrodes 

In order to compare the electrochemical potentials of different redox active species all the 

redox process are recorded versus a reference electrode. Conventionally the half reaction 

of the reduction of protons to give molecular hydrogen is taken as reference point (defined 

as 0V) and all the other redox process are referenced to it. 
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The standard electrode based on this reaction exists and is called Normal Hydrogen 

Electrode (NHE), but it is quite cumbersome and difficult to use in the lab. Hence 

reference electrodes based on other electrochemical systems are used instead and then 

referenced the potential of the NHE system, and indeed we often report the potential versus 

these secondary references. 

The important thing for a reference electrode is that it needs to be non-polarizable. This 

means that the reference electrode needs to be able to maintain constant the potential 

during the experiment so that the potential for the working electrode can be referred to it at 

every moment.  

In all the cases reported in the following chapters of this thesis all the measurements were 

carried in organic solvents and an Ag/AgNO3 pseudo-reference electrode consisting of Ag 

wire immersed in a 0.1M solution of AgNO3 in MeCN was used and all the measurements 

were then reported versus the Ferrocene/Ferrocenium couple.
(2)

 

2.2 Optical spectroscopic techniques 

2.2.1 Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy is also called electronic spectroscopy since it involves 

transitions of electrons from the ground state to an excited state following the interaction 

with a photon with an energy that usually falls in the visible region of the spectrum or in 

the UV region. When the transition involves electrons in the highest energy occupied 

orbital (i.e. HOMO-LUMO transitions) the energy involved will usually fall in the visible 

region or in the near UV region. In the visible region is common to find d-d transitions, 

recurrent in the coordination compounds treated in this thesis and also π→π* transitions of 

molecules with extended π conjugated systems. A scheme for the electronic transition 

observable in the UV-Visible region of the spectrum is shown in Figure 2.4.
(3,4)  

From Figure 2.4 it is easy to understand that transition between orbitals with a smaller 

energy gap will fall at lower energies than transitions involving a larger energy. Exploiting 

this spectroscopic technique it is possible to carry out both quantitative and qualitative 

analysis and it is also possible to conduct kinetic studies. 
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Figure 2.4: Scheme illustrating the transitions observable in the UV-Vis region 

The absorption recorded following the interaction between a chromophore and a photon 

with the correct energy in a certain range of concentrations and in presence of 

monochromatic radiation follows the Lambert-Beer law. This law can be expressed as 

follows: 

𝐴 =  𝜀𝜆𝑙𝐶                 (1) 

This equation relates directly the absorbance A with the concentration C of a species 

presenting a maximum of absorbance at a specific wavelength λ.  The coefficient ε is 

called the molar extinction coefficient and is a parameter that is specific to the species 

under examination. Via the preparation of a calibration curve it is possible to obtain 

directly the concentration of a species in a sample just plotting the value of absorbance and 

extrapolating the concentration of the sample from the Lambert-Beer law.
(3,4) 

This method 

is directly used in Chapter 6 and indirectly in Chapter 3. 

The UV-Vis spectrometer can be schematically divided into the followings components: 

 A source of radiation in the UV-Visible region, usually consisting of a deuterium 

lamp or a Xenon lamp. These two kinds of lamps allow one to cover effectively 

both the visible and the UV region.  

 A monochromator, which allows the use a restricted interval of emitted radiation 

focused on the λ of interest. This in the past used to be a concave mirror but the use 

of reflectings diffraction gratings allows one to reach a precision in the wavelength 

selection of about 0.1nm. 
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 A receptacle for the sample also called cuvette, made with a material that is 

transparent to the UV-Vis radiation. This container usually has a length of 1cm in 

order to make immediate the application of Lambert-Beer law. Quartz is the best 

material for a cuvette since it transparent over a wide region (until 200 nm). Plastic 

materials are good for visible analysis but they absorb at wavelengths <350 nm 

making them useless in the UV region. 

 A detector. It is a photosensitive device that exploits the photoelectric effect.  

 

2.2.2 Infrared Spectroscopy 

 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a technique involving the interaction of a molecule with a 

photon of wavelength in the infrared region. The IR region of the spectrum extends from 

the nominal red edge of the visible spectrum at 700 nanometers (frequency 430 THz), to 1 

millimeter (300 GHz).  

Usually an IR spectrum can be visualized in a graph of infrared light transmittance on the 

vertical axis vs. frequency or wavelength on the horizontal axis. The typical units of 

frequency used in IR spectra are reciprocal centimeters with the symbol cm
−1

 (also called 

wave numbers). 

The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum is usually divided into three sub-

regions: near-IR, mid-IR and far-IR, named for their relation to the visible spectrum.  

The higher-energy near-IR, approximately 14000–4000 cm
−1

 can excite overtone or 

harmonic vibrations. In this region is also possible to observe some electronic transitions. 

The mid-infrared, approximately 4000–400 cm
−1

 may be used to study the fundamental 

vibrations and associated rotational-vibrational structure. 
(3,4)

 

The far-infrared, approximately 400–10 cm
−1

, lying adjacent to the microwave region, has 

low energy and may be used for rotational spectroscopy. Classification of the IR regions in 

these sub-regions is a convention and these are only loosely based on the relative 

molecular or electromagnetic properties. 

IR spectroscopy exploits the fact that molecules absorb frequencies that are characteristic 

of their structure. These absorptions occur at specific frequencies. When the frequency of 

the incident radiation matches the energy of the vibrational transition we can observe the 

absorption at that frequency. 
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The theoretical model for IR adsorption considers that a simple molecule formed of 2 

different atoms behaves like a harmonic oscillator (even if there exists always a certain 

degree of anharmonicity) for which Hooke’s Law is applicable. 

If the Schrodinger equation is applied to this system the result is: 

 

 

Where: 𝜇 =  
𝑚𝐴𝑚𝐵

𝑚𝐴+𝑚𝐵
 is the reduced mass for the system and k is the strength constant for 

the bond.
(4)

 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation gives the allowed vibrational energetic levels the 

energies of which can described by: 

 

𝐸𝜇 = (𝜈 +  
1

2
)

ℎ

2𝜋
𝜔                  (2) 

 

Where ν is the vibrational quantum number and ω is the vibrational frequency given by the 

following relationship: 

 

𝜔 =  √
𝑘

𝜇
                   (3) 

 

Introducing the term G it is possible to describe the energies in terms of wave number: 

 

𝐺(𝜈) = (𝜈 + 
1

2
)

1

2𝜋𝑐
√

𝑘

𝜇
                   (4) 

 

From the foregoing it is easily verified that the greater is the strength of the bond the 

greater will be the frequency for a given vibrational level (and indeed the heavier the atoms 

are then the smaller will be the vibrational frequency). This fact can be proven by 

experiments with isotopes.
(3)

 

In order to have a vibrational transition the necessary condition necessary is that a change 

of electric dipole moment needs to happen following the change of the atoms’ relative 

positions.  

Hence homo-atomic molecules like N2 or O2 are IR inactive. Indeed, non-polar molecules 

like CO2 can resonate with radiation only because they can undergo asymmetric vibrations 
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producing an instantaneous dipole. The selection rule states that to observe absorption or 

emission, the following relationship needs to hold: 

 

𝛥𝜈 =  ± 1 

 

Despite this rule, it is possible also to observe the overtone bands related to superior 

harmonics that are in contrast with this selection rule. These particular bands are due to the 

anharmonicity of the chemical bond.
(3) 

 

The energy involved in vibrational transitions is smaller than the energy involved in 

electronic transitions by about one or two orders of magnitude. This is relevant since 

electronic transitions (treated in the previous section) are always accompanied by 

vibrational transitions since they occur at lower energy and they allow some otherwise 

forbidden electronic transitions to occur (for example the case of an asymmetric vibration). 

A scheme of this is shown in Figure 2.5 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Graph showing the energy difference between vibrational levels and electronic levels. 

Image used with permission (CC BY 3.0; OpenStax) 

 

Generally IR spectrometers work in Fourier transform mode, more commonly known as 

FT-IR. This kind of machine exploits the presence of an interferometer that allows 
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scanning of all the frequencies in the IR radiation generated by the source. A system of 

mobile mirrors allows one to collect an interferogram which represents the intensity in the 

temporal domain.
(4)

 

Applying the Fourier transform, the IR spectrum that is obtained consists of the 

representation of the intensity in the frequencies domain. In this kind of instrument there is 

also a laser that emits red light (632.8nm) necessary to measure the exact position of the 

mirror. This is also useful for signal sampling.  

FTIR allows better performance in terms of noise/signal ratio and the time of analysis of 

results is smaller compared with non FT-IR spectroscopy. 

  

2.3 Single Crystal X-Ray diffraction 

 

It is known that electromagnetic radiation can interact with matter by scattering as well as 

by absorption, as already seen for UV-Vis and IR spectroscopy. In this case radiation will 

be diffracted by matter and the electromagnetic waves involved change their direction of 

propagation. It is the electrons in the atoms which scatter the radiation. These particles give 

rise to secondary spherical waves and this phenomenon takes the name of elastic scattering 

when there is no absorption of energy from the electron. In the case when an exchange of 

energy is observed, then the energy of the scattered wave will be different and the process 

is called inelastic scattering.
(5)

 This phenomenon is observed not only for light but also for 

particles like neutrons and muons for example. In this section only the diffraction due to 

the interaction of ligh and atoms is described. 

X-Ray crystallography is a technique that exploits the interaction of X-Rays with a 

crystalline lattice producing a scattered beam. When these beams land on the detector they 

make a pattern of spots called diffraction pattern; each of these spots is called a reflection. 

The strengths and angles of these beams are recorded as the crystal is gradually rotated.  

Every reflection corresponds to the reflection from one set of evenly spaced planes within 

the crystal.   

Crystals are regular arrays of atoms and a regular array of scatterers produces a regular 

array of spherical waves and although these waves cancel one another out in most 

directions through destructive interference, in a few specific directions they add 

constructively. This is determined by Bragg's law: 

 

2𝑑 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Destructive_interference
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bragg%27s_law
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Where: d is the spacing between diffracting planes, θ is the incident angle, n is any integer, 

and λ is the wavelength of the scattered beam. These specific directions appear as 

reflections on the diffraction pattern. This is shown in Figure 2.6. 

This resulting pattern is analysed and the results coming from this analysis lead to the 

atomic structure of a molecule. For single crystals of sufficient purity and regularity, X-ray 

diffraction data can determine the mean chemical bond lengths and angles to within a small 

confidence interval.
(5,6)

 

 

  

Figure 2.6: On the right side is shown an image of a diffraction pattern. On the left side is shown a 

scheme for the elastic scattering of the incident radiation with the parameter given by Bragg’s law. 

Readapted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_crystallography Copyright 2011. 

 

X-rays are used to produce diffraction patterns because their wavelength is typically the 

same order of magnitude (1–100 angstroms) as the spacing distance between planes in the 

crystal. This is a necessary condition to observe significant diffraction since spacing 

between the scatterers and the wavelength of the impinging wave should be similar in size.  

It is possible to recognise, in the technique of X-rays single-crystal diffraction, three basic 

steps: the first step consists in obtaining suitable crystals of the desired compound. These 

crystals should be sufficiently large and pure in composition. Ideally crystals need to be 

larger than 0.1 mm in each dimension. Moreover it is necessary that these crystals show no 

significant imperfections such as cracks for example. 

In the second step, the crystal is placed in an intense beam of monochromatic X-rays, 

producing the regular pattern of reflections. Since the crystal is gradually rotated, previous 

reflections disappear and new ones appear. The intensity of every reflection is recorded for 

every orientation of the crystal.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffraction_pattern
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In the third step, these data are combined computationally with complementary chemical 

information to produce and refine a model of the arrangement of atoms within the crystal. 

The final, refined model of the atomic arrangement now called a crystal structure and is 

stored in a public database (e.g. the Cambridge Crystallographic Database). 

The instrument used to carry out this kind of experiment is called diffractometer and it is 

composed of a source of high energy and monochromatic radiation, some apparatus with 

the scope to focus the radiation, a compartment for the sample, and a detector. The scheme 

of a diffractometer is shown in Figure 2.7 

 

Figure 2.7: Scheme of a diffractometer for single crystal X-ray diffraction. Reproduced 

fromhttp://pruffle.mit.edu/atomiccontrol/education/xray/xray_diff.php  

 

Electrons with high energy are shot toward a metallic anode, usually made of copper or 

molybdenum. This metallic anode releases monochromatic X-rays of typical wavelength 

via photoelectric effect. X-rays arrive at the sample, located in a goniometer that allows the 

sample to rotate in all directions. A detector collects the diffraction pattern and the 

structure is refined via specific software.  

 

2.4  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 

 

2.4.1   Physical Fundamentals of NMR 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a technique that allows one to obtain 

detailed information about the structure of a molecule by studying the behaviour of the 

magnetically active atomic nuclei in presence of a magnetic field.
(7)

 

After immersing the sample in a strong magnetic field the absorption of a radiofrequency 

(100-1000 MHz that causes nuclear spin transition in some of the nuclei) is measured. 

Hence using NMR it is possible to observe only nuclei that possess a nuclear magnetic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_structure
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moment of spin. This magnetic moment shows the same behaviour as a needle in a 

compass and can be re-orientated when a magnetic field is applied. The nuclear magnetic 

moment is given by the relationship: 

 

𝜇 = 𝐼𝛾
ℎ

2𝜋
 

 

Where I is the quantum number for the nuclear spin, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and h is 

the Planck constant. Nuclear spin arises from the protons and neutrons forming the 

nucleus. These particles behave like they are rotating around their axis and both show spin 

½.  

Like the electrons in an orbital protons and neutrons can also couple. In some atoms, 

protons and neutrons are present in even number, so all the spins are coupled and the 

resulting I is 0. In other atoms like 
1
H and 

13
C, protons or neutrons are present in odd 

number and show an I is different to zero.
(7)

 

It is possible to distinguish three different cases: 

The first case is where both protons and neutrons are present in even number and I = 0 so 

the atom is silent with respect to NMR spectroscopy. The second case is where both 

protons and neutrons are odd, in this case I is an integer and it is possible to study these 

nuclei with NMR even if the study is difficult. 

In the third case (where I = ½, 3/2, 5/2 etc.) it is possible to study the system with NMR 

more easily then in the previous case. 

When a nucleus with spin is immersed in a magnetic field it is subjected to two different 

forces that have the effect of rotating the nuclear spin in order to align with the external 

magnetic field, B0. 

The possible orientations are governed by the quantum number m, it can assume values 

going from +l to –l with an increment of 1 unit. Globally it can take (2l + 1) different 

values. 

For 
1
H there are only two possible orientations, one with m = - ½ and another one with m = 

+½.  

These two states have slightly different energies. The energy aligned with B0 has a slightly 

lower energy than the state with m = - ½ (aligned opposite to B0). 
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Nuclear magnetic moment does not remain stationary but it oscillates around the direction 

of B0 with a precession movement similar to a spinning top. 

 

 

Figure 2.8: The representation of the two spin states for a particle with I = ½. Readapted with 

permission from http://www.pianetachimica.it 

 

In the case of 
1
H, the precession motion of nuclear magnetic moments occurs with a 

frequency proportional to the ΔE between the two levels. This frequency is called Larmor 

freuency and is given by the formula: 

 

𝜈 =  𝐵0

𝛾

2𝜋
 

 

Increasing the value of B0 also increases the value of the Larmor frequency and then the 

ΔE between the two levels also increases. Since the difference is on the order of 10
-5

/10
-6

 

kcal/mol, the population in the two states is practically identical, with a small prevalence 

for the lower energy state.
(7)

 

If the sample is irradiated with a radiation of frequency comparable with the Larmor 

Frequency then an interaction of the magnetic component of the radiation with nuclear 

magnetic moments (also oscillating at Larmor’s frequency) is observed. In this way the 

energy from radiation can be transferred to the nuclei. 

Every adsorption involves a change in the orientation of nuclear spin that rotates from 

aligned with the field to be aligned opposite to the field. When this spin transition occurs 
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nuclei are in resonance with the radiofrequency and the name Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

comes from this. 

In the first NMR instruments, the sample was irradiated with increasing radiofrequencies 

in order to excite in sequence all the nuclei and then recorded the absorbed energy. This 

technique was very slow and nowadays does not find application. In modern instruments, 

the signal is generated with a pulsed method and subjected to a subsequent Fourier 

Transform. With this technique all the nuclei from one species are excited at the same time 

using a pulse of radiofrequencies containing the appropriate frequency range. Data are then 

elaborated with Fourier transforms.  

In order to understand how radiofrequencies interact with the nuclei under examination it 

is necessary to introduce the macroscopic magnetization vector Mo that is the result of all 

the nuclear magnetic moments. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Visualization of the Mo vector resulting from the oriented spins of singles particles. 

Readapted with permission from http://www.pianetachimica.it.  

 

 This is not zero since there is a small excess of population in the state with the spin 

aligned with B0. This vector will be orientated along a dimension indicated as z (direction 

of the magnetic field) and the radiofrequency pulse is irradiated along the x direction. 

Following the adsorption of energy, nuclei undergo the spin transition that macroscopically 

is represented by the Mo vector rotating and moving away from z axis to approach the x-y 

plane and a precession starts around the z axis as shown in Figure 2.10 
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Figure 2.10: Graphic description of the excitation of M0 and the subsequent relaxation. Readapted 

with permission from http://www.pianetachimica.it. 

 

At this point, the radiofrequency pulse stops. The nuclei then emit a signal in the 

radiofrequency range that decays with time. This can be seen as an echo of the adsorbed 

signal. To record this signal a receiving circuit, B2, orientated along y axis, is used to 

measure the oscillation of the y-component of M. Absorbed energy is slowly released via 

two different mechanisms: one called spin-lattice relaxation (which involves interaction of 

the spin with the dipoles of surrounding molecules) and the other called spin-spin 

relaxation, which involves the interaction with the spin of surrounding H atoms. 

The M vector, due to this dissipation of energy, returns to the Mo value by doing 

precession spirals around z axis, to a position where My is zero. The time necessary to 

recuperate 66% of the magnetization is called the T1 relaxation time and is usually around 

1 second. The relaxation time spin-lattice T1 is used in medicine as it is indicative of tissue 

where the hydrogens under examination are immersed. The interval of the radiofrequency 

pulse t(i) needs to be determined with absolute precision to produce a strong NMR signal. 

If t(i) is enough to bend Mo by 90
°
 then the maximum My is obtained.  Usually t(i) is on the 

order of microseconds. 

The recorded signal is oscillates and decays with the time. It is called FID (Free Induction 

Decay). The FID for CH3I is shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2.11:FID of CH3I for hydrogen nuclei. Readapted with permission from 

http://www.pianetachimica.it. 
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Since CH3I has three equivalent hydrogens, they have the same frequency of resonance. In 

the graph this frequency is easy to distinguish since it is the wavelength between two 

successive crests and represents period T of the wave. The frequency is then obtained 

from: 

 

𝜈 =  
1

𝑇
 

 

Starting from a graph in the time domain, the FID, it is possible to obtain a new graph as a 

function of the frequency by exploiting the Fourier transform. This is the NMR spectrum 

showing the adsorbed frequency and that then re-emitted by the atoms of the molecule.
(7)

 

 

 

Figure 2.12: 
1
H NMR spectrum of CH3I Readapted with permission from 

http://www.pianetachimica.it 

 

2.4.2   The Chemical Shift 

 

Since all the hydrogen atoms have the same magnetic moment μ it is obvious to think that 

they all resonate at the same frequency if a specific B0 is applied. However if this was the 

case then NMR spectroscopy would be useless since in the spectrum there would be only 

one signal for all the hydrogens in all the molecules.  

Luckily for us in nature, the chemical environment influences the frequency of the 

resonating nucleus and the consequence is that the frequency of resonance of nuclei in 

different chemical environments is different. 

Depending the electronegativity of the atom to which it is bonded, a proton can experience 

a greater or lesser effective electron density than might otherwise be expected. Electrons 

are charged particles and when an external magnetic field is applied they undergo a small 

electronic circulation that generates a small induced magnetic field Bi. This induced 

magnetic field is opposite in sign to B0 but is much smaller than it. 
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If the hydrogen is bound to an atom that is not very electronegative it experiences an 

increase in electron density and feels an induced magnetic field less intense than the case 

where is bound to a more electronegative atom. In the first case the hydrogen adsorbs at 

lower frequencies then in the case where it is bound to an electronegative atom. 

The variation of the absorption frequency is called the chemical shift. To be quantified, it 

is necessary to assign one of the hydrogen signals as a reference and assign to it the value 

of zero on the chemical shift scale. 

For convention, zero is attributed to the hydrogens in tetramethyl-sylane (Si(CH3)4 since 

they are more shielded because of the low electronegativity of silicon atom. For this reason 

the chemical shifts of most hydrogens are positive. 

Moreover chemical shift is proportional to the B0 applied since it is generated from the 

shielding effect of the electrons which are induced from the same B0. Hence instruments 

working with different applied fields will generate different chemical shifts and to avoid 

confusion, the chemical shift is defined as follow: 

 

𝑪𝒉𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒔𝒉𝒊𝒇𝒕 =  
𝐻𝑧𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚 − 𝐻𝑧𝑇𝑀𝑆

𝑀𝐻𝑧𝐻 𝑇𝑀𝑆
 

 

The chemical shift is in this way the same for all instruments independent of the intensity 

of the magnetic fields applied. 

The common scale for the chemical shift is usually between 0-12 ppm for 
1
H NMR and 

between 0-220 ppm for the 
13

C NMR.
(7)

 

 

2.5 Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (EPR) 

 

Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance, also called Electronic Spin Resonance (ESR) is a 

spectroscopic technique where the magnetic component of the radiation is absorbed by 

atoms or molecules that have an unpaired electron. For this reason it finds application in 

the study of species like organic radicals, transition metal compounds and solids with local 

defects.
(8)

 

EPR spectroscopy presents some similarities with NMR but also a number of differences. 

For example, in NMR the transition between the two states (when I = ½) derives from the 

alignment of the nuclear magnetic moments with the applied field and the transition 

happens when the correct radiofrequency is applied. In EPR the different energy state 
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derives from the interaction of electronic spin moments with the magnetic field (the 

electronic Zeeman effect) and transitions are observed when a frequency in the microwave 

region is applied. 

Another difference is that electron has an intrinsic angular moment (spin) and an orbital 

angular moment. Both of these factors, in the presence of an external magnetic field, 

generate a corresponding magnetic moment that needs to be taken into account to describe 

properly the EPR phenomenon.
(7,8)

 

It is known from classical physics that the angular momentum (L) of a particle with mass 

m describing an orbit with radius r at a specific speed (v) is as follows: 

 

L = mrv                    (5) 

 

Since the electron in the orbital does not follow a circular orbital but it follows quantum 

mechanical rules, this equation is not the correct mode to describe the orbital moment. 

From the Schrodinger equation for the wave-function describing the hydrogen atom one 

can obtain the orbital quantum number l that determines the value of the orbital angular 

momentum L: 

 

𝐿 =  √𝑙(𝑙 + 1) ℎ
2𝜋⁄                    (6) 

 

The component of the angular momentum vector on the z axis is quantized and it can 

assume only the allowed values for the magnetic quantum number ml that assumes integer 

values between +l and –l. For example if l = 2 (as in the case of a d orbital) then ml = +2, 

+1, 0, -1,-2. 

Associated with the orbital angular momentum there is the magnetic orbital momentum μl 

which it is possible to describe by classical physics: μ = IA where I is the current and A is 

the orbital area.
(8)

 

Since I = 
𝑞

𝑇
 (where T is the period of the orbit) T = 

𝜈

2𝜋𝑟
 and q = -e is obtained that: 

 

𝐼 =  −
𝑒𝜈

2𝜋𝑟
                    (7) 
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If the numerator and denominator are multiplied by mer (me is the mass of an electron), the 

equation becomes: 

𝐼 =  −
𝑒𝑚𝑒𝜈𝑟

2𝜋𝑚𝑒𝑟2                    (8) 

 

So taking A = πr
2 

the equation for
 
μ becomes: 

 

𝜇 = 𝐼𝐴 =  
𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑣𝑟

2𝑚𝑒
                   (9) 

 

Substituting equation 5 for L into the equation 9 we have: 

 

𝜇𝑙 = −
𝑒

2𝑚𝑒
𝐿                  (10) 

 

Since orbital angular momentum is quantized, so also the orbital magnetic moment 

associated is quantized and: 

 

𝜇𝑙 =  −
𝑒

2𝑚𝑒
 √𝑙(𝑙 + 1)

ℎ

2𝜋
                (11) 

 

Combining all the constants as the Bohr magneton βe, for an electron: βe = 
𝑒ℎ

4𝜋𝑚𝑒
 

The expression for 𝜇𝑙becomes: 

 

𝜇𝑙 =  √𝑙(𝑙 + 1) 𝛽𝑒                 (12) 

 

From this relationship it is evident that the orbital magnetic momentum on the z axis is also 

quantized and can assume only values corresponding to ml. Then: 

 

μz = -mlβe                  (13) 

 

Concerning the spin, electrons have half integer spin like neutrons and protons and so they 

obey to the same quantum mechanical laws and (similarly to the case of NMR 

spectroscopy) the spin component is represented as: 
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 𝑆 =  √𝑠(𝑠 + 1) ℎ
2𝜋⁄                 (14) 

 

This equation represents the component of the vector representing the spin angular moment 

on the z direction and it can assume only values allowed by the quantum number, ms (= 

±1/2).
(8)

 

If the same considerations used for the orbital momentum are applied to the spin, one can 

obtain an expression analogous to the previous one apart from the coefficient g: 

 

𝜇𝑙𝑠 =  √𝑠(𝑠 + 1) 𝑔𝛽𝑒  and consequentially:   μz = -msgβe 

 

As in NMR spectroscopy, also in EPR spectroscopy is present g parameter that links the μ 

to the quantum number of the angular momentum. In EPR g parameter is not constant. In 

fact in NMR spectroscopy g for nuclei is considered constant and is introduced the screen 

constant σ to take into account the difference between nuclei in different chemical 

environments. The measured g-value for the free electron is 2.0023 (approximately). Spin 

angular momentum and orbital angular momentum can be considered separately in EPR 

apart from the case where it is necessary to take into account spin-orbit interactions (as in 

the case of a transition metal coordination complex). In this case the g coefficient will 

assume a value that is sensibly different from g of the free electron. Indeed for organic 

radicals this interaction is negligible.
(7,8)

 

 

When a molecule with a 𝜇𝑒  ≠ 0 is introduced into a magnetic field, it behaves like a 

magnetic dipole and will show a potential energy depending on the orientation of the 

magnetic field applied. This potential energy is given by the scalar product between μ and 

the applied field as shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

𝐸 =  −𝜇𝑧𝐵 =  𝑚𝑠𝑔𝛽𝑒𝐵 

 

As appears evident the energy is at the minimum when the dipole is aligned with the 

applied field (ϑ = 0°) and when the equation for μz is: 
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Figure 2.13: Potential energy of a dipole in a magnetic field Readapted with permission from 

http://www.pianetachimica.it 

 

The energy of the electrons depends on the spin magnetic quantum number and on the 

intensity of the applied field. Figure 2.14 represents this situation.
(8)

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Energies for electrons immersed in a magnetic field. Readapted with permission from 

http://www.pianetachimica.it 

When the applied field is 0 the two levels are isoenergetic, but the presence of an external 

field removes the degeneracy between the levels, and the ΔE between the two values, 

called Zeeman levels, increases with the increasing applied field. The expression for this 

energy difference is: 

∆𝐸 =  +
1

2
𝑔𝛽𝑒𝐵 − (−

1

2
𝑔𝛽𝑒𝐵) = 𝑔𝛽𝑒𝐵 

 

Transition between two energy levels is observed when the sample is irradiated with a 

radiation of frequency ν that is resonant with ΔE: hν = gβeB 
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When these conditions are met one molecule is excited from the ground state to the excited 

state, changing the alignment of the spin towards the applied magnetic field. The g value 

for the species under examination can be calculated from the known terms (h, ν, βe) using 

the value of B at the maximum of the curve of absorption: 

 

g = 
ℎ𝜈

𝛽𝑒𝐵𝑟
 

 

When the electronic spin momentum interacts with the momentum μn of other nuclei with 

nuclear spin I, the single EPR signal is split into 2I +1 equidistant lines and this interaction 

is called the hyperfine interaction. This phenomenon can be explained via the Fermi 

contact interaction. However the unpaired electron is not only located in a specific atom 

but sometimes can be shared in a wider molecular orbital. For this reason the unpaired 

electron can interact also with nearby nuclei, and even if the probability to be in contact 

with these atoms is smaller, sometimes it is possible to distinguish between the interaction 

of the electronic spin with the nucleus around which the electron is orbiting and the 

interaction of the electronic spin with the nuclei surrounding the atom around which the 

uncoupled electron is orbiting. Sometimes this contribution is detectable and is very useful 

since it gives precious information, for example concerning the coordination sphere of a 

metal coordination complex.
(8)

 

When these two kinds of interaction are taken in account the equation for the Hamiltonian 

operator will be: 

 

�̂� =  �̂�  + 𝑒 �̂�  +𝑁  �̂�  =ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒   𝑔𝛽𝑒𝐵�̂�  𝑧 − 𝑔𝑁𝛽𝑁𝐵𝐼   +𝑧  𝐴�̂�𝑧𝐼𝑧  

 

Energetic modifications caused by the nuclear Zeeman are smaller than the effect due to 

the electronic Zeeman effect. Moreover the Hyperfine interaction involves smaller 

energies, however the resulting spectrum can give more information. A scheme of this is 

shown in Figure 2.15 
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Figure 2.15: Scheme for the interpretation of an EPR spectrum. In this specific case the spectrum 

is that of the hydroxymethyl radical 

 

2.6 Practical experimental details 

 

2.6.1 General Experimental Remarks 

Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBA-PF6 >98%) was supplied by TCI. Bis(2-

pyridylmethyl)amine (97%), benzoic acid (99.5%), Cu(ClO4)2·6H2O (98%), sodium nitrite 

(min. 99.0%) and tetrabutylammonium nitrite were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 2,2′-

bipyridine (≥99%), 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine (98%), catechol (1,2-dihydroxybenzene, 

≥99%),  Co(NO3)2·6H2O (98%) and CoCl2·6H2O (98%) were supplied by Sigma Aldrich. 

1,2-benzenedithiol (96%) was obtained by Alfa Aesar. All chemical reagents and solvents 

were used as purchased.  

Electronic spectra were collected on a JASCO V-670 spectrophotometer using 1 cm 

pathlength cuvettes. Solid state IR spectra were collected on  Thermo scientific Nicolet 

iS5. Solution-phase IR spectra were collected with a Shimadzu FTIR-8400S. 

X-band EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer, and 

simulations performed with Bruker’s Xsophe software package.
(97)  

All 
1
H and 

13
C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AV 400 instrument, at a constant 

temperature of 300 K. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million from low to high 

field. Coupling constants (J) are reported in hertz (Hz). Standard abbreviations indicating 
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multiplicity were used as follows: m = multiplet, t = triplet, d = doublet, s = singlet. 

Assignments of signals to specific protons are based on 2D (COSY) spectra. 

CHN analyses were collected by the services facility at the School of Chemistry, 

University of Glasgow, as were FAB mass spectra (positive mode) and LM-MS mass 

spectra (ESI, positive mode, Bruker micrOTOF-Q machine).  

TGA analyses were collected by the services facility at the School of Chemistry, 

University of Glasgow on a TA Instruments SDT Q600 machine. All the experiments were 

carried out under Argon at a flow rate of 100 mL/min and the temperature ramp rate was 

10 °C per minute.  

CHN analyses were collected by the services facility at the School of Chemistry, 

University of Glasgow, as were LM-MS mass spectra (ESI, positive mode, Bruker 

micrOTOF-Q machine). Experiments performed at “room temperature” were carried out at 

20 °C.  

Electrochemical experiments were performed as below. Experiments performed at “room 

temperature” were carried out at 20 °C.  

 

2.6.2 Electrochemical Methods 

 Electrochemical studies were performed in a three-electrode configuration using CH 

Instruments CHI760D potentiostats. For cyclic voltammetry, a Pt wire was used as the 

counter electrode, along with an Ag/AgNO3 pseudo reference electrode (CH Instruments). 

Potentials are reported relative to the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple, the position of which 

was judged by adding ferrocene to the samples analyzed. Working electrodes were washed 

with acetone and deionized water prior to use. 

 Cyclic voltammograms were collected at room temperature under an atmosphere of Ar at 

a scan rate of 100 mV s
–1

, unless otherwise noted. A glassy carbon button electrode (area = 

0.071 cm
2
, CH Instruments) was used as the working electrode for cyclic voltammetry. 

The supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M TBA-PF6 in acetonitrile, unless otherwise noted. 

Measurements were conducted without stirring and with iR compensation enabled. The iR 

test function available on the CH potentiostats uses the general method developed by He 

and Faulkner.
(9)  

Bulk electrolyses were carried out in 0.2 M TBA-PF6 in acetonitrile (15 mL) in a sealed 

single-chamber cell (headspace volume = 97 mL), using an Ag/AgNO3 pseudo reference 

electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode and a large area glassy carbon (Carbon-Vitreous 

3000C (C) foil, 1.0 mm thickness, GoodFellow) foil electrode of area 4.6 cm
2
. Solutions 
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were stirred during bulk electrolyses, which were conducted without considering any 

resistive losses; solution resistances were measured using the iR test function (as for cyclic 

voltammetry) and were found to be on the order of 10–30 Ω. At the currents typically 

passing in these experiments, the voltage drops caused by this uncompensated resistance 

were thus generally under 1 mV, and could be neglected. 

 

2.6.3 Crystallography  

Crystallographic data were collected at the University of Glasgow on a Bruker APEX-II 

CCD diffractometer for [17-CH3CN](ClO4)2, and using a Bruker D8Venture with PhotonII 

detector and dual Imus 3.0 micro-source for [18-NO2].  

Crystallographic data for compound 20 and 24 were collected at the EPSRC UK 

National Crystallography Service at the University of Southampton using a rotating 

anode radiation source,
(10)  

 

For [17-CH3CN]
2+

, a blue, block-shaped crystal of dimensions 0.42 × 0.4 × 0.31 mm was 

used for single crystal X-ray diffraction data collection. C22H23CuN5O2·2(ClO4) 

crystallized in the triclinic space group P-1 (space group No. 2), with unit cell dimensions 

a = 8.4706(7), b = 8.8319(8), c = 17.982(2) Å, α = 95.471(2)°, β = 99.637(2)°, γ = 

102.415(2)° and V = 1283.2(2) Å
3
, T = 100 K. 15864 reflections were measured by ω 

scans, 5798 independent reflections with Rint = 0.068, θmax = 27.4°, θmin = 1.2° using Mo 

Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å. The structure was solved using Superflip
(11-13)

 and refined 

using SHELXL
(14)

 within OLEX2
(15)

 which was also used for molecular graphics and to 

prepare material for publication. CCDC entry 1588602 contains the supplementary 

crystallographic data for this compound. 

For [18-NO2], a green block-shaped crystal of dimensions 0.39 × 0.33 × 0.16 mm was used 

for single crystal X-ray diffraction data collection. C19H17CuN5O4·0.5(C2H3N) crystallized 

in the orthorhombic space group Pbcn, with unit cell dimensions a = 14.817(8), b = 

19.01(1), c = 15.569(9) Å and V = 4386(4)  Å
3
, T = 298 K. 8296 reflections were measured 

by ω scans, 5403 independent reflections with Rint = 0.037, θmax = 28.3°, θmin = 2.2° using 

Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å. The structure was solved using XT
(16) 

and refined using 

SHELXL
(17) 

within OLEX2, which was again used for molecular graphics and to prepare 

material for publication. The nitrite nitrogen atom is well-ordered; however, the oxygen 

atoms show disorder and were modelled as follows: O1N was modelled as fully-occupied 

and common to both partially-occupied orientations of O2N and O3N, each of which was 

modelled as 0.5-occupied. All oxygen atoms show large atomic displacements. Distance 
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similarity restraints were applied to the N1N–O2N and N1N–O3N distances. CCDC entry 

1588603 contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this compound. More details 

on the crystallographic data and its collection can be found in the Appendix A. 

For compound 20: C30H28CoN4O2·1(NO3), M = 597.50, trigonal, a = 21.2619 (15), c = 

14.3882 (10) Å, U = 5633.0 (7) Å
3
, T = 100 K, space group P-3c1 (no.165), Z = 6, 

40590 reflections measured, 3339 unique (R1 = 0.24), which were used in all 

calculations. The final wR(F
2
) was 0.126 (1325 reflections with I > 2σ(I)).  

SQUEEZE
(18)

 was used to calculate the solvent-accessible volume and the electron 

density within it; 1149 Å3 containing 214 electrons. This equates to ~20% of the total 

crystal volume being occupied by disordered solvent, which accounts (at least 

partially) for the sub-optimal R-value.  CCDC 1452332 contains the supplementary 

crystallographic data for this chapter. More details on the crystallographic data and its 

collection can be found in the Appendix A 

For compound 24, dark blue/green opaque crystal of dimensions 0.10 × 0.09 × 0.02 mm 

was used for single crystal X-ray diffraction data collection. 

C48H44Co2N6S4·2(NO3)·1.25(H2O)·0.25(CH3OH) crystallised in the monoclinic space 

group P21/n (space group No. 14), with unit cell dimensions a = 12.6021 (3), b = 22.7893 

(5), c = 17.1872 (6) Å, β = 103.500 (3)° and V = 4799.7 (2)  Å
3
, T = 100 K. 59216 

reflections were measured by ω scans, 11002 independent reflections with Rint = 0.053, 

θmax = 27.5°, θmin = 2.4° using Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å, on a Rigaku FRE+ 

equipped with VHF Varimax confocal mirrors and an AFC10 goniometer and HG Saturn 

724+ detector  diffractometer. Data were integrated using CrysAlis PRO 1.171.38.43 

(Rigaku OD, 2015), with Lorentz and polarization corrections made. A multi-scan 

correction for absorption was applied Tmin = 0.538, Tmax = 1.000, μ = 0.93 mm
−1

, Mr = 

1105.54, F(000) = 2284, ρcalcd = 1.530 Mg m
−3

. 

The structure was solved using ShelXT.
(16) 

All 11002 reflections were used in the 

refinement and positions and anisotropic atomic displacement parameters (adps) were 

refined for all fully occupied non-hydrogen atoms using SHELXL within OLEX2.
(14,15) 

A 

region of lattice solvent was modelled as 0.75 H2O with two further 0.25-occupied H2O 

molecules and a 0.25-occupied molecule of MeOH. One nitrate anion was modelled with 

the oxygen atoms over two partially occupied (0.9/0.1) sites. The 0.75-occupied H2O 

hydrogen atoms were located in difference Fourier maps and refined with O-H distance 

restraints, hydrogen atoms for the 0.25-H2O and MeOH were not included in the model but 

were included in the unit cell contents and values derived from them, otherwise hydrogen 
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atoms were placed in calculated positions and refined as part of a riding model or as a rigid 

rotor for Me hydrogens. Final wR(F
2
) = 0.097, R[F

2
 > 2σ(F

2
)] = 0.043 (8780 reflections 

with I > 2σ(I)) for 670 parameters, ρmax = 0.50 e Å
−3

 and ρmin = −0.39 e Å
−3

 maximum 

and minimum residual electron density. CCDC 1537318 and Appendix A contain the 

supplementary crystallographic data for this chapter. 

 

2.6.4 Calculations 

Calculations concerning compounds 17, 18 and 24 are made using the program package 

ORCA.
(19) 

Calculation for compound 20 and 21 were performed with the Gaussian 09 

program.
(20)  

 The input geometry for all molecules were generated using ArgusLab. The 

geometries of all molecules were fully optimized by a spin-unrestricted DFT method 

employing the BP86 functional with acetonitrile as solvent.
(21,22)  

For compounds 17, 18, 24, split-valence basis sets with one set of polarization functions 

(def2-SVP) were used for all atoms.
(23,24) 

A scalar relativistic correction was applied using 

the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA) method.
(25-27) 

The RIJCOSX 

approximation combined with the appropriate Ahlrichs auxiliary basis set was used to 

speed up the calculations.
(28-30) 

The conductor like screening model (COSMO) was used for 

all calculations.
(31) 

The self-consistent field calculations were tightly converged (1 × 10
–8

 

Eh in energy, 1 × 10
–7

 Eh in the charge density, and 1 × 10
–7

 in the maximum element of 

the DIIS
(32,33)

 error vector). The geometry was converged with the following convergence 

criteria: change in energy <10
–5

 Eh, average force <5 × 10
–4

 Eh Bohr
–1

, and the maximum 

force 10
–4

 Eh Bohr
–1

. The geometry search for all complexes was carried out in redundant 

internal coordinates without imposing geometry constraints. The stability of all solutions 

was checked by performing frequency calculations: no negative frequencies were 

observed. Single point calculations were performed on optimized coordinates using the 

PBE0 functional
(34,35)

 and triple-ζ-quality basis sets with one set of polarization functions 

(def2-TZVP) for all atoms.
(22)

 

The structures of the complexes 20 and 21 were optimized at the TPSS
(36)

 -D3
(37)

 /def2-

TZVP
(24,38)

,  level in vacuum. We tested several other functionals (PBE-D3, M06-L, M06, 

ωB97-XD), both in vacuum and in water (using PCM), and found that TPSS-D3 gave the 

best agreement with experiment (metal–ligand bond lengths within 0.01 Å) and that 

solvation had a negligible effect on the structure (changes in metal–ligand bond lengths of 

≤ 0.01 Å). We therefore used the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP/vacuum structure in all subsequent 

calculations. TD-DFT was used to calculate vertical singlet excitation energies at the 
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ωB97-XD
(39)

 /def2-TZVP/PCM level. The default IEF-PCM solvation model was used, 

which only includes electrostatic solvation effects; non-equilibrium solvation was used for 

excited states. NTO analyses
(40)

 were performed with Gaussian.  

Structures and orbitals were visualized with the program ChemCraft.
(41)  

The calculated S1 

excitation energies in various solvents were found to be significantly overestimated (by 

~0.6 eV) compared to the experimental band maxima. It is well known
(42) 

that the positions 

of ligand-field excitations, particularly in first transition row complexes, are not predicted 

reliably by TD-DFT and are highly dependent on the chosen functional. Moreover, many 

such excitations have a certain amount of charge-transfer character, which is also 

problematic for TD-DFT. The latter problem is alleviated by using a long-range corrected 

functional like ωB97-XD. We did not attempt to identify the optimal functional for the 

systems under investigation as the deviations are systematic and constant for a given 

excitation and functional. Therefore, the shifts due to solvation and the nature of the 

excitations, which are the focus of the present work, can still be considered reliable. 

 

2.6.5 Colorimetric NO determination 

The NO generated during bulk electrolysis was quantified in an airtight cell (headspace 

volume = 97 mL) in 0.2 M TBA-PF6 in acetonitrile (15 mL) using an Ag/AgNO3 pseudo 

reference electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode and a large area glassy carbon foil working 

electrode (area 4.6 cm
2
). The concentration of compound 17 or compound 18 employed 

was 7 × 10
–6 

M. The electrolyte also contained 120 equivalents of benzoic acid and 120 

equivalents of TBA-NO2 relative to compound 17 or 18. A control reaction was also 

performed containing these amounts of benzoic acid and TBA-NO2 but in the absence of 

any catalyst. A 14 mL vial was glued to the internal wall of the airtight cell above the level 

of the electrolyte solution, into which was placed 5 mL of an 8 × 10
–5 

M Co-TPP solution 

in dichloromethane, the concentration of which was cross-checked using the molar 

extinction coefficient reported by Berry and co-workers.
(43) 

The vial was left open at the 

top, so that NO in the headspace could diffuse into the Co-TPP solution, but the Co-TPP 

solution and the electrolyte could not mix. The electrolyte and headspace of the cell were 

thoroughly degassed with Ar for 30 minutes before initiation of electrolysis. Bulk 

electrolyses were then conducted at –0.91 V (vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene) with stirring. At 

the end of electrolysis, the solution continued to be stirred and the cell was left sealed for a 

further two hours, in order to allow time for NO in the headspace to diffuse fully into the 

Co-TPP solution. An aliquot of the Co-TPP solution was then withdrawn from the 14 mL 
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vial, and its electronic spectrum measured. Given a Henry’s Law coefficient for the 

solubility of NO in CH3CN at room temperature of 1.35 × 10
8
 Pa,

(44) 
the amount of NO 

dissolved in solution was calculated to be negligible under these conditions and was thus 

ignored. 

A calibration curve equating the shift in the position of the Co-TPP absorbance band at 

λmax ≈ 530 nm was constructed (see Figure 3.15), using a similar sealed cell configuration 

to that described above with a dichloromethane/Co-TPP solution in an open vial attached 

to the inner wall of the cell, but where the Co-TPP solution was not in contact with the 

liquid in the main cell. The main body of the cell was then purged with Ar and filled with 

20 mL of a 50 mM solution of ascorbic acid in glacial acetic acid/H2O (respectively 18 

mL/2 mL), which is known to generate NO stoichiometrically from nitrite.
(45)

 Known 

aliquots of sodium nitrite (as a solution in water) were then added to this solution, which 

was then stirred in the sealed cell for 2 hours. After this time, an aliquot of the Co-TPP 

solution was withdrawn from the 14 mL vial, and its electronic spectrum measured. From 

this, a graph of shift in λmax vs. amount of NO generated was constructed.  

 

2.6.6 Quantification of nitric oxide release by chemiluminescence 

 Bulk electrolysis was conducted as for the colorimetric tests for NO in identical sealed 

cells. NO release measurements by chemiluminescence were then performed using a 

Sievers NOA 280i chemiluminescence nitric oxide analyzer. The instrument was calibrated 

by passing air through a zero filter (Sievers, <1 ppb NO) and 89.8 ppm NO gas (BOC, 

balance nitrogen). The flow rate was set to 200 mL min
–1

 with a cell pressure of 6.5 Torr 

and an oxygen pressure of 6.1 psig. To measure NO production, nitrogen gas was flushed 

through the electrochemical cell, the resultant gas directed into the analyzer, and the 

concentration of NO recorded. The limit of detection of this analyzer is 0.5 ppb. 
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Synopsis 

 

The selective and efficient electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide (NO) is of 

tremendous importance, both for the development of NO-release systems for biomedical 

applications and for the removal of nitrogen oxide pollutants from the environment. In 

nature, this transformation is mediated by (amongst others) enzymes known as the copper-

containing nitrite reductases. The development of synthetic copper complexes that can 

reduce nitrite to NO has therefore attracted considerable interest. However, there are no 

studies describing the crucial role of proton-coupled-electron transfer during nitrite 

reduction when using such synthetic complexes. Herein, we describe the synthesis and 

characterization of two previously unreported Cu complexes (17 and 18) for the 

electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to NO, in which the role of proton-relaying units in the 

secondary coordination sphere of the metal can be probed. Complex 18 bears a pendant 

carboxylate group in close proximity to the copper center, whilst complex 17 lacks such 

functionality. Our results suggest that complex 18 is twice as effective an electrocatalyst 

for nitrite reduction than is complex 17, and that complex 18 is the best copper-based 

molecular electrocatalyst for this reaction yet discovered. The differences in reactivity 

between 17 and 18 are probed using a range of electrochemical, spectroscopic and 

computational methods, which shed light on the possible catalytic mechanism of 18 and 

implicate the proton-relaying ability of its pendant carboxylate group in the enhanced 

reactivity that this complex displays. These results highlight the critical role of proton-

coupled-electron transfer in the reduction of nitrite to NO and have important implications 

for the design of biomimetic catalysts for the selective interconversions of the nitrogen 

oxides. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The mono-electronic reduction of nitrite (NO2
−
) to nitric oxide (NO) is a potential source 

of NO in physiological environment
(1-4)

 and a key step in the natural nitrogen cycle, being 

part of the process of bacterial denitrification.
(5)

 As widely discuss in Chapter 1 there are a 

number of classes of enzyme that perform this transformation, including those using haem, 

molybdenum and copper center in the active site. In the case of copper-containing nitrite 

reductases (CuNiR) the reaction mediated is summarized in Equation 1
(6)

 

 

Cu(I) + NO2
−
 + 2H

+
 → Cu(II) + NO + H2O          (Eq. 1) 

 

The crystal structure of a CuNIR-type enzyme was determined in 1991.
(7) 

 The active site 

for the reduction of NO2
−
 consists of a Cu(II) ion coordinated by three histidine ligands 

and a single water molecule, giving a distorted tetrahedral geometry at the copper center 

(see Figure 1.8 page 17 for the structure). These results have been supported by subsequent 

studies, which have also given insight into the nature of nitrite binding during 

catalysis.
(8,10)

 

On account of the comparatively simple active site structure of CuNiR suggested by the 

crystallographic studies, a number of groups have developed simplified analogues of this 

enzyme based on tripodal N-donor ligands coordinated to a Cu center.
(11-45)  

In many cases was found that these analogues can mediate the reduction of nitrite to NO 

with the use of stoichiometric sacrificial electron donors but there is also a distinct subset 

of such Cu-N donor complexes that can mediate the electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to 

NO.
(46-51) 

 

A critical role is played by a proton sources since acidic regimes are essential for catalytic 

reduction of nitrite to NO and this appears evident also from the stoichiometry showed in 

Equation 1 and the reaction mechanism detailed in Chapter 1 (page 18 Figure 1.9)  

Considering that protons are required for this reduction, was surprising the relative dearth 

of studies on the role of proton-relay units that might mediate proton-coupled-electron 

transfer (PCET)
(52-56) 

during catalytic nitrite reduction in these systems. 

In the natural CuNiR class of enzymes, Asp-98 residue sits in close proximity to the bound 

nitrite and helps to mediate proton transfer to one of the nitrite oxygens, which is lost as 

water.
(5,10) 

Crystallographic
(57)

 and site-directed mutagenesis
(58)

 studies on the relevant 

enzymes highlighted the importance of this fragment in the reaction mechanism.  
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In recent years three papers were published showing the importance of hydrogen bonding 

in the secondary coordination sphere of synthetic systems for nitrite reduction based on 

both iron
(59,60) 

and copper,
(61)

 although none of these systems was able to demonstrate 

catalytic turnover (see at this purpose compounds 12, 13, 14, pages 34-35)  

As was shown in Section 1.5.3, a lot of small molecules mimicking the Cu-NiR active site 

were synthesized, however, to the best of our knowledge, there exist no examples of 

synthetic, small-molecule platforms for the catalytic reduction of nitrite to NO where the 

role of proton relays has been addressed explicitly, as it has been, for example, with 

synthetic platforms for catalytic proton reduction,
(62-67) 

water oxidation
(68-70) 

and CO2 

reduction.
(71,72)

 

In this chapter is detailed the synthesis and characterization of two new copper complexes 

(17 and 18) which allow to understand and rationalize the role of PCET in the 

electrocatalytic reduction of nitrite to NO with synthetic, small-molecule platforms.  

We probe and rationalize these differences in reactivity using a range of electrochemical, 

spectroscopic and computational methods, which together shed light on the possible 

mechanism of reaction. 

 

 

3.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.1 Synthesis and Crystallography.  

The general synthetic route for the formation of complexes 17 and 18 is shown in Scheme 

3.1. Hence, 6-chloromethylpyridine-2-carboxylic acid methyl ester was prepared via the 

procedure of Mato-Iglesias et al.
(73) 

The synthesis of compound 15 (see Figure 3.24 page 

111)
 
was then achieved by reaction of this methyl ester with bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine 

according to the procedure used by Kotani et al. for  the preparation of the allied ethyl 

ester.
(74)  

Compound 15 could then be hydrolyzed to yield the known acid (compound 

16)
(74,75) 

by treatment with NaOH. Metallation of the acid and ester ligands was then 

achieved accordingly to adapted literature procedures,
(46,76) 

generating the new complexes 

[17-H2O]
2+

 and [18-H2O]
+
 (see Synthetic section at the end of this chapter). 
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Scheme 3.1. The synthetic route to obtain complexes [17-H2O]
2+

 and [18-H2O]
+
. Reproduced 

from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

After dissolution in CH3CN, dark blue crystals of the acetonitrile adduct of complex 17 

[17-CH3CN](ClO4)2 were obtained after standing at room temperature for 3 weeks. These 

crystals proved to be of suitable quality for X-ray diffraction, allowing the structure shown 

in Figure 3.1 to be obtained.  

 

Figure 3.1: The molecular structure of [17-CH3CN](ClO4)2. Further crystallographic details can 

be found in Appendix A1. Ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level. Color scheme: C = grey, 

N = blue, O = red, Cl = green, Cu = purple. For selected bond lengths and angles, see Table 3.1. 

Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. 

Copyright 2018 
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The presence of two perchlorate anions per Cu complex indicated that the copper center 

remained in the +II oxidation state. Typically, Cu(II) complexes with tris(2-

methylpyridyl)amine (TMPA) ligands adopt a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry, 

whereby the Cu–N(pyridyl)TMPA bonds define the triangular plane (with typical lengths 

between 2.0 and 2.1 Å) and the apices of the bipyramid consist of a rather short Cu–

Nacetonitrile distance (~2.0 Å) and a comparatively longer Cu–N(alkyl)TMPA interaction (~2.4 

Å).
(43,77-79) 

However, the geometry of [17-CH3CN]
2+

 is more akin to a square-based 

pyramid (τ value ≈ 0.1 on the scale of Addison and Reedijk
(80)

), with N2 as its apex (see 

selected bond lengths and angles in Table 3.1). This gives Cu–N bond lengths in the square 

plane of between 2.045(2) and 1.972(2) Å, whilst the Cu–N2 interaction appears to be only 

very weak (Cu1–N2 = 2.473(2) Å). That said, Figure 3.1 shows that the lone pair on the N2 

nitrogen is clearly directed towards the Cu(II) center. It is noteworthy that this elongation 

in the Cu–N2 distance occurs for the pyridine which bears the methyl ester substituent 

adjacent to the N-donor. This arrangement is typical of complex presented in Section 1.5.3 

and was also previously observed by Tanaka and co-workers for the complex 

[CuCl(Me1TMPA)]
+
 (structure similar to compound 8 shown in Figure 1.21 at page 30)  

where the TMPA pyridine bearing the methyl group exhibited a much longer Cu–N 

interaction than the unsubstituted pyridines (2.337 Å vs. ~1.99 Å) presents comparable 

features.
(46)

 On account of the differing electronic properties of methyl and methyl ester 

substituents, it therefore seems likely that this common bond elongation effect is the result 

of steric crowding brought about by the close proximity of the substituents to the N-donor 

atom.
(81) 

Similarly long Cu–N interactions have also been noted before in Cu(II)-tris(2-

methylpyridyl)amine complexes bearing bulky substituents next to the N-donors (albeit 

where the ligands were more symmetrically-substituted) by Reinaud and co-workers.
(82)

 

 

Table 3.1: Experimental Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (°) in [17-CH3CN]
2+

 Reproduced from 

ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

Cu1–N1 2.045(2) N1–Cu1–N2 77.49(9) 

Cu1–N2 2.473(2) N3–Cu1–N1 84.5(1) 

Cu1–N3 1.972(2) N3–Cu1–N2 79.14(9) 

Cu1–N4 1.981(2) N3–Cu1–N4 161.9(1) 

Cu1–N5 1.984(3) N3–Cu1–N5 96.6(1)  

  N4–Cu1–N1 82.6(1) 

  N4–Cu1–N2 110.26(9) 

  N4–Cu1–N5 92.9(1) 

  N5–Cu1–N1 166.0(1) 

  N5–Cu1–N2 116.45(9) 
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When tetrabutylammonium nitrite (TBA-NO2) is added to solutions of complexes 17 and 

18 in acetonitrile, the initially blue solutions immediately turned green (see Figure 3.2), 

indicating coordination of the Cu(II) center to nitrite in both cases.
(42) 

 

 

Figure 3.2: A: Overlay of the electronic spectra of complex 17 in acetonitrile (black line) and of 

this complex after the addition of 10 equivalents of TBA-NO2 (also in acetonitrile, red line). B: 

Overlay of the electronic spectra of complex 18 in acetonitrile (black line) and of this complex after 

the addition of 10 equivalents of TBA-NO2 (also in acetonitrile, red line). Reproduced from ACS 

Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

Green crystals of complex 18 bound to nitrite were isolated from an acetonitrile solution of 

this complex in the presence of 5 equivalents of TBA-NO2 and one equivalent of benzoic 

acid. X-ray diffraction on these crystals revealed a structure in which nitrite is bound to the 

copper center through nitrogen, whilst the carboxylate group remains coordinated to Cu, 

giving an overall neutral species (with no further counterions present), which we formulate 

as [18-NO2] (see Figure 3.3). Hence, although acid was added to the crystallization 

medium, there is no evidence that the complex is protonated under these conditions. We 

note that Kojima and co-workers have previously noted the tendency for this carboxylate 

group to coordinate to the metal center in their allied Ru and Cr complexes,
(74,75) 

and 

Lonnon et al. have similarly reported a Co(III) complex of ligand 16 in which the 

carboxylate group also coordinates to the metal center, giving a distorted octahedral 

geometry at the metal.
(83) 
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Figure 3.3: The molecular structure of [18-NO2]. Further crystallographic details can be found in 

the Appendix A1. Ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability level. Color scheme: C = grey, H = 

white, N = blue, O = red, Cu = purple. A minor disorder component for bound NO2
–
 has been 

omitted. For selected bond lengths and angles, see Table 3.2. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 

8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

The geometry around the copper center in [18-NO2] is probably best described as distorted 

octahedral, with a Jahn-Teller elongation along the N1–Cu–O1 axis. This leads to a rather 

long Cu–N1 distance (2.384(2) Å), whilst the Cu-Npyridyl lengths are all significantly 

shorter (2.047(2) – 2.031(2) Å) and more similar to the Cu-N1N distance between the 

copper center and the bound nitrite (1.983(3) Å). It is these Cu-Npyridyl and Cu-N1N 

interactions that define the equator of the distorted octahedron (with roughly 90° angles 

between them, see Table 3.2), whilst the second axial position is occupied by O1 (Cu–O1 = 

2.205(2) Å). However, as the bond angles in Table 3.2 show, O1 does not sit directly over 

the center of the equatorial plane, but rather is skewed towards N2. 

Two somewhat related Cu(II) complexes that incorporate a TMPA ligand bearing a 

carboxylate group that binds to the metal center have been reported by Suzuki and co-

workers,
(84,85) 

although in both of these structures the metal has only five coordination 

interactions (i.e. there is no coordinated nitrite, or similar small molecule) and so the Cu(II) 

adopts square pyramidal geometry. Meanwhile, Comba and co-workers have reported a 
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number of structures in which Cu(II) is supported by a TMPA-like ligand (which also 

bears a carboxylate group which coordinates to the metal),
(86,87) 

but where the linkage 

between the pyridine groups is a bispidine unit. This then affords structures in which the 

metal center forms six coordinative interactions (one to each of the three pyridines, one to 

the carboxylate oxygen and one to each of the two amines in the bispidine system), giving 

distorted octahedral geometries. Again, however, there is no interaction between the metal 

center and any small molecules (such as the nitrite in Figure 3.3). Hence the structure 

reported here for [18-NO2] appears to be unique in showing a Cu(II) center ligated by a 

TMPA-derived ligand, and which is also coordinated to both nitrite and carboxylate. 

 

Table 3.2: Experimental Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (°) in [18-NO2] Reproduced from ACS 

Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018
 

Cu01–O1 2.205(2) O1–Cu01–N1 154.03(7) 

Cu01–N1 2.384(2) N2–Cu01–O1 76.67(7) 

Cu01–N2 2.031(2) N2–Cu01–N1 77.37(8) 

Cu01–N3 2.047(2) N2–Cu01–N3 88.49(7) 

Cu01–N4 2.039(2) N2–Cu01–N4 92.37(7) 

Cu01–N1N 1.983(3) N3–Cu01–O1 101.32(8) 

  N3–Cu01–N1 77.29(8) 

  N4–Cu01–O1 105.68(8) 

  N4–Cu01–N1 76.05(8) 

  N4–Cu01–N3 152.5(1) 

  N1N–Cu01–O1 98.8(1) 

  N1N–Cu01–N1 107.1(1) 

  N1N–Cu01–N2 175.2(1) 

  N1N–Cu01–N3 90.9(1) 

  N1N–Cu01–N4 90.3(1) 

 

3.2.2 EPR Spectroscopy of Complexes 3 and 4.  

 

Complexes 17 and 18 are paramagnetic with an S = 
1
/2 ground state. Their EPR spectra 

recorded in CH3CN solution at room temperature are very similar (Figure 3.4a both 

panels), exhibiting the hallmark four-line pattern resulting from the hyperfine coupling of 

the Cu(II) electron spin with the I = 
3
/2 nuclear spin of the 

63,65
Cu isotopes (100% natural 

abundance). Their similarity is underscored by the near identical spin-Hamiltonian 

parameters obtained from spectral simulation, with giso = 2.122 and Aiso = 57 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 

for 17, and giso = 2.123, Aiso = 55 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 for 18.  
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Figure 3.4 Left: X-band EPR spectra of (a) [17-NCCH3]
2+,

 (b) [17-NCCH3]2
+
 treated with 

benzoic acid, and (c) [17-NO2]
+
 in MeCN solution at 293 K (experimental conditions: frequency, 

9.802 GHz; power, 20.0 mW; modulation, 0.5 mT). Experimental data are represented by the black 

lines; simulation is depicted by the red trace: (a) giso = 2.122, Aiso = 57 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; (b) giso = 

2.122, Aiso = 56 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; (c) giso = 2.130, Aiso = 53 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

. Right: X-band EPR spectra of 

(a) [18-NCCH3]
+
, (b) [18-NCCH3]

+
 treated with benzoic acid, and (c) [18-NO2] in MeCN solution 

at 293 K (experimental conditions: frequency, 9.802 GHz; power, 20.0 mW; modulation, 0.5 mT). 

Experimental data are represented by the black lines; simulation is depicted by the red trace: (a) 

giso = 2.123, Aiso = 55 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; (b) giso = 2.124, Aiso = 54 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; (c) giso = 2.142, Aiso = 34 

× 10
–4

 cm
–1

. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical 

Society. Copyright 2018 

The large linewidth obscures any additional splitting from the spin-active 
14

N (I = 1, 99.7% 

natural abundance) atoms in the ligands, and derives from the rates of tumbling of the 

molecules in solution. Given the presence of a coordinated acetonitrile in the crystal 

structure (Figure 3.1 page 83), we assign these species as being [17-NCCH3]
2+

 and [18-

NCCH3]
+
 complex ions in solution, though there will likely be species without the solvent 

ligand that will have similar parameters that contribute to the linewidth. Interestingly, 

treating these samples with an excess of benzoic acid (Figure 3.4b both panels) does not 

alter the spectral profile, confirming that the carboxylate group in complex 18 does not 
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become protonated under these conditions (i.e. the bulk of the sample is the carboxylate-

bound version of complex 18). 

Upon treating solutions of [17-NCCH3]
2+

 and [18-NCCH3]
+
 with excess TBA-NO2, the 

resulting EPR spectra exhibit rather different profiles (Figure 3.4c both panels). In the case 

of complex 17, the EPR spectrum that is obtained shows only a slight change from that of 

[17-NCCH3]
2+

 (giso = 2.130 and Aiso = 53 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

), with the increase in g-value being 

commensurate with replacement of CH3CN by NO2
–
. Hence the EPR data suggest that 

nitrite is bound to give a species of the form [17-NO2]
+
. In contrast, when [18-NCCH3]

+
 is 

treated with excess TBA-NO2, the resulting spectrum of [18-NO2] is featureless with 

rampant line broadening that drowns out the hyperfine features (Figure 3.4c right panel). 

This is either the result of attenuated molecular tumbling in this solvent medium or 

overlapping spectra from various isomers and conformations of two or more species.  

To gain more information on the nature of complexes 17 and 18 in solution in the presence 

of acid and nitrite, dichloromethane was added to the solution samples of [17-NCCH3]
2+

 

and [18-NCCH3]
+
 to produce a homogeneous frozen glasses for measurements at 150 K. 

The spectrum of [17-NCCH3]
2+

 is quintessentially that of a Cu(II) species with an unpaired 

electron in the dx2-y2 orbital (Figure 3.5a). The spectrum yielded axial spin-Hamiltonian 

parameters, g = (2.054, 2.083, 2.226) and ACu = (-6, -6, 180) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, where the 

average values, g = 2.121 and A = 56 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, nicely match the isotropic parameters 

and so confirm that a single dominant species is present at both 150 K and room 

temperature. The benzoic acid-treated sample of [17-NCCH3]
2+

 reveals some differences in 

the frozen solution spectrum which we ascribe to the presence of a minor second species 

and aggregation effects common in Cu(II) EPR spectra (Figure 3.5b).   

The frozen glass EPR spectrum of [17-NO2]
+
 is shown in Figure 3.5c and is dominated by a 

signal with g = (2.044, 2.102, 2.247) and ACu = (10, 14, 144) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

. These values are 

consistent with nitrite binding to copper through oxygen in a quasi-bidentate manner (i.e. 

as [17(κ
2
-ONO)]). The spectrum in Figure 3.5c also has a 5% contribution from a species 

containing two nitrites [17(κ
1
-NO2)(κ

2
-ONO)]. This second spectrum has g = (2.053, 

2.059, 2.312); ACu = (0, 24, 162) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 20, 0) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 18, 0) × 

10
–4

 cm
–1

. These data are nearly identical to those previously reported for the complex 9 

shown in Chapter 1 at page 31-32 (Figures 1.22-23).
(42)

 The occurrence of a similar species 

in the current case is readily apparent due to its narrow lines in the frozen glass that is 

indicative of anisotropic coupling to two different 
14

N nuclei, one for the N-bound NO2
–
 

ligand and the other for the pyridyl-N trans to the nitrite. Figure 3.5d shows that when 
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benzoic acid is added to this sample, very little change is observed in the EPR signal, 

suggesting that the coordination geometry remains unchanged. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Comparison of the X-band EPR spectra of (a) [17-NCCH3]
2+

, (b) [17-NCCH3]
2+

 

treated with benzoic acid, (c) [17-NO2]
+
, and (d) [17-NO2]

+
 treated with benzoic acid, recorded in 

5:1 CH3CN/CH2Cl2 solution at 150 K (experimental conditions: frequency, 9.418 GHz; power, 6.3 

mW; modulation, 0.1 mT). Experimental data are represented by the black lines. Simulations are 

shown by the red trace: (a) g = (2.054, 2.083, 2.226), ACu = (-6, -6, 180) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; (c) 

subspectrum 1: g = (2.044, 2.102, 2.247); ACu = (10, 14, 142) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 (wt. 95%); subspectrum 

2: g = (2.053, 2.059, 2.311); ACu = (0, 27, 162) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 20, 0) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 

18, 0) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 (wt. 5%). Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of 

American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

The frozen solution spectrum of [18-NCCH3]
+
 in CH3CN/CH2Cl2 is more elaborate and 

consists of a least two different monocopper species present in the sample in addition to 

aggregation of these complexes in the frozen glass (Figure 3.6a). This is confirmed by 

using DMF as a glassing solvent (Figure 3.6b), which leads to an almost featureless 

spectrum as this more basic solvent mixture promotes greater aggregation of the Cu(II) 

species. The absence of a half-field signal rules out dimerization of this complex, for 

example through the pendant carboxylate group of the TMPA ligand. Treating [18-

NCCH3]
+
 with excess benzoic acid (Figures 3.6c and 3.6d) shows that one of the two 

monocopper species is favoured over the other and also diminishes the effects of 
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aggregation. Furthermore, these frozen solution spectra suggest that slow tumbling (rather 

than multiple overlapping signals) produces the broad line observed in the room 

temperature spectrum of [18-NCCH3]
+
 treated with benzoic acid. 

 

Figure 3.6: Comparison of the X-band EPR spectra of (a) [18-NCCH3]
+
 in 5:1 CH3CN/CH2Cl2, (b) 

[18-NCCH3]
+
 in CH3CN/DMF, (c) [18-NCCH3]

+
 treated with benzoic acid in 5:1 CH3CN/CH2Cl2, 

(d) [18-NCCH3]
+
 treated with benzoic acid in CH3CN/DMF, (e) [18-NO2], and (f) [18-NO2] 

treated with benzoic acid in 5:1 CH3CN/CH2Cl2 solution at 150 K (experimental conditions: 

frequency, 9.430 GHz; power, 6.3 mW; modulation, 0.1 mT). Experimental data are represented by 

the black lines. Simulations are shown by the red trace: (e) subspectrum 1: g = (2.058, 2.081, 

2.295), ACu = (10, 10, 147) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 (82%); subspectrum 2: g = (2.044, 2.102, 2.247); ACu = 

(10, 14, 144) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 (wt. 15%); subspectrum 3: g = (2.053, 2.059, 2.312); ACu = (0, 24, 162) 

× 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 20, 0) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

; AN = (0, 18, 0) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

 (wt. 3%); (f) same spin-

Hamiltonian parameters with subspectrum ratio of 88 : 10 : 2.] Reproduced from ACS Catal. 

2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

The spectrum of [18-NO2] recorded in a CH3CN/CH2Cl2 frozen glass is shown in Figure 

3.7 and Figure 3.6e. Simulation of this spectrum reveals that it is composed of three 

subspectra (lower panels in Figure 3.7). Hence the major species (82% of the spectrum, 

orange line in Figure 3.7) has been simulated with g = (2.058, 2.081, 2.295) and ACu = (10, 

10, 147) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, where the average g-value, g = 2.145, matches that from the fluid 

solution spectrum, giso = 2.142, suggesting that the nitrite is bound to the copper center 

through nitrogen. The two minor species have been included in the fit as their features are 

clearly observed, and they are very similar to the spectra observed for [17-NO2]
+
 (Figure 

3.5c). 
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Figure 3.7: X-band EPR spectrum of [18-NO2] recorded in 5:1 CH3CN/CH2Cl2 solution at 150 K 

(experimental conditions: frequency, 9.430 GHz; power, 6.3 mW; modulation, 0.1 mT). 

Experimental data are represented by the black line. The simulation is composed of three 

subspectra with relevant weighting shown in orange, violet and green lines; the sum is given by the 

red trace overlaid on the experimental spectrum. Guidelines map the contribution of each 

subspectrum to the A features of the experimental spectrum. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 

8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

Hence there is a component accounting for 15% of the spectrum with g = (2.044, 2.102, 

2.247) and ACu = (10, 14, 144) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, which we assign to a quasi-bidentate O-bound 

species, [18(κ
2
-ONO)] (green trace in Figure 3.7). Meanwhile, by analogy to Figure S4c, 

the smallest of the simulated components corresponds to [18(κ
1
-NO2)(κ

2
-ONO)] (purple 

trace in Figure 3.7). Isomerization to the weaker nitrito ligand will account for the lower g-

value, and is corroborated by calculations that show the κ
1
-NO2 and κ

2
-ONO structures are 

isoenergetic (vide infra). 

The spectrum of [18-NO2] treated with excess benzoic acid (Figure 3.6f) is almost identical 

to that for [18-NO2], except that it has a slightly different ratio of 88:10:2 of the three 

subspectra under discussion. The dominant species is thus again assigned as [18-NO2], 

where the carboxylate remains bound to the Cu ion in a six-coordinate complex. Despite 

the lack of an observable hyperfine splitting, we nevertheless assign this complex with an 

N-bound nitrite ligand based on computational analysis (vide infra). The second 
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subspectrum has features that closely resemble those of the frozen solution spectrum of 

[17-NO2]
+
 (Figure 3.5c), suggesting that there is a 10% component from [Cu(κ

2
-

ONO)(TMPA-CO2H)] and a 2% component from [18(κ
1
-NO2)(κ

2
-ONO)].  

Hence these EPR data support the assumption that nitrite binds to complex 18 in solution 

primarily through nitrogen, in a similar fashion to that observed in the solid state (Figure 

3.3), although with significant minority species where the nitrite is bound through oxygen. 

Furthermore, the data suggest that protonation of [18-NO2] does not lead to a significant 

change in the coordination geometry at the copper center, implying that species where the 

carboxylate group remains bound to the metal dominate in solution. 

 

3.2.3 Infrared spectroscopy  

 

The infrared spectrum of complex [17-NO2]
+
 in acetonitrile solution is shown in Figure 3.8. 

There is an intense band at 1097 cm
−1

 which is characteristic of the antisymmetric N-O 

stretch previously observed for nitrite bound to Cu(II) centers in a κ
2
-ONO fashion.

(30,46)
 

This solution-phase IR spectrum is therefore in agreement with the EPR data, which also 

suggest that nitrite binds to copper through both its oxygens in a quasi-bidentate manner in 

complex 17. The corresponding symmetrical stretch is expected to come between 1450 and 

1400 cm
−1

,
(43)

 but this is obscured by signals arising from acetonitrile in the same region. 

Meanwhile, a band at 1736 cm
−1

 can be assigned to the C=O stretch in the methyl ester.
(88)

 

 

Figure 3.8: Infrared spectrum of a 1.6 mM solution of [17-NO2]
+
 in acetonitrile. Bands indicated 

with asterisks are attributable to acetonitrile. Labelled stretches are discussed in the main text. 

Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. 

Copyright 2018 
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The solid state infrared spectrum of complex [18-NO2] is shown in Figure 3.9. This 

spectrum shows strong absorbances at 1362 and 1328 cm
−1

, which are assigned to the 

νasym(NO2) and νsym(NO2) bands of N-bound nitrite respectively by comparison with the 

literature.
(27,30,43) 

Hence the IR data are consistent with the EPR spectra and solid state 

structures in suggesting that nitrite is predominantly O-bound in complex [17-NO2]
+
 and 

predominantly N-bound in complex [18-NO2]. 

 

 

Figure3.9: Infrared spectrum of [18-NO2] (black) and complex 18 without nitrite for comparison 

(red). Labelled stretches in the inset are discussed in the main text. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 

2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

3.2.4 Electrocatalysis of nitrite reduction. 

 

The potential electrocatalytic activity of complexes 17 and 18 for the reduction of nitrite to 

NO was then explored by cyclic voltammetry. Figure 3.10A (black trace) shows the 

behavior of complex 17 in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (TBA-PF6). A reversible redox wave is evident at E1/2 ≈ –0.29 V (vs. 

ferrocenium/ferrocene), which we assign as the Cu(II)/Cu(I) couple. 
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Figure 3.10: (A) Cyclic voltammograms of a 0.6 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 17 

containing 0.1 M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in Section 2.6.2. The black trace 

shows the behavior of the complex on its own, and the red trace shows the behavior in the presence 

of 50 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite. (B) Overlay of the cyclic voltammograms of a 0.6 

mM acetonitrile solution of complex 17 containing 0.1 M TBA-PF6 in the presence of 50 

equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite, and adding benzoic acid as indicated: 0 equivalents 

(black line), 1 equivalent (red line), 5 equivalents (green line), 10 equivalents (blue line) and 20 

equivalents (orange line). Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of 

American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

This wave shifts to significantly more cathodic potentials (E1/2 = –0.69 V) upon the 

addition of tetrabutylammonium nitrite (red trace; see also Figure 3.11 for a comparison 

over a larger voltage window).  

The solution also turns green as nitrite is added. Both the color change and the shift in the 

position of the reversible redox wave are consistent with nitrite binding to the Cu(II) center 

and displacing the coordinated acetonitrile found in the crystal structure (Figure 3.1); the 

replacement of a neutral CH3CN ligand by a more electron-rich NO2
–
 ligand would be 

expected to make the reduction of the Cu(II) center more difficult. There is, however, no 

catalytic wave that would suggest electro-reduction of nitrite mediated by the complex 

under these conditions.  

Figure 3.10B then shows the effect of adding the proton source benzoic acid to a solution of 

complex 17 containing 50 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite. Hence it is apparent 

that even at 20 equivalents of protons added to the solution of complex 17, the only effect 

on the wave is a slight cathodic shift to E1/2 = –0.71 V, with no catalytic wave for nitrite 

reduction evident. 
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Figure 3.11: Cyclic voltammograms of a 0.6 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 17 containing 

0.1 M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in the Experimental Section, but using a scan 

rate of 50 mV s
–1

. The black trace shows the behavior of the complex on its own, the red dashed 

trace shows the behaviour in the presence of 1 equivalent of tetrabutylammonium nitrite, and the 

blue solid trace shows the behaviour in the presence of 5 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium 

nitrite. The large oxidative wave at 0 V in the latter voltammogram corresponds to the oxidation of 

free nitrite in this solvent/electrolyte system, as previously reported. 
(42)

 Reproduced from ACS 

Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

However, the situation changes when the methyl ester on complex 17 is deprotected to 

give complex 18. In Figure 3.12A, the CV of complex 18 in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M 

tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate is shown (black trace in Figure 3.12A, and see 

also Figure 3.13 for cyclic voltammograms of [17-NO2]
+
 and [18-NO2]).).  

 

Figure 3.12: (A) Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 18 containing 

0.1 M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in the Experimental Section. The black trace 

shows the behavior of the complex on its own, and the red trace shows the behaviour in the 

presence of 50 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite. (B) Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM 

acetonitrile solution of complex 18 containing 0.1 M TBA-PF6 in the presence of 50 equivalents of 

tetrabutylammonium nitrite, and adding benzoic acid as indicated: 0 equivalents (black line), 2 

equivalents (red line), 5 equivalents (purple line), 10 equivalents (blue line) and 20 equivalents 

(green line). Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical 

Society. Copyright 2018 
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This presents a reversible redox wave for the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox couple at E1/2 = –0.82 V, 

the position of which changes very little upon addition of nitrite (red trace). The much 

more cathodic position of the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox wave in comparison to that seen in 

complex 17 is further evidence that the deprotonated carboxylic acid group remains 

coordinated to the copper center in solution (increasing the effective electron density at the 

metal and making reduction harder), as seen in the solid state (Figure 3.3), and also as 

suggested by EPR, mass spectrometry and CHN analysis (shown in support of the 

synthetic procedure (page 111). In contrast to the case for complex 17, it is, therefore, very 

difficult to gauge nitrite binding by observing the shift in the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox wave for 

complex 18.  

 

Figure 3.13: Cyclic voltammograms of [17-NO2]
+
 (1.6 mM, red trace) and [18-NO2] (1.8 mM, 

black trace) in acetonitrile solution containing 0.2 M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in 

the Experimental Section, at a scan rate of 100 mV s
–1

. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 

5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

However, the color change of the solution from blue to green suggests that nitrite is indeed 

bound, as do the EPR and crystallographic data. Further evidence for this comes in the 

shape of the red trace in Figure 3.12A, which now shows some of the features characteristic 

of a catalytic wave.  

Intrigued by this wave-shape, we added benzoic acid to solutions of 18 in the presence of 

50 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite, as shown in Figure 3.12B. A clear trend was 

apparent, in which adding larger amounts of the proton source gave rise to a more and 

more pronounced catalytic wave at the potential of the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox couple. There 

was also a slight anodic shift in the position of the peak current for this wave with 

increasing acid concentration. 
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In order to determine the product(s) of this electrocatalytic activity, we conducted bulk 

electrolyses in sealed electrochemical cells at a fixed potential –0.91 V vs. 

ferrocenium/ferrocene under a variety of conditions. Representative current density vs. 

time curves are shown in Figure 3.14 for electrolyses using 5 mM benzoic acid, 5 mM 

TBA-NO2 and complex 17 (blue line), 5 mM benzoic acid, 5 mM TBA-NO2 and complex 

18 (red line), and a control containing just 5 mM benzoic acid and 5 mM TBA-NO2 (black 

line). Hence it is apparent that considerably more current flows when complex 18 is 

employed compared to when complex 17 is used, or compared to the background reaction. 

In order to determine if any NO was produced during these bulk electrolyses, we used the 

known NO-complexation agent meso-tetraphenylporphyrin cobalt(II) (Co-TPP),
(89-92) 

which undergoes a highly characteristic shift in the position of its visible absorption band 

(λmax ≈ 530 nm) upon NO binding.
(29,93)  

 

Figure 3.14: Bulk electrolysis in 0.2 M TBA-PF6 in acetonitrile of a 7 μM solution of complex 17 

(blue line) a 7 μM solution of complex 18 (red line) and in the absence of any catalyst (black line) 

at a fixed potential of –0.91 V vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene. The working electrode was a glassy 

carbon foil electrode (area ~4.6 cm
2
). An Ag/AgNO3 pseudo reference electrode and a Pt wire 

counter electrode were used. In each case, the electrolyte also contained 5 mM benzoic acid and 5 

mM TBA-NO2. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American 

Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
 

A calibration curve (Figure 3.15) was constructed, which allowed the amount of NO in the 

reaction vessel headspace to be determined on the basis of the position of the Co-TPP 

absorption band (see Section 2.6.5). By assessing the shifts produced in the Co-TPP 
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absorption band in bulk electrolyses that passed various amounts of charge, a Faradaic 

yield for the production of NO by complex 18 of 97.3 ± 3.6% was obtained. 

  

Figure 3.15: (a) Normalized UV-vis spectra showing the shift in absorbance band of Co-TPP with 

increasing level of complexation to NO. For experimental details, see the Experimental Section of 

the main paper. (b) Calibration curve extracted from the peak maxima in (a), showing the linear 

trend in absorption maximum shift with % complexation to NO. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 

2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

In an extended-run bulk electrolysis with complex 18 (Figure 3.16), 0.225 C of charge were 

passed for the reduction of nitrite to NO over 22000 s, without any apparent diminution of 

the current density. Given a concentration of catalyst of 7 μM in 15 mL of solution, this 

corresponds to around 22 turnovers of the catalyst, thus proving that complex 18 is 

functioning as a genuine catalyst for this reaction.  

 

Figure 3.16. Bulk electrolysis in 0.2 M TBA-PF6 in acetonitrile of a 7 μM solution of complex 17 

(red line) a 7 μM solution of complex 18 (blue line) and in the absence of any catalyst (black line) 

at a fixed potential of –0.91 V vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene. The working electrode was a glassy 

carbon foil electrode (area ~4.6 cm
2
). An Ag/AgNO3 pseudo reference electrode and a Pt wire 

counter electrode were used. In each case, the electrolyte also contained 5 mM benzoic acid and 5 

mM TBA-NO2. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American 

Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
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Inspection of Figure 3.14 suggests that current appreciably above the background level is 

also observed with complex 17 in the presence of benzoic acid and TBA-NO2. Moreover, 

Co-TPP-based colorimetric NO determination assays revealed that this current was 

associated with NO formation (Faradaic yield = 88.2 ± 7.3%). 

Given the apparent absence of electrocatalytic activity evident in Figure 3.10, this was 

initially surprising to us. We therefore conducted further cyclic voltammetry experiments 

with complex 17 in the presence of benzoic acid and TBA-NO2 at the slower scan-rate of 

10 mV s
–1

, as shown in Figure 3.17. This indicated that a catalytic wave is evident when the 

scan-rate is slowed.  

 

Figure 3.17: Cyclic voltammograms of a 0.6 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 17 containing 

0.1 M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in the Experimental Section, but at a scan-rate of 

10 mV/s. The black trace shows the behavior of the complex on its own, and the red trace shows the 

behaviour in the presence of 30 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrite and 30 equivalents of 

benzoic acid. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical 

Society. Copyright 2018 

Coupled with the above-background currents observed by bulk electrolysis (and the 

associated detection of NO), this suggests that complex 17 is indeed competent for nitrite 

reduction electrocatalysis, but that the catalysis with complex 17 is less effective than it is 

with complex 18. Indeed, in an extended-run bulk electrolysis, complex 17 could be 

induced to turn over 10 times in a 17000 s time period (see Figure 3.16). 

To further confirm the production of NO during bulk electrolysis, NO release profiles were 

obtained using a Sievers NOA 280i chemiluminescence nitric oxide analyzer (Section 

2.6.6). Figure 3.18 shows one such experiment with complex 18 in which a bulk electrolysis 

was performed for an hour at a fixed potential of –0.91 V vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene in a 

sealed cell (Figure 3.18A), after which time the contents of the headspace were flushed into 

the detector of the Sievers instrument using a stream of nitrogen. The main panel in Figure 
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3.18B then shows the total (cumulative) amount of NO measured by the detector after 

termination of the electrolysis, whilst the inset shows the instantaneous level of NO 

detected.   

 
Figure 3.18 (A) Charge vs. time curve for the bulk electrolysis of complex 18 at a fixed potential of 

–0.91 V vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene in acetonitrile/0.2 M TBA-PF6 as per the conditions detailed in 

the Experimental Section.(B) (main panel) total NO measured upon flushing cell headspace into 

the NO detector after termination of electrolysis and (inset) instantaneous NO detection. 

Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. 

Copyright 2018 

 

On the basis of this instantaneous data, one can conclude that after about 300 s, the level of 

NO detected has decayed back to basal levels. The slope of the graph in the main panel 

after 300 s therefore allows the rate of background NO production due to spontaneous 

processes to be calculated. Subtracting this value from the overall amount of NO produced 

gives a Faradaic yield for NO production by complex 18 using this method of 100 ± 1%, in 

good agreement with the values obtained by colorimetric tests. As expected, electrolysis 

under the same conditions but in the absence of any catalyst produces significantly less NO 

(see Figure 3.19). 

  

Figure 3.19: Left instantaneous NO detection measured after bulk electrolysis of 0.84 mM benzoic 

acid and 0.84 mM TBA-NO2 at a fixed potential of –0.91 V vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene in 

acetonitrile/0.2 M TBA-PF6. Right: total NO measured upon flushing cell headspace into the NO 

detector after termination of electrolysis. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with 

permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
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The above tests serve to establish that both complexes 17 and 18 are competent for 

electrocatalytic nitrite reduction to NO with essentially full Faradaic efficiency, but that 

complex 18 appears to be the more effective of the two. In order to gain insight into these 

apparent differences in catalytic activity, further electrochemical investigations were 

undertaken. Firstly, Tafel analysis of 17 and 18 in 0.1 M TBA-PF6/acetonitrile in the 

presence of 30 equivalents of both TBA-NO2 and benzoic acid was found to give slopes of 

138 and 128 mV decade
–1

 respectively if a transfer coefficient of 0.5 was assumed (Figure 

3.20). These are close to the theoretical value for a rate-limiting one-electron process (120 

mV decade
–1

), in agreement with a reaction such as that given in Equation 1 (page 81) for 

the one-electron reduction of nitrite to NO.  

 

Figure 3.20: Tafel analysis of compounds 3 and 4 in 0.1 M TBA-PF6/acetonitrile in the presence of 

30 equivalents of both TBA-NO2 and benzoic acid. Tafel data were collected by linear sweep 

voltammetry (with stirring) at a scan rate of 1 mV/s. Both complexes were used at a concentration 

of 5 mM. A glassy carbon button working electrode (area = 0.071 cm
2
, CH Instruments), Pt wire 

and Ag/AgNO3 were used as the working, counter and pseudo reference electrodes respectively. 

The Tafel plot was constructed using the modulus of the current density. The blue dashed lines are 

guides to the eye. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American 

Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

Next, we investigated the kinetics of the nitrite reduction reaction by cyclic voltammetry.  

Hence the peak current for electrocatalytic nitrite reduction by both complex 17 and 

complex 18 was measured as a function of nitrite concentration in the presence of a large 

excess (300 equivalents relative to the catalyst complexes) of benzoic acid at a scan-rate of 

10 mV s
–1

 (at which scan-rate there is evidence of an electrocatalytic wave with both 

complexes; see above).  

As the Faradaic yield for NO production is essentially unity, and as the reduction of nitrite 

to NO is a one-electron process, these current densities can be converted to a rate of nitric 

oxide production per unit area of electrode (V[NO]) by dividing the current density by 
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Faraday’s constant. This data (Figures 3.21, 3.22), can then be fitted to Michaelis-Menten-

type kinetics as per Equation 2: 

 

V[NO] = Vmax[NO2
–
]/(KM + [NO2

–
])          (Eq. 2) 

 

Figure 3.21: Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 18 containing 0.2 

M TBA-PF6 and 300 equivalents of benzoic acid run under the conditions detailed in the 

Experimental Section, but at a scan-rate of 10 mV/s. TBA-NO2 was then added as a solution from a 

0.2 M stock solution in acetonitrile, so as to produce a minimal volume change. The black trace 

shows the behavior of the complex on its own in the presence of 300 equivalents of benzoic acid. 

Subsequent additions of TBA-NO2 were as follows: 1 equivalent (red line), 2 equivalents (blue 

line), 3 equivalents (green line), 10 equivalents (purple line), 15 equivalents (orange line) and 39 

equivalents (cyan line). Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American 

Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 

 

Figure 3.22: Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM acetonitrile solution of complex 3 containing 0.2 M 

TBA-PF6 and 300 equivalents of benzoic acid run under the conditions detailed in the 

Experimental Section, but at a scan-rate of 10 mV/s. TBA-NO2 was then added as a solution from a 

0.2 M stock solution in acetonitrile, so as to produce a minimal volume change. The orange trace 

shows the behavior of the complex on its own in the presence of 300 equivalents of benzoic acid. 

Subsequent additions of TBA-NO2 were as follows: 3 equivalents (green line), 5 equivalents (blue 

line), 7 equivalents (red line), 15 equivalents (purple line), 20 equivalents (olive line) and 55 

equivalents (black line). Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American 

Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
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which allows the maximal rate of reaction (Vmax) for complex 18 to be estimated as being 

14.7 ± 1.5 nmol s
–1 

cm
–2

, with a Michaelis constant (KM) of 11 ± 3 mM as shown in Figure 

3.23. The value of Vmax can be de-convoluted to yield the Michaelis-Menten kcat (the 

turnover frequency) by dividing Vmax by the concentration of catalyst molecules. In our 

case, this concentration corresponds to the number of catalyst molecules participating in 

the electrochemical reaction, which (given that the reaction medium is not stirred in these 

CV measurements) can be determined by integrating the charge passed in the reversible 

Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox wave in the absence of substrate. When this integration is performed, an 

electrochemically-active surface concentration of catalyst molecules of 1.1 × 10
–9

 mol cm
–2

 

is obtained, which in turn gives a value for kcat (the turnover frequency) for complex 18 of 

13.4 ± 1.4 s
–1

. From this value, the catalytic efficiency of the catalyst can be expressed by 

the ratio kcat/KM, which gives a value of around 1200 M
–1

 s
–1

.  

 

 

Figure 3.23: The dependence of the rate of electrochemical NO generation on [NO2
–
] for 

complexes 17 (red circles) and 18 (black squares) in the presence of 300 equivalents of 

benzoic acid (Ph-CO2H) in acetonitrile/0.2 M TBA-PF6 as per the conditions detailed in the 

bulk text. The green squares show analogous data for complex 18 but in deuterated 

acetonitrile/0.2 M TBA-PF6 in the presence of 300 equivalents of deuterated benzoic acid 

(Ph-CO2D). The blue dashed lines show fits to the Michaelis-Menten equation. Reproduced 

from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
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These values can be compared to those previously reported by Orain and co-workers 

(compound 11 described at page 34)
(78)  

and Yamaguchi and co-workers (page 33 

compound 10)
(48) 

for Cu-TMPA complexes without any pendant acid/base units 

immobilized on the surface of an electrode and performing the reduction of nitrite to 

NO in aqueous solution.
(47,50) 

Hence, the best metrics achieved by Orain and co-

workers were kcat = 1.39 s
–1

 with KM = 70 mM (giving kcat/KM = 17.4 M
–1

 s
–1

), whilst 

Yamaguchi and co-workers reported kcat = 0.11 s
–1

 with KM = 15.8 mM (giving 

kcat/KM = 7.0 M
–1

 s
–1

). Thus our system is the most effective small molecule Cu-

based platform for electrocatalysis of NO2
–
 reduction to NO yet reported. For 

comparison, the CuNIR enzyme from Alcaligenes faecalis has been estimated to 

have a turnover frequency of around 2000 s
–1

 and a KM of around 100 μM, giving 

kcat/KM ≈ 2 × 10
7
 M

–1
 s

–1
.
(94)

 

To discriminate between the effects of the pendant acid/base group and the change in 

solvent and reaction conditions in this apparent improvement in catalytic efficiency 

relative to the previous studies with TMPA-based Cu complexes, we also performed a 

similar Michaelis-Menten analysis on complex 17 (which lacks any the pendant acid/base 

groups) under analogous conditions (Figures 3.2 and 3.23). The resulting Michaelis-Menten 

plot allowed the maximal rate of reaction (Vmax) to be estimated as 8.0 ± 0.5 nmol s
–1 

cm
–2

, 

with a Michaelis constant (KM) of 12 ± 2 mM. Taking the electrochemically-active surface 

concentration of catalyst molecules to be 1.1 × 10
–9

 mol cm
–2

, the value of kcat is then 7.3 ± 

0.5 s
–1

, giving kcat/KM ≈ 600 M
–1

 s
–1

. Hence there is a demonstrable enhancement in the 

catalytic performance of complex 18 compared to complex 17 over and above that 

attributable to the change in solvent medium relative to the previous studies.
(47,50) 

The nature of the proton-coupled-electron transfer event occurring during nitrite reduction 

with complex 18 was then probed by comparing the kinetics in a protic environment with 

those observed under deuterated conditions. Hence the solvent medium was switched to 

CD3CN and a deuterated benzoic acid source (Ph-CO2D) was used. Figure3.23 (green 

squares) shows the results of this deuteration. Vmax remains largely unaltered with respect 

to protic conditions, at 13.1 ± 1.1 nmol s
–1 

cm
–2

 (giving kcat = 11.9 ± 1.0 s
–1

). However, KM 

increases significantly to 25 ± 4 mM, suggesting that higher concentrations of substrate are 

required to reach this maximal turnover frequency. This in turn gives a value for the 

catalytic efficiency of complex 18 under deuterated conditions of around 470 M
–1

 s
–1

, 

implying a significant kinetic isotope effect of ~2.5. The fact that such a pronounced effect 
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can be seen upon moving to deuterated solvents suggests that the proton and electron 

transfers are concerted.
(95) 

 

3.2.5 Calculations.  

 

Based on the experimental observations derived from spectroscopic and electrochemical 

data, a mechanism for the catalytic reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide was developed using 

DFT calculations. Optimizations were performed at the BP86 level of theory using the 

def2-SVP basis set for all atoms and acetonitrile as the solvent continuum. Single-point 

calculations were performed on the optimized coordinates at the PBE0 level of theory with 

triple-ζ basis sets. 

In these simulations, we found that nitrite readily displaces a coordinated solvent molecule 

(H2O or CH3CN) from complexes 17 and 18 to give [17-NO2]
+
 and [18-NO2]. The 

coordination mode of the nitrite ligand in [18-NO2] favors the N-bound (nitro) linkage 

isomer by 2.9 kcal mol
–1 

over that of the nitrito (O-bound) variant.  Although this is very 

close to the limit of energies distinguishable by DFT, it does match the solid state structure 

(Figure 3.3), and the major solution-phase species suggested by EPR (Figure 3.7). 

Additionally, no optimized complex retained a chelating κ
2
-ONO ligand when combined 

with 18. For 17, the absence of the pendant acid/base group gave isoenergetic complexes 

with nitro or chelating nitrito ligands (1.4 kcal mol
–1

 in favor of the latter). The latter is 

proposed to be the complex that provides the largest contribution to the EPR spectrum of 

[17-NO2]
+
 on account of the sizeable g-shift compared with [18-NO2] (see EPR discussion 

in the previous section and Figure 3.5). These isomers were 5.6 kcal mol
–1

 more favorable 

energetically than the complex with a monodentate nitrito ligand. 

Having established the most likely entry point into the catalytic cycle as being [18-

NO2], further computational analysis (Scheme 2) reveals that protonation of [18-

NO2] to give [18H-NO2]
+
 would afford a 17.2 kcal mol

–1
 increase in stability, but 

(as discussed above in relation to the EPR data) there is no evidence to support 

protonation of the carboxylate group in [18-NO2] in the presence of excess benzoic 

acid. On the other hand, reduction of [18-NO2] by one electron (to give the Cu(I) 

species [18-NO2]
–
) leads to a decrease in stability of 32.7 kcal mol

–1
. This is 

unsurprising as six-coordinate species are not favored by Cu(I). However, 

subsequent protonation of the carboxylate in [18-NO2]
–
 to give [18H-NO2] (in 

which the carboxylate unit is no longer coordinated to copper), affords a 26.9 kcal 
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mol
–1

 increase in stability relative to [18-NO2]
–
. This DFT-modelled PCET is 

therefore consistent with the experimental observation of concerted proton and 

electron transfer, in which the reduction of the Cu(II) complex is concomitant with 

the release and protonation of the carboxylate, leading directly from [18-NO2] to 

[4H-NO2] and avoiding the high energy [18-NO2]
–
 intermediate. 

Computational optimization of [18H-NO2] then leads spontaneously to a structure where 

the carboxylate proton had migrated to the adjacent nitro ligand to give a coordinated 

nitrous acid group, [18-HNO2] (Scheme 2). This underscores the key role played by the 

proton-relaying group in nitrite reduction, as the in silico process follows an analogous 

path to that observed experimentally. This is not the case for the nitrito isomers of this 

Cu(I) complex, which are less stable than the nitro isomer. This further corroborates our 

assignment of the nitro isomer as the catalytically competent species in complex 18. 

Meanwhile, complex 17 is found to be a less effective electrocatalyst for this process than 

complex 18, which can be attributed both to its lack of any proton-relaying units and to the 

different nature of the dominant nitrite coordination mode in complex 17 (i.e. 

predominantly through oxygen), which will also impact upon the N-O bond cleavage 

pathway that is followed with this complex (probably by making the nitrite more difficult 

to protonate in complex 17). 

 

 

Scheme 2: Proposed pathway of the electrocatalytic reduction of NO2
–
 to NO and H2O using the 

[18-NCCH3]
+
 pre-catalyst, showing optimized structures (color palette: Cu(II) = green, Cu(I) = 

bronze, O = red, N = blue, C = pewter, H = white). Relative energies at the PBE0/ZORA/def2-

TZVP + COSMO-RS[CH3CN] level are in kcal mol
–1

. Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 

with permission of American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 
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Following the PCET to generate [18H-NO2], the proton undergoes intramolecular proton 

transfer from the pendant carboxylic group to the bound nitrite, to give [18-HNO2]. This 

process was modelled by creating fixed-structure complexes where the proton was 

incrementally shifted from the carboxylate to the adjacent nitrite ligand. A transition state 

(“TS” in Scheme 2) where the H
+
 resides midway between these donor/acceptor ligands 

presents a 33.5 kcal mol
–1

 barrier in this process. Plotting the same reaction pathway with a 

sequence of Cu(II) species (i.e. without the electron transfer process), presents a 

demanding 50.7 kcal mol
–1

 barrier to the intramolecular proton transfer step. Furthermore, 

optimization of a Cu(II) species with a coordinated nitrous acid ligand, [18-HNO2]
+
, sees 

the proton migrate back toward the pendant carboxylate. In Scheme 2, there are then further 

energy gains leading to a Cu(I) center with an N-coordinated nitrous acid and finally an 

electron transfer from the Cu(I) to the nitrous acid giving the reaction products nitric oxide 

and water, and regenerating the pre-catalyst.  

 

3.3 Conclusions 

In summary, we have developed two new catalysts (17 and 18) for the selective electro-

reduction of nitrite to NO that function with essentially full Faradaic efficiency for NO 

production, as indicated by NO-trapping and chemiluminescence tests. Compared to 

literature reports for electrocatalytic nitrite reduction with Cu-complexes, 17 and 18 are the 

most efficient catalysts for this transformation yet reported by over an order of magnitude.  

This huge increase in catalytic power also in compound 17 can be explained in first 

instance by the different coordination environment around the Cu site. 

In the case of compound
(48)

 the coordination environment is different since the Cu atom is 

coordinated by only three atoms of nitrogen, and the resulting kcat/KM is two times lower 

then the case studied by Orian and co-workers and this will lead to a smaller match with 

the enzyme. For what concerns compound
(78)

 although it looks more similar to our 

compound the thread used to bond the complex may influence the electronic factors 

involved in the catalytic process that we analised in Chapter 1.  

Another point to take in account is the fact that the catalysts in the cases detailed above are 

covalently bounded to the electrode. This of course influences the concentration of catalyst 

at the electrode as well as bringing some kind of steric constraint around the active site that 

may influences the catalytic power. 
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The last point to take in account in order to explain the great difference in catalytic power 

is the reaction envinment. In both the references the experiments are carried in aqueous 

solutions indeed in our case we did the experiment in acetonitrile in order to have 

hydrogen bond coming only from a source of protons added in known quantity. Moreover 

this environment results to be more similar to the hydrophobic pocket where the T2 site is 

located (see for more information references in Section 1.4 pp. 17-19). In order to see if in 

aqueous environment catalytic power of our catalyst is comparable with the previous 

references, kinetic studies in aqueous solutions will be an interesting further development 

of this project. 

Moreover, we have shown that incorporation of a proton-relaying moiety into the 

secondary coordination sphere of one of these complexes (18) enhances the electrocatalytic 

nitrite reduction activity displayed by this complex by a factor of two when compared to 

the analogous complex that lacks this functionality (complex 17). Using DFT calculations, 

the possible role of the pendant carboxylate unit in facilitating protonation of the bound 

nitrite can be discerned. This study therefore constitutes the first report in which the role of 

proton-coupled-electron transfer in the reduction of nitrite to NO with synthetic molecular 

catalysts has been addressed. Our results serve to highlight the central role of proton-

coupled-electron transfer in the reduction of nitrite to NO (and in the activation of small 

molecules in general) and could have important implications for the development of new 

catalysts for the selective interconversions of the nitrogen oxides and other substrates. 

 

3.4 Synthetic procedures 

3.4.1 Synthesis of Compound 15 

 To a solution of 6-chloromethylpyridine-2-carboxylic acid methyl ester
(75)

 (270 mg, 1.45 

mmol, 1 equiv.) in CH3CN (14 mL) was added 848 mg of Na2CO3 (8 mmol, 5.5 equiv.), 

giving a yellowish suspension. To this mixture, a solution of bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine 

(319 mg, 1.6 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) in CH3CN (8 mL) was added, and the resulting mixture 

heated to reflux for 24 h. No change of color was seen when the amine was added, but as 

the reaction mixture was heated up it turned orange. After 24 h reflux, the mixture was 

allowed to cool to room temperature, and then filtered to remove the Na2CO3. The filtrate 

was then concentrated in vacuo, affording crude compound 15 as a tan solid. This solid 

was then triturated with ethyl acetate/hexane (4:1), yielding an off-white solid and an 

orange liquid. Isolation of the solid and a further round of trituration in ethyl 
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acetate/hexane (4:1) then yielded pure compound 15 (380 mg, 1.09 mmol, 75%). 
1
H NMR 

(MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 8.44 – 8.42 (m, 2H, Ha), 7.98 (dd, J1 = 8, J2 = 1, 1H, Hg or Hi), 7.92 

(t, J = 8, 1H, Hh), 7.86 (dd, J1 = 8, J2 = 1, 1H, Hg or Hi), 7.78 (dt, J1 = 8, J2 = 2, 2H, Hb or 

Hc), 7.68 (d, J = 8, 2H, Hd), 7.29 – 7.24 (m, 2H, Hb or Hc), 3.96 (s, 3H, Hj), 3.94 (s, 2H, Hf), 

3.88 (s, 4H, He). Letter codes correspond to those shown on the 
1
H NMR spectrum of this 

compound in Figure 3.24. 
13

C NMR (MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 166.7, 161.0, 159.8, 149.5, 

148.0, 139.1, 138.5, 127.9, 124.8, 124.6, 123.7, 61.1, 60.6, 53.0. ESI-LMMS (methanol): 

m/z = 371.1464 [M
+
Na]

+
 (calcd. for C20H20N4NaO2; 371.1484). 

 

Figure 3.24: 1
H NMR spectrum (MeOD, 400 MHz) of compound 15. An expansion of the aromatic 

region shown as an inset. Lettering corresponds to the signal assignments in the bulk text. 

Reproduced from ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 5070 with permission of American Chemical Society. 

Copyright 2018 
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3.4.2 Synthesis of Compound 16  

498 mg (1.43 mmol) of compound 15 were dissolved in 5 mL of ethanol with the aid of 

ultrasonication. To this solution, 20 mL 0.5 M NaOH was then added and the mixture 

heated to reflux for 20 h. After this time, the reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room 

temperature and concentrated in vacuo to remove the ethanol. The resulting reaction 

mixture was then acidified to pH 4 with aqueous HCl and then extracted with CHCl3 (2 × 

100 mL). The combined organic extracts were then dried over MgSO4 and concentrated 

under reduced pressure to yield compound 16 as a yellow oil (200 mg, 0.598 mmol, 42%). 

The compound gave spectra in agreement with those previously reported for this 

compound.
(76) 

 

3.4.3 Synthesis of Complex 17-H2O 

 95 mg (0.273 mmol, 1 equiv.) of compound 15 was dissolved in 3.5 mL of ethanol, giving 

a bright yellow solution. This solution was then added (with stirring) to a solution of 104 

mg (0.273 mmol, 1 equiv.) of Cu(ClO4)2·6H2O in 3.5 mL EtOH, leading to the immediate 

formation of a dark blue precipitate. The reaction mixture was stirred for a further 10 

minutes, after which it was filtered, yielding complex 17-H2O as a dark blue solid (160 mg, 

0.254 mmol, 93%). Anal. calcd. for C20H22Cl2CuN4O11: C, 38.20; H, 3.53; N, 8.91. Found: 

C, 38.13; H, 3.16; N, 8.89. ESI-LMMS (methanol): m/z = 411.0517 [M-H2O]
+
 (calcd. for 

C20H20CuN4O2; 411.0882). 

 

3.4.4 Synthesis of Complex 18-H2O 

 82 mg (0.24 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) of Cu(ClO4)2·6H2O were dissolved in the 3 mL of EtOH, 

giving a light blue solution. Meanwhile, 74 mg (0.22 mmol, 1 equiv.) of compound 16 

were dissolved 3 mL of ethanol, giving a dark yellow-orange solution, and this solution 

then added to the blue copper solution. A greenish-blue precipitate immediately formed, 

which was filtered off and dried, giving complex 18-H2O (0.074 g, 0.144 mmol, 60%). 

Anal. calcd. for C19H19ClCuN4O7: C, 44.37; H, 3.72; N, 10.89. Found: C, 44.68; H, 3.37; 

N, 10.73. MS-FAB/NOVA (low resolution): m/z = 396 ([M]
+
–H2O); ESI-LMMS 

(methanol): 396.0624 ([M]
+
–H2O) (calcd. for C19H17CuN4O2; 396.0648).  
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Synopsis  

Complexes of Co(III) containing mixed chelating diimine and o-quinone ligand sets 

are of fundamental interest on account of their interesting magnetic and electronic 

properties. Whilst complexes of this type containing one diimine and two o-quinone 

ligands have been studied extensively, those with the reverse stoichiometry (two 

diimines and one o-quinone) are much rarer. Herein, we describe a ready route to 

the synthesis of the complex [Co
III

(o-catecholate) (2,2'-bipyridine)2]
+ 

(19), and also 

report the synthesis of [Co
III

(o-catecholate)(5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine)2]
+ 

(20) 

and [Co
III

(o-benezenedithiolate)(5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine)2]
+ 

(21) for the first 

time. The electronic properties of complexes 20 and 21 were studied in some detail, 

by both experimental and theoretical methods. Spectroscopic studies show that 

complex 20 displays intriguing solvatochromic behaviour as a function of solvent 

polarity and hydrogen bond donation ability, a property of this type of complex 

which has hitherto not been reported. Using time-dependent density function theory 

(TD-DFT), we show that this effect arises as a result of hydrogen bonding between 

the solvent and the oxygen atoms of the catecholate ligand. In contrast, the sulfur 

atoms in the benzenedithiolate analogue 21 are much weaker acceptors of hydrogen 

bonds from the solvent, meaning that complex 21 is only very weakly 

solvatochromic. Furthermore, we show that complex 20 has some potential as a 

molecular probe that can report on the composition of mixed solvent systems as a 

function of its absorbance spectrum. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Complexes of Co(III) containing both chelating diimines (e.g. 2,2′-bipyridyl) and 

either o-catecholate or o-benzenedithiolate ligands are attractive targets as these 

compounds frequently display interesting electronic and magnetic properties on 

account of the redox activity of the catecholate/benzenedithiolate ligands.
(1-11)  

Within this class of complexes, those containing two o-catecholate and one diimine 

ligand tend to be more common, with only a few examples existing of complexes of 

the type [CoIII(o-catecholate)(bipyridyl)2]
+
 (where the metal centre is attached to 

only one o-catecholate ligand and two chelating diimines).
(1-6)

 Moreover, to the best 

of our knowledge, the solvatochromic properties of this class of complexes has not 

been studied in any great detail before, nor have any analogues of these compounds 

bearing o-benezenedithiolate ligands in place of the o-catecholate moieties been 

reported. Herein, we report the synthesis and characterization of the complexes 

[Co
III

(o-catecholate)(2,2'-bipyridine)2]
+
 (19), [Co

III
(o-catecholate)(5,5′-dimethyl-

2,2′-bipyridine)2]
+
 (20) and [Co

III
(o-benezenedithiolate)(5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-

bipyridine)2]
+
 (21), where complexes 20 and 21 are both previously unreported. We 

then undertake an in-depth analysis of the solvatochromism displayed by complexes 

20 and 21 using both experimental and computational methods. Synthetic procedure 

for complex 21 gives as main product a dicobalt coordination compound detailed in 

Chapter 5 as compound 24.  

Given its apparent simplicity, it was surprising to us at the outset of our studies that 

no detailed synthesis or characterization of the parent compound [CoIII(o-

catecholate)(2,2'-bipyridine)2]
+
 (19) exists (although this compound has been 

reported previously, experimental and characterization particulars are very brief
(12)

). 

With a view to investigating the electronic properties of this complex, we therefore 

adapted synthetic methods reported by Panja
(3)

 to obtain this compound (compound 

19) in almost quantitative yield using a straightforward and quick one-pot synthesis 

(note, however, that high yields are only obtained if the order of addition of the 

components is controlled – see below). As the solubility of compound 19 was rather 

low in common laboratory solvents, we used the same general procedure to obtain 

the analogous (and previously unreported) 5,5′-dimethylbipyridyl complex (20, also 

in near-quantitative yield), which is much more soluble. Furthermore, we were able 

to extend this methodology to synthesize the novel complex [Co
III

(o-
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benezenedithiolate)(5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine)2]
+
  (21). Complex 21 is a rare 

example of a Co-bipyridine-dithiolene complex that can be prepared without 

isolation of any intermediate species and that contains only one benzenedithiolate 

ligand in the isolated compound.
(13-16)

  

Both complexes 20 and 21 proved sufficiently soluble to allow us to probe their 

electronic properties by electrochemistry and EPR. These studies revealed that 

complexes 20 and 21 tend to decompose when their o-catecholate and o-

benzenedithiolate ligands are oxidized, rendering these complexes of limited use for 

studying the effects of any redox non-innocence that may be exhibited by their 

ligands. However, our investigations did reveal some intriguing differences between 

the complexes regarding their solution-phase UV-vis spectra, with complex 20 

exhibiting a strong negative solvatochromic shift in its visible absorbance band as a 

function of solvent polarity and hydrogen bond donor ability. Meanwhile, complex 

21 was much less affected by these factors (indeed, it showed no perturbation in 

absorbance as a function of hydrogen bonding at all). In the following, we 

rationalize these effects using time-dependent density function theory (TD-DFT) 

and suggest that the differences in behaviour between these two complexes are 

attributable to hydrogen bonding between the oxygen atoms of the catecholate 

ligand of complex 20 and the solvent (an interaction which is switched off in 

complex 21 on account of sulfur being a weaker hydrogen bond-acceptor than 

oxygen). Finally, we show that complexes of this type may hold some promise as 

molecular probes that can report on the composition of mixed solvent systems as a 

function of their absorbance spectra.   

 

4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 Synthesis and structures of compounds 19 and 20 

A general route to the synthesis of compounds 19 and 20 is given in Scheme 4.1. Taking 

the example of compound 20, addition of one equivalent of Co(NO3)2·6H2O to two 

equivalents of 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine resulted in the formation of an orange solution, 

the colour of which remained unchanged (to the eye) upon the addition of one equivalent 

of catechol. However, subsequent addition of the base triethylamine produced an 

instantaneous darkening of the reaction mixture to red/brown. If the reaction was carried 
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out under inert atmosphere, the reaction remained red/brown and a red precipitate formed 

within a few minutes. However, if the addition reaction was performed under air, the red 

colour disappeared and a bottle-green solution was obtained around 10 minutes after 

addition of the triethylamine. Stirring of this solution under air for up to 2 hours produced 

no further colour or solubility changes. Precipitation of a green/grey solid from this 

solution, followed by drying yielded a brown powder in near-quantitative yield. 

Subsequent recrystallization from DMF/diethylether then afforded brown crystals of 20 

suitable for X-ray diffraction (Figure 4.1). The same pathway could be followed to obtain 

the 2,2′-bipyridine analogue, 19, but the product was considerably less soluble in solvents 

such as methanol, acetonitrile and dichloromethane than complex 20 and so complex 20 

was selected for further study on account of being the more tractable of the two.  

 

Scheme 4.1: The general synthetic route followed to synthesize compounds 19 and 20. Italic letters 

on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H NMR signal assignments in the Section 4.4 

Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Copyright 2016 

 

The connectivity of 20 is evident from Figure 4.1a, which shows the two bipyridine 

moieties to be coordinated in a cis¬ ¬fashion around the metal, with the octahedral 

geometry of the cobalt centre completed by bidentate coordination to the catecholate 

ligand. The Co–O and Co–N bond lengths in Figure 4.1a are: Co–O1 = 1.889(6), 

Co–N1 = 1.951(8) and Co–N2 = 1.926(8) Å, which are typical of Co(III) according 

to a search of the Cambridge Structural Database.
(17,18)

 Whilst there is precedent for 

using the bond lengths in the chelate rings of various catecholate-metal complexes 

in order to gauge the oxidation state of the metal
(19)

,  the overall quality of the 

crystallographic data only allows us to comment with confidence on the bond 

lengths around the Co centre and the general connectivity/packing of the molecule. 
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In regard to the latter, Figure 4.1b shows the suggested packing of 20 in the solid 

state, evincing large (~20%) solvent-accessible voids of ~1150 Å3 per unit cell. 

 

Figure 4.1: (a) The crystal structure of compound 20 showing the connectivity of the complex. 

Hydrogen atoms, solvent and counterions have been omitted from the structure. Crystallographic 

details can be found in the ESI. (b) The packing structure of complex 20 in the solid state, viewed 

along the crystallographic c-axis. Colour scheme for both panels: C = grey, N = blue, O = red, Co 

= cyan. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of 

Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

The assignment of the cobalt oxidation state in compound 20 as +3 was reinforced 

by the 
1
H NMR of this complex (see Figures 4.2) which implied that the compound 

was diamagnetic.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: 
1
H NMR spectrum of compound 20 in MeOD. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 

2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016. 
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Moreover, compound 20 as isolated was found to be EPR-silent, which further 

supports this conclusion. The similarity of the 
1
H NMR spectrum of complex 19 to 

that of complex 20 (Figure 4.3) indicates that these complexes share a common basic 

geometry and that the cobalt is in the +III oxidation state in both of these 

compounds. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: 
1
H NMR spectrum of compound 19 in MeOD. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 

2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

The order of addition of the components to the reaction mixture was found to be 

crucial for the isolation of complexes 19 and 20 in high yield. For example, if one 

equivalent of catechol is added to one equivalent of Co(NO3)2·6H2O in methanol the 

solution remains dark pink in colour. Addition of triethylamine to this turns the 

solution dark blue/green. If two equivalents of 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine are then 

added under air, the reaction mixture becomes an intense dark green (distinct from 

the bottle green colour observed with the order of addition given in Scheme 4.1). 

Upon stirring of this dark green solution under air for 2 hours, a dark yellow slurry 

forms in the otherwise green solution. Analysis of the green solution by NMR 

suggests that some compound 20 is present in here (along with other unidentified 

paramagnetic species), but after isolation the yield of complex 20 is only 25%. The 

dark yellow solid on the other hand (which is the main product of this reaction) is 

insoluble in common laboratory solvents such as methanol and chloroform. 
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4.2.2 Redox chemistry of compound 20 

 

If the red/brown reaction mixture formed upon triethylamine addition under inert 

atmosphere (during the synthesis of compound 20 according to the order of addition 

of reactants shown in Scheme 4.1) is allowed to equilibrate with air, then any 

precipitated solids soon re-dissolve and the mixture turns green, giving clean and 

quantitative conversion to 20. This suggested that aereobic oxidation was a key step 

in the formation of these complexes, causing oxidation of Co(II) to Co(III). 

However, attempts to reduce complex 20 back to this red/brown material were not 

successful. For example, addition of zinc dust to a green solution of 20 in methanol 

evinced no colour changes, implying no reduction of the complex. Similarly, 

electrochemical methods failed to show any redox waves that might correspond to 

the reduction of complex 20 (Figure 4.4a). Instead, all that was observed in these 

experiments were two closely-spaced and quasi-reversible redox events with 

oxidation waves between –0.1 and +0.2 V (vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium), which we 

attribute to oxidation of the catecholate ligands by analogy both to other Co-

catecholate complexes
(4)

 and to complexes of other metals containing catecholate 

ligands.
(20)

   

 

Figure 4.4: (a) Cyclic voltammogram of a 12 mM solution of the nitrate salt of complex 20 in 0.1 

M TBA-PF6 / acetonitrile run under the conditions detailed in the Experimental Section. (b) Cyclic 

voltammograms as in panel (a), but over a narrower potential range and showing the effect of 

variation in the scan rate as indicated. The ferrocene/ferrocenium couple is not shown for clarity. 

Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Copyright 2016 

Support for assigning the locus of the redox activity to the catecholate ligand was supplied 

by EPR spectroscopy. Chemical oxidation, which occurs on a faster timescale than its 
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electrochemical equivalent, was achieved by treating a 3 mM solution of complex 20 in 

acetonitrile with 1 equivalent of NOBF4. However, the one electron-oxidized species thus 

generated proved to be unstable (as suggested also by the electrochemical data in Figure 

4.4). Hence the resulting solution EPR spectrum recorded at X-band frequency revealed an 

elegant 15-line profile, consistent with coupling to two 
59

Co (I = 7/2, 100% abundant) 

nuclei (Figure 4.5) rather than the expected 8-line spectrum for a benzosemiquinone radical 

bound to a single Co(III) centre
(21–31)

. The signal was very weak considering the 

concentration of the sample, suggesting the rapid decomposition of complex 20 upon 

oxidation. This is in agreement with the cyclic voltammetry, which suggests that the more 

rapidly the sample is re-reduced following oxidation, the lesser the extent of 

decomposition (as evinced by the greater reversibility of the redox wave at higher scan 

rates in Figure 4.4b). Spectral simulation gave giso = 2.0007 and Aiso = 3.4 × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, 

which are hallmark values for a benzosemiquinone radical bound to two Co(III) ions. 
(32–34)

 
  

The extremities of the experimental spectrum in Figure 4.5 show additional hyperfine lines 

that are not associated with the dominant 15-line signal.
 

 

Figure 4.5: X-band EPR spectrum of paramagnetic species generated from the reaction of complex 

20 with NOBF4, recorded in acetonitrile solution at 293 K (experimental conditions: frequency, 

9.4053 GHz; power, 9.5 mW; modulation, 0.1 mT). Experimental data are represented by the black 

line; a simulation is depicted by the red trace. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 

with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

These presumably arise from other decomposition products or intermediates, but are not 

present at sufficient concentrations to be diagnosed. Interestingly, examination of the 
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spectrum by varying the temperature incrementally to just above the solvent freezing point 

(–45 °C), showed no change in the number of lines, nor any deviation from binomially-

distributed intensity.
(35)

  This suggests a symmetrical disposition of the two Co(III) ions 

attached to a bridging benzosemiquinone radical, such that the hyperfine interaction is not 

biased towards a particular Co nucleus as noted in more elaborate dicobalt complexes.
(34) 

The corresponding frozen solution EPR spectrum recorded at 150 K possesses very little g 

anisotropy (g = 2.0094, 2.0024, 1.9899), synonymous with an organic-based unpaired 

electron (Figure 4.6). The line-shape is reproduced well by including coupling from both 

59Co nuclei, A = (3.1, 4.6, 1.5) × 10
–4

 cm
–1

, whose average matches the isotropic value. 

These EPR and electrochemical measurements suggest that oxidation of complex 20 is 

ligand-based, leading to the formation of a dicobalt decomposition species with a bridging 

benzosemiquinone radical which is sufficiently long-lived to be detected by EPR. 

 

Figure 4.6: X-band EPR spectrum of paramagnetic species generated from the reaction of complex 

20 with NOBF4, recorded in acetonitrile/THF solution at 150 K (experimental conditions: 

frequency, 9.4243 GHz; power, 0.63 mW; modulation, 0.3 mT). Experimental data are represented 

by the black line; simulation is depicted by the red trace. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 

2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 
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4.2.3 Solvatochromism of complex 20 

During the course of the above experiments, it was noted that complex 20 assumed 

different colours in different solvents, as has been observed previously for 

complexes of transition metals (such as Pt) containing mixed bipyridine and 

catecholate ligand sets.
(1,36-38) 

To probe this solvatochromic effect further, 5.0 mM 

solutions of compound 20 were made in solvents of various polarities and the 

position of the lowest energy absorption maximum, λmax (which falls between 640 

and 760 nm), was plotted as a function of the ET(30) solvent polarity scale of 

Dimroth and Reichardt (see Figure 4.7)
(39,40)  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Wavelength of the lowest energy absorption band of compound 20 as a function of 

solvent polarity, plotted on the Dimroth–Reichardt ET scale. All solutions were at a concentration 

of 5 mM, except those in butanol, chloroform and dichloromethane (2.5 mM). The red line is a 

linear fit and is provided as a guide to the eye. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 

with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

This revealed a clear correlation between solvent polarity and the wavelength of the first 

absorption, and implied that the excitation energy increased in more polar solvents 

(negative solvatochromism Figure 4.8).  
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Figure 4.8: Plot showing an overlay of the normalized absorption profiles (in the region 550-820 

nm) of compound 20 in the solvents indicated, showing how the position of λmax within this range 

shifts. All spectra were measured at a concentration of 5 mM, except those in butanol, chloroform 

and dichloromethane (2.5 mM). Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission 

of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

In methanol, this absorption was found to have an extinction coefficient of 171 (±6) M
–1

 

cm
–1

 (Figure 4.9), which is in good agreement with the molar extinction coefficients 

(typically around 170 M
–1

 cm
–1

) reported for the visible absorbances of complexes of the 

type [Co
III

(catecholate)(R)2]
+
, where R is a saturated bidentate amine such as 

ethylenediamine.
(4,38) 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Absorbance of the lowest energy absorption band of compound 20 in methanol as a 

function of concentration. The points at concentrations of 1, 2, 4 and 5 mM were averaged to give 

an extinction coefficient of 171 M–1 cm–1, with an error of ±6 M–1 cm–1. The red line is a linear 

fit and is provided as a guide to the eye. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with 

permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 
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To rationalize this trend further, we performed time-dependent density-functional 

theory (TD-DFT) calculations with a polarizable continuum model of the solvent to 

elucidate the nature of the excitation giving rise to the solvatochromic properties of 

compound 20. These calculations suggested that the measured absorption band in 

the visible region was due to the lowest-energy singlet excitation (S1) only. The S2 

excitation, which was 0.1 eV higher in energy and might therefore contribute to the 

same band, was calculated to have negligible intensity (oscillator strength f ≤ 10
–4

). 

Higher excitations were sufficiently separated in energy (S3 was 0.3 eV above S2), 

that they could be neglected. However, when the excitation energies calculated by 

TD-DFT were compared to those derived from the experimental absorption maxima, 

a linear correlation was only observed for solvents that were not significant 

hydrogen bond donors (black squares in Figure 4.10).  

 

 

Figure 4.10:. A plot of the experimental excitation energies (obtained from the band maxima given 

in Figure 4.11) and the energies of the lowest excited singlet state calculated by TD-DFT (ωB97-

XD/def2-TZVP/PCM). Non-hydrogen bonding solvents are depicted with black squares and the 

linear trend is indicated by a red line as a guide to the eye. Hydrogen bonding solvents are shown 

as blue circles. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society 

of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

A very similar trend could be obtained by plotting the experimental excitation 

energies vs. the stabilization energy of a dipole sitting in a spherical cavity in a 

polarizable medium (the Onsager model of solvation
(41)

), which scales as fO(ε) = (ε 

– 1)/(2ε + 1) with the dielectric constant of the solvent, ε (Figure 4.11).  
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Figure 4.11: Plot showing the relationship between the experimentally-determined excitation 

energies (ΔE(experimental)) and the stabilization energy of a dipole in a spherical cavity for the 

various solvents probed according to Onsager’s model, fO(ε) = (ε – 1)/(2ε + 1). Non hydrogen 

bonding solvents are depicted with black squares and the linear trend is shown as a red line as a 

guide to the eye. Hydrogen bonding solvents are shown as blue circles. The trend is essentially the 

same as that shown in Figure 4.10 in the main text. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 

15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

Meanwhile, a plot of the excitation energies calculated by TD-DFT vs. fO(ε) was a 

straight line (Figure 4.12), which confirmed that the solvent model used in the 

calculations captured the purely electrostatic component of the solvents’ influence 

on the excitation energy accurately. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Plot showing the linear relationship between the excitation energies determined by 

TD-DFT (ΔE(S1)) and the stabilization energy of a dipole in a spherical cavity for the various 

solvents probed according to Onsager’s model, fO(ε) = (ε – 1)/(2ε + 1). Reproduced from Dalton 

Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 
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In these calculations, the solvent was considered to stabilize the solute by acting as a 

homogeneous polarizable medium. This was the only solvent effect included in the 

calculations and no specific solute–solvent interactions were considered. The effect 

of electrostatic solvation on an electronic excitation results from the differential 

stabilization of the ground and excited states and/or from the stabilization of the 

transition dipole moment. In the present case, the transition dipole moment was 

calculated to be negligible compared to the permanent dipole moment of the 

molecule, and so did not warrant further consideration. The dipole moments of 

complex 20 (in CHCl3) were calculated to be µS0 = 13.33 D and µS1 = 9.26 D in the 

ground and first excited states, respectively. Hence, as the excited state has a smaller 

dipole moment than the ground state, it is expected to interact less with the solvent. 

With increasing polarity (greater dielectric constant, ε) of the solvent, the ground 

state should therefore be increasingly better solvated compared to S1. Consequently, 

the excitation energy is expected to increase with increasing ε (i.e., the excitation 

energy blue-shifts). This explains the trend seen for non-hydrogen bonding solvents 

(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11). 

The fact that hydrogen bond-donating solvents do not conform to this simple model 

therefore suggests that other solvation effects, in particular hydrogen bonding, play 

a significant role in the solvatochromism displayed by complex 20. Purely 

electrostatic solvent models, like the polarizable continuum model used is the 

calculations or the Onsager model, are only good predictors of the solvatochromism 

in non-hydrogen bonding solvents. By contrast, the empirical ET scale accounts for 

all effects of the solvent, including hydrogen bonding.
(42) 

 

An explanation as to why hydrogen bonding should affect the absorption to such an 

extent can be found by considering the results of NTO (natural transition orbital) 

analysis of the S0  S1 excitation in complex 20. This excitation is dominated 

(>90%) by the transition between one NTO donor–acceptor pair, as shown in Figure 

4.13. Qualitatively, this excitation can be characterized as a d–d transition with 

significant admixture (~30%) from a filled catecholate π* orbital to the donor state: 

Co(dyz) – cat(π*)  Co(dz2). The catecholate π* orbital in turn is dominated by the 

two O(pz) contributions. We note that the solvent has negligible influence on orbital 

compositions and characters (the values given are for CHCl3). Also note that we 

take the trans N–Co–N axis as the z-axis, with the y-axis along the C2 axis. (see 

Appendix B2) 
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Figure 4.13: The dominant NTO pair of the S0  S1 excitation of complex 20, which accounts for 

>90% of the transition density. The donor orbital (left-hand side) has significant catecholate π* 

character, whereas the acceptor state (right-hand side) is mainly a metal-based d-orbital. 

Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Copyright 2016 

 

Hence, the electron density in the first excited state of 20 is shifted to a metal-

centred d-orbital, which is largely isolated from the surrounding medium (and 

therefore largely inaccessible for specific interactions with the solvent). The donor 

NTO, however, has significant catecholate π*/O(pz) character. The structure of 

complex 20 (see Figure 4.1a) suggests that the only sites available for accepting 

hydrogen bonds are the oxygen atoms of the catecholate ligands. Therefore, 

hydrogen bonding between the solvent and these oxygens is expected to remove 

electron density from the catecholate-based π* orbital, and therefore stabilize the 

donor NTO in hydrogen bond-donating solvents relative to solvents that cannot 

donate hydrogen bonds. Hence, hydrogen bond-donating solvents should indeed 

manifest increased negative solvatochromism (i.e. an increase in excitation energy 

with solvation strength) relative to solvents that cannot hydrogen bond, precisely as 

observed. 

In further support of this, we fitted the experimental excitation energies with a linear 

model incorporating both fO(ε) and the Kamlet–Taft α-parameter,
(43)

 which is a 

measure of the hydrogen bond donor ability of a solvent. This model should 

therefore account for the additional blue-shifting of the band in hydrogen bond-

donating solvents.  
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As is evident from Figure 4.14, this model indeed reproduces the observed 

solvatochromic trend more closely than the purely electrostatic model of Figure 

4.10, thus confirming that electrostatic stabilization and hydrogen bond donation are 

the two essential solvation components at play in this case. It is interesting to note 

that the empirical Dimroth–Reichardt ET(30) parameter, which captures the 

experimental trend very well (Figure 4.7), has long been recognized to correlate 

strongly with the hydrogen bond donation parameter, α.
(44)

 

 

Figure 4.14: A plot of the experimental excitation energies against the predictions from a linear 

model incorporating the Onsager function fO(ε) and the Kamlet–Taft α-parameter for hydrogen 

bond donor strength (taken from reference 44). The linear fit function is ∆Epred = 1.345 eV + 

0.695 fO(ε) + 0.109 α. Non-hydrogen bonding solvents are depicted with black squares, hydrogen 

bonding solvents with blue circles. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with 

permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

4.2.4 Prediction of the properties of complex 21 and its synthesis 

In order to obtain an independent (experimental) verification of the effects that pure 

electrostatics (the Onsager model) and hydrogen bonding have upon the solvatochromism 

displayed by complex 20, complex 21 was synthesized by the general route followed for 

complexes 19 and 20 (see below). The rationale behind this was both to test the 

applicability of the synthetic procedure to another class of bidentate ligand, and to replace 

the oxygen ligands of complex 20 with sulfur ligands.  Sulfur is a weaker hydrogen bond 

acceptor than oxygen, as indicated by the positions of phenol (0.30) and thiophenol (0.16) 

on Abraham’s hydrogen bond acceptor strength scale.
(45) 

Hence, we hypothesized that any 
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solvatochromic shift due to hydrogen bonding interactions with the solvent should be much 

less pronounced for complex 21 than for complex 20. 

Prior to the synthesis of 21, TD-DFT calculations were performed on the target structure in 

order to estimate the magnitude of the solvatochromic effect that might be expected on the 

basis of pure electrostatic solvation in the absence of hydrogen bonding. These calculations 

identified the S0  S2 excitation as being responsible for the visible absorption band of 

complex 21. S1, which was calculated to be 0.02 eV below S2, had hardly any intensity (f ≈ 

10
–4

) and the higher excited states were again well-separated (by ≥ 0.4 eV), as was also the 

case for complex 20. When compared to complex 20, the lowest energy absorption of 

complex 21 was ~0.06 eV lower in energy (in CHCl3). The dipole moments for complex 

21 in chloroform were calculated to be µS0 = 13.84 D and µS2 = 11.40 D (compared to µS0 

= 13.33 D, µS1 = 9.26 D for complex 20 – see above). Hence, whilst complex 21 was 

predicted to display a negative solvatochromic shift (just as complex 20 does), this effect 

was predicted to be weaker for complex 21 than for complex 20 on account of the smaller 

difference in dipole moments between the ground and excited states in complex 21.  

NTO analysis of the S0  S2 excitation of complex 21 again showed domination (~90%) 

by one NTO donor–acceptor pair (Figure 4.15). Qualitatively, this excitation is a d–d 

transition with admixture of ~30% S(pz) character to the donor NTO. Compared to 

complex 20, there is a higher metal d contribution to the donor orbital (58% vs. 47%), at 

the expense of the benzene π* contribution, which is negligible in complex 21.  

 

Figure 4.15: The dominant NTO pair of the S0  S2 excitation of 21, which accounts for ~90% of 

the transition density. The donor orbital is shown on the left-hand side and the acceptor is shown 

on the right-hand side. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal 

Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 
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The acceptor NTO has ~65% d character for both complex 20 and complex 21. Overall, 

the calculations suggest that, compared to complex 20, the visible band of complex 21 

should be red-shifted and subject to a diminished negative solvatochromic effect, 

particularly in hydrogen bond-donating solvents. 

Complex 21 was then synthesized by the route shown in Scheme 4.2. This was highly 

analogous to the route followed for the catecholate complexes, with the exception that 

upon addition of o-benzenedithiol the reaction mixture became dark green almost at once 

and the addition of Et3N was not necessary in order to isolate the product (see Section 4.4).  

 

 

Scheme 4.2: The synthetic route for the synthesis of compound 21 under air. Letters on the product 

structure correspond to the 
1
H NMR signal assignments in the Section 4.4.3. Reproduced from 

Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

The yield of complex 21 was, however, consistently much lower than that obtained for the 

catecholate analogues (<20%). Again, the similarity between the 
1
H NMR spectra of 

complexes 19, 20 and 21 (see Figures 4.16) indicated that complex 21 shared the same 

basic structure as that found for complex 20, with the cobalt present in the +III oxidation 

state.  
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Figure 4.16: 1H NMR spectrum of compound 21 in MeOD Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 

2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

Complex 21 was not the only product of this synthesis since this compound was isolated 

via selective crystallization from a mixture containing mainly another product. In fact, the 

reaction mixture at the end of the reaction appears as a dark green solution and this initially 

confused us since we were expecting optical featrues analogous to compounds 19 and 20. 

The following NMR analysis confirms the presence of the signal of compound 21 (shown 

in Figure 4.16) but also the presence of several other signals. However, we obtained 

computational data telling us that compound 21 should in fact be red (and not green) in this 

crude mixture, and so a purification via selective precipitation was carried out. Hence we 

added excess of diethyl ether until we started to see precipitation of a green solid and a 

dark orange supernatant solution that was separated via filtration. After a full 

characterization we realised it was an unreported di-cobalt complex (indicated as complex 

24 in Chapter 5) showing different coordination environments of the two cobalt atoms. 

Results concerning this specie are detailed in Chapter 5. The synthetic procedure is 

detailed further in Section 4.4 

 

4.2.5 Redox chemistry of complex 21 

Figure 4.17 shows cyclic voltammograms for complex 21. The full range CV (panel 

(a)) shows numerous irreversible and quasi-reversible processes. Panel (b) then 
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shows a scan-rate dependency assay on the first oxidative redox wave occurring at 

around +0.4 V vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium. At low scan rates (0.1 V s
–1

 and below) 

this wave appears to be largely irreversible. However, as the scan rate is increased, 

the wave becomes more reversible, being essentially fully reversible at 3 V s
–1

. EPR 

spectroscopy was used to probe this behaviour further. Hence, compound 21 was 

oxidized chemically by treatment with NOBF4, yielding a dark brown solution. In 

contrast to the EPR spectrum obtained when compound 20 was oxidized with 

NOBF4, the spectrum of compound 21 upon oxidation revealed a single sharp line 

without hyperfine splitting at g ~2.006. This again is the hallmark of a ligand-

centred oxidation, and the absence of 
59

Co hyperfine coupling suggests that the 

signal stems from a trace amount of uncoordinated dithiobenzosemiquinone radical 

in the sample. This is consistent with the lifetime of the signal (which vanished after 

only two hours) and highlights the notable difference in stability between 

benzosemiquinone and dithiobenzosemiquinone radicals, with the former being 

considerably more long-lived than the latter. 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Cyclic voltammograms of an 11 mM solution of the nitrate salt of complex 21 in 0.5 

M TBA-PF6 / acetonitrile run under the conditions detailed in Section 2.6.2 (with the exception 

that a Pt counter electrode was used). (a) A full range cyclic voltammogram at a scan rate of 0.1 V 

s
–1

. (b) CVs as in panel (a), but at various scan rates as indicated. The ferrocene/ferrocenium 

couple is not shown for clarity. Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission 

of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

On the basis of the EPR and electrochemical data, we therefore propose that the 

scan rate-dependent wave in the cyclic voltammogram is due to oxidation of the 

benzenedithiolate ligand, which is accompanied by dissociation of this ligand from 

the metal centre and consequent decomposition of complex 21. However, the 
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electrochemistry suggests that if re-reduction follows oxidation rapidly enough, then 

dissociation of the benzenedithiolate ligand can be prevented and the structure of 

complex 21 can be preserved.  

 

4.2.6 Solvatochromic behaviour of complex 21 and comparison to that of complex 

20 

Electronic spectra of complex 21 were collected in various solvents (see Figure 4.10a and 

Figure 4.19) and plotted on the ET(30) solvent polarity scale of Dimroth and Reichardt as 

for complex 20. This revealed that the hydrogen bonding solvents ethanol and methanol 

did not conform to the linear trend predicted by this scale (we note that complex 21 is not 

soluble in water or 1-butanol). This is perhaps not unexpected, as the Dimroth-Reichardt 

scale reflects to a significant extent the effect of hydrogen bonding of the solvent to the 

solute.
(39)

 

 

Figure 4.18: (a) Wavelength of the lowest energy absorption band of compound 21 as a 

function of solvent polarity, plotted on the Dimroth–Reichardt ET scale. Solutions were at a 

concentration of 1.9 mM for all samples, with the exception of those taken in acetonitrile 

and DMF (both 1.6 mM). (b) A plot of the experimental excitation energies (obtained from 

the band maxima given in panel (a)) and the energies of the S2 excited singlet state 

calculated by TD-DFT (ωB97-XD/def2-TZVP/PCM). The scale has been chosen to allow 

comparison with Figure 5. The red lines in both panels are provided as guides to the eye. 

Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Copyright 2016 

 

Therefore, the fact that the positions of λmax in methanol and ethanol predicted by the 

Dimroth-Reichardt scale do not agree with the observed positions of these absorbances 

serves as evidence that hydrogen bonding is insignificant for the solvatochromism 

displayed by complex 21. Indeed, Figure 4.18b compares the experimental excitation 
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energies (ΔE(experimental), obtained from the λmax values given in Figure 18a) with the S2 

excitation energies (ΔE(S2)) calculated for complex 21 on the basis of pure electrostatic 

solvation (i.e. in the absence of hydrogen bonding).  

 

 

Figure 4.19: Plot showing an overlay of the normalized absorption profiles (in the region 650-900 

nm) of compound 21 in the solvents indicated, showing how the position of λmax within this range 

shifts. All spectra were measured at a concentration of 1.9 mM, with the exception of those taken in 

acetonitrile and DMF (both 1.6 mM). Reproduced from Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with 

permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

When plotted on the same scale as the analogous data for complex 20 (see Figure 4.10), the 

positions of methanol and ethanol no longer appear anomalous, but are instead in 

agreement with what one might expect in the case of purely electrostatic solvation, where 

hydrogen bonding plays an insignificant role. Overall, therefore, these data suggest that 

complex 21 does indeed constitute a model for the behaviour of complex 20 but where the 

effects of hydrogen bonding have been eliminated.  

It is interesting to note that a difference in solvatochromic behaviour between the 

catecholate and benzenedithiolate analogues of a transition metal-bipyridine complex such 

as that shown by complexes 20 and 21 is not a general phenomenon. For example, Kumar 

et al. observed a solvent-dependent shift in absorbance of 83 nm (from 495 nm in methanol 

to 578 nm in chloroform) with [Pt
II
(2,2′-bipyridine)(o-catecholate)], but they also found an 

almost identical shift (76 nm) was obtained in these same solvents with the dithiolate 

analogue [Pt
II
(2,2′-bipyridine)(3,4-dimercaptotoluene)].

(37) 

Having obtained these insights into the factors contributing to the solvent-dependent 

absorbances of complexes 20 and 21, we chose to investigate the effects that mixed 

solvent systems had on the solvatochromism of complex 20. Figure 4.20 shows the 

outcome of these experiments, where complex 20 was dissolved in mixtures of 
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ethanol and water (Figure 4.20a) and mixtures of dichloromethane and methanol 

(Figure 4.20b).  

 

Figure 4.20. (a) Shift of the lowest energy absorption band of compound 20 as a function of 

the percentage (by volume) of ethanol present in water in a mixed solvent system. (b) Shift 

of the lowest energy absorption band of compound 20 as a function of the percentage (by 

volume) of dichloromethane present in methanol in a mixed solvent system. The 

concentration of complex 20 was 5 mM in all the solvent mixtures investigated. The red 

lines in both panels are linear fits and are provided as guides to the eye. Reproduced from 

Dalton Trans., 2016,45, 15575 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 

 

In the case of the ethanol-water mixtures, the absorbance of complex 20 shifts in a 

linear fashion with the changing nature of the solvent over the whole range of 

compositions, indicating that there is no preferential solvation of complex 20 by 

either solvent (i.e. the composition of the solvent system in the cybotactic region of 

the solute is essentially the same as in the bulk).
(46,47)

  

In the case of dichloromethane-methanol mixtures, the absorbance of complex 20 

again shifts in a linear fashion over most of the compositional range, but there is 

now some deviation away from ideal behaviour at high ratios of dichloromethane to 

methanol (above 3:1). This suggests that some preferential solvation of complex 20 

by methanol does indeed occur, which is perhaps unsurprising given that methanol 

is a hydrogen bond-donating solvent and the spectroscopic results described above 

show that complex 20 accepts hydrogen bonds through its catecholate oxygen 

atoms. However, even for these dichloromethane-methanol mixtures, the graph 

remains linear as far as a ratio of 3:1 dichloromethane to methanol. Hence, within 

the linear regions of these graphs at least, there remains the possibility that the 

percentage of each solvent in mixtures with intermediate compositions could be 

discerned on the basis of the absorbance of complex 20. Whilst these results are 
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somewhat preliminary, we believe that this concept could be extended to allow 

molecular probes incorporating complex 20 to be used to determine solvent 

compositions on the basis of colour in a variety of mixed solvent systems. 

 

4.3 Conclusions 

In summary, we have synthesized three complexes of the type 

[CoIII(L)(bipyridine)2]
+
 (L = o-catecholato, o-benzenedithiolato) by a general and 

rapid one-pot reaction route, which is near-quantitative for the catecholate 

compounds. Complexes 20 and 21 were previously unreported and display 

intriguing differences in their solution-phase UV-vis absorption behaviour. 

Specifically, the position of λmax in complex 20 was highly sensitive to the 

hydrogen bond donation ability of the surrounding medium, whereas in the 

benzenedithiolate analogue 21 it was not. TD-DFT was used to compare the ground 

and excited state electronic structures of complexes 20 and 21. Hence it was 

determined that complex 20 hydrogen-bonds to the solvent through the oxygen 

atoms on its catecholate ligand. This interaction removes electron density from the 

catecholate-based π* orbital, thereby stabilizing the ground state with respect to the 

excited state (which is primarily metal-centred and hence more isolated from the 

solvent). This has the effect of increasing the excitation energy in hydrogen bond-

donating solvents relative to those that cannot hydrogen bond. In complex 21 on the 

other hand, the sulfur atoms in the chelating benzenedithiolate ligand are much 

weaker hydrogen bond acceptors than oxygen, and so stabilization of the ground 

state through hydrogen bonding to the solvent is effectively eliminated. The (much 

smaller) solvatochromic effect that manifests in complex 21 can be explained on a 

purely electrostatic basis. Given the wide range of functionalized bipyridines, 

catechols and benzenedithiols that are available, we believe that the synthesis of an 

enormous diversity of allied complexes should be possible. In particular, we foresee 

potential for such compounds to be tailored for use as molecular probes
(48)

 or 

solvatochromic indicators
(49)

 that can give insight into different solvent and 

chemical environments by virtue of readily-observed spectroscopic changes. 
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4.4 Synthetic details 

 

4.4.1 Synthesis of Compound 19  

To a solution of 2,2′-bipyridine (0.233 g, 1.49 mmol, 2 eq.) in methanol (50 mL) was 

added a solution of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.217 g, 0.746 mmol, 1 eq.) in methanol (10 mL) and 

the resulting orange solution stirred at room temperature open to air for 2 minutes. A 

solution of catechol (0.082 g, 0.746 mmol, 1 eq.) in 10 mL methanol was then added to the 

reaction. No colour change was observed. Excess triethylamine (3 mL) was then added to 

the reaction mixture, which was observed to darken immediately to red-brown upon 

addition of Et3N. A precipitate was observed to form within 2 minutes. After 10 further 

minutes stirring open to air, the reaction mixture was filtered, washing the solid on the 

filter with diethyl ether. This solid was dried at 60 °C for 90 minutes, yielding compound 

19 as a dark brown powder (0.375 g, 93%), m.p. = 240 °C (dec.). The complex is 

somewhat hygroscopic and turns greenish (indicating hydration, see below) when exposed 

to laboratory air. Indeed, a sample of dry mass 0.216 g was found to increase in mass by 12 

mg after standing in air for 1 hour (upon further standing the mass did not increase 

further). This corresponds to a mass-gain of around 5%, corresponding to 1.5 molecules of 

H2O per molecule of compound 19. CHN analysis was then performed on this hydrated 

sample: Anal. calcd. For C26H20CoN5O5·(1.5H2O): C 54.94, H 4.08, N 12.32. Found: C 

54.81, H 4.00, N 12.21. Yields for compound 19 are calculated from the dry (anhydrous) 

mass. 
1
H NMR (90% MeOD / 10% D2O, 400 MHz), δ = 8.91 (d, 2H, J = 5.6, Ha or Hh), 

8.77 (d, 2H, J = 8.3, Hd or He), 8.70 (d, 2H, J = 8.0, Hd or He), 8.48 (dt, 2H, J1 = 8.1, J2 = 

1.3, Hc or Hf), 8.34-8.27 (m, 2H, Hc or Hf), 7.92 (dt, 2H, J1 = 5.7, J2 = 1.1, Hb or Hg), 7.59-

7.53 (m, 4H, Hb or Hg and Ha or Hh), 6.67-6.60 (m, 2H, Hi or Hj), 6.43-6.37 (m, 2H, Hi or 

Hj). Letter assignments correspond to those shown in Figure 4.21. 
13

C NMR (90% MeOD / 

10% D2O, 100 MHz), δ = 157.6, 157.5, 157.3, 152.1, 150.7, 142.5, 142.1, 128.8, 128.6, 

125.1, 124.7, 118.8, 116.2. ESI-LMMS (acetonitrile): m/z = 479.0699, [M]
+
 (calcd. for 

C26H20CoN4O2; 479.0918).  
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Figure 4.21: Structure of compound 19. Letters on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H 

NMR signal assignments detailed in the text above. 

 

4.4.2 Synthesis of Compound 20 

 To a solution of 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine (0.500 g, 2.71 mmol, 2 eq.) in methanol (50 

mL) was added a solution of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.395 g, 1.36 mmol, 1 eq.) in methanol (10 

mL) and the resulting orange solution stirred at room temperature open to air for 2 minutes. 

A solution of catechol (0.149 g, 1.36 mmol, 1 eq.) in 10 mL methanol was then added to 

the reaction. No colour change was observed. Excess Et3N (5 mL) was then added to the 

reaction mixture, which was observed to darken immediately to red-brown upon addition 

of Et3N. After stirring in air for 3 minutes, the solution had changed to bottle-green. After a 

further 10 minutes stirring open to air, 100 mL of diethyl ether was added to induce 

precipitation of a green/grey solid, which was collected by filtration and washed on the 

filter with ether, and then dried at 100 °C to yield a dark brown powder (0.800 g, 98%). 

Subsequent recrystallization from DMF/diethylether afforded 20 as brown crystals, m.p. = 

270 °C (dec.). The complex is somewhat hygroscopic and turns greenish (indicating 

hydration, see below) when exposed to laboratory air. Indeed, a sample of dry mass 0.128 

g was found to increase in mass by 2.4 mg after standing in air for 1 hour (upon further 

standing the mass did not increase further). This corresponds to a mass-gain of around 2%, 

corresponding to ~0.67 molecules of H2O per molecule of compound 20. CHN analysis 

was then performed on this hydrated sample: Anal. calcd. for C30H28CoN5O5·(2/3H2O): C 

59.12, H 4.85, N 11.49. Found: C 59.35, H 4.69, N 11.57. Yields for compound 20 are 

calculated from the dry (anhydrous) mass. 
1
H NMR (MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 8.68-8.66 (m, 

2H, Ha or Hh), 8.59 (d, 2H, J = 8.2, Hd or He), 8.52 (d, 2H, J = 8.2, Hd or He), 8.29-8.24 

(m, 2H, Hc or Hf), 8.12-8.07 (m, 2H, Hc or Hf), 7.28-7.24 (m, 2H, Ha or Hh), 6.65-6.60 (m, 

2H, Hi or Hj), 6.43-6.37 (m, 2H, Hi or Hj), 2.50 (s, 6H, Hb or Hg), 2.26 (s, 6H, Hb or Hg). 
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Letter assignments correspond to those shown in Figure 4.22. 
13

C NMR (MeOD, 100 

MHz), δ = 157.0, 154.7, 154.6, 151.0, 149.7, 142.0, 141.6, 139.3, 139.0, 123.4, 123.0, 

117.9, 115.3, 17.7, 17.1. ESI-LMMS (acetonitrile): m/z = 535.1305, [M]
+
 (calcd. for 

C30H28CoN4O2, 535.1544). 

 

Figure 4.22: Structure of compound 20. Letters on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H 

NMR signal assignments detailed in the text above. 

 

An exactly analogous synthetic route employing CoCl2·6H2O as the cobalt salt was found 

to be equally effective at generating compound 20, and the characterization of the resulting 

chloride salt was in agreement with that reported here for the nitrate salt. 

 

4.4.3 Synthesis of Compound 21 

To a solution of 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine (0.320 g, 1.74 mmol, 2 eq.) in methanol (20 

mL) was added a solution of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.254 g, 0.872 mmol, 1.2 eq.) in methanol 

(10 mL). To this was added a solution of benzene-1,2-dithiol (0.124 g, 0.872 mmol, 1 eq.) 

in 10 mL methanol. The reaction mixture was observed to turn dark green upon addition of 

the benzene-1,2-dithiol. After stirring in air for 60 minutes, the solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure and the resulting solid re-dissolved in 10 mL MeOH. Around 25 mL of 

diethyl ether were then added, inducing the formation of a dark green precipitate and a 

dark brown supernatant solution. After filtration, the green solid was kept, and re-dissolved 

in 5 mL of MeOH. To this green solution was then added a large excess diethyl ether, 

resulting in the formation of a green solid (the compound 24 detailed in Chapter 5) and an 

orange/brown supernatant solution. After a second filtration, the filtrate solution was kept 

and treated with excess petroleum ether, causing the precipitation of compound 21 as a 

yellow/orange solid. This was dried at 100 °C, giving a yield of 88 mg, (16%), m.p. = 212 

°C (dec.). The complex is somewhat hygroscopic and hence absorbs water when exposed 
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to laboratory air. Indeed, a sample of dry mass 19.5 mg was found to increase in mass by 

1.3 mg after standing in air for 1 hour (upon further standing the mass did not increase 

further). This corresponds to a mass-gain of around 6%, corresponding to around 2 

molecules of H2O per molecule of compound 21. CHN analysis was then performed on 

this hydrated sample: Anal. calcd. for C30H28CoN5O3S2·(2H2O): C 54.13, H 4.85, N 10.52. 

Found: C 54.10, H 4.83, N 10.30. Yields for compound 21 are calculated from the dry 

(anhydrous) mass. 
1
H NMR (MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 9.37-9.34 (m, 2H, Ha or Hh), 8.43 (d, 

2H, J = 8.2, Hd or He), 8.39 (d, 2H, J = 8.2, Hd or He), 8.09-8.05 (m, 2H, Hc or Hf), 8.03-

7.99 (m, 2H, Hc or Hf), 7.08-7.00 (m, 4H, Ha or Hh and Hi or Hj), 6.78-6.74 (m, 2H, Hi or 

Hj), 2.45 (s, 6H, Hb or Hg), 2.22 (s, 6H, Hb or Hg). Letter assignments correspond to those 

shown in Figure 4.23 (see also Scheme 4.2). 
13

C NMR (MeOD, 100 MHz), δ = 154.4, 

153.9, 153.7, 148.9, 143.2, 140.7, 140.2, 138.7, 138.5, 126.4, 122.9, 122.8, 122.6, 17.6, 

17.2. MS-FAB
+
 (chloroform): m/z =567.1060 [M]

+
 (calcd. for C30H28CoN4S2; 567.1087). 

 

Figure 4.23:  Structure of compound 21. Letters on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H 

NMR signal assignments detailed in the text above. 
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Synopsis 

Bimetallic complexes of the transition metals containing mixed diimine and 

dithiolate ligands are of fundamental interest on account of their intriguing 

electronic properties. Almost always, such complexes are isolated as species in 

which both the metal centers are in identical coordination environments – this 

means that the two metals often have identical redox properties. In contrast, mixed-

diimine/dithiolate bimetallic complexes of the first row transition metals where the 

two metals are in dissimilar coordination environments are exceedingly rare, and are 

only known for nickel. Herein, we report the first ever example of a mixed-

diimine/dithiolate dicobalt complex where the two cobalt centers are in different 

coordination environments. The synthesis of this compound is straightforward, and 

produces a complex in which the two cobalt centers display very different redox 

properties.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Transition metal complexes containing mixed chelating diimine and dithiolate 

ligand sets have long been recognized to be of interest on account of their varied 

physical properties, which include luminescence, non-linear optical behavior, 

intense coloration and multi-electron redox chemistry.
(1-5)

 Within this class of 

compounds, multimetallic complexes containing dithiolene ligands show particular 

promise for the development of new materials with exciting properties.
(6) 

In such 

multimetallic  complexes containing dithiolene ligands, the metal centers normally 

all coordinate to the dithiolene ligands in the same manner, regardless of whether 

other types of ligand are present or not. This then leads to multimetallic complexes 

where all the metal ions are in the same coordination environment. For bimetallic 

species, commonly-observed coordination motifs involving dithiolene ligands 

include [M2(dithiolene)4] (M = Mn,
(7,8) 

Fe,
(9-11)

 Co,
(7,11,12)

 Ni
(13,14)

),  [M2(dithiolene)5] 

(M = Mo, Rh, Re),
(15) 

and [M2(Cp)2(dithiolene)2] (Cp = cyclopentadenyl, M = V, Cr, 

Fe, Co, Mo, Rh).
(16)

 In such complexes, the coordination environment around one 

metal center is almost always the same as that around the other metal center, and 

this is especially true when the metals in question are drawn from the first row of 

the d-block. Indeed, extensive searching of the Cambridge Crystallographic 

Database (and other databases) returned only two examples of bimetallic complexes 

of first row transition metals containing dithiolene ligands where the two metal ions 

were not in the same coordination environment.  Both of these are di-nickel 

complexes reported by Bachman in the late 1990s,
(17) 

whereby aerial oxidation of 

the monomeric complex [Ni(bdt)(bpy)] in DMF leads to the generation of mixtures 

of [(bpy)2Ni(bdtO2)Ni(bdt)] and [(bpy)2Ni(bdtO4)Ni(bdt)] (22) (bpy = 2,2′-

bipyridine, bdt
2–

 = benzene-1,2-dithiolate; Figure 5.1a. Hence one of the nickel 

centers in these complexes is octahedral, coordinating to both of the bipyridine 

ligands and forming interactions with the two dithiolene-derived ligands, whilst the 

second nickel coordinates only to these dithiolene-derived ligands and adopts a 

square planar geometry. Meanwhile, Wacholtz, Mague and co-workers have 

reported two allied tri-zinc complexes where one zinc center is coordinated by two 

dithiolenes whilst the other two zinc centers each coordinate to one diimine ligand, 

with a bridging dithiolene ligand and bonds to the dithiolenes on the first zinc (23) 

as shown in Figure 5.1b.
(18,19) 
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Figure 5.1: Simplified structures showing the coordination geometry around the metal 

centers in (a) Bachman’s di-nickel complexes (22) and (b) the tri-zinc complexes (23) 

reported by Wacholtz, Mague and co-workers.Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 

3707wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 

 

Beyond these examples, however, we could find no other instances of bimetallic 

complexes of first row transition metals containing dithiolene ligands where the two 

metal centers were in different coordination environments (and hence where the two 

metal ions could be expected to exhibit differing redox activity). 

Herein, we report a dicobalt complex, discovered coincidentally during the synthesis 

of compound 21, detailed in Chapter 4. This complex incorporates diimine and 

dithiolate ligands with an unprecedented coordination motif, whereby the first cobalt 

center coordinates to one diimine ligand and two dithiolenes, whilst the other cobalt 

coordinates to two diimine ligands and completes its octahedral geometry by virtue 

of forming single bonding interactions with both of the dithiolenes that coordinate to 

the first metal center. The unusual structure of this complex 

([Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+

, [24]
2+

) was determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction, 

and NMR and mass spectrometry indicate that this species is also stable in solution. 

Furthermore, electrochemical analysis of complex [24]
2+

 indicates that it undergoes 

a reversible one-electron reduction reaction at very modest cathodic potentials, 

producing a mixed-valence Co
III

Co
II
 species, the likely nature of which we have 

rationalized using computational methods. 
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5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Synthesis and structure of complex [24]
2+ 

A general route to the synthesis of dicobalt complex [24]
2+

 is given in Scheme 5.1. Hence, 

addition of one equivalent of Co(NO3)2·6H2O to two equivalents of 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-

bipyridine (Me2bpy) in methanol resulted in the formation of an orange solution, the color 

of which rapidly turned to dark green upon the addition of one equivalent of o-

benzenedithiol under air. After removal of some of the solvent, a dark green solid could be 

precipitated from the remainder of the dark green solution by addition of diethyl ether. 

Subsequent recrystallization of this solid from MeOH/diethylether then afforded green 

crystals of [24](NO3)2 suitable for X-ray diffraction (Figure 5.2).  

 

Scheme 5.1 The general synthetic route followed to synthesize compound [24](NO3)2. Italic letters 

on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H NMR signal assignments in the Experimental 

Section. Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley 

and sons. Copyright 2017. 

The connectivity of [24]
2+

 is evident from Figure 5.2, which shows that two 

bipyridine moieties are coordinated in a cis fashion around one of the Co centers 

(Co2), the octahedral geometry of which is completed by coordination to sulfurs 

from each of the dithiolene ligands. These dithiolene ligands themselves coordinate 

to the other Co center (Co1) in a cis fashion, with the result that one sulfur on each 

dithiolene acts as a bridge between the two cobalt centers. The octahedral 

coordination environment of Co1 is then completed by bidentate coordination to a 

unique bipyridine ligand. The Co−S bond lengths in Figure 5.2 are Co1–S1 = 

2.2222(7) Å, Co1–S2 = 2.2688(7) Å, Co1–S3 = 2.2251(8) Å, Co1–S4 = 2.2709(8) 

Å, Co2–S1 = 2.2663(8) Å and Co2–S3 = 2.2620(7) Å, and hence the Co–S bond 

lengths for Co2 are both of approximately the same length as each other (and the 

same length as between Co1 and the non-bridging sulfurs), whilst the Co–S bond 

lengths between Co1 and the bridging sulfur atoms are noticeably shorter in length. 
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The coordination sphere for Co2 is nearly identical to that observed in 

[Co(Tab)(4,4′-dmbpy)](PF6)3, where Tab is 4-(trimethylammonio)benzenethiolate) 

and 4,4′-dmbpy is 4,4′-dimethylbipyridine.
(20) 

Most of the angles around Co2 are 

within the range 85 < θ < 95°, with the exception of the S3–Co2–S1, N3–Co2–N4 

and N5–Co2–N6 angles, all of which are closer to 82° (see Table 5.1 and Appendix 

A3). The maximum deviation from 90° for the bond angles around Co1 are for the 

N1–Co1–N2 angle (83°) and the N2–Co1–S1 angle (97°). These Co–S–Co angles 

are therefore similar to related edge-sharing bi-octahedron (ESBO) dicobalt 

complexes with bridging thiolate ligands.
(21-23) 

 

 

Figure 5.2. The molecular structure of the di-cationic complex in crystals of 

[Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3](NO3)2. Hydrogen atoms, solvent and counterions have been omitted from the 

structure. Further crystallographic details can be found in the Supporting Information. Color 

scheme: C = grey, N = blue, S = yellow, Co = cyan. For selected bond lengths and angles, see 

Table 1. Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley 

and sons. Copyright 2017. 

 

The complex has no Co–Co bond given the long intermetal distance of 3.63 Å.  This 

is a consistent feature of ESBO dicobalt(III) complexes, where the intermetal 

distance is a function of the donor atoms that comprise the {Co2X2} diamond core, 

ranging from 2.863(2) – 2.951(1) Å for hydroxo-bridged,
(24) 

2.885(5) – 2.9842(6) Å 

for alkoxo-bridged,
(25) 

2.926(1) Å for imido-bridged,
(26) 

2.874(1) – 2.977(2) Å for 

OH
–
/NH2

–
-bridged,

(27) 
to 3.35(1) – 3.3441(2) Å with the larger thiolato ligands.

(21-23) 

Akin to other bimetallic complexes with five chelating ligands,
(15) 

the chirality about 
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each Co center in [1]
2+

 is the same (ΛΛ) for each tris-chelate Co ion. The only 

exception to this rule for bimetallic complexes with five chelating ligands is 

[Co2(Et2dtc)5]
1+

 (Et2dtc
1–

 = diethyldithiocarbamato), where the each Co center has 

an opposing chirality.
(27a)

 

The solution-phase 
1
H NMR of complex [24]

2+
 supports the hypothesis that the 

structure shown in Figure 5.2 is maintained in solution (see Figures 5.3).  
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Figure 5.3: Expansion of the aromatic region of the 
1
H NMR spectrum of [24]

2+
. Full spectrum is 

shown in Figure 5.10 (S ection 5.4) Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih 

permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 

 

Hence the bipyridine units around Co2 adopt the characteristic pattern for a cis 

arrangement of these ligands observed in species such as (21),
(28) 

whilst the unique 

bipyridine coordinated to Co1 sits in a more symmetrical chemical environment. 

Meanwhile, the peaks corresponding to the dithiolate ligands also show a pattern 

consistent with their inequivalent binding to the two cobalt centers. Moreover, the 

fact that the spectrum is sharp and well-resolved serves as good evidence that both 

the cobalt ions are in the low-spin Co(III) oxidation state. Meanwhile, mass 

spectrometry indicates a peak with m/z = 475.1, which matches exactly that 

expected for the [Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+

 ion (ion mass = 950.1174 with a +2 

charge). Hence it seems highly likely that the structure shown in Figure 5.2 is also 

the structure found in solution. 
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5.2.2 Redox Behavior
 

Cyclic voltammetry was performed on complex [24]
2+

 in acetonitrile containing 1 M 

tetabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBA-PF6) as the supporting electrolyte (see 

Figure 5.4). This evinced an irreversible oxidative process peaking at around +0.7 V (vs. 

ferrocenium/ferrocene), which we attribute to oxidation of the benzenedithiolate ligands by 

analogy to the behavior observed for the monomeric species [Co
III

(bdt)(Me2bpy)2]
+
 (21)in 

this solvent system (see below).
(28) 

In terms of reductive electrochemistry, the sample 

displayed an irreversible wave at −1.4 V, followed by a more reversible wave at around 

−1.8 V, with this latter value agreeing well with the position of the couple for the reduction 

of free Me2bpy in acetonitrile as determined by Saji and Aoyagui.
(29) 

It seems, therefore, 

that the reductive process at −1.4 V leads to decomposition of the complex and the 

consequent liberation of free 5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine. Meanwhile, complex [24]
2+

 

also possesses a reversible wave (E1/2 = −0.63 V), evident over both the wide and narrow 

potential windows scanned in Figure 5.4. Controlled potential electrolysis of this reversible 

wave at −1.0 V (vs. ferrocenium/ferrocene) indicated that it corresponded to a one-electron 

redox process (1.44 C were passed, out of a theoretical maximum of 1.53 C for a one-

electron process). Hence it appears that this wave may correspond to the reversible 

reduction (to Co
II
) and re-oxidation (to Co

III
) of only one of the two cobalt centers in the 

complex (vide infra). 

 

Figure 5.4: Cyclic voltammogram of a 2.3 mM acetonitrile solution of complex [24]
2+

 containing 1 

M TBA-PF6 run under the conditions detailed in the Experimental Section. The black trace shows 

the behavior over the potential range +1 to −2 V vs. reference, and the red trace shows the 

reversible nature of the one-electron Co
III

/Co
II
 wave over a narrower potential window. 

Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. 

Copyright 2017. 
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5.2.3 Calculations
 

In order to elucidate the nature of the species giving rise to the redox waves observed in 

Figure 5.4, the electronic structures for this electron transfer series were investigated by 

DFT calculations. The geometry-optimized structure of [24]
2+

 at the BP86 level of theory 

revealed average Co–S and Co–N bond lengths of 2.276 Å and 1.973 Å, which are ~0.02 Å 

and 0.009 Å longer, respectively, than the experimental data (see Table 5.1, and Figure 5.6 

and Appendix B3). The optimized structure nicely reproduces the bonding pattern of the 

first coordination sphere, with the Co2–N4 and Co2–N5 bonds that are trans to the 

bridging sulfur atoms being longer than the other two Co–N bonds about Co2 (Figure 5.2). 

Similarly, lengths of the Co1–S bonds to the bridging atoms are ca. 0.05 Å shorter than the 

Co1–S2 and Co1–S4 distances, just as seen experimentally. The dimensions of the 

{Co2S2} diamond core are also well-reproduced in the optimized structure, with a slight 

overestimation of the Co···Co separation by 0.08 Å due to a minute expansion of the Co–

S–Co angles. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: UV-vis spectra of complex [24]
2+

 in acetonitrile (black line) and of this complex after 

one-electron reduction to [24]
+
 (also in acetonitrile, red dashed line). Individual spectra were 

collected at a range of concentrations from 0.03 to 0.3 M and the data reported here are averaged 

curves. Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley 

and sons. Copyright 2017. 
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Table 5.1: Experimental and Calculated Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (°) in 

[Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
z
 (z = 2+, 1+) Reproduced from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih 

permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017.
 

 [Co
III,III

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+

 

(S = 0) 

[Co
III,II

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
1+

 

(S = 
1
/2) 

 exptl calcd calcd 

Co(1)–N(1) 1.940(2) 1.961 1.976 

Co(1)–N(2) 1.952(3) 1.960 1.973 

Co(2)–N(3) 1.961(2) 1.964 1.940 

Co(2)–N(4) 1.983(2) 1.995 2.102 

Co(2)–N(5) 1.986(3) 1.993 1.980 

Co(2)–N(6) 1.957(2) 1.962 1.943 

Co(1)–S(1) 2.2222(7) 2.239 2.247 

Co(1)–S(2) 2.2688(7) 2.289 2.287 

Co(1)–S(3) 2.2251(8) 2.239 2.247 

Co(1)–S(4) 2.2709(8) 2.288 2.280 

Co(2)–S(1) 2.2663(8) 2.302 2.333 

Co(2)–S(3) 2.2620(7) 2.300 2.735 

    

S(1)–Co(1)–S(2) 89.61(3) 88.4 88.2 

S(3)–Co(1)–S(4) 88.81(3) 88.4 88.6 

S(1)–Co(1)–S(3) 83.83(3) 82.9 86.5 

S(1)–Co(2)–S(3) 82.00(3) 80.2 74.4 

Co(1)–S(1)–Co(2) 97.06(3) 98.4 105.5 

Co(1)–S(3)–Co(2) 97.10(3) 98.5 93.6 

Co(1)···Co(2) 3.363 3.438 3.646 

S(1)···S(3) 2.971 2.965 3.080 

    

 

The molecular orbital (MO) manifold presented in Figure 5.6 for complex [24]
2+

 depicts 

two octahedral low-spin Co
III

 centers, each with a filled t2g set of orbitals and empty eg 

orbitals. The relative energies of these MOs reflects their individual coordination spheres; 

the d orbital manifold for Co2 is stabilized with respect to Co1 as it has fewer π-donating 

sulfur ligands. Thus, the eg MOs of Co2, specifically the dx2-y2 (where the N3–Co2–N6 

vector is defined as the z-axis in this ESBO complex), represent the lowest unoccupied 

orbitals (LUMO) with more coordinating 2p donor atoms than for Co1. The highest 

occupied orbitals (HOMO) are ligand-based; specifically, the π3 orbital of the bdt ligand 

(Figure 5.6).
(4,30) 

This supports the assignment of the oxidation of [24]
2+

 (see Figure 5.4 and 

associated discussion) as being ligand-centered, and that the process is irreversible; a bdt 
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radical anion ligand is incapable of bridging two Co
III

 ions, as was also observed with the 

monocobalt complex.
[28]

   

 

Figure 5.6: Qualitative MO scheme depicting the ordering of the frontier orbitals for [1]
2+

 

showing two low-spin Co
III

 ions, with the LUMO highlighted in the green dashed box. Reproduced 

from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 

2017. 

 

Complex [24]
2+

 exhibits a reversible one-electron reduction at −0.63 V (vs. 

ferrocenium/ferrocene), which was tentatively assigned as metal-centered on account of 

the mild potential relative to that typically observed for bpy ligands in homoleptic 

complexes.
(31) 

This assignment is confirmed by these calculations. The geometry-optimized 

structure of the one-electron reduced species [Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
+
 (denoted [24]

+
) 

retained the ESBO connectivity (Figure 5.7 and Appendix B3).  

Complex [24]
+
 is a Co

III/II
 mixed-valence complex where the singly-occupied orbital 

(SOMO) is the σ* MO of Co2. The low-spin S = 
1
/2 solution is 12.8 kcal mol

–1
 more stable 

than the corresponding high-spin S = 
3
/2 configuration of the Co

II
 ion, a consequence of the 
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relatively strong ligand field comprising bridging thiolate donors and π-accepting Me2bpy 

ligands. 

 

Figure 5.7: Geometry optimized structure of [Co
III,III

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+

 Reproduced from Eur. J. 

Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 

 

The Mulliken spin population analysis confirms this compound as class I mixed-valency, 

given the inequivalence of the Co ions as defined by their respective first coordination 

spheres (Figure 5.8).
(32) 

The reduction of Co2 to a low-spin d
7
 ion gives rise to a Jahn-

Teller distortion along what is defined as the x-axis, with the elongation of the Co2–S3 and 

Co2–N4 bond lengths by 0.44 Å and 0.11 Å, respectively (Table 5.1). The other bonds 

about Co2 are marginally shorter as expected for a distortion of this type, and those about 

Co1 remain unchanged. Further reduction of this complex to the neutral species is 

predicted to sever the Co2–S3 bond, giving square pyramidal and octahedral Co
II
 ions 

(possibly evinced by the irreversible reductive process at −1.4 V in the cyclic 

voltammogram in Figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.8: Mulliken spin population analysis for [1]
+
 (red: α-spin; yellow: β-spin). Reproduced 

from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 

2017. 
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The above calculations allow the electronic spectra of complex [1]
2+

 before and after one-

electron reduction to be interpreted (see Figure 5.9). Hence the as-isolated dicobalt(III) 

form displays two low energy LMCT bands ascribed as S → Co2 at 776 nm (ε = 2200 M
−1 

cm
−1

) and S → Co1 at 598 nm (ε = 2300 M
−1 

cm
−1

).
(12e,33) 

The latter is the characteristic 

band seen in many monometallic Co(III) complexes with sulfur donor ligands.
(28) 

The shift 

to lower energy for the S → Co2 band stems from the stabilization of the eg orbitals of Co2 

by the two Me2bpy ligands (Figure 5.4). After reduction by one electron, a new ‘sharp’ 

peak appears at ca. 650 nm, which is assigned as S → Co2 LMCT as previously reported 

in mixed-valence Co
III

/Co
II
 species,

(34) 
and which sits adjacent to the S → Co1 LMCT that 

is retained in the one-electron reduced complex. 

 

Figure 5.9: Geometry optimized structure of [Co
III,II

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
1+

. Reproduced from Eur. J. 

Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

In summary, we have presented the first known example of a mixed 

diimine/dithiolate dicobalt complex where the two cobalt centers are in dissimilar 

coordination environments (complex [24]
2+

). This complex was discovered 

coincidently during the synthesis of 21 detailed in Chapter 4. The structure of 

complex [24]
2+ 

was determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction studies, whilst 

NMR and mass spectrometry data imply that this structure is maintained in solution. 

The different coordination environments around the two cobalt centers then cause 

these two centers to have differing redox activity, as shown by the experimental 

electrochemical analyses. Finally, DFT calculations on complex [24]
2+

 and its one-
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electron reduced analog (complex [24]
+
) help to rationalize the redox behavior 

observed by cyclic voltammetry, and show that the metal center coordinated to two 

diimine units is the easier of the centers to reduce, with subsequent reduction of the 

second cobalt center leading to irreversible decomposition of the complex. 

 

5.4 Synthesis of [Co
III

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3](NO3)2, [24](NO3)2 

Compound [24](NO3)2 is obtained as a green microcrystalline solid following the 

procedure detailed in Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.4.4 for the synthesis of compound 21. 

Product 24 obtained was carefully dried at 150 °C overnight to give a final anhydrous mass 

yield of 0.385 g (41%). Complex [24](NO3)2 is somewhat hygroscopic and hence absorbs 

water when exposed to laboratory air. Indeed, a sample of dry mass 364 mg was found to 

increase in mass by 25 mg after standing in air for 1 day (upon further standing the mass 

did not increase further). This corresponds to a mass-gain of around 6%, corresponding to 

around 3.5 molecules of H2O per formula unit of [24](NO3)2.  

CHN analysis was then performed on this hydrated sample: Anal. calcd. for 

C48H44Co2N8O6S4·(3.5H2O): C 50.66, H 4.52, N 9.85. Found: C 50.61, H 4.40, N 10.35. 

Yields are calculated from the dry (anhydrous) mass.  

13
C NMR (MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 159.5, 156.0, 155.9, 155.0, 153.1, 151.7, 149.2, 143.2, 

142.8, 141.2, 140.7, 138.7, 138.5, 132.7, 132.4, 130.6, 129.8, 125.4, 125.1, 124.8, 123.2, 

19.5, 18.9, 18.6. IR (solid state, cm
−1

) ν = 3041 (w), 1473 (w), 1432 (w), 1331 (s), 1236 

(m), 825 (m), 734 (m). ESI-LMMS (methanol): m/z = 475.0508 [M]
2+

 (calcd. for 

C48H44Co2N6S4; 475.0587).  

The full 
1
H NMR spectrum of this compound is shown in Figure 5.10. 

1
H NMR (MeOD, 400 MHz), δ = 10.34-10.32 (m, 2H, Ha or Hi or Hp), 8.44-8.40 (m, 2H, 

Ha or Hi or Hp), 8.38 (d, 2H, J = 8.2, Hd or Hl or Hm), 8.29 (d, 2H, J = 8.3, Hd or Hl or Hm), 

8.08-8.03 (m, 2H, Hc or Hk or Hn), 8.02-7.91 (m, 6H, Hd or Hl or Hm and Hc and/or Hk 

and/or Hn), 7.38-7.34 (m, 2H, Ha or Hi or Hp), 6.92-6.86 (m, 2H, He or Hf or Hg or Hh), 

6.60 (dd, 2H, J1 = 8.0, J2 = 0.8, He or Hf or Hg or Hh), 6.56-6.50 (m, 2H, He or Hf or Hg or 

Hh), 6.03 (dd, 2H, J1 = 7.8, J2 = 0.9, He or Hf or Hg or Hh), 2.67 (s, 6H, Hb or Hj or Ho), 

2.29 (s, 6H, Hb or Hj or Ho), 2.26 (s, 6H, Hb or Hj or Ho). 
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Figure 5.10: 
1
H NMR full spectrum of compound [24]

2+
 in MeOD. Reproduced from Eur. J. 

Inorg. Chem. 2017, 3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 

Assignments of signals to groups of protons are based on 2D (COSY) spectra and the 

expected coupling patterns of the peaks, although the symmetry of the molecule prevents 

unambiguous assignments. Letter codes correspond to those shown in Figure 5.11 and 

Scheme 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.11: Structure of compound 24. Letters on the product structure correspond to the 
1
H 

NMR signal assignments detailed in the text above. Readapted from Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 

3707 wih permission of John Wiley and sons. Copyright 2017. 
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Synopsis 

 

It is known that irradiation of water saturated with air with ultrasound leads to the 

formation of nitrate and especially nitrite in the liquid, via a phenomenon called cavitation. 

In this chapter is investigated the cavitation phenomenon and how to exploit different 

sources of cavitation in order to magnify the yield of NOx.  A more promising pathway to 

increase the yield of nitrogen fixation via cavitation involves pulsed irradiation with high 

frequency ultrasound. The study of different parameters involved as for example frequency 

and amplitude of ultradound applied and the interval between pulses allows us to obtain an 

improvement in the process since the yield we obtained is one order of magnitude bigger 

than in the previous work, although it is still too low compared to other methods 

commonly used to fix nitrogen at a larger scale. 
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6.1 Nitrogen fixation via cavitation 

 

As introduced already in Chapter 1 nitrogen can be fixed thermally by energetically violent 

processes that require large energies. This is in fact what happens in presence of lightning 

and explosions where the energy is high enough to allow the breakage of the strong triple 

bond in the dinitrogen molecule. Under these conditions dinitrogen is broken to give two 

atoms of radical nitrogen, that (as with all radical species) are so reactive that they will 

react very rapidly with other species to give more stable products. This phenomenon was 

exploited by Birkeland and Eyde but as already presented in Chapter 1 it was 

uneconomical and energetically non sustainable.
(1)

 

The process happening in the atmosphere during a lightning strike is described by a 

mechanism introduced for the study of weapons explosions by Yakov Zeldovich in 1946 

and can be summarised in two basic steps as per Scheme 6.1. The first step is the generation 

of nitric oxide via reaction of atomic nitrogen with an atomic diradical oxygen atom 

generated in the same way. The second step is the radical propagation of the reaction, 

where the nitric oxide generated reacts with other species present in order to give as the 

final product nitrogen oxides (NOx)
(2)

 

 

First step: 

·𝑂· + 𝑁2  →  𝑁𝑂· + 𝑁·  

𝑁· + 𝑂2 →  𝑁𝑂· + ·𝑂· 

Second step: 

𝑁𝑂 + ·𝑂··  →  𝑁𝑂2
∙  

2 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂2  → 2𝑁𝑂2
··  

2𝑁𝑂2
· + 𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐻𝑁𝑂3 + 𝐻𝑁𝑂2 

𝑁𝑂2
· + 𝑂𝐻·  →   𝐻𝑁𝑂3 

𝑁𝑂· + 𝑁𝑂2
·  →  𝑁2𝑂3 

𝑁2𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑂 →  2𝐻𝑁𝑂2 

Scheme 6.1 Summary of the reactions involved in the Zeldovich mechanism 
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Since this thermal approach is hard to implement in a conventional reactor in a sustainable 

and environmentally friendly manner capitalising on the famous quotation from Richard 

Feynman (“There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom”), it is possible to exploit an approach 

that allows us to have billions of micrometric explosions each leading to a pressure 

gradient comparable with an atomic explosion. This phenomenon is called cavitation. 

Cavitation is an interesting input of energy to a reaction medium and is studied because it 

is useful for generating high temperatures and pressures under otherwise ambient 

conditions. This is very useful for facilitating chemical processes. The possibility to exploit 

this phenomenon stems from the fact that millions of cavities (bubbles) in liquid grow and 

collapse simultaneously in the liquid medium when irradiated with ultrasound. 

In 1936 Schultes and Gohr recognised that irradiation of air-saturated water with 

ultrasound leads to formation of nitrite and nitrate.
(3) 

Ultrasound is inaudible sound and its 

frequency of oscillation is above 20 kHz (20,000 oscillations per second)
(4)

. 

When a liquid is irradiated with these frequencies we have the formation and collapse of 

bubbles from the gas dissolved in the liquid. The whole process of nucleation, growth and 

collapse of cavities happens on a timescale of few microseconds.  The temperature and 

pressure inside the bubbles increases to thousands of Kelvin and thousands of bars, 

respectively with the consequence that water vapour, nitrogen, oxygen and other gaseous 

species, if present, are dissociated inside a bubble and oxidants such as ·OH, O·, and H2O2 

are produced, in a sonochemical reaction.
(5) 

When the pressure amplitude of an acoustic 

wave in a liquid or solid exceeds the atmospheric pressure, during the rarefaction phase of 

an acoustic wave the instantaneous pressure, defined as the force acting on the surface of a 

liquid element per surface area to expand the element, becomes negative.
(6,7)

 Figure 6.1 

describes graphically what happens during this process. 

When the instantaneous local pressure becomes negative in a liquid irradiated by 

ultrasound, the formation of bubbles is observed since gas dissolved in the liquid can no 

longer remain dissolved in the liquid under negative pressure. This phenomenon takes the 

name of acoustic cavitation. 
(8,9)

 Indeed, in static conditions, generation of vapour bubbles 

occurs when the static pressure becomes lower than the saturated vapour pressure, giving 

rise to the boiling phenomenon.  

A bubble generated when ultrasound is applied expands during the rarefaction phase 

(negative pressure) and collapses during the compression phase. The speed of the bubble 
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collapse increases and reaches the speed of sound in liquid. Accordingly, the bubble 

collapse is a quasi-adiabatic process where “quasi” means that considerable thermal 

conduction takes place between the interior of a bubble and the surrounding liquid. The 

temperature and pressure inside a bubble increase to thousands of Kelvin (between 2000 

and 5000 K) and thousands of bars, respectively at the end of the bubble collapse.
(10)

 

Moreover, a collapsing bubble emits a shock wave into the surrounding liquid just after the 

end of the bubble collapse.
(11-14)

 The magnitude of the shockwave is estimated to be of the 

order of the order of several thousands of atmospheres, comparable with the shockwave 

released during a nuclear explosion 

 

Figure 6.1: Scheme for the formation and collapse of a bubble following the application of 

ultrasounds. Adapted from RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 48281 with permission from the Centre National de la 

Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

There are three mechanisms explaining the nucleation of a bubble in the presence of 

applied ultrasound.
(15)

 The first one takes into account the nucleation occurring at the 

surface of solids such as a liquid container or, if present, in particles dispersed in the liquid. 

Nucleation occurs preferentially at crevices because the surface of a gas pocket is concave 

and the surface tension of a gas pocket reduces the pressure inside the pocket. This fact 

means that a gas pocket is stabilized against dissolution into the liquid because the partial 

pressure of dissolved gas in the liquid can be higher than that in a gas pocket. The second 

mechanism for nucleation involves the initially-present bubble nuclei, stabilized against 

dissolution. Without surfactants, a bubble with radius smaller than 1 mm should dissolve 

within a few seconds in the absence of ultrasound unless the liquid is supersaturated with 
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gas.
(16)

 The third mechanism for nucleation involves the fragmentation of active cavitation 

bubbles.
(17)

 A shape-unstable bubble is fragmented into several daughter bubbles which 

can act as new nuclei for cavitation bubbles. An asymmetric acoustic environment 

promotes the shape-instability of a bubble.
(18-20)

 This mechanism becomes important after 

acoustic cavitation is fully started and gives a significant contribution in the experiments 

carried out with a pulsed ultrasound source. From Figure 6.2 it is possible to distinguish 

three sites where a chemical reaction may take place
(21)

. The first one is the interior of a 

bubble, then there is is the interfacial region between the liquid and the bubble surface and 

the third one is represented by the liquid region outside the interface.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: Three sites for chemical reactions for a cavitation bubble. Adapted from RSC Adv. 

2015, 5, 48281 with permission from the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 

The liquid region is at room temperature and species with a relatively long lifetime diffuse 

out of the interface region and react with solutes. 

In the interface region, the temperature increases dramatically due to the thermal 

conduction from the interior of a bubble where the temperature of thousands of degrees 

cause formation of radicals with a relatively short lifetime such as ·OH and ·O that react 

with solutes or themselves. However, the actual temperature in the interface region is not 

known even though some researchers have tried to estimate it.
(22)

  

6.2 Experimental 

In all the measurements ultrapure deionised water (18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was used, 

obtained from a Sartorius Arium Comfort combined water system. The detection of nitrite 

produced during the reaction was done exploiting a variation of the Griess test 
(23)

 that 
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allows us to detect trace nitrite with a detection limit of about 5*10
-7

mol/L and based on 

the reaction schematized in Figure 6.3: 

 

Figure 6.3: The Diazotation reaction exploited to quantify nitrite produced sonochemically. 

For the continuous sonication input experiment, the set up consists of a 250mL beaker 

filled with 100 mL of ultrapure water and saturated with air via bubbling with compressed 

air for a period of 20 minutes. Two methods were used: the first way consisted of a cannula 

immersed in the liquid, the second in a fine-bubbles diffuser immersed into the liquid and 

directly connected with the compressed air source. 

For the pulsed sonication input experiment, the reactor setup consists of a cylinder of 

borosilicate glass with 1 cm of diameter and about 5 cm of length. On the bottom it 

presents a sintering glass septum where the compressed air coming from a cylinder passes 

through it and is flushed inside the liquid as small bubbles. The reactor is filled with 3mL 

of ultrapure water and saturated with compressed air for 2 minutes before starting the 

sonication, and immersed in a tank of ultrapure degassed water where ultrasound is 

focused inside the cylinder. A schematic representation of the experimental setting is 

shown in Figure 6.4. 

The remaining experimental arrangement consists of a long working distance microscope 

objective lens (50 × 0.42 NA Mitutoyo Kawasaki Japan) and a HIFU (High intensity 

focused ultrasounds) transducer, are arranged within a custom built chamber measuring 

420x438x220mm
3
, such that the optical and acoustic foci are aligned. The chamber has 

two recessed walls to allow the placement of an imaging optic (Monozoom 7 lens system, 

Bausch and Lomb, Rochester USA) in closer proximity to the combined foci, and filled 

with degassed deionized water. 
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Figure 6.4: Scheme of the experimental set-up for the experiment with pulsed irradiation with 

ultrasound. Repreoduced from J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 2016, 140 with the permission of the 

editor. 

Bubble activity is imaged with a Shimadzu HPV-X2 (Shimadzu Corp, Kyoto, Japan) high-

speed camera, at 1 × 10
6
 frames per second, and with 10 ns synchronous laser pulses 

(CAVILUX Smart, Cavitar, Tampere, Finland), providing the illumination and 

shadowgraphic capability for shock wave visualisation. 

The HIFU transducer operates at a fundamental frequency of f0 = 220 kHz and is 

geometrically focused to 68 mm, with an outer diameter of 110 mm and a 20 mm central 

hole through the body. The Y107 PCD is geometrically focused to 68 mm, and designed 

for insertion within the hole through the transducer. 

For the various testing with pulsed frequency input, the swPCD occupied the hole through 

the transducer, with Y-107 and the calibrated needle hydrophone (Complex calibration 

bandwidth is 125 kHz – 20 MHz, 1.0 mm diameter, PVdF, Precision Acoustics, 

Dorchester, UK) arranged orthogonally to the axis of HIFU propagation, mounted on an 

xyz-manipulator and positioned 68± 1mm from the bubble activity. 
(25-26)

  

 

6.3 Sonochemical reactions with continuous irradiation with ultrasound  

 

Sonication of water saturated with compressed air gives nitrite as the main product and a 

lower amount nitrate. The reaction will follow the mechanism proposed by Zeldovich 
(2)

 

for combustion in the atmosphere (shown in Scheme 6.1). During our investigations, it was 
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found that the saturation level of the solution was relevant in order to maximise the yield of 

the reaction. In fact where the solution was exposed to air it was possible to see a better 

yield than in the absence of preliminary bubbling of air before starting sonication 

experiments. Results obtained using a frequency of 35 kHz, were in good agreement with 

literature for a saturated solution.
(27)

 On the basis of what was introduced in the previous 

section, cavities are formed preferentially close to surface defects (Figure 6.2). In order to 

exploit this factor, and also in order to maximise the contribution coming from the 

hydrodynamic cavitation 
(28, 29)

 instead of using a single injector of air we tried to exploit a 

fine bubbles diffuser, in order to increase the surface in contact with the solution and also 

to exploit the effect of the hydrodynamic cavitation due to the high number of holes in the 

diffuser. This is explained in Figure 6.5.  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Graph of the pressure for a flowing liquid close to an orifice 
(29)

. The rapid change of 

pressure causes the generation of cavitation phenomena. Reproduced from Ultrasonics 

Sonochemistry 6 (1999) 53, 3707 wih permission of Elsevier. Copyright 1999. 

The difficulties related to the cleaning of the diffuser have hitherto prevented the study of 

saline saturated solutions but are planned in the future. As shown in Figure 6.6 right the 

nitrite concentration is about 3 times bigger than in the previous case and in literature. 

A study involving control of the temperature showed that at lower temperatures the yield 

of NO2
-
 increases. Systematic studies are ongoing to see the influence of the temperature 

and also to see the effect of various salts on the nitrite yield. These intriguing results led us 
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to continue to investigate this phenomenon and to start collaboration with the Cavlab in the 

school of Engineering at University of Glasgow. 
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Figure 6.6: On the left side a Fine bubbler diffurser working, on the right side comparison 

between [NO2
-
] trend vs time for the synthesis of NO2

-
 in 100 mL of H2O using a fine bubbler 

diffuser (red) and using the previous pump (blue) 

 

6.4 Sonochemical reaction with pulsed irradiation of ultrasound  

 

Since it was realised that saturation of the liquid with air was one of the limiting factors, 

another mode of sonication was investigated: instead of irradiating with continuous 

ultrasound, we irradiated the solution with small pulses of ultrasound followed by variable 

intervals of quiet time in order to allow the gas to diffuse again into the liquid medium. 

The scheme of the experiment including the important parameters is shown in Figure 6.7.  

Pulse duration is the interval of time over which the ultrasound is applied, pulse interval is 

the interval of time when no ultrasound is applied and no cavitation phenomena are 

observed in the liquid medium. Amplitude of pulse is representative of the applied 

ultrasound energy and is measured in Pa. 
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Figure 6.7: Scheme of the typical pulsed sonochemical experiment carried out to generate nitrate. 

It was also possible to follow the experiment not only via acoustic measurements, 

indispensable if we want to quantify the effect of cavitation, but also with a special camera, 

able to collect pictures on the nanoseconds timescale. This imaging proved to be really 

useful since it allows us to see intuitively the extent of the cavitation phenomena inside the 

reactor. A picture taken during the collapse of a bubble due to the application of ultrasound 

is shown in Figure 6.8.  

 

Figure 6.8: Collapse of a bubble following the application of ultrasound to a solution saturated 

with air. It is possible to see the shockwave originating from the bubble collapse. 

The presence of shockwaves is proof of the bubble collapse following the irradiation with 

highly energetic ultrasound happening as described in section 6.1. 

Acoustic measurements allow us to understand the magnitude of the cavitation and to 

optimise the pulse length and the interval between two different pulses of ultrasound. 

These results are shown in Figure 6.9. From the comparison of the detected amplitude it is 

found that for degassed deionised water (red trace) no cavitation is observed following 

irradiation with ultrasound. This is in perfect agreement with our supposition since no gas 
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is dissolved into the liquid. The situation dramatically changes when this deionised water is 

bubbled with compressed air. In this case (black trace) significant cavitation was observed 

during the first 10-20 msec and then the cavitation observed decrease asymptotically with 

time.  

Moreover, similar measurements done in non-degassed deionised solution give comparable 

results, with a small amount of cavitation observed for the sample that was not exposed to 

compressed air (green trace) and with a result comparable to the black trace (blue trace) for 

the case where the liquid was bubbled for 1 minute with compressed air.  

 

Figure 6.9: Trend of the detected cavitation in the reactor filled with ultrapure deionized and 

degassed water.   

These measurements allow us to know that most of the cavitation occurs in the first 20 

msec, and hence the burst’s length was optimised taking this fact into account.  

In a second study we investigated the effect of the interval between two pulses. This is also 

fundamental in order to maximise the yield of the process since an appropriate interval 

allows the gas time to diffuse again into the liquid and to improve the final yield of nitrite 

produced. In Figure 6.10 is shown the yield of nitrite detected as a function of changing the 
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interval of time between two bursts. It is easy to see that when the time interval between 

two pulses is too short, the detected amount of nitrite is smaller.  

 

Figure 6.10: plot showing the detected concentration of nitrite increasing with the interval time 

between two ultrasounds pulses. The pulse length was 10 msec in all the experiments.  

 

From Figure 6.10 is possible to note that there is a strong change in the concentration 

detected on going from an interval of 50 msec to 10 msec. For longer intervals, it is noticed 

that the detected concentration grew again but with a less drastic trend. This indicates that 

under a continous gas flow, it is necessary to comprise on a time between 100 and 500 

msec to make the solution saturated again when ultrasound at 200 kHz and with 600mVpp 

are applied. 

The other parameter to study is the amplitude, and as anticipated this is relative to the 

power of ultrasound applied. From Figure 6.11 it is possible to appreciate that the 

concentration of nitrite detected increases linearly with the increase of the power of 

ultrasound applied. This graph can be misleading since in terms of energy per mole of 

nitrite produced we observed that the best results are obtained for 300 mVpp, the lowest 

amplitude used. This is not surprising since the power of ultrasound with 300 mVpp of 

amplitude is ¼ of the ultrasonic power compared to when the amplitude is 600 mVpp. 

Moreover since the power applied is lower, also the fraction of gas reacting during the 

burst is smaller and so we studied the optimal length of bursts for the new settings. 
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Experiments carried at 1Vpp give a value of energy per mole that is less favourable when 

compared with experiment carried out with lower ultrasound amplitude.  

 

Figure 6.11: Comparison between (A) the amplitude of the detected cavitation and (B) the 

concentration of nitrite detected from these experiments. Every single point was the average of 5 

different experiments with the same features. 

For the experiment carried using ultrasound with amplitude of 300 mVpp the study 

described previously in this section was repeated. The length of pulse was carefully 

investigated again and a maximum was found for a value of 20 msec as shown in Figure 

6.12. 

 

Figure 6.12: Plot of the detected amplitude vs the pulse length (A) and detected concentration of 

nitrite vs length of pulse (B). Is easy to note that, for a longer pulse length it a better yield both in 

terms of concentration and also in terms of energy per mole of product. 

 

Concerning the interval between two pulses in the case of 300 mVpp amplitude, it was 

possible to see the same trend as that observed in Figure 6.10. However the curve reached a 
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plateau earlier since it is possible to see no obvious changes between the data collected 

with 50 msec of interval and 100-200 msec of interval between two pulses. (Figure 6.13) 

 

Figure 6.13: Plot of the detected concentration of nitrite for different intervals between two pulses 

using 300 mVpp amplitude 

 

6.5 Conclusions and future work  

In this chapter was presented our study on the sonochemical generation of nitrite. This was 

focused on two different sources of cavitation: a continuous source, consisting of a 

sonicating bath producing ultrasounds with a frequency of 35 KHz and a pulsed ultrasound 

source described in the experimental section. Exploiting the sonicating bath was not 

possible to know the exact power involved in the process since was not possible to carry 

acoustic measurements in the sonication environment.  

On the other hand, the application of pulsed ultrasound allows us to study more precisely 

the phenomenon. In first instance the adopted method allows us to know with great 

precision the power involved in the process and to realise that the pulsed method gives rise 

to show the best yield for this kind of phenomenon when compared with previous studies 

on the topic listed in Table 6.1  
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Table 6.1: Comparison between different work concerning sonochemical nitrogen fixation and our 

experiment.In the table is reported our best value obtained with the pulsed method. 

Paper Mode 

freq 
(kHz) 

rate of Nox 
formation (M 
min

-1
) 

rate of Nox 
formation (M 
s

-1
) 

ultrasonic 
power density 
(W L

-1
) 

Rate of Nox 
formation (mol 
min

-1
 W

-1
) 

Formation 
yield (mol J

-1
) 

Energy per 
mol (kJ/mol) 

Supeno (air) Batch 900 2.00E-06 3.33E-08 270 7.41E-09 1.23E-10 8.10E+06 

Wakeford Batch 35 3.00E-07 5.00E-09 

 

- - - 

Mead Batch 447 1.00E-05 1.67E-07 1000 1.00E-08 1.67E-10 6.00E+06 

Virtnen (pH 7) Batch 300 2.40E-06 4.00E-08 1400 1.71E-09 2.86E-11 3.50E+07 

Koda Batch 33 8.00E-10 1.33E-11 10 8.00E-11 1.33E-12 7.50E+08 

Hart (N2 only, best at 
50:50 N2:Ar) Batch 300 6.00E-06 1.00E-07 320 1.88E-08 3.13E-10 3.20E+06 

Parke Batch 500 1.00E-06 1.67E-08 

 

- - - 

de la 
Rochebrochard… Batch 367 4.00E-07 6.67E-09 14 2.86E-08 4.76E-10 2.10E+06 

Our work (small 
amp, nitrite only) Batch 200 1.05E-05 1.75E-07 149 7.05E-08 1.17E-09 8.51E+05 

 

The first thing to notice is since the original report in 1936
(3)

 there are relatively few 

publications concerning this topic where the phenomenon was deeply investigated, since 

only eight publications concerning this topic were found in literature. If we look at the rate 

of formation and the power density for the ultrasound used, it is possible to note that better 

yield always corresponds to a bigger power density.
(30, 31)

 Another point to clarify concerns 

the precision with which the authors measured the power density of ultrasound. From 

Table 6.1 we can see in two cases
(27, 32)

 no values concerning the power densities and in the 

other cases this value is not measured with good accuracy. Because of this, we started a 

partnership with the Cavlab in the school of Engineering in order to obtain more accurate 

measurements. 

Moreover due to the great differences in the reaction settings and in the power exploited 

none of the previous studies focus their attention on minimising the energy involved to fix 

nitrogen, a parameter of fundamental importance for large industrial applications. 

Comparing our results with other studies is possible to see that the energy necessary to fix 

a mole of nitrogen is about one order of magnitude smaller than any other analogous work 

we found in the literature and of course this is due to the optimization of the sonication, 
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reducing the effective time of ultrasound application and optimizing the interval between 

bursts. In this way we had a great reduction of the effective time of irradiation and, 

together with the interval where the gas can be dissolved again in the liquid, we were able 

to make the process more efficient than continuous irradiation with ultrasound. 

However, even if the results shown in this chapter represent a noticeable improvement in 

sonochemical nitrogen fixation, a comparison of efficiencies with the Haber-Bosch method 

is found to be unflattering. Exploiting the Haber-Bosch process the energy required to fix a 

mole of nitrogen is 485 kJ/mol whereas for sonochemical nitrogen fixation, following our 

optimised pathway, the energy necessary results to be 851000 kJ/mol, about 1700 times 

bigger than if one exploits the Haber-Bosch process that at the state of the art and the most 

effective way to fix nitrogen industrially. To conclude, the use of a sonochemical reaction 

at the moment is not a convenient way to fix nitrogen if compared with the methods 

currently in use. 

As future work we are interested to see if nitrate is produced during our sonochemical 

experiments since at the moment we have available only data concerning the detection of 

nitrite, although it is known that also nitrate is made during this process. 
(2, 27, 33)

 The plan is 

to carry out Ion chromatography measurements in order to have a value for nitrate 

produced during the process and also to have an external confirmation for our nitrite 

detection method based on the Griess test. 

Moreover, further investigations are planned to investigate the anomalous effect of the fine 

bubble diffuser on the yield of the sonochemical reaction and to try to understand if the 

increase of the reaction yield is due to an increase in of the exposed surface or just due to a 

larger number of fine bubbles being produced by the diffuser and then undergoing 

cavitational collapse in solution. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The experimental work described in this thesis has covered a detailed study 

concerning the development of two new copper-tripod catalysts that mimic the 

active site of the copper nitrite reductase class of enzymes promoting the electro-

reduction of nitrite to NO with essentially full Faradaic efficiency for NO 

production. Our results presented in Chapter 3 also highlight the central role of 

proton-coupled-electron transfer in the reduction of nitrite to NO (and in the 

activation of small molecules in general). We showed in fact that incorporation of a 

proton-relaying moiety into the secondary coordination sphere of one of these 

complexes (18) enhances the electrocatalytic nitrite reduction rate displayed by this 

complex by a factor of two when compared to the analogous complex that lacks this 

functionality (complex 3). On the basis of what we have seen in Chapter 1, this 

could have important implications for the development of new catalysts for the 

selective interconversions of the nitrogen oxides and other substrates. 

Regarding the product of this reaction, nitric oxide, it is important to note that in the 

presence of oxygen NO has a very short lifetime and so needs to be generated in situ 

when it is required (e.g. for medical applications). In order to create medical devices 

that can generate NO with the lowest toxicity and impact on the body, the best way 

to do this is to use something similar to what we find in nature, and hence mimic a 

natural system able to promote nitric oxide formation from a source that is abundant 

in the body (such as nitrate). Devices for the treatment of pathologies like heart 

disease, that exploit these properties are under study
(1,2)

 and the class of catalysts 

presented in Chapter 3 make good starting points for these applications (for 

example, as part of a set of catalysts that might convert nitrate to nitrite, and then 

nitrite to NO). 

 

The results detailed in Chapter 4 describe the synthesis of three complexes of the 

type [Co
III

(L)(bipyridine)2]
+
 (L = catecholato 20, o-benzenedithiolato 21) by a 

general and rapid one-pot reaction route which is near-quantitative for the 

catecholate compounds but non-quantitative for o-benzenedithiolato analogue. In 

this last case, in addition to the complex 21 we were able to isolate the previously 

unreported bis-chelate dimer [Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+ (24) as the main product 
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(Chapter 5). This complex displays a most uncommon arrangement in which the 

two cobalt centers are in dissimilar coordination environments. DFT calculations on 

this species helped to rationalize the redox behaviour observed by cyclic 

voltammetry, and showed that the metal center coordinated to two diimine units was 

the easier of the centers to reduce, with subsequent reduction of the second cobalt 

center leading to irreversible decomposition of the complex. 

An interesting fact is that 21 and 20 display intriguing differences in their solution-

phase UV-vis absorption behaviour since the position of λmax in both complexes was 

sensitive to the polarity of the surrounding medium. In the case of 20, the position of 

λmax was also highly sensitive to the hydrogen bond donation ability of the solvent, 

whereas in the benzenedithiolate analogue 21 it was not. The theoretical model 

developed via TD-DFT calculations was used to explain these intriguing optical 

properties, and by comparing the ground and excited state electronic structures of 

the two complexes it was found that complex 20 hydrogen-bonds to the solvent 

through the oxygen atoms on its catecholate ligand.  

This interaction was found to remove electron density from the catecholate-based π* 

orbital, in a similar manner to that seen in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3, where in those 

cases the stabilization of the ground state led to a higher catalytic activity, thereby 

stabilizing the ground state with respect to the excited state (which is primarily 

metal-centred and hence more isolated from the solvent) with the effect  of 

increasing the excitation energy in hydrogen bond-donating solvents relative to 

those that cannot hydrogen bond.  

In complex 21 on the other hand, the sulfur atoms in the chelating benzenedithiolate 

ligand are much weaker hydrogen bond acceptors than oxygen, and so preferential 

stabilization contributions through hydrogen bonding, important in the previous 

case, are eliminated. The solvatochromic effect that manifests in complex 21 is 

much smaller and can be explained on a purely electrostatic basis. We believe that 

the synthesis of an enormous diversity of allied complexes should be possible, given 

the wide range of functionalized bipyridines, catechols and benzenedithiols that are 

available. In particular, we foresee potential for such compounds to be tailored for 

use as molecular probes or solvatochromic indicators that can give insight into 

different solvent and chemical environments by virtue of readily-observed 

spectroscopic changes.  
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Finally, in Chapter 6 we described the optimization of the sonochemical fixation of 

nitrogen. In our experiments we managed to increase the yield of the sonochemical 

reaction in two different ways. Firstly, we optimised the aeration of the solution and 

maximized the hydrodynamic contribution to the overall cavitation, and secondly 

we optimized the application of the ultrasound itself by developing a pulsed 

sequence of focused high frequency ultrasound. In this last case we found better 

yields of nitrite when the time between a given pulse and the following one was 

long enough to allow the solution to become re-aerated. Although the energetic 

yield was about one order of magnitude bigger than in the previous works reported 

in the literature, it is still too low compared to other methods commonly used to fix 

nitrogen at a larger scale for this ultrasound route to be economically viable at the 

current time. 

 

A lot of work needs to be done if we want to increase the yield of the sonochemical 

nitrogen fixation reaction, but it is possible to obtain further improvements in the 

process by working at lower temperature (since gas dissolves better in colder 

liquids) and by minimising the power density of the system (e.g. by increasing the 

volume). The development of this procedure may produce something of practical 

interest since, if we manage to make this process more efficient, it has the 

advantages of requiring only air, water and electricity as inputs, and uses only 

equipment which could be operated by a non-expert. Hence there is some scope for 

small-scale NOx production by this route. If the nitrite generated could be converted 

to nitrate in situ, then decentralised fertiliser production that avoids the traditional 

Haber Bosch/Ostwald route could one day be feasible. 
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Appendix A: Crystallographic data 

1 Crystallography for complex [3-CH3CN]2+ 

 

Refinement 

Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Computing details 

Data collection: APEX2 (Bruker, 2013); cell refinement: SAINT v8.34A (Bruker, 2013); data reduction: SAINT 

v8.34A (Bruker, 2013); program(s) used to solve structure: Superflip (Palatinus & Chapuis, 2007;Palatinus & 

van der Lee, 2008; Palatinus et al., 2012); program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL (Sheldrick, 2015); 

molecular graphics: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009); software used to prepare material for publication: 

Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009). 
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(2015gu0016_0m) Crystal data 

 C22H23CuN5O2·2(ClO4) Z = 2 

Mr = 651.89 F(000) = 666 

Triclinic, P–1 ρcalcd = 1.687 g cm
–3

 

a = 8.4706(7) Å Mo Ka radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å 

b = 8.8319(8) Å Cell parameters from 9963 reflections 

c = 17.982(2) Å θ = 2.3–27.4° 

α = 95.471(2)° μ = 1.13 mm
–1

 

β = 99.637(2)° T = 100 K 

γ = 102.415(2)° Block, blue 

V = 1283.2(2)  Å
3
 0.42 × 0.4 × 0.31 mm 

 

Data collection 

Bruker APEX-II CCD  
diffractometer 

5061 reflections with I > 2σ(I) 

φ and ω scans Rint = 0.068 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  
SADABS2012/1 (Bruker,2012) was used for 
absorption correction. wR2(int) was 0.1364 before 
and 0.1085 after correction. The Ratio of minimum 
to maximum transmission is 0.7665. The l/2 
correction factor is 0.0015. 

θmax = 27.4°, θmin = 1.2° 

Tmin = 0.570, Tmax = 0.744 h = -10 → 10 

15864 measured reflections k = -10 → 11 

5798 independent reflections l = -23 → 23 

 

Refinement 

 Refinement on F
2
 0 restraints 

Least-squares matrix: full Hydrogen site location: inferred from neighbouring 
sites 

R[F
2
 > 2σ(F

2
)] = 0.062 H-atom parameters constrained 

wR(F
2
) = 0.171  w = 1/[σ

2
(Fo

2
) + (0.111P)

2
 + 0.251P]   

where P = (Fo
2
 + 2Fc

2
)/3 

S = 1.10 (D/s)max = 0.001 

5798 reflections Δmax = 0.90 e Å
–3

 

363 parameters Δmin = -0.76 e Å
–3

 

 

Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å
2
) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq 

Cu1 0.76353 (4) 0.48129 (4) 0.21221 (2) 0.01254 (14) 
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O21 0.5874 (3) 0.3790 (3) 0.35445 (13) 0.0224 (5) 

O22 0.6696 (3) 0.4223 (3) 0.48150 (13) 0.0260 (5) 

N1 0.9611 (3) 0.6545 (3) 0.20430 (13) 0.0118 (5) 

N2 0.8382 (3) 0.6299 (3) 0.34173 (14) 0.0136 (5) 

N3 0.9316 (3) 0.3792 (3) 0.26086 (13) 0.0128 (5) 

N4 0.6435 (3) 0.5945 (3) 0.14090 (13) 0.0129 (5) 

N5 0.5760 (3) 0.2951 (3) 0.19422 (14) 0.0169 (5) 

C2 0.9772 (4) 0.7921 (3) 0.26125 (16) 0.0152 (6) 

H2A 0.8913 0.8456 0.2450 0.018* 

H2B 1.0826 0.8642 0.2639 0.018* 

C3 1.1105 (3) 0.5903 (3) 0.21524 (17) 0.0143 (6) 

H3A 1.2036 0.6709 0.2434 0.017* 

H3B 1.1351 0.5601 0.1659 0.017* 

C4 0.9222 (4) 0.7005 (3) 0.12620 (16) 0.0140 (6) 

H4A 0.9857 0.8055 0.1251 0.017* 

H4B 0.9513 0.6294 0.0892 0.017* 

C5 0.4696 (4) 0.1874 (4) 0.17718 (16) 0.0153 (6) 

C6 0.3314 (4) 0.0524 (4) 0.1553 (2) 0.0243 (7) 

H6A 0.2303 0.0854 0.1546 0.036* 

H6B 0.3400 -0.0203 0.1914 0.036* 

H6C 0.3322 0.0028 0.1056 0.036* 

C21 0.9648 (4) 0.7475 (3) 0.33940 (17) 0.0152 (6) 

C22 1.0778 (4) 0.8277 (4) 0.40399 (18) 0.0178 (6) 

H22 1.1679 0.9054 0.3996 0.021* 

C23 1.0531 (4) 0.7893 (4) 0.47466 (18) 0.0230 (7) 

H23 1.1238 0.8435 0.5189 0.028* 

C24 0.9207 (4) 0.6682 (4) 0.47831 (18) 0.0219 (7) 

H24 0.9013 0.6395 0.5250 0.026* 

C25 0.8175 (4) 0.5906 (4) 0.41063 (17) 0.0161 (6) 

C26 0.6783 (4) 0.4535 (4) 0.41080 (17) 0.0162 (6) 

C27 0.5427 (5) 0.2866 (4) 0.4879 (2) 0.0306 (8) 

H27A 0.5514 0.1976 0.4551 0.046* 

H27B 0.4361 0.3076 0.4731 0.046* 

H27C 0.5568 0.2651 0.5396 0.046* 

C31 1.0876 (4) 0.4494 (3) 0.25799 (16) 0.0134 (6) 

C32 1.2191 (4) 0.3904 (4) 0.28880 (17) 0.0165 (6) 

H32 1.3265 0.4410 0.2873 0.020* 

C33 1.1874 (4) 0.2544 (4) 0.32198 (17) 0.0185 (6) 

H33 1.2735 0.2104 0.3413 0.022* 

C34 1.0270 (4) 0.1845 (3) 0.32620 (16) 0.0172 (6) 

H34 1.0042 0.0953 0.3499 0.021* 

C35 0.9012 (4) 0.2495 (3) 0.29457 (16) 0.0147 (6) 

H35 0.7931 0.2024 0.2967 0.018* 
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C41 0.7419 (4) 0.6948 (3) 0.10658 (15) 0.0127 (5) 

C42 0.6781 (4) 0.7808 (4) 0.05323 (17) 0.0180 (6) 

H42 0.7478 0.8526 0.0316 0.022* 

C43 0.5079 (4) 0.7572 (4) 0.03279 (18) 0.0212 (7) 

H43 0.4623 0.8116 -0.0036 0.025* 

C44 0.4074 (4) 0.6523 (4) 0.06707 (19) 0.0225 (7) 

H44 0.2934 0.6348 0.0537 0.027* 

C45 0.4784 (4) 0.5736 (4) 0.12146 (18) 0.0185 (6) 

H45 0.4108 0.5045 0.1452 0.022* 

Cl1 0.44967 (9) 0.11291 (8) 0.67584 (4) 0.01835 (19) 

O1 0.5086 (3) 0.2783 (3) 0.67660 (15) 0.0322 (6) 

O2 0.5841 (3) 0.0377 (3) 0.67260 (15) 0.0334 (6) 

O3 0.3870 (3) 0.0837 (3) 0.74409 (16) 0.0332 (6) 

O4 0.3197 (3) 0.0510 (3) 0.61061 (16) 0.0392 (7) 

Cl2 0.94664 (9) 0.22457 (8) 0.07214 (4) 0.01578 (19) 

O5 1.1129 (3) 0.3118 (3) 0.07336 (16) 0.0335 (6) 

O6 0.9493 (3) 0.1198 (3) 0.12837 (13) 0.0258 (5) 

O7 0.8466 (3) 0.3332 (3) 0.08829 (13) 0.0233 (5) 

O8 0.8773 (3) 0.1369 (3) -0.00227 (13) 0.0255 (5) 

 

 

Atomic displacement parameters (Å
2
) 

 U
11

 U
22

 U
33

 U
12

 U
13

 U
23

 

Cu1 0.0092 (2) 0.0112 (2) 0.0168 (2) 0.00127 (15) 0.00116 (15) 0.00536 (14) 

O21 0.0225 (12) 0.0230 (12) 0.0178 (11) -0.0020 (10) 0.0033 (9) 0.0013 (9) 

O22 0.0271 (13) 0.0294 (13) 0.0173 (11) -0.0045 (10) 0.0057 (10) 0.0059 (10) 

N1 0.0101 (11) 0.0107 (11) 0.0143 (11) 0.0011 (9) 0.0022 (9) 0.0034 (9) 

N2 0.0145 (12) 0.0130 (12) 0.0138 (11) 0.0053 (10) 0.0013 (9) 0.0020 (9) 

N3 0.0147 (12) 0.0097 (11) 0.0141 (11) 0.0035 (9) 0.0027 (9) 0.0021 (9) 

N4 0.0114 (12) 0.0133 (12) 0.0134 (11) 0.0025 (9) 0.0013 (9) 0.0025 (9) 

N5 0.0172 (13) 0.0170 (13) 0.0163 (12) 0.0027 (11) 0.0030 (10) 0.0050 (10) 

C2 0.0171 (14) 0.0122 (13) 0.0155 (14) 0.0028 (11) 0.0016 (11) 0.0019 (11) 

C3 0.0084 (13) 0.0162 (14) 0.0183 (14) 0.0035 (11) 0.0015 (11) 0.0037 (11) 

C4 0.0141 (14) 0.0142 (14) 0.0136 (13) 0.0022 (11) 0.0028 (11) 0.0046 (11) 

C5 0.0165 (15) 0.0187 (15) 0.0105 (13) 0.0052 (13) -0.0006 (11) 0.0046 (11) 

C6 0.0193 (16) 0.0196 (16) 0.0274 (17) -0.0020 (13) -0.0056 (13) 0.0044 (13) 

C21 0.0155 (14) 0.0143 (14) 0.0158 (14) 0.0053 (11) 0.0019 (11) 0.0006 (11) 

C22 0.0147 (14) 0.0156 (15) 0.0201 (15) 0.0014 (12) -0.0010 (12) 0.0004 (12) 

C23 0.0236 (17) 0.0241 (17) 0.0182 (15) 0.0058 (14) -0.0024 (13) -0.0010 (13) 

C24 0.0237 (17) 0.0265 (17) 0.0148 (14) 0.0056 (14) 0.0024 (13) 0.0025 (12) 

C25 0.0172 (15) 0.0173 (14) 0.0140 (14) 0.0055 (12) 0.0029 (11) 0.0000 (11) 

C26 0.0163 (14) 0.0176 (15) 0.0157 (14) 0.0061 (12) 0.0037 (11) 0.0010 (11) 
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C27 0.0299 (19) 0.035 (2) 0.0242 (17) -0.0046 (16) 0.0083 (15) 0.0118 (15) 

C31 0.0153 (14) 0.0117 (13) 0.0136 (13) 0.0047 (11) 0.0030 (11) -0.0004 (10) 

C32 0.0137 (14) 0.0190 (15) 0.0161 (14) 0.0052 (12) 0.0004 (11) 0.0001 (11) 

C33 0.0203 (15) 0.0174 (15) 0.0182 (14) 0.0094 (12) -0.0009 (12) 0.0020 (11) 

C34 0.0259 (16) 0.0134 (14) 0.0128 (13) 0.0066 (12) 0.0019 (12) 0.0038 (11) 

C35 0.0175 (14) 0.0140 (14) 0.0132 (13) 0.0046 (11) 0.0027 (11) 0.0032 (11) 

C41 0.0153 (14) 0.0120 (13) 0.0109 (12) 0.0032 (11) 0.0031 (11) 0.0003 (10) 

C42 0.0216 (16) 0.0176 (15) 0.0163 (14) 0.0053 (12) 0.0056 (12) 0.0059 (11) 

C43 0.0238 (17) 0.0240 (16) 0.0184 (15) 0.0103 (14) 0.0015 (13) 0.0095 (13) 

C44 0.0151 (15) 0.0268 (17) 0.0266 (17) 0.0072 (13) 0.0012 (13) 0.0086 (14) 

C45 0.0132 (14) 0.0212 (16) 0.0236 (15) 0.0057 (12) 0.0058 (12) 0.0078 (12) 

Cl1 0.0146 (4) 0.0157 (4) 0.0228 (4) 0.0008 (3) 0.0019 (3) 0.0022 (3) 

O1 0.0327 (14) 0.0191 (12) 0.0376 (15) -0.0044 (11) -0.0029 (12) 0.0093 (11) 

O2 0.0268 (13) 0.0417 (15) 0.0371 (14) 0.0175 (12) 0.0095 (11) 0.0039 (12) 

O3 0.0318 (14) 0.0383 (15) 0.0368 (15) 0.0113 (12) 0.0184 (12) 0.0135 (12) 

O4 0.0294 (14) 0.0343 (15) 0.0393 (16) -0.0012 (12) -0.0138 (12) -0.0109 (12) 

Cl2 0.0165 (4) 0.0168 (4) 0.0132 (3) 0.0030 (3) 0.0026 (3) 0.0002 (3) 

O5 0.0212 (13) 0.0343 (14) 0.0402 (15) -0.0045 (11) 0.0112 (11) -0.0027 (12) 

O6 0.0380 (14) 0.0223 (12) 0.0181 (11) 0.0110 (11) 0.0009 (10) 0.0066 (9) 

O7 0.0263 (12) 0.0263 (12) 0.0195 (11) 0.0144 (10) 0.0014 (9) 0.0011 (9) 

O8 0.0346 (14) 0.0235 (12) 0.0141 (11) 0.0038 (11) 0.0000 (10) -0.0030 (9) 

 

Geometric parameters (Å, º) for (2015gu0016_0m) 

Cu1—N1 2.045 (2) C22—C23 1.384 (5) 

Cu1—N2 2.473 (2) C23—H23 0.9300 

Cu1—N3 1.972 (2) C23—C24 1.389 (5) 

Cu1—N4 1.981 (2) C24—H24 0.9300 

Cu1—N5 1.984 (3) C24—C25 1.394 (4) 

O21—C26 1.203 (4) C25—C26 1.498 (4) 

O22—C26 1.337 (4) C27—H27A 0.9600 

O22—C27 1.456 (4) C27—H27B 0.9600 

N1—C2 1.479 (4) C27—H27C 0.9600 

N1—C3 1.486 (3) C31—C32 1.384 (4) 

N1—C4 1.503 (3) C32—H32 0.9300 

N2—C21 1.333 (4) C32—C33 1.386 (4) 

N2—C25 1.347 (4) C33—H33 0.9300 

N3—C31 1.345 (4) C33—C34 1.384 (5) 

N3—C35 1.343 (4) C34—H34 0.9300 

N4—C41 1.349 (4) C34—C35 1.383 (4) 

N4—C45 1.351 (4) C35—H35 0.9300 

N5—C5 1.138 (4) C41—C42 1.390 (4) 

C2—H2A 0.9700 C42—H42 0.9300 
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C2—H2B 0.9700 C42—C43 1.391 (5) 

C2—C21 1.509 (4) C43—H43 0.9300 

C3—H3A 0.9700 C43—C44 1.382 (5) 

C3—H3B 0.9700 C44—H44 0.9300 

C3—C31 1.519 (4) C44—C45 1.384 (4) 

C4—H4A 0.9700 C45—H45 0.9300 

C4—H4B 0.9700 Cl1—O1 1.437 (2) 

C4—C41 1.497 (4) Cl1—O2 1.442 (3) 

C5—C6 1.450 (4) Cl1—O3 1.440 (3) 

C6—H6A 0.9600 Cl1—O4 1.440 (3) 

C6—H6B 0.9600 Cl2—O5 1.448 (3) 

C6—H6C 0.9600 Cl2—O6 1.435 (2) 

C21—C22 1.395 (4) Cl2—O7 1.450 (2) 

C22—H22 0.9300 Cl2—O8 1.442 (2) 

    

N1—Cu1—N2 77.49 (9) C22—C23—C24 118.7 (3) 

N3—Cu1—N1 84.54 (10) C24—C23—H23 120.6 

N3—Cu1—N2 79.14 (9) C23—C24—H24 120.7 

N3—Cu1—N4 161.90 (10) C23—C24—C25 118.7 (3) 

N3—Cu1—N5 96.55 (10) C25—C24—H24 120.7 

N4—Cu1—N1 82.62 (10) N2—C25—C24 123.0 (3) 

N4—Cu1—N2 110.26 (9) N2—C25—C26 116.0 (3) 

N4—Cu1—N5 92.90 (10) C24—C25—C26 121.0 (3) 

N5—Cu1—N1 166.01 (10) O21—C26—O22 124.1 (3) 

N5—Cu1—N2 116.45 (9) O21—C26—C25 124.4 (3) 

C26—O22—C27 115.9 (3) O22—C26—C25 111.5 (3) 

C2—N1—Cu1 110.15 (17) O22—C27—H27A 109.5 

C2—N1—C3 111.9 (2) O22—C27—H27B 109.5 

C2—N1—C4 108.5 (2) O22—C27—H27C 109.5 

C3—N1—Cu1 108.18 (17) H27A—C27—H27B 109.5 

C3—N1—C4 112.4 (2) H27A—C27—H27C 109.5 

C4—N1—Cu1 105.63 (17) H27B—C27—H27C 109.5 

C21—N2—Cu1 105.15 (18) N3—C31—C3 116.5 (2) 

C21—N2—C25 117.5 (3) N3—C31—C32 121.4 (3) 

C25—N2—Cu1 133.1 (2) C32—C31—C3 122.0 (3) 

C31—N3—Cu1 114.65 (19) C31—C32—H32 120.6 

C35—N3—Cu1 125.5 (2) C31—C32—C33 118.7 (3) 

C35—N3—C31 119.8 (2) C33—C32—H32 120.6 

C41—N4—Cu1 113.94 (19) C32—C33—H33 120.2 

C41—N4—C45 119.3 (3) C34—C33—C32 119.6 (3) 

C45—N4—Cu1 126.7 (2) C34—C33—H33 120.2 

C5—N5—Cu1 173.8 (2) C33—C34—H34 120.6 

N1—C2—H2A 109.1 C35—C34—C33 118.8 (3) 
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N1—C2—H2B 109.1 C35—C34—H34 120.6 

N1—C2—C21 112.3 (2) N3—C35—C34 121.6 (3) 

H2A—C2—H2B 107.9 N3—C35—H35 119.2 

C21—C2—H2A 109.1 C34—C35—H35 119.2 

C21—C2—H2B 109.1 N4—C41—C4 115.9 (2) 

N1—C3—H3A 109.3 N4—C41—C42 121.7 (3) 

N1—C3—H3B 109.3 C42—C41—C4 122.3 (3) 

N1—C3—C31 111.7 (2) C41—C42—H42 120.7 

H3A—C3—H3B 107.9 C41—C42—C43 118.7 (3) 

C31—C3—H3A 109.3 C43—C42—H42 120.7 

C31—C3—H3B 109.3 C42—C43—H43 120.3 

N1—C4—H4A 109.9 C44—C43—C42 119.4 (3) 

N1—C4—H4B 109.9 C44—C43—H43 120.3 

H4A—C4—H4B 108.3 C43—C44—H44 120.4 

C41—C4—N1 109.1 (2) C43—C44—C45 119.2 (3) 

C41—C4—H4A 109.9 C45—C44—H44 120.4 

C41—C4—H4B 109.9 N4—C45—C44 121.7 (3) 

N5—C5—C6 178.7 (3) N4—C45—H45 119.2 

C5—C6—H6A 109.5 C44—C45—H45 119.2 

C5—C6—H6B 109.5 O1—Cl1—O2 109.11 (17) 

C5—C6—H6C 109.5 O1—Cl1—O3 109.84 (16) 

H6A—C6—H6B 109.5 O1—Cl1—O4 109.63 (16) 

H6A—C6—H6C 109.5 O3—Cl1—O2 109.11 (16) 

H6B—C6—H6C 109.5 O4—Cl1—O2 109.97 (16) 

N2—C21—C2 115.3 (3) O4—Cl1—O3 109.17 (18) 

N2—C21—C22 123.4 (3) O5—Cl2—O7 109.09 (15) 

C22—C21—C2 121.3 (3) O6—Cl2—O5 109.47 (17) 

C21—C22—H22 120.7 O6—Cl2—O7 110.00 (14) 

C23—C22—C21 118.7 (3) O6—Cl2—O8 109.82 (14) 

C23—C22—H22 120.7 O8—Cl2—O5 109.68 (15) 

C22—C23—H23 120.6 O8—Cl2—O7 108.76 (14) 

    

Cu1—N1—C2—C21 47.5 (3) C3—C31—C32—C33 -175.1 (3) 

Cu1—N1—C3—C31 -22.4 (3) C4—N1—C2—C21 162.6 (2) 

Cu1—N1—C4—C41 37.2 (2) C4—N1—C3—C31 -138.6 (2) 

Cu1—N2—C21—C2 23.1 (3) C4—C41—C42—C43 173.7 (3) 

Cu1—N2—C21—C22 -158.0 (2) C21—N2—C25—C24 0.7 (4) 

Cu1—N2—C25—C24 153.6 (2) C21—N2—C25—C26 -177.5 (2) 

Cu1—N2—C25—C26 -24.5 (4) C21—C22—C23—C24 2.6 (5) 

Cu1—N3—C31—C3 -2.7 (3) C22—C23—C24—C25 -0.3 (5) 

Cu1—N3—C31—C32 -179.2 (2) C23—C24—C25—N2 -1.5 (5) 

Cu1—N3—C35—C34 178.9 (2) C23—C24—C25—C26 176.6 (3) 

Cu1—N4—C41—C4 1.6 (3) C24—C25—C26—O21 -178.0 (3) 
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Cu1—N4—C41—C42 178.2 (2) C24—C25—C26—O22 0.8 (4) 

Cu1—N4—C45—C44 -175.7 (2) C25—N2—C21—C2 -177.0 (2) 

N1—C2—C21—N2 -48.4 (3) C25—N2—C21—C22 1.9 (4) 

N1—C2—C21—C22 132.8 (3) C27—O22—C26—O21 1.4 (5) 

N1—C3—C31—N3 17.4 (3) C27—O22—C26—C25 -177.4 (3) 

N1—C3—C31—C32 -166.1 (3) C31—N3—C35—C34 -0.6 (4) 

N1—C4—C41—N4 -26.9 (3) C31—C32—C33—C34 -2.5 (4) 

N1—C4—C41—C42 156.5 (2) C32—C33—C34—C35 2.3 (4) 

N2—C21—C22—C23 -3.5 (4) C33—C34—C35—N3 -0.8 (4) 

N2—C25—C26—O21 0.2 (4) C35—N3—C31—C3 176.9 (2) 

N2—C25—C26—O22 179.0 (2) C35—N3—C31—C32 0.4 (4) 

N3—C31—C32—C33 1.1 (4) C41—N4—C45—C44 0.1 (5) 

N4—C41—C42—C43 -2.7 (4) C41—C42—C43—C44 1.5 (5) 

C2—N1—C3—C31 99.1 (3) C42—C43—C44—C45 0.4 (5) 

C2—N1—C4—C41 -80.9 (3) C43—C44—C45—N4 -1.2 (5) 

C2—C21—C22—C23 175.2 (3) C45—N4—C41—C4 -174.7 (3) 

C3—N1—C2—C21 -72.9 (3) C45—N4—C41—C42 1.9 (4) 

C3—N1—C4—C41 154.9 (2)   

 

Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å, º) for (2015gu0016_0m) 

 D—H···A D—H H···A D···A D—H···A 

C2—H2A···O3
i
 0.97 2.60 3.479 (4) 151 

C3—H3A···O1
ii
 0.97 2.54 3.376 (4) 144 

C3—H3B···O5 0.97 2.58 3.377 (4) 140 

C4—H4B···O7 0.97 2.57 3.152 (4) 119 

C6—H6A···O6
iii

 0.96 2.44 3.379 (4) 167 

C6—H6B···O2
iv
 0.96 2.45 3.270 (4) 143 

C6—H6B···O3
iv
 0.96 2.61 3.257 (4) 125 

C6—H6C···O8
v
 0.96 2.37 3.118 (4) 134 

C22—H22···O2
ii
 0.93 2.63 3.418 (4) 142 

C27—H27C···O1 0.96 2.56 3.460 (5) 156 

C32—H32···O21
vi
 0.93 2.53 3.172 (4) 127 

C32—H32···O1
ii
 0.93 2.53 3.247 (4) 134 

C35—H35···N5 0.93 2.69 3.156 (4) 112 

C35—H35···O3
iv
 0.93 2.62 3.325 (4) 133 

 

Symmetry codes:  (i) -x+1, -y+1, -z+1;  (ii) -x+2, -y+1, -z+1;  (iii) x-1, y, z;  (iv) -x+1, -y, -z+1;  (v) -x+1, -y, -z;  (vi) x+1, y, z. 

Document origin: publCIF [Westrip, S. P. publCIF: Software for Editing, Validating and Formatting Crystallographic 

Information Files. J. Apply. Cryst. 2010, 43, 920-925]. 
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2 Crystallography for complex [4-NO2] 

 

View of the structure with one disorder component of the NO2 group omitted and displacement ellipsoids 

drawn at 30% probability level. Both MeCN molecules are modelled as 0.5-occupied. 

 

Refinement 

Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Computing details 

Data collection: APEX3 Ver. 2016.9-0 (Bruker-AXS, 2016); cell refinement: SAINT V8.37A (Bruker-AXS, 2016); 

data reduction: APEX3 Ver. 2016.9-0 (Bruker-AXS, 2016); program(s) used to solve structure: XT (Sheldrick, 

2015); program(s) used to refine structure: XL (Sheldrick, 2008); molecular graphics: Olex2 (Dolomanov et 

al., 2009); software used to prepare material for publication: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009). 
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Crystal data 

C19H17CuN5O4·0.5(C2H3N) ρcalcd = 1.404 g cm
–3

 

Mr = 463.44 Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å 

Orthorhombic, Pbcn Cell parameters from 8296 reflections 

a = 14.817(8) Å θ = 2.2–31.9° 

b = 19.01(1) Å μ = 1.03 mm
–1

 

c = 15.569(9) Å T = 298 K 

V = 4386(4)  Å
3
 Block, green 

Z = 8 0.39 × 0.33 × 0.16 mm 

F(000) = 1904  

 

 

Data collection 

Bruker D8 VENTURE  
diffractometer 

5403 independent reflections 

Radiation source: microfocus sealed tube, INCOATEC 
Iμs 3.0 

4657 reflections with I > 2σ(I) 

Multilayer mirror optics monochromator Rint = 0.037 

Detector resolution: 7.4074 pixels mm
–1

 θmax = 28.3°, θmin = 2.2° 

φ and ω scans h = -19→19 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  
SADABS2016/2 (Bruker,2016/2) was used for 
absorption correction. wR2(int) was 0.0898 before 
and 0.0529 after correction. The Ratio of minimum 
to maximum transmission is 0.8335. The λ/2 
correction factor is Not present. 

k = -25→25 

Tmin = 0.623, Tmax = 0.747 l = -20→20 

71877 measured reflections  

 

 

Refinement 

Refinement on F
2
 Primary atom site location: dual 

Least-squares matrix: full Hydrogen site location: inferred from neighbouring 
sites 

R[F
2
 > 2σ(F

2
)] = 0.044 H-atom parameters constrained 

wR(F
2
) = 0.141  w = 1/[σ

2
(Fo

2
) + (0.079P)

2
 + 2.190P]   

where P = (Fo
2
 + 2Fc

2
)/3 

S = 1.05 (Δ/σ)max = 0.004 

5403 reflections Δmax = 0.56 e Å
–3

 

301 parameters Δmin = -0.48 e Å
–3

 

1 restraint  
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Special details 

Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated 

using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the 

estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell 

parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate 

(isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 

 

Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å
2
) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq Occ. (<1) 

Cu01 0.26261 (2) 0.37064 (2) 0.53241 (2) 0.03993 (12)  

O1 0.25122 (14) 0.47893 (9) 0.48287 (11) 0.0609 (5)  

O2 0.23277 (13) 0.59071 (9) 0.52628 (11) 0.0574 (5)  

N1 0.27069 (14) 0.28446 (9) 0.64337 (13) 0.0476 (4)  

N2 0.25809 (10) 0.42997 (8) 0.64080 (10) 0.0348 (3)  

N3 0.12982 (14) 0.34556 (11) 0.55205 (13) 0.0540 (5)  

N4 0.39746 (15) 0.35236 (11) 0.54591 (13) 0.0531 (5)  

C2 0.2794 (2) 0.32233 (12) 0.72471 (15) 0.0597 (6)  

H2A 0.340117 0.315473 0.746507 0.072*  

H2B 0.237968 0.301823 0.765919 0.072*  

C3 0.1869 (2) 0.24452 (12) 0.63354 (17) 0.0599 (6)  

H3A 0.171132 0.223027 0.688005 0.072*  

H3B 0.196004 0.207211 0.591931 0.072*  

C4 0.35166 (19) 0.24511 (12) 0.62077 (17) 0.0582 (6)  

H4A 0.337606 0.211308 0.576068 0.070*  

H4B 0.373288 0.219509 0.670578 0.070*  

C21 0.26091 (13) 0.40110 (11) 0.71908 (13) 0.0406 (4)  

C22 0.25084 (17) 0.44222 (14) 0.79240 (14) 0.0523 (5)  

H22 0.251938 0.421905 0.846725 0.063*  
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C23 0.2391 (2) 0.51438 (15) 0.78268 (16) 0.0655 (7)  

H23 0.232634 0.542717 0.830975 0.079*  

C24 0.23702 (18) 0.54430 (13) 0.70165 (16) 0.0561 (6)  

H24 0.229690 0.592549 0.694738 0.067*  

C25 0.24615 (12) 0.50034 (11) 0.63096 (12) 0.0366 (4)  

C26 0.24261 (13) 0.52638 (11) 0.53886 (13) 0.0399 (4)  

C31 0.11040 (18) 0.29136 (13) 0.60409 (16) 0.0570 (6)  

C32 0.0213 (2) 0.27625 (18) 0.6260 (2) 0.0820 (9)  

H32 0.007655 0.238757 0.662154 0.098*  

C33 -0.0459 (2) 0.3179 (3) 0.5932 (3) 0.1032 (14)  

H33 -0.105701 0.308777 0.607350 0.124*  

C34 -0.0257 (3) 0.3726 (2) 0.5399 (3) 0.1023 (16)  

H34 -0.071343 0.400777 0.517601 0.123*  

C35 0.0625 (2) 0.38544 (18) 0.5198 (2) 0.0762 (9)  

H35 0.076453 0.422462 0.483116 0.091*  

C41 0.42448 (17) 0.29517 (12) 0.58939 (16) 0.0555 (5)  

C42 0.5144 (2) 0.28077 (18) 0.6024 (2) 0.0751 (8)  

H42 0.532128 0.241365 0.633511 0.090*  

C43 0.5776 (2) 0.3258 (2) 0.5684 (2) 0.0918 (12)  

H43 0.638786 0.316677 0.575532 0.110*  

C44 0.5501 (3) 0.3843 (2) 0.5241 (3) 0.0955 (13)  

H44 0.592461 0.415372 0.501675 0.115*  

C45 0.4593 (2) 0.39668 (18) 0.5130 (2) 0.0740 (8)  

H45 0.440521 0.436063 0.482416 0.089*  

O2N 0.1967 (5) 0.3253 (4) 0.3690 (3) 0.137 (3) 0.5 

O3N 0.2589 (4) 0.2550 (3) 0.4197 (4) 0.1055 (19) 0.5 

N1N 0.2627 (2) 0.31953 (16) 0.42141 (18) 0.0823 (8)  
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N1S 0.500000 0.4289 (7) 0.750000 0.123 (4) 0.5 

C2S 0.500000 0.4862 (7) 0.750000 0.081 (2) 0.5 

C3S 0.500000 0.5624 (7) 0.750000 0.109 (4) 0.5 

N4S 0.000000 0.6189 (6) 0.750000 0.156 (6) 0.5 

C5S 0.000000 0.5596 (6) 0.750000 0.081 (2) 0.5 

C6S 0.000000 0.4828 (7) 0.750000 0.169 (8) 0.5 

O1N 0.3269 (4) 0.3343 (3) 0.3641 (2) 0.185 (2)  

 

Atomic displacement parameters (Å
2
) 

 U
11

 U
22

 U
33

 U
12

 U
13

 U
23

 

Cu01 0.05371 (19) 0.03560 (17) 0.03048 (16) 0.00093 (9) -0.00097 (9) -0.00111 (8) 

O1 0.1086 (15) 0.0429 (9) 0.0311 (7) 0.0053 (8) 0.0015 (7) 0.0044 (6) 

O2 0.0758 (12) 0.0378 (8) 0.0587 (10) 0.0065 (7) 0.0014 (8) 0.0117 (7) 

N1 0.0666 (12) 0.0331 (8) 0.0429 (9) -0.0010 (7) -0.0041 (8) 0.0010 (7) 

N2 0.0423 (8) 0.0333 (7) 0.0287 (7) -0.0006 (6) -0.0007 (5) -0.0013 (6) 

N3 0.0548 (11) 0.0507 (10) 0.0564 (11) -0.0001 (9) -0.0101 (9) -0.0102 (9) 

N4 0.0520 (11) 0.0472 (10) 0.0600 (11) -0.0015 (8) 0.0064 (9) -0.0073 (9) 

C2 0.102 (2) 0.0417 (11) 0.0358 (10) 0.0061 (12) -0.0078 (11) 0.0066 (8) 

C3 0.0740 (16) 0.0433 (11) 0.0625 (14) -0.0128 (11) 0.0062 (12) 0.0055 (10) 

C4 0.0702 (15) 0.0391 (10) 0.0653 (14) 0.0085 (10) -0.0136 (12) 0.0004 (10) 

C21 0.0525 (11) 0.0385 (10) 0.0308 (9) -0.0018 (8) -0.0029 (7) 0.0008 (8) 

C22 0.0735 (14) 0.0538 (13) 0.0295 (10) 0.0003 (10) -0.0026 (9) -0.0016 (9) 

C23 0.108 (2) 0.0509 (13) 0.0376 (12) 0.0040 (12) 0.0007 (11) -0.0141 (10) 

C24 0.0852 (17) 0.0374 (10) 0.0456 (12) 0.0026 (10) 0.0003 (10) -0.0089 (9) 

C25 0.0411 (9) 0.0336 (9) 0.0350 (9) -0.0006 (7) -0.0005 (7) -0.0008 (7) 

C26 0.0443 (10) 0.0372 (10) 0.0383 (10) 0.0008 (7) 0.0012 (7) 0.0055 (7) 

C31 0.0598 (13) 0.0554 (13) 0.0559 (13) -0.0102 (10) 0.0077 (10) -0.0146 (10) 
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C32 0.0699 (19) 0.091 (2) 0.085 (2) -0.0210 (16) 0.0244 (16) -0.0257 (17) 

C33 0.0540 (17) 0.127 (3) 0.129 (3) -0.007 (2) 0.0120 (19) -0.058 (3) 

C34 0.062 (2) 0.105 (3) 0.140 (4) 0.0169 (19) -0.031 (2) -0.049 (3) 

C35 0.0633 (17) 0.0718 (18) 0.094 (2) 0.0072 (14) -0.0292 (15) -0.0152 (15) 

C41 0.0590 (13) 0.0506 (12) 0.0569 (13) 0.0063 (10) -0.0100 (10) -0.0159 (10) 

C42 0.0644 (17) 0.086 (2) 0.0748 (18) 0.0154 (15) -0.0203 (14) -0.0268 (15) 

C43 0.0525 (15) 0.120 (3) 0.103 (3) 0.0037 (18) -0.0067 (16) -0.053 (2) 

C44 0.0646 (19) 0.105 (3) 0.117 (3) -0.027 (2) 0.0273 (19) -0.035 (2) 

C45 0.0679 (17) 0.0654 (16) 0.089 (2) -0.0100 (14) 0.0233 (16) -0.0078 (16) 

O2N 0.161 (6) 0.191 (7) 0.059 (3) -0.078 (6) -0.003 (3) -0.033 (4) 

O3N 0.155 (5) 0.079 (3) 0.082 (4) -0.007 (3) 0.001 (3) -0.047 (3) 

N1N 0.113 (2) 0.0772 (19) 0.0565 (15) 0.0109 (14) -0.0051 (14) -0.0269 (14) 

N1S 0.129 (9) 0.137 (9) 0.103 (7) 0.000 0.021 (6) 0.000 

C2S 0.061 (5) 0.103 (7) 0.079 (6) 0.000 0.013 (4) 0.000 

C3S 0.104 (8) 0.123 (9) 0.099 (8) 0.000 0.032 (6) 0.000 

N4S 0.104 (8) 0.095 (7) 0.269 (18) 0.000 0.075 (10) 0.000 

C5S 0.053 (4) 0.100 (7) 0.089 (6) 0.000 0.010 (4) 0.000 

C6S 0.089 (8) 0.079 (7) 0.34 (2) 0.000 0.033 (12) 0.000 

O1N 0.212 (5) 0.260 (5) 0.084 (2) 0.090 (4) 0.010 (3) -0.023 (3) 

 

 

Geometric parameters (Å, º) for (gc_3_1_cu_carbno2) 

Cu01—O1 2.205 (2) C23—H23 0.9300 

Cu01—N1 2.384 (2) C23—C24 1.384 (4) 

Cu01—N2 2.0309 (18) C24—H24 0.9300 

Cu01—N3 2.047 (2) C24—C25 1.389 (3) 

Cu01—N4 2.039 (2) C25—C26 1.518 (3) 
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Cu01—N1N 1.983 (3) C31—C32 1.394 (4) 

O1—C26 1.261 (3) C32—H32 0.9300 

O2—C26 1.247 (3) C32—C33 1.370 (6) 

N1—C2 1.462 (3) C33—H33 0.9300 

N1—C3 1.463 (3) C33—C34 1.363 (6) 

N1—C4 1.457 (3) C34—H34 0.9300 

N2—C21 1.337 (3) C34—C35 1.366 (6) 

N2—C25 1.358 (3) C35—H35 0.9300 

N3—C31 1.342 (3) C41—C42 1.375 (4) 

N3—C35 1.350 (4) C42—H42 0.9300 

N4—C41 1.342 (3) C42—C43 1.375 (5) 

N4—C45 1.347 (4) C43—H43 0.9300 

C2—H2A 0.9700 C43—C44 1.371 (6) 

C2—H2B 0.9700 C44—H44 0.9300 

C2—C21 1.525 (3) C44—C45 1.376 (5) 

C3—H3A 0.9700 C45—H45 0.9300 

C3—H3B 0.9700 O2N—N1N 1.278 (6) 

C3—C31 1.513 (4) O3N—N1N 1.228 (6) 

C4—H4A 0.9700 N1N—O1N 1.335 (6) 

C4—H4B 0.9700 N1S—C2S 1.091 (14) 

C4—C41 1.520 (4) C2S—C3S 1.448 (17) 

C21—C22 1.392 (3) N4S—C5S 1.127 (13) 

C22—H22 0.9300 C5S—C6S 1.460 (16) 

C22—C23 1.391 (4)   

    

O1—Cu01—N1 154.03 (7) C21—C22—H22 120.7 

N2—Cu01—O1 76.67 (7) C23—C22—C21 118.6 (2) 
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N2—Cu01—N1 77.37 (8) C23—C22—H22 120.7 

N2—Cu01—N3 88.49 (7) C22—C23—H23 119.8 

N2—Cu01—N4 92.37 (7) C24—C23—C22 120.5 (2) 

N3—Cu01—O1 101.32 (8) C24—C23—H23 119.8 

N3—Cu01—N1 77.29 (8) C23—C24—H24 120.9 

N4—Cu01—O1 105.68 (8) C23—C24—C25 118.2 (2) 

N4—Cu01—N1 76.05 (8) C25—C24—H24 120.9 

N4—Cu01—N3 152.45 (10) N2—C25—C24 121.09 (19) 

N1N—Cu01—O1 98.79 (11) N2—C25—C26 115.62 (17) 

N1N—Cu01—N1 107.14 (11) C24—C25—C26 123.3 (2) 

N1N—Cu01—N2 175.21 (10) O1—C26—C25 114.59 (18) 

N1N—Cu01—N3 90.94 (11) O2—C26—O1 127.2 (2) 

N1N—Cu01—N4 90.34 (11) O2—C26—C25 118.18 (19) 

C26—O1—Cu01 115.72 (14) N3—C31—C3 118.3 (2) 

C2—N1—Cu01 107.07 (13) N3—C31—C32 120.6 (3) 

C3—N1—Cu01 103.79 (15) C32—C31—C3 121.0 (3) 

C3—N1—C2 114.9 (2) C31—C32—H32 120.8 

C4—N1—Cu01 102.67 (14) C33—C32—C31 118.5 (3) 

C4—N1—C2 112.9 (2) C33—C32—H32 120.8 

C4—N1—C3 114.0 (2) C32—C33—H33 119.7 

C21—N2—Cu01 121.89 (14) C34—C33—C32 120.6 (3) 

C21—N2—C25 120.74 (17) C34—C33—H33 119.7 

C25—N2—Cu01 117.24 (13) C33—C34—H34 120.5 

C31—N3—Cu01 118.36 (17) C35—C34—C33 119.0 (4) 

C31—N3—C35 119.8 (3) C35—C34—H34 120.5 

C35—N3—Cu01 121.6 (2) N3—C35—C34 121.4 (4) 

C41—N4—Cu01 118.85 (17) N3—C35—H35 119.3 
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C41—N4—C45 119.7 (3) C34—C35—H35 119.3 

C45—N4—Cu01 121.4 (2) N4—C41—C4 117.2 (2) 

N1—C2—H2A 108.6 N4—C41—C42 121.6 (3) 

N1—C2—H2B 108.6 C42—C41—C4 121.1 (3) 

N1—C2—C21 114.70 (17) C41—C42—H42 120.7 

H2A—C2—H2B 107.6 C41—C42—C43 118.6 (3) 

C21—C2—H2A 108.6 C43—C42—H42 120.7 

C21—C2—H2B 108.6 C42—C43—H43 120.1 

N1—C3—H3A 109.4 C44—C43—C42 119.8 (3) 

N1—C3—H3B 109.4 C44—C43—H43 120.1 

N1—C3—C31 111.22 (19) C43—C44—H44 120.2 

H3A—C3—H3B 108.0 C43—C44—C45 119.5 (4) 

C31—C3—H3A 109.4 C45—C44—H44 120.3 

C31—C3—H3B 109.4 N4—C45—C44 120.7 (4) 

N1—C4—H4A 109.7 N4—C45—H45 119.7 

N1—C4—H4B 109.7 C44—C45—H45 119.7 

N1—C4—C41 109.92 (18) O2N—N1N—Cu01 120.9 (4) 

H4A—C4—H4B 108.2 O2N—N1N—O1N 95.8 (4) 

C41—C4—H4A 109.7 O3N—N1N—Cu01 120.5 (3) 

C41—C4—H4B 109.7 O1N—N1N—Cu01 118.7 (3) 

N2—C21—C2 117.45 (18) N1S—C2S—C3S 180.0 

N2—C21—C22 120.9 (2) N4S—C5S—C6S 180.0 

C22—C21—C2 121.60 (19)   

 

Document origin: publCIF [Westrip, S. P. publCIF: Software for Editing, Validating and Formatting 

Crystallographic Information Files. J. Apply. Cryst. 2010, 43, 920-925]. 
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3 Crystallography for complex [CoIII(o-catecholate)(5,5′-dimethyl-2,2′-

bipyridine)2]+ 

Refinement 

Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in the tables below. 

Computing details 

Data collection: CrystalClear-SM Expert 2.1 b31 (Rigaku, 2014); cell refinement: CrysAlis PRO 

1.171.38.41 (Rigaku OD, 2015); data reduction: CrysAlis PRO 1.171.38.41 (Rigaku OD, 2015); 

program used to solve the structure: SuperFlip (Palatinus & Chapuis, 2007); program(s) used to 

refine structure: SHELXL (Sheldrick, 2015); molecular graphics: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009); 

software used to prepare material for publication: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009). 

References 

Dolomanov, O. V., Bourhis, L. J., Gildea, R. J., Howard, J. A. K. & Puschmann, H. (2009). J. Appl. 

Cryst. 42, 339–341. 

Sheldrick, G. M. (2015). Acta Cryst. C71, 3–8. 

Palatinus, L., Chapuis, G. (2007). J. Appl. Cryst. 40, 786-790. 

 

Crystal data 

 C30H28CoN4O2·1(NO3) Dx = 1.057 Mg m-3 

Mr = 597.50 Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71075 Å 

Trigonal, P¯3c1 Cell parameters from 5011 reflections 

a = 21.2619 (15) Å θ = 2.2–25.1° 

c = 14.3882 (10) Å μ = 0.49 mm-1 

V = 5633.0 (7)  Å3 T = 100 K 

Z = 6 Plate, brown 

F(000) = 1860 0.06 × 0.06 × 0.01 mm 

 

Data collection 

 Rigaku AFC12 (Right)  
diffractometer 

3339 independent reflections 

Radiation source: rotating anode, FR-E+ 
SuperBright 

1325 reflections with I > 2σ(I) 

Detector resolution: 28.5714 pixels mm-1 Rint = 0.240 
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ω scans θmax = 25.1°, θmin = 1.9° 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  
CrysAlis PRO 1.171.38.41 (Rigaku Oxford 
Diffraction, 2015) Empirical absorption 
correction using spherical harmonics, 
implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling 
algorithm. 

h = -24→25 

Tmin = 0.357, Tmax = 1.000 k = -25→25 

40590 measured reflections l = -12→17 

 

Refinement 

 Refinement on F2 13 restraints 

Least-squares matrix: full Hydrogen site location: inferred from 
neighbouring sites 

R[F2 > 2σ(F2)] = 0.126 H-atom parameters constrained 

wR(F2) = 0.403  w = 1/[σ2(Fo
2) + (0.2P)2]   

where P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 

S = 1.11 (/)max = 0.002 

3339 reflections max = 0.89 e Å-3 

197 parameters min = -0.41 e Å-3 

 

Special details 

 Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are 
estimated using the full covariance matrix.  The cell esds are taken into account 
individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; 
correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by 
crystal symmetry.  An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for 
estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 

Refinement. Overall data quality not high, probably due to large solvent accessible voids 
(19% of cell) and solvent loss. The electron density in the channels was accounted for 
using SQUEEZE which calculated a void volume of 1149 Å3 containing 214 electrons 
which could correspond to 5 molecules of Et2O. There are two nitrate anion sites 
modelled. One is 1/6 occupied and the second is disordered around a 3-fold axis. There 
is one central orientation with the nitrogen on the 3-fold axis which is 1/6 occupied and 
3 equivalent orientations which have 2 oxygens common with the first orientation and 
third which lies on the 3-fold axis. Distance restraints were applied and partially 
occupied atoms refined with isotropic adps. 
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Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq Occ. (<1) 

Co1 0.48521 (10) 0.48521 (10) 0.2500 0.0611 (8)  

O1 0.3985 (4) 0.4449 (4) 0.1799 (4) 0.0663 (19)  

N1 0.5275 (4) 0.5716 (5) 0.1714 (5) 0.062 (2)  

N2 0.5253 (4) 0.4489 (5) 0.1587 (5) 0.064 (2)  

C2 0.3533 (7) 0.3780 (6) 0.2113 (6) 0.070 (3)  

C3 0.2856 (6) 0.3325 (7) 0.1729 (8) 0.082 (3)  

H3 0.2698 0.3484 0.1207 0.098*  

C4 0.2403 (7) 0.2635 (7) 0.2102 (8) 0.096 (4)  

H4 0.1943 0.2322 0.1828 0.116*  

C11 0.5254 (6) 0.6322 (6) 0.1845 (6) 0.071 (3)  

H11 0.5002 0.6357 0.2370 0.085*  

C12 0.5582 (6) 0.6897 (6) 0.1250 (7) 0.078 (3)  

C13 0.5927 (6) 0.6855 (6) 0.0501 (7) 0.083 (4)  

H13 0.6146 0.7248 0.0075 0.100*  

C14 0.5963 (5) 0.6236 (7) 0.0352 (6) 0.071 (3)  

H14 0.6222 0.6204 -0.0167 0.085*  

C15 0.5620 (5) 0.5659 (6) 0.0964 (6) 0.062 (3)  

C16 0.5594 (5) 0.4963 (6) 0.0873 (6) 0.063 (3)  

C17 0.5875 (5) 0.4728 (7) 0.0141 (6) 0.073 (3)  

H17 0.6118 0.5045 -0.0365 0.088*  

C18 0.5799 (6) 0.4055 (6) 0.0157 (7) 0.075 (3)  

H18 0.5972 0.3898 -0.0350 0.090*  

C19 0.5474 (6) 0.3599 (7) 0.0897 (7) 0.078 (3)  

C20 0.5210 (6) 0.3850 (7) 0.1600 (6) 0.068 (3)  

H20 0.4985 0.3543 0.2120 0.082*  

C21 0.5497 (8) 0.7563 (6) 0.1430 (8) 0.118 (5)  

H21A 0.4998 0.7403 0.1625 0.177*  

H21B 0.5606 0.7851 0.0860 0.177*  

H21C 0.5834 0.7861 0.1922 0.177*  

C22 0.5397 (8) 0.2863 (7) 0.0940 (8) 0.102 (4)  

H22A 0.5719 0.2856 0.1422 0.153*  

H22B 0.5528 0.2746 0.0337 0.153*  

H22C 0.4893 0.2503 0.1089 0.153*  
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O10N 0.862 (2) 0.732 (3) 0.033 (3) 0.15 (2)* 0.1667 

O11N 0.7705 (17) 0.669 (2) 0.122 (2) 0.067 (11)* 0.1666 

O12N 0.866 (2) 0.662 (3) 0.137 (4) 0.14 (2)* 0.1667 

N10N 0.8335 (16) 0.6894 (17) 0.098 (2) 0.11 (2)* 0.1667 

O1N 0.3677 (6) 0.6302 (6) 0.2000 (8) 0.106 (4)* 0.7221 

O2N 0.3333 0.6667 0.0961 (14) 0.156 (9)* 0.8333 

N1N 0.3333 0.6667 0.1992 (17) 0.034 (6)* 0.1666 

N2N 0.3199 (6) 0.6405 (8) 0.1753 (12) 0.034 (6)* 0.2778 

 

Atomic displacement parameters (Å2) 

 U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 

Co1 0.0788 (12) 0.0788 (12) 0.0266 (10) 0.0401 (12) -0.0038 (4) 0.0038 (4) 

O1 0.077 (5) 0.075 (5) 0.037 (4) 0.030 (4) -0.009 (3) 0.004 (3) 

N1 0.081 (6) 0.075 (6) 0.025 (4) 0.035 (5) -0.007 (4) 0.008 (4) 

N2 0.082 (6) 0.080 (6) 0.032 (4) 0.041 (5) -0.010 (4) -0.005 (4) 

C2 0.086 (8) 0.082 (8) 0.043 (6) 0.043 (7) 0.002 (6) 0.001 (5) 

C3 0.081 (9) 0.098 (9) 0.063 (7) 0.044 (8) -0.007 (6) 0.002 (7) 

C4 0.087 (9) 0.094 (9) 0.093 (9) 0.034 (8) -0.030 (7) -0.007 (8) 

C11 0.116 (9) 0.061 (7) 0.035 (5) 0.043 (7) -0.010 (5) 0.000 (5) 

C12 0.124 (10) 0.063 (7) 0.035 (6) 0.038 (7) 0.001 (6) -0.001 (5) 

C13 0.115 (10) 0.068 (8) 0.038 (6) 0.025 (7) -0.018 (6) 0.006 (5) 

C14 0.069 (7) 0.094 (9) 0.030 (5) 0.026 (7) -0.012 (5) -0.005 (6) 

C15 0.074 (7) 0.064 (7) 0.030 (5) 0.023 (6) -0.008 (5) 0.004 (5) 

C16 0.050 (6) 0.091 (8) 0.033 (6) 0.025 (6) -0.007 (5) 0.006 (5) 

C17 0.061 (7) 0.126 (10) 0.025 (5) 0.041 (7) -0.005 (4) 0.012 (6) 

C18 0.122 (10) 0.091 (9) 0.046 (6) 0.078 (8) -0.024 (6) -0.011 (6) 

C19 0.111 (9) 0.109 (9) 0.039 (6) 0.075 (8) -0.016 (6) -0.004 (6) 

C20 0.093 (8) 0.087 (9) 0.032 (5) 0.051 (7) -0.007 (5) 0.001 (5) 

C21 0.200 (15) 0.074 (8) 0.060 (7) 0.054 (9) -0.003 (9) 0.003 (6) 

C22 0.183 (13) 0.128 (11) 0.055 (7) 0.123 (10) 0.000 (8) 0.000 (7) 

 

 

Geometric parameters (Å, º) for complex 2 

Co1—O1 1.889 (6) C17—C18 1.359 (14) 

Co1—O1i 1.889 (6) C18—H18 0.9500 

Co1—N1 1.951 (8) C18—C19 1.371 (14) 
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Co1—N1i 1.951 (8) C19—C20 1.387 (13) 

Co1—N2 1.926 (8) C19—C22 1.491 (15) 

Co1—N2i 1.926 (8) C20—H20 0.9500 

O1—C2 1.335 (11) C21—H21A 0.9800 

N1—C11 1.325 (11) C21—H21B 0.9800 

N1—C15 1.344 (11) C21—H21C 0.9800 

N2—C16 1.366 (11) C22—H22A 0.9800 

N2—C20 1.315 (12) C22—H22B 0.9800 

C2—C2i 1.439 (19) C22—H22C 0.9800 

C2—C3 1.386 (13) O10N—N10N 1.239 (10) 

C3—H3 0.9500 O11N—N10N 1.231 (10) 

C3—C4 1.400 (14) O12N—N10N 1.238 (10) 

C4—C4i 1.43 (2) O1N—N1N 1.306 (7) 

C4—H4 0.9500 O1N—N2Nii 1.198 (9) 

C11—H11 0.9500 O1N—N2Niii 1.823 (17) 

C11—C12 1.365 (13) O1N—N2N 1.197 (9) 

C12—C13 1.332 (14) O2N—N2Niii 1.238 (10) 

C12—C21 1.535 (16) O2N—N2N 1.238 (10) 

C13—H13 0.9500 O2N—N2Nii 1.238 (10) 

C13—C14 1.372 (15) N1N—O1Niii 1.306 (7) 

C14—H14 0.9500 N1N—O1Nii 1.306 (7) 

C14—C15 1.385 (13) N2N—O1Niii 1.198 (9) 

C15—C16 1.458 (14) N2N—O1Nii 1.823 (17) 

C16—C17 1.419 (14) N2N—N2Nii 0.84 (3) 

C17—H17 0.9500 N2N—N2Niii 0.84 (3) 

    

O1—Co1—O1i 88.8 (4) C18—C17—C16 120.6 (10) 

O1i—Co1—N1i 90.2 (3) C18—C17—H17 119.7 

O1—Co1—N1 90.2 (3) C17—C18—H18 119.6 

O1—Co1—N1i 176.6 (3) C17—C18—C19 120.7 (10) 

O1i—Co1—N1 176.6 (3) C19—C18—H18 119.6 

O1—Co1—N2i 92.8 (3) C18—C19—C20 116.9 (10) 

O1—Co1—N2 88.9 (3) C18—C19—C22 121.8 (10) 

O1i—Co1—N2 92.8 (3) C20—C19—C22 121.4 (11) 

O1i—Co1—N2i 88.9 (3) N2—C20—C19 123.6 (10) 

N1—Co1—N1i 91.0 (4) N2—C20—H20 118.2 

N2i—Co1—N1i 83.9 (4) C19—C20—H20 118.2 
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N2—Co1—N1 83.9 (4) C12—C21—H21A 109.5 

N2—Co1—N1i 94.4 (3) C12—C21—H21B 109.5 

N2i—Co1—N1 94.4 (3) C12—C21—H21C 109.5 

N2i—Co1—N2 177.6 (5) H21A—C21—H21B 109.5 

C2—O1—Co1 108.9 (6) H21A—C21—H21C 109.5 

C11—N1—Co1 127.5 (7) H21B—C21—H21C 109.5 

C11—N1—C15 119.1 (9) C19—C22—H22A 109.5 

C15—N1—Co1 113.3 (7) C19—C22—H22B 109.5 

C16—N2—Co1 113.2 (7) C19—C22—H22C 109.5 

C20—N2—Co1 126.0 (7) H22A—C22—H22B 109.5 

C20—N2—C16 120.7 (9) H22A—C22—H22C 109.5 

O1—C2—C2i 116.8 (5) H22B—C22—H22C 109.5 

O1—C2—C3 123.5 (9) O11N—N10N—O10N 120.8 (13) 

C3—C2—C2i 119.7 (7) O11N—N10N—O12N 118.9 (13) 

C2—C3—H3 119.7 O12N—N10N—O10N 120.0 (13) 

C2—C3—C4 120.6 (10) N2N—O1N—N2Niii 21.6 (8) 

C4—C3—H3 119.7 N2Nii—O1N—N2Niii 21.6 (8) 

C3—C4—C4i 119.7 (6) N2N—O1N—N2Nii 40.8 (14) 

C3—C4—H4 120.2 N2Niii—O2N—N2N 39.4 (13) 

C4i—C4—H4 120.2 N2Niii—O2N—N2Nii 39.4 (13) 

N1—C11—H11 118.9 N2N—O2N—N2Nii 39.4 (13) 

N1—C11—C12 122.2 (10) O1Niii—N1N—O1Nii 119.99 (4) 

C12—C11—H11 118.9 O1Niii—N1N—O1N 119.99 (4) 

C11—C12—C21 118.5 (11) O1Nii—N1N—O1N 119.99 (4) 

C13—C12—C11 119.9 (10) O1N—N2N—O1Nii 94.7 (9) 

C13—C12—C21 121.5 (11) O1N—N2N—O1Niii 141.5 (17) 

C12—C13—H13 120.4 O1Niii—N2N—O1Nii 94.7 (9) 

C12—C13—C14 119.2 (10) O1N—N2N—O2N 109.3 (10) 

C14—C13—H13 120.4 O1Niii—N2N—O2N 109.2 (10) 

C13—C14—H14 120.2 O2N—N2N—O1Nii 78.3 (11) 

C13—C14—C15 119.5 (10) N2Nii—N2N—O1Niii 126.5 (11) 

C15—C14—H14 120.2 N2Nii—N2N—O1N 69.7 (12) 

N1—C15—C14 120.0 (10) N2Niii—N2N—O1Nii 31.9 (6) 

N1—C15—C16 114.7 (9) N2Niii—N2N—O1Niii 69.5 (12) 

C14—C15—C16 125.3 (10) N2Niii—N2N—O1N 126.6 (11) 

N2—C16—C15 114.8 (9) N2Nii—N2N—O1Nii 31.8 (6) 

N2—C16—C17 117.4 (10) N2Niii—N2N—O2N 70.3 (7) 
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C17—C16—C15 127.9 (10) N2Nii—N2N—O2N 70.3 (7) 

C16—C17—H17 119.7 N2Niii—N2N—N2Nii 60.000 (10) 

    

Co1—O1—C2—C2i 1.5 (13) C15—N1—C11—C12 -1.1 (15) 

Co1—O1—C2—C3 -177.9 (9) C15—C16—C17—C18 -179.3 (9) 

Co1—N1—C11—C12 179.0 (8) C16—N2—C20—C19 -2.4 (14) 

Co1—N1—C15—C14 -178.4 (7) C16—C17—C18—C19 -2.5 (15) 

Co1—N1—C15—C16 1.6 (10) C17—C18—C19—C20 2.2 (15) 

Co1—N2—C16—C15 2.9 (10) C17—C18—C19—C22 -178.8 (10) 

Co1—N2—C16—C17 -176.9 (6) C18—C19—C20—N2 0.3 (15) 

Co1—N2—C20—C19 176.3 (8) C20—N2—C16—C15 -178.2 (8) 

O1i—Co1—O1—C2 -0.5 (5) C20—N2—C16—C17 2.0 (12) 

O1—C2—C3—C4 -178.9 (10) C21—C12—C13—C14 -177.5 (10) 

N1—Co1—O1—C2 176.2 (6) C22—C19—C20—N2 -178.7 (10) 

N1—C11—C12—C13 1.1 (17) N2Nii—O1N—N2N—O1Niii -124 (2) 

N1—C11—C12—C21 177.1 (10) N2Niii—O1N—N2N—O1Niii -104 (3) 

N1—C15—C16—N2 -3.0 (11) N2Niii—O1N—N2N—O1Nii 0.0 (4) 

N1—C15—C16—C17 176.8 (8) N2Nii—O1N—N2N—O1Nii -20.0 (10) 

N2—Co1—O1—C2 92.3 (6) N2Niii—O1N—N2N—O2N 79.3 (13) 

N2i—Co1—O1—C2 -89.4 (6) N2Nii—O1N—N2N—O2N 59.3 (12) 

N2—C16—C17—C18 0.4 (13) N2Nii—O1N—N2N—N2Niii -20.0 (10) 

C2i—C2—C3—C4 1.7 (19) N2Niii—O1N—N2N—N2Nii 20.0 (10) 

C2—C3—C4—C4i 1 (2) N2Niii—O2N—N2N—O1Nii -32.1 (7) 

C11—N1—C15—C14 1.6 (13) N2Nii—O2N—N2N—O1Niii 123.0 (13) 

C11—N1—C15—C16 -178.4 (8) N2Niii—O2N—N2N—O1N -123.1 (13) 

C11—C12—C13—C14 -1.6 (17) N2Niii—O2N—N2N—O1Niii 58.8 (15) 

C12—C13—C14—C15 2.2 (15) N2Nii—O2N—N2N—O1N -58.9 (15) 

C13—C14—C15—N1 -2.2 (14) N2Nii—O2N—N2N—O1Nii 32.0 (7) 

C13—C14—C15—C16 177.8 (9) N2Nii—O2N—N2N—N2Niii 64.2 (3) 

C14—C15—C16—N2 177.0 (8) N2Niii—O2N—N2N—N2Nii -64.2 (3) 

C14—C15—C16—C17 -3.2 (15)   

 

Symmetry codes:  (i) y, x, -z+1/2;  (ii) -y+1, x-y+1, z;  (iii) -x+y, -x+1, z. 

Document origin: publCIF [Westrip, S. P. (2010). J. Appl. Cryst., 43, 920-925]. 
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4 Crystallography for complex [Co2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]2+ 

Refinement 

Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized below. 

 

Computing details 

Data collection: CrystalClear-SM Expert 3.1 b27 (Rigaku, 2013); cell refinement: CrysAlis 

PRO 1.171.38.43 (Rigaku OD, 2015); data reduction: CrysAlis PRO 1.171.38.43 (Rigaku OD, 

2015); program(s) used to solve structure: ShelXT (Sheldrick, 2015); program(s) used to 

refine structure: SHELXL (Sheldrick, 2015); molecular graphics: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 

2009); software used to prepare material for publication: Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009). 
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Crystal data 

 C48H44Co2N6S4·2(NO3)·1.25(H2O)·0.25(CH3OH) F(000) = 2284 

Mr = 1105.54 Dx = 1.530 Mg m
-3

 

Monoclinic, P21/n Mo K radiation,  = 0.71073 Å 

a = 12.6021 (3) Å Cell parameters from 24504 reflections 

b = 22.7893 (5) Å  = 1.9–27.5° 

c = 17.1872 (6) Å  = 0.93 mm
-1

 

 = 103.500 (3)° T = 100 K 

V = 4799.7 (2)  Å
3
 Cut Block, opaque dark blue 

Z = 4 0.10 × 0.09 × 0.02 mm 

 

Data collection 

 Rigaku FRE+ equipped with VHF Varimax 

confocal mirrors and an AFC10 goniometer and 

HG Saturn 724+ detector  

diffractometer 

11002 independent reflections 
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Radiation source: Rotating Anode, Rigaku 

FRE+ 
8780 reflections with I > 2(I) 

Confocal mirrors, VHF Varimax 

monochromator 

Rint = 0.053 

Detector resolution: 28.5714 pixels mm
-1

 max = 27.5°, min = 2.4° 

 scans h = -1615 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  

CrysAlis PRO 1.171.38.43 (Rigaku Oxford 

Diffraction, 2015) Empirical absorption 

correction using spherical harmonics,  

implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling 

algorithm. 

k = -2829 

Tmin = 0.538, Tmax = 1.000 l = -2220 

59216 measured reflections  

 

Refinement 

 Refinement on F
2
 Primary atom site location: dual 

Least-squares matrix: full Hydrogen site location: mixed 

R[F
2
 > 2(F

2
)] = 0.043 H atoms treated by a mixture of independent 

and constrained refinement 

wR(F
2
) = 0.097  w = 1/[

2
(Fo

2
) + (0.037P)

2
 + 6.005P]   

where P = (Fo
2
 + 2Fc

2
)/3 

S = 1.06 (/)max = 0.001 

11002 reflections max = 0.50 e Å
-3

 

670 parameters min = -0.39 e Å
-3

 

3 restraints  

 

Special details 

 Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)  are estimated 

using the full covariance matrix.  The cell esds are taken  into account individually in the 

estimation of esds in distances, angles  and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell 

parameters are only  used when they are defined by crystal symmetry.  An approximate (isotropic)  

treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 

Refinement. A region containing solvent was modelled as 0.75 H2O with hydrogens located in 

difference Fourier map, 0.25 MeOH and 0.25 H2O and a further separate 0.25 H2O all of which 

were modelled without H-atoms. The H were included in the unit cell contents and all values 

dervied from them. One of the NO3- anions was modelled with the oxygen atoms over 2 partially 

occupied sites with the occupancy refining to 0.9/0.1. 

 

Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement 

parameters (Å2) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq Occ. (<1) 

Co1 0.54995 (3) 0.70078 (2) 0.50482 (2) 0.01185 (8)  

Co2 0.37780 (3) 0.76246 (2) 0.60399 (2) 0.01115 (8)  

S1 0.41693 (5) 0.76699 (2) 0.48192 (4) 0.01213 (12)  
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S2 0.67458 (5) 0.77413 (2) 0.53444 (4) 0.01385 (13)  

S3 0.51514 (5) 0.69616 (2) 0.62584 (4) 0.01206 (12)  

S4 0.43999 (5) 0.62172 (3) 0.46839 (4) 0.01580 (13)  

N1 0.67428 (16) 0.64808 (8) 0.52709 (13) 0.0141 (4)  

N2 0.57015 (16) 0.69755 (8) 0.39575 (13) 0.0154 (4)  

N3 0.26599 (16) 0.70239 (8) 0.56724 (12) 0.0125 (4)  

N4 0.34346 (16) 0.74519 (8) 0.70875 (13) 0.0132 (4)  

N5 0.48038 (16) 0.82532 (8) 0.64835 (12) 0.0121 (4)  

N6 0.27371 (16) 0.82901 (8) 0.57922 (13) 0.0138 (4)  

C1 0.7278 (2) 0.62953 (10) 0.59915 (16) 0.0175 (5)  

H1 0.705975 0.643295 0.643916 0.021*  

C2 0.8147 (2) 0.59054 (11) 0.61024 (17) 0.0199 (6)  

C3 0.8445 (2) 0.57065 (11) 0.54205 (17) 0.0209 (6)  

H3 0.899972 0.543064 0.546652 0.025*  

C4 0.7925 (2) 0.59136 (10) 0.46759 (17) 0.0178 (5)  

H4 0.814743 0.579197 0.422219 0.021*  

C5 0.7065 (2) 0.63069 (10) 0.46111 (16) 0.0151 (5)  

C6 0.64727 (19) 0.65830 (10) 0.38622 (16) 0.0151 (5)  

C7 0.6659 (2) 0.64753 (11) 0.31154 (17) 0.0190 (5)  

H7 0.718005 0.620111 0.305352 0.023*  

C8 0.6066 (2) 0.67784 (11) 0.24596 (17) 0.0206 (6)  

H8 0.618845 0.670726 0.195490 0.025*  

C9 0.5287 (2) 0.71896 (11) 0.25514 (16) 0.0182 (5)  

C10 0.5134 (2) 0.72674 (10) 0.33182 (16) 0.0165 (5)  

H10 0.461008 0.753587 0.339224 0.020*  

C11 0.5981 (2) 0.83620 (10) 0.49671 (15) 0.0147 (5)  

C12 0.6492 (2) 0.88993 (11) 0.49032 (17) 0.0198 (6)  

H12 0.724804 0.892852 0.505596 0.024*  

C13 0.5872 (2) 0.93861 (11) 0.46131 (17) 0.0239 (6)  

H13 0.621806 0.974257 0.457975 0.029*  

C14 0.4745 (2) 0.93533 (11) 0.43706 (17) 0.0219 (6)  

H14 0.433882 0.968416 0.417207 0.026*  

C15 0.4228 (2) 0.88253 (10) 0.44262 (16) 0.0170 (5)  

H15 0.347312 0.879674 0.425812 0.020*  

C16 0.4846 (2) 0.83374 (10) 0.47351 (15) 0.0141 (5)  

C17 0.4308 (2) 0.59203 (10) 0.56019 (16) 0.0172 (5)  

C18 0.3898 (2) 0.53558 (11) 0.56629 (18) 0.0255 (6)  

H18 0.369445 0.512155 0.520950 0.031*  

C19 0.3796 (3) 0.51461 (12) 0.63966 (19) 0.0313 (7)  

H19 0.351272 0.477211 0.642642 0.038*  

C20 0.4103 (2) 0.54764 (12) 0.70874 (18) 0.0254 (6)  

H20 0.402000 0.532799 0.757371 0.030*  
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C21 0.4536 (2) 0.60310 (11) 0.70463 (17) 0.0185 (5)  

H21 0.476832 0.625435 0.750757 0.022*  

C22 0.46196 (19) 0.62514 (10) 0.63040 (16) 0.0151 (5)  

C23 0.58775 (19) 0.82023 (10) 0.68042 (15) 0.0138 (5)  

H23 0.617659 0.782800 0.688807 0.017*  

C24 0.6565 (2) 0.86836 (10) 0.70174 (15) 0.0149 (5)  

C25 0.6096 (2) 0.92350 (11) 0.69214 (16) 0.0174 (5)  

H25 0.653222 0.956740 0.704031 0.021*  

C26 0.4975 (2) 0.92923 (10) 0.66477 (16) 0.0157 (5)  

H26 0.464910 0.966047 0.661645 0.019*  

C27 0.43487 (19) 0.87975 (10) 0.64225 (15) 0.0139 (5)  

C28 0.3173 (2) 0.88103 (10) 0.60833 (15) 0.0147 (5)  

C29 0.2533 (2) 0.93085 (11) 0.60350 (17) 0.0199 (6)  

H29 0.282924 0.965850 0.626709 0.024*  

C30 0.1446 (2) 0.92771 (12) 0.56356 (19) 0.0274 (7)  

H30 0.100549 0.960791 0.559966 0.033*  

C31 0.1013 (2) 0.87555 (12) 0.52896 (19) 0.0255 (6)  

C32 0.1690 (2) 0.82697 (11) 0.53962 (17) 0.0206 (6)  

H32 0.140404 0.791273 0.518266 0.025*  

C33 0.38776 (19) 0.77026 (10) 0.77916 (15) 0.0145 (5)  

H33 0.436908 0.800879 0.780352 0.017*  

C34 0.3639 (2) 0.75276 (11) 0.85075 (16) 0.0168 (5)  

C35 0.2887 (2) 0.70755 (11) 0.84741 (16) 0.0182 (5)  

H35 0.269152 0.695296 0.893741 0.022*  

C36 0.2433 (2) 0.68089 (11) 0.77507 (16) 0.0172 (5)  

H36 0.194057 0.650170 0.772605 0.021*  

C37 0.27176 (19) 0.70036 (10) 0.70607 (15) 0.0135 (5)  

C38 0.23024 (19) 0.67529 (10) 0.62701 (15) 0.0135 (5)  

C39 0.1608 (2) 0.62748 (10) 0.61195 (16) 0.0169 (5)  

H39 0.137227 0.609361 0.653389 0.020*  

C40 0.1270 (2) 0.60705 (10) 0.53431 (16) 0.0181 (5)  

H40 0.081923 0.574281 0.523625 0.022*  

C41 0.1598 (2) 0.63514 (10) 0.47245 (16) 0.0164 (5)  

C42 0.22858 (19) 0.68338 (10) 0.49189 (15) 0.0144 (5)  

H42 0.249636 0.703366 0.450773 0.017*  

C43 0.8719 (3) 0.57173 (14) 0.69321 (19) 0.0339 (7)  

H43A 0.948297 0.580435 0.702127 0.051*  

H43B 0.862211 0.530295 0.698904 0.051*  

H43C 0.841619 0.592439 0.731632 0.051*  

C44 0.4642 (2) 0.75424 (13) 0.18627 (17) 0.0247 (6)  

H44A 0.435897 0.728670 0.141884 0.037*  

H44B 0.510683 0.783154 0.170736 0.037*  
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H44C 0.404823 0.773434 0.202184 0.037*  

C45 0.7764 (2) 0.85857 (11) 0.73320 (18) 0.0225 (6)  

H45A 0.807587 0.891674 0.764953 0.034*  

H45B 0.810648 0.853973 0.689215 0.034*  

H45C 0.787678 0.823790 0.765594 0.034*  

C46 -0.0149 (2) 0.87065 (13) 0.4802 (2) 0.0421 (9)  

H46A -0.014920 0.855976 0.427847 0.063*  

H46B -0.048752 0.908628 0.475571 0.063*  

H46C -0.054846 0.844216 0.506254 0.063*  

C47 0.4207 (2) 0.78189 (12) 0.92722 (16) 0.0212 (6)  

H47A 0.421650 0.823570 0.919294 0.032*  

H47B 0.494271 0.767607 0.943237 0.032*  

H47C 0.382706 0.773179 0.968165 0.032*  

C48 0.1282 (2) 0.61436 (12) 0.38797 (17) 0.0231 (6)  

H48A 0.059866 0.593877 0.379190 0.035*  

H48B 0.183412 0.588405 0.377795 0.035*  

H48C 0.120978 0.647430 0.352515 0.035*  

O5 0.7153 (16) 0.6497 (9) 0.7930 (12) 0.028 (6)* 0.101 (5) 

O6 0.7516 (2) 0.69832 (13) 0.78350 (15) 0.0418 (8) 0.899 (5) 

O7 0.712 (3) 0.7421 (16) 0.807 (2) 0.075 (11)* 0.101 (5) 

O8 0.6385 (2) 0.74196 (12) 0.83989 (16) 0.0402 (8) 0.899 (5) 

O9 0.611 (2) 0.7023 (12) 0.8585 (16) 0.047 (7)* 0.101 (5) 

O10 0.6569 (2) 0.64822 (11) 0.85058 (17) 0.0471 (9) 0.899 (5) 

O1W 0.6996 (3) 0.53314 (16) 0.8143 (3) 0.0542 (10) 0.75 

H1WA 0.662 (3) 0.523 (2) 0.7691 (17) 0.036 (15)* 0.75 

H1WB 0.683 (5) 0.5676 (13) 0.822 (4) 0.08 (2)* 0.75 

N7 0.68209 (19) 0.69516 (11) 0.82444 (15) 0.0258 (5)  

O1 0.35197 (17) 0.93560 (8) 0.78680 (13) 0.0306 (5)  

O2 0.36252 (16) 1.02680 (8) 0.75128 (12) 0.0264 (4)  

O3 0.43001 (15) 0.99950 (8) 0.87446 (12) 0.0244 (4)  

N8 0.38117 (17) 0.98773 (10) 0.80437 (14) 0.0207 (5)  

O1M 0.1509 (8) 0.9946 (5) 0.3668 (6) 0.051 (3)* 0.25 

C1M 0.0885 (11) 1.0326 (6) 0.4003 (9) 0.040 (3)* 0.25 

O3W 0.5864 (15) 0.5406 (8) 0.8878 (11) 0.119 (6)* 0.25 

O2W 0.6435 (9) 0.4947 (4) 0.6541 (6) 0.052 (3) 0.25 

 

Atomic displacement parameters (Å2) 

 U
11

 U
22

 U
33

 U
12

 U
13

 U
23

 

Co1 0.01222 (16) 0.00785 (15) 0.01577 (19) 0.00024 (11) 0.00386 (13) 0.00025 (12) 

Co2 0.01133 (16) 0.00735 (14) 0.01484 (18) -0.00088 

(11) 

0.00320 (13) 0.00023 (12) 
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S1 0.0124 (3) 0.0084 (3) 0.0158 (3) -0.0004 (2) 0.0038 (2) 0.0012 (2) 

S2 0.0126 (3) 0.0105 (3) 0.0186 (3) -0.0008 (2) 0.0039 (2) 0.0000 (2) 

S3 0.0128 (3) 0.0074 (3) 0.0159 (3) -0.0003 (2) 0.0033 (2) 0.0005 (2) 

S4 0.0180 (3) 0.0109 (3) 0.0185 (3) -0.0027 (2) 0.0042 (3) -0.0016 (2) 

N1 0.0144 (10) 0.0085 (9) 0.0198 (12) -0.0007 (7) 0.0050 (9) -0.0003 (8) 

N2 0.0150 (11) 0.0114 (10) 0.0196 (12) -0.0032 (8) 0.0037 (9) -0.0007 (8) 

N3 0.0114 (10) 0.0106 (9) 0.0153 (11) 0.0009 (7) 0.0026 (8) 0.0017 (8) 

N4 0.0126 (10) 0.0098 (9) 0.0175 (12) 0.0009 (7) 0.0043 (8) 0.0007 (8) 

N5 0.0138 (10) 0.0083 (9) 0.0144 (11) -0.0009 (7) 0.0040 (8) -0.0006 (8) 

N6 0.0137 (10) 0.0116 (9) 0.0162 (12) -0.0003 (8) 0.0037 (8) 0.0014 (8) 

C1 0.0183 (13) 0.0141 (11) 0.0209 (15) 0.0016 (9) 0.0063 (11) 0.0032 (10) 

C2 0.0180 (13) 0.0165 (12) 0.0251 (15) 0.0022 (10) 0.0047 (11) 0.0056 (11) 

C3 0.0172 (13) 0.0129 (12) 0.0344 (17) 0.0029 (9) 0.0096 (12) 0.0018 (11) 

C4 0.0182 (13) 0.0117 (11) 0.0249 (15) 0.0003 (9) 0.0080 (11) -0.0030 (10) 

C5 0.0168 (12) 0.0080 (10) 0.0210 (14) -0.0039 (9) 0.0054 (10) -0.0024 (9) 

C6 0.0140 (12) 0.0107 (11) 0.0214 (14) -0.0029 (9) 0.0057 (10) -0.0010 (10) 

C7 0.0188 (13) 0.0139 (12) 0.0257 (16) -0.0015 (9) 0.0083 (11) -0.0037 (10) 

C8 0.0223 (14) 0.0218 (13) 0.0192 (15) -0.0048 (10) 0.0081 (11) -0.0027 (11) 

C9 0.0157 (13) 0.0188 (12) 0.0202 (15) -0.0062 (10) 0.0041 (11) 0.0007 (10) 

C10 0.0123 (12) 0.0145 (11) 0.0228 (15) -0.0023 (9) 0.0044 (10) 0.0034 (10) 

C11 0.0173 (13) 0.0121 (11) 0.0158 (14) -0.0005 (9) 0.0061 (10) 0.0006 (9) 

C12 0.0173 (13) 0.0164 (12) 0.0260 (16) -0.0046 (10) 0.0056 (11) 0.0001 (11) 

C13 0.0287 (15) 0.0121 (12) 0.0307 (17) -0.0066 (10) 0.0066 (13) 0.0029 (11) 

C14 0.0266 (15) 0.0111 (12) 0.0281 (16) 0.0012 (10) 0.0066 (12) 0.0058 (11) 

C15 0.0152 (12) 0.0138 (12) 0.0220 (15) -0.0005 (9) 0.0042 (10) 0.0010 (10) 

C16 0.0166 (12) 0.0105 (11) 0.0172 (14) -0.0030 (9) 0.0078 (10) 0.0004 (9) 

C17 0.0165 (13) 0.0111 (11) 0.0241 (15) -0.0003 (9) 0.0048 (11) 0.0001 (10) 

C18 0.0351 (16) 0.0128 (12) 0.0267 (17) -0.0078 (11) 0.0032 (13) -0.0035 (11) 

C19 0.0420 (18) 0.0129 (13) 0.0356 (19) -0.0099 (12) 0.0023 (14) 0.0052 (12) 

C20 0.0306 (16) 0.0194 (13) 0.0251 (17) -0.0047 (11) 0.0044 (12) 0.0092 (11) 

C21 0.0185 (13) 0.0150 (12) 0.0216 (15) -0.0002 (9) 0.0037 (11) 0.0026 (10) 

C22 0.0138 (12) 0.0066 (10) 0.0247 (15) 0.0007 (8) 0.0039 (10) 0.0026 (9) 

C23 0.0133 (12) 0.0134 (11) 0.0146 (13) 0.0014 (9) 0.0032 (10) -0.0002 (9) 

C24 0.0142 (12) 0.0139 (11) 0.0170 (14) -0.0008 (9) 0.0044 (10) -0.0027 (9) 

C25 0.0191 (13) 0.0128 (11) 0.0206 (14) -0.0039 (9) 0.0053 (11) -0.0039 (10) 

C26 0.0163 (12) 0.0096 (11) 0.0213 (14) 0.0003 (9) 0.0047 (10) 0.0005 (10) 

C27 0.0151 (12) 0.0112 (11) 0.0162 (13) 0.0009 (9) 0.0051 (10) 0.0005 (9) 

C28 0.0153 (12) 0.0113 (11) 0.0179 (14) -0.0019 (9) 0.0049 (10) 0.0014 (9) 

C29 0.0207 (14) 0.0114 (11) 0.0260 (16) 0.0003 (9) 0.0021 (11) 0.0003 (10) 

C30 0.0219 (15) 0.0141 (12) 0.0422 (19) 0.0042 (10) -0.0008 (13) 0.0017 (12) 

C31 0.0172 (14) 0.0188 (13) 0.0353 (18) 0.0022 (10) -0.0044 (12) 0.0003 (12) 

C32 0.0168 (13) 0.0135 (12) 0.0288 (16) -0.0010 (9) -0.0004 (11) -0.0006 (11) 
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C33 0.0124 (12) 0.0137 (11) 0.0170 (14) 0.0013 (9) 0.0024 (10) -0.0007 (9) 

C34 0.0159 (12) 0.0163 (12) 0.0178 (14) 0.0050 (9) 0.0029 (10) 0.0004 (10) 

C35 0.0171 (13) 0.0208 (13) 0.0176 (14) 0.0042 (10) 0.0060 (10) 0.0052 (10) 

C36 0.0141 (12) 0.0159 (12) 0.0218 (15) -0.0009 (9) 0.0044 (10) 0.0041 (10) 

C37 0.0125 (12) 0.0104 (11) 0.0180 (14) 0.0026 (9) 0.0044 (10) 0.0006 (9) 

C38 0.0119 (12) 0.0122 (11) 0.0163 (13) 0.0007 (9) 0.0031 (10) 0.0001 (9) 

C39 0.0169 (13) 0.0139 (12) 0.0212 (15) -0.0015 (9) 0.0073 (11) 0.0025 (10) 

C40 0.0150 (12) 0.0126 (11) 0.0260 (15) -0.0041 (9) 0.0034 (11) -0.0021 (10) 

C41 0.0149 (12) 0.0137 (11) 0.0203 (14) -0.0015 (9) 0.0035 (10) -0.0024 (10) 

C42 0.0138 (12) 0.0124 (11) 0.0173 (14) 0.0001 (9) 0.0041 (10) 0.0009 (9) 

C43 0.0308 (17) 0.0374 (17) 0.0339 (19) 0.0183 (13) 0.0084 (14) 0.0117 (14) 

C44 0.0234 (15) 0.0289 (15) 0.0209 (16) -0.0001 (11) 0.0035 (12) 0.0050 (12) 

C45 0.0172 (13) 0.0169 (12) 0.0325 (17) -0.0028 (10) 0.0039 (12) -0.0054 (11) 

C46 0.0244 (16) 0.0229 (15) 0.066 (3) 0.0031 (12) -0.0152 (16) -0.0028 (15) 

C47 0.0239 (14) 0.0231 (13) 0.0174 (14) 0.0023 (10) 0.0060 (11) -0.0003 (11) 

C48 0.0237 (14) 0.0223 (13) 0.0230 (16) -0.0083 (11) 0.0049 (12) -0.0059 (11) 

O6 0.0293 (14) 0.070 (2) 0.0274 (15) 0.0030 (12) 0.0101 (11) -0.0012 (13) 

O8 0.0452 (17) 0.0358 (15) 0.0332 (16) 0.0181 (12) -0.0035 (12) -0.0092 (12) 

O10 0.0465 (17) 0.0364 (15) 0.0481 (19) -0.0161 (12) -0.0098 (13) 0.0154 (13) 

O1W 0.048 (2) 0.035 (2) 0.084 (3) 0.0054 (17) 0.024 (2) -0.004 (2) 

N7 0.0233 (13) 0.0278 (13) 0.0220 (14) 0.0057 (10) -0.0038 (10) -0.0054 (10) 

O1 0.0408 (12) 0.0223 (10) 0.0328 (13) -0.0170 (9) 0.0172 (10) -0.0099 (9) 

O2 0.0304 (11) 0.0211 (10) 0.0286 (12) 0.0009 (8) 0.0083 (9) -0.0011 (8) 

O3 0.0231 (10) 0.0223 (10) 0.0267 (12) -0.0026 (8) 0.0034 (8) -0.0075 (8) 

N8 0.0173 (11) 0.0199 (11) 0.0273 (14) -0.0032 (9) 0.0099 (10) -0.0059 (10) 

O2W 0.078 (8) 0.032 (5) 0.049 (7) -0.009 (5) 0.020 (6) -0.018 (5) 

 

Geometric parameters (Å, º) for (2016ncs0400) 

Co1—S1 2.2212 (6) C23—H23 0.9300 

Co1—S2 2.2688 (6) C23—C24 1.393 (3) 

Co1—S3 2.2261 (7) C24—C25 1.382 (3) 

Co1—S4 2.2702 (7) C24—C45 1.497 (3) 

Co1—N1 1.940 (2) C25—H25 0.9300 

Co1—N2 1.951 (2) C25—C26 1.388 (4) 

Co2—S1 2.2668 (7) C26—H26 0.9300 

Co2—S3 2.2620 (6) C26—C27 1.379 (3) 

Co2—N3 1.960 (2) C27—C28 1.460 (3) 

Co2—N4 1.987 (2) C28—C29 1.384 (3) 

Co2—N5 1.9608 (19) C29—H29 0.9300 

Co2—N6 1.985 (2) C29—C30 1.383 (4) 

S1—C16 1.766 (2) C30—H30 0.9300 
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S2—C11 1.749 (2) C30—C31 1.383 (4) 

S3—C22 1.760 (2) C31—C32 1.384 (4) 

S4—C17 1.745 (3) C31—C46 1.512 (4) 

N1—C1 1.333 (3) C32—H32 0.9300 

N1—C5 1.350 (3) C33—H33 0.9300 

N2—C6 1.359 (3) C33—C34 1.392 (4) 

N2—C10 1.340 (3) C34—C35 1.391 (4) 

N3—C38 1.362 (3) C34—C47 1.497 (4) 

N3—C42 1.342 (3) C35—H35 0.9300 

N4—C33 1.337 (3) C35—C36 1.382 (4) 

N4—C37 1.358 (3) C36—H36 0.9300 

N5—C23 1.342 (3) C36—C37 1.389 (3) 

N5—C27 1.360 (3) C37—C38 1.454 (3) 

N6—C28 1.352 (3) C38—C39 1.383 (3) 

N6—C32 1.337 (3) C39—H39 0.9300 

C1—H1 0.9300 C39—C40 1.383 (4) 

C1—C2 1.389 (3) C40—H40 0.9300 

C2—C3 1.387 (4) C40—C41 1.384 (4) 

C2—C43 1.502 (4) C41—C42 1.392 (3) 

C3—H3 0.9300 C41—C48 1.490 (4) 

C3—C4 1.378 (4) C42—H42 0.9300 

C4—H4 0.9300 C43—H43A 0.9600 

C4—C5 1.391 (3) C43—H43B 0.9600 

C5—C6 1.470 (4) C43—H43C 0.9600 

C6—C7 1.380 (4) C44—H44A 0.9600 

C7—H7 0.9300 C44—H44B 0.9600 

C7—C8 1.383 (4) C44—H44C 0.9600 

C8—H8 0.9300 C45—H45A 0.9600 

C8—C9 1.393 (4) C45—H45B 0.9600 

C9—C10 1.387 (4) C45—H45C 0.9600 

C9—C44 1.503 (4) C46—H46A 0.9600 

C10—H10 0.9300 C46—H46B 0.9600 

C11—C12 1.400 (3) C46—H46C 0.9600 

C11—C16 1.394 (3) C47—H47A 0.9600 

C12—H12 0.9300 C47—H47B 0.9600 

C12—C13 1.381 (4) C47—H47C 0.9600 

C13—H13 0.9300 C48—H48A 0.9600 

C13—C14 1.387 (4) C48—H48B 0.9600 

C14—H14 0.9300 C48—H48C 0.9600 

C14—C15 1.382 (3) O5—N7 1.28 (2) 

C15—H15 0.9300 O6—N7 1.247 (3) 

C15—C16 1.390 (3) O7—N7 1.19 (4) 
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C17—C18 1.399 (3) O8—N7 1.256 (3) 

C17—C22 1.399 (4) O9—N7 1.19 (3) 

C18—H18 0.9300 O10—N7 1.230 (3) 

C18—C19 1.382 (4) O1W—H1WA 0.839 (19) 

C19—H19 0.9300 O1W—H1WB 0.83 (2) 

C19—C20 1.383 (4) O1—N8 1.259 (3) 

C20—H20 0.9300 O2—N8 1.257 (3) 

C20—C21 1.385 (3) O3—N8 1.247 (3) 

C21—H21 0.9300 O1M—C1M 1.384 (13) 

C21—C22 1.398 (4)   

    

S1—Co1—S2 89.63 (2) C19—C20—C21 119.2 (3) 

S1—Co1—S3 83.83 (2) C21—C20—H20 120.4 

S1—Co1—S4 95.94 (2) C20—C21—H21 120.4 

S2—Co1—S4 173.08 (3) C20—C21—C22 119.3 (3) 

S3—Co1—S2 95.87 (3) C22—C21—H21 120.4 

S3—Co1—S4 88.82 (2) C17—C22—S3 119.36 (19) 

N1—Co1—S1 175.44 (6) C21—C22—S3 118.8 (2) 

N1—Co1—S2 85.81 (6) C21—C22—C17 121.8 (2) 

N1—Co1—S3 96.47 (7) N5—C23—H23 118.5 

N1—Co1—S4 88.62 (6) N5—C23—C24 123.1 (2) 

N1—Co1—N2 83.43 (9) C24—C23—H23 118.5 

N2—Co1—S1 96.76 (6) C23—C24—C45 119.4 (2) 

N2—Co1—S2 90.27 (6) C25—C24—C23 117.5 (2) 

N2—Co1—S3 173.84 (6) C25—C24—C45 123.1 (2) 

N2—Co1—S4 85.02 (6) C24—C25—H25 120.0 

S3—Co2—S1 81.99 (2) C24—C25—C26 120.0 (2) 

N3—Co2—S1 91.66 (6) C26—C25—H25 120.0 

N3—Co2—S3 92.96 (6) C25—C26—H26 120.4 

N3—Co2—N4 82.03 (8) C27—C26—C25 119.3 (2) 

N3—Co2—N5 174.02 (8) C27—C26—H26 120.4 

N3—Co2—N6 94.31 (8) N5—C27—C26 121.4 (2) 

N4—Co2—S1 171.18 (6) N5—C27—C28 114.8 (2) 

N4—Co2—S3 92.13 (6) C26—C27—C28 123.8 (2) 

N5—Co2—S1 93.47 (6) N6—C28—C27 114.7 (2) 

N5—Co2—S3 90.80 (6) N6—C28—C29 121.1 (2) 

N5—Co2—N4 93.19 (8) C29—C28—C27 124.3 (2) 

N5—Co2—N6 82.41 (8) C28—C29—H29 120.6 

N6—Co2—S1 92.43 (6) C30—C29—C28 118.9 (2) 

N6—Co2—S3 170.96 (6) C30—C29—H29 120.6 

N6—Co2—N4 94.18 (8) C29—C30—H30 119.9 

Co1—S1—Co2 97.08 (3) C31—C30—C29 120.2 (2) 
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C16—S1—Co1 103.94 (8) C31—C30—H30 119.9 

C16—S1—Co2 109.18 (9) C30—C31—C32 117.5 (2) 

C11—S2—Co1 102.71 (8) C30—C31—C46 122.4 (2) 

Co1—S3—Co2 97.08 (3) C32—C31—C46 120.1 (2) 

C22—S3—Co1 104.19 (9) N6—C32—C31 123.0 (2) 

C22—S3—Co2 109.70 (8) N6—C32—H32 118.5 

C17—S4—Co1 102.90 (9) C31—C32—H32 118.5 

C1—N1—Co1 126.13 (17) N4—C33—H33 118.4 

C1—N1—C5 120.1 (2) N4—C33—C34 123.2 (2) 

C5—N1—Co1 113.81 (17) C34—C33—H33 118.4 

C6—N2—Co1 113.47 (17) C33—C34—C47 119.4 (2) 

C10—N2—Co1 127.20 (18) C35—C34—C33 117.5 (2) 

C10—N2—C6 119.2 (2) C35—C34—C47 123.1 (2) 

C38—N3—Co2 114.39 (16) C34—C35—H35 120.1 

C42—N3—Co2 126.90 (16) C36—C35—C34 119.8 (2) 

C42—N3—C38 118.5 (2) C36—C35—H35 120.1 

C33—N4—Co2 127.04 (16) C35—C36—H36 120.3 

C33—N4—C37 119.1 (2) C35—C36—C37 119.5 (2) 

C37—N4—Co2 113.72 (17) C37—C36—H36 120.3 

C23—N5—Co2 127.35 (16) N4—C37—C36 120.9 (2) 

C23—N5—C27 118.5 (2) N4—C37—C38 114.8 (2) 

C27—N5—Co2 114.10 (16) C36—C37—C38 124.3 (2) 

C28—N6—Co2 113.52 (16) N3—C38—C37 114.6 (2) 

C32—N6—Co2 127.36 (17) N3—C38—C39 121.5 (2) 

C32—N6—C28 119.1 (2) C39—C38—C37 123.9 (2) 

N1—C1—H1 118.6 C38—C39—H39 120.5 

N1—C1—C2 122.8 (2) C40—C39—C38 119.0 (2) 

C2—C1—H1 118.6 C40—C39—H39 120.5 

C1—C2—C43 120.1 (3) C39—C40—H40 119.8 

C3—C2—C1 117.0 (2) C39—C40—C41 120.3 (2) 

C3—C2—C43 123.0 (2) C41—C40—H40 119.8 

C2—C3—H3 119.7 C40—C41—C42 117.5 (2) 

C4—C3—C2 120.6 (2) C40—C41—C48 122.8 (2) 

C4—C3—H3 119.7 C42—C41—C48 119.6 (2) 

C3—C4—H4 120.4 N3—C42—C41 123.1 (2) 

C3—C4—C5 119.2 (2) N3—C42—H42 118.5 

C5—C4—H4 120.4 C41—C42—H42 118.5 

N1—C5—C4 120.2 (2) C2—C43—H43A 109.5 

N1—C5—C6 114.7 (2) C2—C43—H43B 109.5 

C4—C5—C6 125.0 (2) C2—C43—H43C 109.5 

N2—C6—C5 114.1 (2) H43A—C43—H43B 109.5 

N2—C6—C7 120.8 (2) H43A—C43—H43C 109.5 
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C7—C6—C5 125.2 (2) H43B—C43—H43C 109.5 

C6—C7—H7 120.3 C9—C44—H44A 109.5 

C6—C7—C8 119.5 (2) C9—C44—H44B 109.5 

C8—C7—H7 120.3 C9—C44—H44C 109.5 

C7—C8—H8 119.8 H44A—C44—H44B 109.5 

C7—C8—C9 120.3 (3) H44A—C44—H44C 109.5 

C9—C8—H8 119.8 H44B—C44—H44C 109.5 

C8—C9—C44 122.5 (3) C24—C45—H45A 109.5 

C10—C9—C8 116.9 (2) C24—C45—H45B 109.5 

C10—C9—C44 120.7 (2) C24—C45—H45C 109.5 

N2—C10—C9 123.3 (2) H45A—C45—H45B 109.5 

N2—C10—H10 118.3 H45A—C45—H45C 109.5 

C9—C10—H10 118.3 H45B—C45—H45C 109.5 

C12—C11—S2 120.86 (19) C31—C46—H46A 109.5 

C16—C11—S2 120.90 (18) C31—C46—H46B 109.5 

C16—C11—C12 118.2 (2) C31—C46—H46C 109.5 

C11—C12—H12 120.0 H46A—C46—H46B 109.5 

C13—C12—C11 120.0 (2) H46A—C46—H46C 109.5 

C13—C12—H12 120.0 H46B—C46—H46C 109.5 

C12—C13—H13 119.4 C34—C47—H47A 109.5 

C12—C13—C14 121.2 (2) C34—C47—H47B 109.5 

C14—C13—H13 119.4 C34—C47—H47C 109.5 

C13—C14—H14 120.3 H47A—C47—H47B 109.5 

C15—C14—C13 119.5 (2) H47A—C47—H47C 109.5 

C15—C14—H14 120.3 H47B—C47—H47C 109.5 

C14—C15—H15 120.2 C41—C48—H48A 109.5 

C14—C15—C16 119.5 (2) C41—C48—H48B 109.5 

C16—C15—H15 120.2 C41—C48—H48C 109.5 

C11—C16—S1 119.61 (18) H48A—C48—H48B 109.5 

C15—C16—S1 118.86 (18) H48A—C48—H48C 109.5 

C15—C16—C11 121.5 (2) H48B—C48—H48C 109.5 

C18—C17—S4 121.8 (2) H1WA—O1W—

H1WB 

107 (6) 

C18—C17—C22 117.7 (2) O6—N7—O8 118.0 (3) 

C22—C17—S4 120.42 (18) O7—N7—O5 118 (2) 

C17—C18—H18 120.0 O9—N7—O5 132.4 (17) 

C19—C18—C17 120.1 (3) O9—N7—O7 108 (2) 

C19—C18—H18 120.0 O10—N7—O6 122.1 (3) 

C18—C19—H19 119.1 O10—N7—O8 119.9 (3) 

C18—C19—C20 121.9 (2) O2—N8—O1 120.0 (2) 

C20—C19—H19 119.1 O3—N8—O1 119.0 (2) 

C19—C20—H20 120.4 O3—N8—O2 121.0 (2) 
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Document origin: publCIF. 

Appendix B: Theoretical calculation. 

B.1 Geometry optimization for molecules presented in Chapter 3 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 3-NCCH3 

 
   

  Cu  4.87284655224627      3.33140880847674      4.22629351366373 

  O   3.33531153342869      2.55191157120005      5.99206898847816 

  O   2.74320742352666      3.12587433938695      8.10565895283937 

  N   6.45289172385105      4.77981802851929      3.43848008896325 

  N   5.07651402993155      4.63855531507252      5.88319366458611 

  N   6.55015642604935      2.34416733313080      4.80540270917570 

  N   3.66978314442972      4.67644197982296      3.30017687125026 

  N   4.24597983973340      1.80188727907542      3.06909793874787 

  C   6.72079937571425      5.80400034380670      4.46449752619783 

  C   7.58820443400991      3.86961896539606      3.19105070420524 

  C   5.78442196347605      5.30603408138571      2.23171365032976 

  C   3.91508683543081      0.92609205295350      2.37157162759800 

  C   3.50210985532852     -0.16211836077182      1.51009661708014 

  C   5.94745997824215      5.64576886254855      5.76942648892773 

  C   6.14389030933079      6.55249466580748      6.83571381074852 

  C   5.41467879104905      6.38173036957348      8.01699405772446 

  C   4.50266256470939      5.31493632537815      8.11965705617993 

  C   4.36340410964136      4.45991275381151      7.01877614796732 

  C   3.43164780717201      3.28218473330040      6.98051874273785 

  C   1.81584418025281      2.01356253843556      8.16303829161324 

  C   7.70802910509400      2.80386623793987      4.26387379870975 

  C   8.94167097428173      2.25184762837162      4.64583064719851 

  C   8.96591524743189      1.20596076398672      5.58098944400420 

  C   7.75666515322248      0.73812624750310      6.11938483437429 

  C   6.56231143046186      1.34190716053363      5.70770614737338 

  C   4.30405231343903      5.54038010132666      2.46515768313152 

  C   3.58651712654320      6.55528997311354      1.81058876294678 

  C   2.20186662798067      6.65964377492180      2.01528706508935 

  C   1.56511659757774      5.75171411021091      2.87683539089325 

  C   2.34050317210317      4.77072083863017      3.50768516710968 

  H   6.49609208854211      6.81389210533899      4.05760408301024 

  H   7.80480875068086      5.82286060602305      4.70779234064941 

  H   8.55169028396489      4.41472465105760      3.08493110173286 

  H   7.41019270065369      3.35440805157947      2.22297312542874 

  H   6.26395066989958      6.23559966659906      1.85393458558531 

  H   5.88718159855072      4.54973074533492      1.42400784283381 

  H   3.62345077454578      0.13451758249342      0.44886960586176 

  H   2.43846077493741     -0.40724131280951      1.70166373418405 

  H   4.12485242157814     -1.05600023239045      1.71236507553874 

  H   6.86303758356647      7.37836495165741      6.72801626598519 

  H   5.55239187861976      7.07510515604867      8.86013775497657 

  H   3.91295763958690      5.14678793386890      9.03036148261573 

  H   2.35539602652092      1.06050705593096      8.00378516313487 

  H   1.03184759345455      2.13246244527486      7.39064195903667 

  H   1.37533655525052      2.04771311536670      9.17320034512547 

  H   9.87128759300053      2.64298875378447      4.20775347208799 

  H   9.92369424678427      0.76213852872602      5.89025766170434 

  H   7.73012315957214     -0.07943463120607      6.85385702687377 

  H   5.58659929069701      1.02197549295584      6.10376787655905 

  H   4.11632925271394      7.25474838425547      1.14699529430638 

  H   1.62526172726812      7.44899045043332      1.50987044807400 

  H   0.48377806586124      5.80007249888189      3.06969225678675 

  H   1.89486273006073      4.03756920494744      4.19779913806259 

Total energy = -2915.40844804 Eh 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 3-NO2 
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  Cu  4.88638274159058      3.44302081310105      3.84616413518408 

  O   1.99989688332982      3.60672198394599      5.66442187091510 

  O   2.46624450424157      2.30047342791385      7.39626015444346 

  N   6.44362147237406      4.93648233081863      3.50673617044044 

  N   4.69838916088201      4.54053719886914      5.75262456984429 

  N   6.50411530532503      2.36542137492410      4.56222281723419 

  N   3.84744365402201      4.72785858549332      2.63358438883829 

  N   3.63951177163808      1.85147234301636      3.57930169515418 

  C   6.32430721820973      5.94996906471198      4.58511782966974 

  C   7.73207069370123      4.20885461271000      3.52798085091557 

  C   6.10894651777712      5.49614441378930      2.17365503816009 

  O   3.07017193170261      1.71085792989210      2.49115152464394 

  C   5.68006692061713      5.45647765958499      5.87056845853912 

  C   6.00886754175038      6.03557649434136      7.11238687064948 

  C   5.28257413659576      5.65670621096538      8.24837695421799 

  C   4.24818739268188      4.71580677785135      8.11769299101358 

  C   3.98698631080547      4.17837914975463      6.84498111639967 

  C   2.76147660044686      3.32205682148965      6.57476186211411 

  C   3.42368552032399      1.70356530478919      8.29677379974867 

  C   7.69895754338288      2.99816348896245      4.43350613759614 

  C   8.86029758023471      2.49938576885059      5.04632546906724 

  C   8.78637864549894      1.31411971432818      5.79277757760734 

  C   7.54765603277828      0.66442291610404      5.91380904306526 

  C   6.42812579444437      1.23002233605747      5.29062451055493 

  C   4.61344978604350      5.66962045998031      2.02530733395195 

  C   4.03753968677430      6.70304062959175      1.26958004949616 

  C   2.64061414709043      6.75183311211423      1.13665450394639 

  C   1.85995100667549      5.77648339525917      1.77662711715554 

  C   2.50360022003456      4.78185179494414      2.52504026179378 

  H   5.67377306495268      6.76877829970195      4.21033252294887 

  H   7.31105577814877      6.41071982001176      4.80046092662814 

  H   8.57484518390565      4.87768900403012      3.80411194408747 

  H   7.93908343851734      3.84978748817202      2.49780184402448 

  H   6.64034044451531      6.45219705662067      1.97410342291452 

  H   6.45364418416817      4.77054644743140      1.40766371330088 

  H   6.81615358041521      6.78005672049617      7.17975010712699 

  H   5.51321969963095      6.09535046808775      9.23030415765634 

  H   3.64408729438980      4.42446393681251      8.98795047594097 

  H   3.29160009475530      2.10945173207611      9.31847991314096 

  H   4.46482308788868      1.86717317921543      7.95768223042073 

  H   3.20598852535096      0.61963365757802      8.30468464906663 

  H   9.81148220489091      3.04001562914536      4.93222118544481 

  H   9.68561901308474      0.90591094305541      6.27775132169547 

  H   7.43989920965569     -0.26716160247947      6.48696985631257 

  H   5.42713483650659      0.77494538517446      5.35684283982565 

  H   4.68064784096301      7.45821882764826      0.79405524562275 

  H   2.16638973117393      7.55173888088287      0.54778031719114 

  H   0.76218269832453      5.78360419078949      1.70839251829821 

  H   1.93610193120125      4.00969322787513      3.06300531464275 

  O   3.48650569158774      1.05178071951984      4.51827251734896 

 

Total energy = -2987.88711566 Eh 
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Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 3-ONO 

 
 

  Cu  4.88204934683998      3.48294651621388      3.85742974091325 

  O   1.95397479518961      3.66882807172419      5.84008172924750 

  O   2.60051533657341      2.25574269039836      7.42469630333415 

  N   6.41553495992518      4.94092624653983      3.52925454970557 

  N   4.68865495886424      4.58965279110716      5.79542009870341 

  N   6.43710894856202      2.37706097099780      4.55269169377518 

  N   3.83986833738567      4.71264249954318      2.65129869978975 

  O   3.63292741708426      1.94658299880681      3.81227000607062 

  C   6.27761366200519      5.98696055364665      4.57837236038621 

  C   7.71267060525726      4.21772792324111      3.58988933314086 

  C   6.09602553181296      5.47345982930448      2.17533306241862 

  N   3.70567885975717      1.32533526333470      2.64414653621539 

  O   3.00981813037412      0.32324688063407      2.57346124210341 

  C   5.66949702694999      5.50910560343508      5.88588668440412 

  C   6.02657480605479      6.09956038765107      7.11327610971719 

  C   5.32808840347673      5.72532171283749      8.26900368171974 

  C   4.29605161524483      4.77840370853309      8.16990554828346 

  C   4.00657671778875      4.23237169480841      6.90648004583793 

  C   2.78878069907041      3.35457872997867      6.67145769936223 

  C   3.61012572778719      1.71161829457233      8.30218802146509 

  C   7.64798993090636      2.98170844102374      4.46071677000132 

  C   8.78425940572418      2.42145155434275      5.06678380035517 

  C   8.65830662737147      1.20775702945350      5.75965749754160 

  C   7.40053981730479      0.58527468895328      5.83273098108838 

  C   6.30823342347903      1.20993267246623      5.21901370645950 

  C   4.60054074395238      5.63723961280418      2.00988936946469 

  C   4.01124991864094      6.63116937930898      1.21412342222921 

  C   2.61293413503622      6.65251714554883      1.08016463364930 

  C   1.84177000613552      5.69264001451378      1.75543212837255 

  C   2.49606676394276      4.73618367104727      2.54328984244362 

  H   5.59437716277681      6.76932228198881      4.18477064591838 

  H   7.25367384305239      6.48251728937021      4.76030045768399 

  H   8.53286012117172      4.89050281579704      3.91564006088867 

  H   7.96636163076972      3.88595199149018      2.56139997290286 

  H   6.62965673613487      6.42604122787788      1.96926005746124 

  H   6.45318092036276      4.73375869572754      1.42894775250172 

  H   6.83339213222386      6.84627652793662      7.15602037964543 

  H   5.58055868284869      6.17062898542131      9.24250328619369 

  H   3.71684012998871      4.48612749596873      9.05677046063112 

  H   3.47921301309766      2.10790513688131      9.32785297569739 

  H   4.63325821856782      1.93330142054053      7.94086010562186 

  H   3.45102062282358      0.61777091997340      8.31114792121472 

  H   9.75517903324151      2.93237050393522      4.98882429485393 

  H   9.53663454084755      0.75105495087431      6.23952250449830 

  H   7.26185875309601     -0.36947763546297      6.35877820498106 

  H   5.29518975444426      0.77687504585683      5.24211608050245 

  H   4.64247703942788      7.37715986810447      0.70945155632934 

  H   2.12843439519870      7.42184291888344      0.45989302932109 

  H   0.74443765009773      5.68274668882986      1.68203708765142 

  H   1.94818599333034      3.97200131423437      3.11517989430228 

 

Total energy = -2987.88573455 Eh 
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Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 3-κ
2
-ONO 

 
 

  Cu  4.80567020283487      3.42497633912103      3.89769418951981 

  O   2.10090969574632      3.31750804473616      5.75026944570470 

  O   2.70322945614451      2.14275078074174      7.53061257379760 

  N   6.39516336450192      4.89472698198458      3.56256847763443 

  N   4.69272663802596      4.52278602687533      5.81968618329165 

  N   6.33576329518193      2.30228160039924      4.59154790612324 

  N   3.76947799943629      4.72001253126201      2.76263973161227 

  C   6.28804274567925      5.93857179872376      4.60563123411808 

  C   7.65555122060693      4.12185711899002      3.61706556583275 

  C   6.04356141909653      5.40044636127584      2.21274344687616 

  O   4.79145759652112      1.83467676889922      1.68289910955215 

  C   5.61815464512008      5.49671642819170      5.89861614770213 

  C   5.88280593687329      6.17040430742969      7.10865889960265 

  C   5.15234159866787      5.82199507127610      8.25088331455343 

  C   4.18672475322814      4.80515105630447      8.16347426928378 

  C   3.99053918350437      4.17487863535304      6.92318995112349 

  C   2.87308754176599      3.17544067186872      6.68449022835290 

  C   3.66711147575889      1.75441236476295      8.53467673783585 

  C   7.55761543441161      2.88484724998651      4.49010780926367 

  C   8.68638024373348      2.30292218319262      5.09125274208718 

  C   8.54467069796579      1.09391653103295      5.78870787977352 

  C   7.27654402336395      0.49429939505769      5.86995850167136 

  C   6.19277974405130      1.13704047120713      5.26020291720787 

  C   4.54713925119691      5.60835097171156      2.09057703824977 

  C   3.97262209209478      6.61768036506548      1.30235055855411 

  C   2.57339064548943      6.69343445290498      1.20547282412008 

  C   1.78534863966220      5.77005250315572      1.91137283959945 

  C   2.42463371014062      4.79600995170030      2.68995546957528 

  H   5.66725066188789      6.76613297504884      4.20066764903732 

  H   7.28259386459456      6.38110509404254      4.82584074956927 

  H   8.51055470075078      4.75428141486803      3.93810828966931 

  H   7.89175743027481      3.77782867446311      2.58794674478239 

  H   6.59313695360721      6.33134842349680      1.95121291720156 

  H   6.34532785921963      4.62795833092413      1.47477688967879 

  H   6.64547387558266      6.96274552210600      7.14518994586898 

  H   5.33126896253500      6.33647182552347      9.20656489371712 

  H   3.58961081451176      4.52388734231852      9.04164929586936 

  H   3.40866949346441      2.21311683664715      9.50870836020775 

  H   4.69965767060393      2.03402168808331      8.24800460737963 

  H   3.59196772728688      0.65503508877604      8.62063621016993 

  H   9.66605712440934      2.79593536251109      5.00593513855564 

  H   9.41785125095173      0.62313304050296      6.26437512001603 

  H   7.12338181803543     -0.45729654083359      6.39782306179727 

  H   5.17651064647897      0.71310520361450      5.28749632487365 

  H   4.61802786180038      7.33535117880492      0.77465630362099 

  H   2.10219687070055      7.47586545018284      0.59130828344053 

  H   0.68669193855709      5.80261177139539      1.86924567629724 

  H   1.86382845120630      4.05953232921295      3.28503524254962 

  O   3.62081624008114      1.79364690718980      3.49090735500684 

  N   3.90654955665523      1.29499352691072      2.34602448507141 

 

Total energy = - 2987.88936649 Eh 
 



  

233 
 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 4-NCCH3 

 
 

  Cu  4.10906098088123      7.18965140794255      7.97804309889327 

  O   3.96549600911600      9.05208561285357      7.08673186967324 

  O   3.78060550296617     11.23374089826750      7.62161630859023 

  N   4.22022551314495      5.56211371098069      9.58803784620991 

  N   4.05013917008877      8.29679367368644      9.58484083511364 

  N   1.85827004691063      6.59172962588441      8.39309419228455 

  N   6.39992215241810      6.77473888175315      8.28650545115534 

  C   4.28410622684777      6.26250741245125     10.90462216952884 

  C   3.00505544216225      4.72739095428335      9.45927782757271 

  C   5.44981514352598      4.78313909469272      9.32109385454937 

  C   4.08867235347178      7.75802638822571     10.81129939358132 

  C   3.98023879116147      8.58332914560903     11.93741945393905 

  C   3.83878810712988      9.95938794325828     11.76033408369038 

  C   3.80552148929287     10.49416766182931     10.46761530361981 

  C   3.91173744505255      9.62266580458983      9.39037948197864 

  C   3.88115342117482     10.03304587649053      7.92877226944812 

  C   1.74830676743877      5.54519269082578      9.23092365483669 

  C   0.52786258759148      5.18126196123724      9.80751635009624 

  C  -0.61496757971066      5.91795558253949      9.48966751244842 

  C  -0.50141056616097      6.99812005114133      8.61288545452892 

  C   0.75804922160234      7.30269723503380      8.09456745425985 

  C   6.64094224474003      5.67240514717616      9.01954102383163 

  C   7.92957235113008      5.32682273283402      9.43753916987443 

  C   9.00011751466355      6.14368086323563      9.06960708851407 

  C   8.74956194974538      7.28403311146248      8.30384792754246 

  C   7.43179888590763      7.56309524339950      7.94010446893383 

  N   4.12407328867102      6.17320165264870      6.30268489293713 

  H   5.26592914671691      6.07489642577778     11.36669556751174 

  H   3.54031988888162      5.83744849416689     11.59628259648051 

  H   2.87334313721458      4.07540012015918     10.33960028903204 

  H   3.14894277797913      4.07185442843893      8.58658941652938 

  H   5.25387220655602      4.15271164970851      8.44015732492516 

  H   5.69139853120592      4.10657764349877     10.15856806911018 

  H   4.00731265732441      8.14633418042619     12.93592307702761 

  H   3.75159327174991     10.61376686563618     12.62804317143152 

  H   3.69462716264103     11.56281495569851     10.28473045479008 

  H   0.47648993811635      4.33206996233948     10.49055974539407 

  H  -1.57906707648801      5.65415543522705      9.92572022103129 

  H  -1.36647915056293      7.60134205267854      8.33805835673794 

  H   0.89690852217288      8.14604002234706      7.41386569725162 

  H   8.08716871475110      4.43130974463664     10.03995988239720 

  H  10.01487428728468      5.89582970031467      9.38306381498046 

  H   9.55457533764145      7.95190324410908      7.99783790433968 

  H   7.18747949208824      8.44905429407598      7.34967655875816 

  C   4.13528527705486      5.61514689272854      5.28818113796750 

  C   4.14965770759972      4.91919105435136      4.02131345211553 

  H   5.09108910435509      5.13035150780114      3.49528408681534 

  H   4.06396488121097      3.83748324477497      4.19402746669064 

  H   3.30472383154212      5.25757443777220      3.40584502405017 

 

Total energy = -2875.70768268 Eh 

 



  

234 
 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 4-NO2 

 
 

  Cu  3.87114090915277      7.16115317440806      8.20319905294980 

  O   3.76042396174829      9.20313384618232      7.46638504249254 

  O   3.62368815723732     11.33230604264626      8.21759028833679 

  N   3.97605832240462      5.43733128521276      9.93734542357519 

  N   3.83622425986199      8.22428363509036      9.94301454656573 

  N   1.79722348675576      6.59563025641399      8.52756394587920 

  N   5.98352404970908      6.72246210860548      8.42198817668447 

  C   4.04651588242778      6.13694530951869     11.22897831246329 

  H   5.02959981312173      5.95095179669372     11.69247983683096 

  H   3.30561729593419      5.72428306701940     11.93461961675857 

  C   2.73959510828805      4.67801162453301      9.73807015790123 

  H   2.46325211838162      4.07946288644052     10.62584616464185 

  H   2.91318731220903      3.97085938881520      8.91251828352671 

  C   5.20306254468213      4.71292940980925      9.59252232752760 

  H   4.96891685177667      4.05675576503258      8.74069569089389 

  H   5.56671328725508      4.07025026555573     10.41575957102444 

  C   3.85793985685913      7.64385533569971     11.15129442320564 

  C   3.74295623794590      8.41579790548145     12.31536480382338 

  H   3.75399636783999      7.92990313927965     13.29205499725978 

  C   3.61621868601091      9.79884774258057     12.20484363860764 

  H   3.52397765201930     10.41453741907097     13.10045705148996 

  C   3.60493133247566     10.38601135508704     10.93625243592337 

  H   3.50829591530104     11.46219573243997     10.79620603896679 

  C   3.71347065641460      9.56298149139338      9.81841333582966 

  C   3.69728889980828     10.09305454728658      8.38695033757968 

  C   1.55763361688620      5.54775483236855      9.34115665864633 

  C   0.25925728142135      5.22762465300257      9.75044464586789 

  H   0.09702600880042      4.38010393082990     10.41806292944781 

  C  -0.81119624412037      5.99735130670867      9.29478599829271 

  H  -1.83017251022681      5.76215012342332      9.60440126086965 

  C  -0.55576944169867      7.07522556652263      8.44444772142429 

  H  -1.35907166241080      7.70642384562167      8.06570173508633 

  C   0.76572699070708      7.34181100886316      8.09103029342322 

  H   1.02198731046458      8.17982690757514      7.43960083549483 

  C   6.32248122354694      5.64154389591299      9.15416359778038 

  C   7.65891110853203      5.35396373467748      9.44879637538462 

  H   7.90250444401941      4.47977019246288     10.05396583243500 

  C   8.66228782200236      6.19230406946989      8.96226974511474 

  H   9.70991958308578      5.98306049272120      9.18267548924056 

  C   8.30358080433657      7.30488573596319      8.19808024494847 

  H   9.05214492032070      7.98992008837564      7.80103623833601 

  C   6.95036097882517      7.53472961950329      7.95664670980043 

  H   6.61481184065556      8.39597342593164      7.37552590670841 

  O   3.89367523464616      4.94267027147606      6.47012615480280 

  N   3.86063537326349      6.19276474415153      6.44853680905472 

  O   3.82150635132190      6.81536702414196      5.37274131710267 

 

Total energy = -2948.20587828 Eh 

 

 



  

235 
 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for 4-ONO 

 
 

  Cu  4.10742560396053      7.24469283491183      7.98073417742103 

  O   3.85833732688062      9.32216461960790      7.27321777841704 

  O   3.71730107968256     11.43226274454934      8.08090428916716 

  N   4.22869653870486      5.50242518095590      9.69566806501755 

  N   4.07107082516957      8.29469600392368      9.73589673448339 

  N   2.06386441400788      6.70975317097201      8.30747924387094 

  N   6.17966435717363      6.86385739628378      8.17556721288893 

  C   4.34486729505492      6.18892945730061     10.98734810741618 

  C   2.97950254691164      4.76595171077166      9.51076158830928 

  C   5.44479291798528      4.79903100804089      9.28270131253854 

  C   4.13012389518039      7.69535134841926     10.93408919914255 

  C   4.02493681318304      8.44632969457480     12.11245402308122 

  C   3.86814936047367      9.82815714791180     12.02708865046477 

  C   3.81092801591044     10.43303346319054     10.76848475283895 

  C   3.90944341470860      9.63042199556405      9.63427844759176 

  C   3.82229934225656     10.18923426060666      8.21265564898783 

  C   1.80868846535592      5.64495599334956      9.09415264434061 

  C   0.50096387483286      5.31223172186785      9.46244154846270 

  C  -0.56065511207883      6.08538144214694      8.99333504478049 

  C  -0.28781999092874      7.18063316800435      8.17074620346770 

  C   1.04078356766938      7.46023526343858      7.85784657873701 

  C   6.54472628862775      5.75660859713790      8.85619016497544 

  C   7.88884849770666      5.47974733646107      9.12316436394666 

  C   8.87193387379417      6.36092879278063      8.67273677743867 

  C   8.48475258185826      7.50473573667774      7.97135349007490 

  C   7.12674052051441      7.71848705171430      7.74540393606499 

  O   3.97482364002134      6.08518149142748      6.32600051184898 

  H   5.34998836593589      6.01282537477708     11.40524982471875 

  H   3.64073088911489      5.76033955758509     11.72085167302730 

  H   2.69005825626653      4.19395840849966     10.41182760713120 

  H   3.13563980023417      4.02869814060275      8.70768207721595 

  H   5.19066673118399      4.17116474963424      8.41453756813070 

  H   5.83998517949876      4.12427477206513     10.06522787951662 

  H   4.06586290328152      7.94475910933797     13.08049743538085 

  H   3.78450541020781     10.42815586008954     12.93414979725797 

  H   3.68321685225141     11.50813407845489     10.64680738188033 

  H   0.32488398883804      4.45172355949557     10.10959703583101 

  H  -1.58631406841846      5.83963870550964      9.27129579097143 

  H  -1.08398023250868      7.81561633774312      7.78343574674865 

  H   1.31313809346906      8.31224865883434      7.23213564695152 

  H   8.15361884588668      4.58223991888760      9.68335319357791 

  H   9.92525200330263      6.16145581358345      8.87447007598239 

  H   9.21650756672229      8.22489191088168      7.60635089206685 

  H   6.76784820872754      8.59223998655069      7.20126868170379 

  N   4.60091257283862      6.31314403753943      5.21070700000846 

  O   5.30537486954992      7.31943507433697      5.13211123112299 

 

Total energy = -2948.20029723 Eh 

 

 

 



  

236 
 

 Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [4-Hc-NO2]
+
 

 

  Cu  3.77412092461018      6.91765305938431      8.34027045617462 

  O   3.70729684321831      9.29724014373265      7.59795332891554 

  O   4.08154959847273     11.40748196907348      8.34886281859978 

  N   3.86140455412441      5.42083128486451     10.09016226399244 

  N   3.85368484953712      8.24844412449956     10.03484229574950 

  N   1.78573543461016      6.47097890647031      8.54518448879374 

  N   5.80265989185973      6.65374692452046      8.43983968980065 

  C   3.63299668209645      6.16962733839928     11.33450114887618 

  C   2.74303475460602      4.53840276376879      9.71335301329683 

  C   5.20246955894449      4.82861369375246      9.97859872280427 

  C   3.91109758406296      7.66446418341783     11.24503051433656 

  C   4.14669218371802      8.42226652534885     12.41282795975921 

  C   4.30852186409401      9.80893145044550     12.30999751763612 

  C   4.23497393360698     10.41121911646721     11.04356131703715 

  C   4.00943810613957      9.58967985507864      9.92914802106736 

  C   3.94078921230625     10.21609210534282      8.56245774385564 

  C   1.53656259682713      5.33300067939618      9.24121289669959 

  C   0.21921092624162      4.89961153485893      9.46680619049498 

  C  -0.84845543144385      5.65172864737811      8.95268105565268 

  C  -0.57346589990362      6.82774694987702      8.23635001482998 

  C   0.76406748047652      7.20418228295057      8.05762413762863 

  C   6.23601142105871      5.76337372239553      9.36604375168519 

  C   7.60382097390357      5.65280749784032      9.67115935504012 

  C   8.52753293193811      6.46249695256579      8.99327253525487 

  C   8.06319501275079      7.36318222329439      8.02058429214683 

  C   6.68559831451614      7.43011524835991      7.77717286032870 

  O   3.27610924748137      5.30767113653593      6.03168251346502 

  N   3.74927406878054      6.39991816547066      6.36458280254260 

  O   4.26936532979364      7.18657372328533      5.55840005538998 

  H   4.21427893639744      5.73840073969176     12.17916987632808 

  H   2.56460201768252      6.06502360124806     11.62310195519503 

  H   2.44012477373901      3.84440421433025     10.53012814055488 

  H   3.08092037572579      3.90671532584952      8.86400062598285 

  H   5.13547775063067      3.94235390356436      9.31198833591826 

  H   5.57455247487456      4.45183158024169     10.95663474965672 

  H   4.20104070995469      7.91861893108931     13.38966303258714 

  H   4.49526847263159     10.41712780340167     13.20723720849367 

  H   4.35584542842506     11.49447453508481     10.90316087030173 

  H   0.03947670460438      3.97976169151278     10.04224828954931 

  H  -1.88652690377142      5.32615226547939      9.11828738314576 

  H  -1.37801785775627      7.45233544594293      7.82333023664492 

  H   1.03264779676014      8.12176075450824      7.51109210814898 

  H   7.93533854647764      4.93223374190780     10.43368248506162 

  H   9.60153647306496      6.39104697325874      9.22353194417360 

  H   8.75090736808488      8.01215565209144      7.45984009293550 

  H   6.26085840780128      8.11106146637491      7.02226744755037 

  H   3.70280682824500      9.73284072964701      6.71499737691683 

 

Total energy = -2948.64047176 Eh 

 



  

237 
 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [4-Hf-NO2]
+
 

 

  Cu  3.77412092461018      6.91765305938431      8.34027045617462 

  O   3.70729684321831      9.29724014373265      7.59795332891554 

  O   4.08154959847273     11.40748196907348      8.34886281859978 

  N   3.86140455412441      5.42083128486451     10.09016226399244 

  N   3.85368484953712      8.24844412449956     10.03484229574950 

  N   1.78573543461016      6.47097890647031      8.54518448879374 

  N   5.80265989185973      6.65374692452046      8.43983968980065 

  C   3.63299668209645      6.16962733839928     11.33450114887618 

  C   2.74303475460602      4.53840276376879      9.71335301329683 

  C   5.20246955894449      4.82861369375246      9.97859872280427 

  C   3.91109758406296      7.66446418341783     11.24503051433656 

  C   4.14669218371802      8.42226652534885     12.41282795975921 

  C   4.30852186409401      9.80893145044550     12.30999751763612 

  C   4.23497393360698     10.41121911646721     11.04356131703715 

  C   4.00943810613957      9.58967985507864      9.92914802106736 

  C   3.94078921230625     10.21609210534282      8.56245774385564 

  C   1.53656259682713      5.33300067939618      9.24121289669959 

  C   0.21921092624162      4.89961153485893      9.46680619049498 

  C  -0.84845543144385      5.65172864737811      8.95268105565268 

  C  -0.57346589990362      6.82774694987702      8.23635001482998 

  C   0.76406748047652      7.20418228295057      8.05762413762863 

  C   6.23601142105871      5.76337372239553      9.36604375168519 

  C   7.60382097390357      5.65280749784032      9.67115935504012 

  C   8.52753293193811      6.46249695256579      8.99327253525487 

  C   8.06319501275079      7.36318222329439      8.02058429214683 

  C   6.68559831451614      7.43011524835991      7.77717286032870 

  O   3.27610924748137      5.30767113653593      6.03168251346502 

  N   3.74927406878054      6.39991816547066      6.36458280254260 

  O   4.26936532979364      7.18657372328533      5.55840005538998 

  H   4.21427893639744      5.73840073969176     12.17916987632808 

  H   2.56460201768252      6.06502360124806     11.62310195519503 

  H   2.44012477373901      3.84440421433025     10.53012814055488 

  H   3.08092037572579      3.90671532584952      8.86400062598285 

  H   5.13547775063067      3.94235390356436      9.31198833591826 

  H   5.57455247487456      4.45183158024169     10.95663474965672 

  H   4.20104070995469      7.91861893108931     13.38966303258714 

  H   4.49526847263159     10.41712780340167     13.20723720849367 

  H   4.35584542842506     11.49447453508481     10.90316087030173 

  H   0.03947670460438      3.97976169151278     10.04224828954931 

  H  -1.88652690377142      5.32615226547939      9.11828738314576 

  H  -1.37801785775627      7.45233544594293      7.82333023664492 

  H   1.03264779676014      8.12176075450824      7.51109210814898 

  H   7.93533854647764      4.93223374190780     10.43368248506162 

  H   9.60153647306496      6.39104697325874      9.22353194417360 

  H   8.75090736808488      8.01215565209144      7.45984009293550 

  H   6.26085840780128      8.11106146637491      7.02226744755037 

  H   3.70280682824500      9.73284072964701      6.71499737691683 

 

Total energy = -2948.64477513 Eh 

 



  

238 
 

Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Cu
I
Hc-NO2] 

 

  Cu  3.96286269039093      7.05588426936271      8.36344334969348 

  O   3.72592259912090      9.11881164019711      7.72596815807839 

  O   3.42956369845638     11.25529167352872      8.46544412879668 

  N   4.06950352962710      5.35699817676304     10.30740769745248 

  N   3.84227474123336      8.16665483722262     10.20643966096584 

  N   2.04437687272728      6.38009874168490      8.48414984269870 

  N   5.85934412879011      6.42941072812418      8.25057569682374 

  C   4.28700946000752      6.14235577448843     11.51450884510351 

  C   2.76066015787577      4.73451381311557     10.17324852049495 

  C   5.22379668974186      4.62372036395005      9.80028616334750 

  C   3.84180648231787      7.60403379629742     11.42776615182954 

  C   3.52163087218896      8.35111452918385     12.57657196910080 

  C   3.22414888680514      9.71791104330137     12.43609786630118 

  C   3.24943598415348     10.29557285919348     11.15829965097666 

  C   3.55276444945753      9.47693183862146     10.05715303044758 

  C   3.56905661895527     10.04022781285987      8.62510777638383 

  C   1.67659211763533      5.60001961664257      9.53147157818711 

  C   0.33680651510739      5.50669884956324      9.94479052183632 

  C  -0.65297601689239      6.21526266386756      9.24532768817044 

  C  -0.26703325570753      6.99845631850104      8.14552731868261 

  C   1.09067672982341      7.05780294740768      7.80570402810698 

  C   6.28688728539258      5.50239207739042      9.15199403803157 

  C   7.65258093714011      5.30468075508133      9.41170021523905 

  C   8.60935530527267      6.05606344669233      8.70988428306633 

  C   8.16119863747154      6.98489508134959      7.75822168381147 

  C   6.78260789944457      7.14346448799151      7.56338922239579 

  O   4.20958846204457      6.10861601245047      5.14259503282883 

  N   3.85377213880095      7.01796154675171      5.84076363119507 

  O   4.47354190160121      8.23010458384499      5.50515322097142 

  H   5.37929447304890      6.15238366624685     11.72587581500409 

  H   3.80736238177512      5.66751382898256     12.40610804351786 

  H   2.37769371950267      4.35467423148826     11.15185726025430 

  H   2.87589092831754      3.84126254561890      9.52014732247616 

  H   4.85605068905126      3.93156627839647      9.01182311846028 

  H   5.71798933636838      3.98546130773224     10.57655337392922 

  H   3.50977983455676      7.86877186626251     13.56710685905643 

  H   2.97025871519112     10.32246763945351     13.32090897933521 

  H   3.03383080291937     11.35695814235088     10.96852823829272 

  H   0.07545241733910      4.87512422094138     10.80859513723278 

  H  -1.70734967263598      6.15931268841276      9.55708331393863 

  H  -1.00300141941215      7.56795636806903      7.55936225819214 

  H   1.45637187979480      7.67299560197428      6.96787637721630 

  H   7.95869872947711      4.55319026466175     10.15630224865561 

  H   9.68413919860992      5.91482755343542      8.90191197360835 

  H   8.86544061795854      7.58982799989351      7.16852597101675 

  H   6.38248520085399      7.85256612497954      6.81845491418056 

  H   4.13005920329965      8.83517259667089      6.27187635061469 

 

Total energy = -2948.78512718 Eh 
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Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Cu
I
Hf-NO2] 

 

  Cu  3.60460330251767      6.91156005565482      8.35897887412370 

  O   2.15770551504425      9.88661661911764      8.20241392367164 

  O   3.79618795126904     11.45305366122544      8.30247126619340 

  N   3.73247258448074      5.35673209518412     10.19416949694942 

  N   3.65627350647640      8.28460022299498      9.96802151876725 

  N   1.77329423471524      5.89526035312802      8.22622194856728 

  N   5.75386029648218      6.46137309489596      8.55795154586740 

  C   3.59286736525814      6.27107532897016     11.33787334845731 

  C   2.58964804751173      4.45064948428979     10.02035271275626 

  C   5.04469572660638      4.71038340976284     10.10925660662826 

  C   4.13829318768560      7.66849535789514     11.07816377905468 

  C   5.00860832198405      8.31131207995631     11.97215403481514 

  C   5.40727308711671      9.63479909248708     11.70865046938955 

  C   4.87526548487627     10.28752695948797     10.58802680756826 

  C   3.97474310573042      9.58848558233380      9.75903878959869 

  C   3.21639673659199     10.28526923938222      8.66576855998554 

  C   1.43567232334715      5.11322263587258      9.28427959460906 

  C   0.09525887751369      4.86491533906819      9.62620340333111 

  C  -0.92778575789248      5.41636329881419      8.83695902921460 

  C  -0.57286545589049      6.20166663649040      7.72636942764348 

  C   0.78678726868822      6.42016810176385      7.46217609116590 

  C   6.12278831511178      5.63075794041325      9.56187345925351 

  C   7.44786259389873      5.56740972852778     10.02962011119597 

  C   8.42495683000986      6.37653910228461      9.42937644489142 

  C   8.03885940283099      7.23584406973779      8.38745937009393 

  C   6.69277184459320      7.25196442550099      7.99277286237821 

  O   3.05118728524931      7.60373682249312      5.56085951369266 

  N   3.71171318765497      7.94232956580674      6.57723151980928 

  O   4.51737511566642      8.90643256588386      6.44943021946184 

  H   4.04852745903156      5.85018229984763     12.26360294675743 

  H   2.50750298121425      6.39082176994131     11.53934530815305 

  H   2.22778672685122      4.01180953301460     10.97878683164312 

  H   2.93344825329405      3.59686412792997      9.39769815253917 

  H   4.95007631338150      3.85483287141723      9.40600523997660 

  H   5.37850597924941      4.28539448238032     11.08528809582794 

  H   5.36583968499499      7.78063467299487     12.86720396149537 

  H   6.10705050411646     10.15436480801638     12.38053050010655 

  H   5.12519245350495     11.33331979148241     10.36454604511358 

  H  -0.13866330865021      4.23984118704242     10.50194337317002 

  H  -1.98457973472481      5.23572615780997      9.08694761828395 

  H  -1.33703413425809      6.64494491114061      7.07085874713973 

  H   1.13566397370539      7.02720008602940      6.60981363025687 

  H   7.70410197424416      4.88615341129031     10.85592616556515 

  H   9.46864531846014      6.34471073916557      9.77829518590866 

  H   8.76516620767518      7.89460703210332      7.88843919400508 

  H   6.32390278701337      7.93589958400683      7.20865180062667 

  H   3.21413535776832     11.86233640096311      7.62327126729635 

 

Total energy = -2948.77898676 Eh 
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Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Cu
I
-NO2]

–
 

 

  Cu  3.13831428282906      7.23449339161025      7.88339596290869 

  O   2.86225291136756      9.40139080364186      7.27118811029543 

  O   3.59191317078551     11.45508935005999      7.90788580703768 

  N   3.83740300664216      5.46460762369298      9.53282099231451 

  N   3.83715485842830      8.26234393923082      9.50860198851965 

  N   1.33908208063434      6.53142273894211      8.59038566008049 

  N   6.46273684366869      6.61565641172526      8.19656802700069 

  C   3.83812352535873      6.17199014453275     10.80604316891841 

  H   4.51874785522333      5.70920039121029     11.55978562012923 

  H   2.82069953789765      6.10163789040984     11.25135464492549 

  C   2.68512572470853      4.60133366700458      9.27118484422892 

  H   2.60992312212823      3.72977363561549      9.97070413270932 

  H   2.83737436614654      4.20736084960747      8.24051337918500 

  C   5.10689098680956      4.82169100204114      9.16705504880573 

  H   4.98522934687246      4.48485464115594      8.11707783166342 

  H   5.31125052319362      3.93194876208270      9.81853860897026 

  C   4.14856608324083      7.66532993754190     10.68134530908831 

  C   4.63506458408808      8.40616998215386     11.77326382365225 

  H   4.89660532946479      7.89260369678863     12.71195802977950 

  C   4.77527968194954      9.80007470657277     11.65064360761186 

  H   5.15941992117157     10.39737473718540     12.49252223157592 

  C   4.40273658597124     10.41193826118298     10.44264004288144 

  H   4.46556896431466     11.49829187266861     10.28300491788912 

  C   3.92640391907259      9.60996259674350      9.39215528939945 

  C   3.42732546437706     10.21740328610501      8.07183589497236 

  C   1.36527669078764      5.35269793095680      9.26851212958904 

  C   0.21296745232650      4.84328824507558      9.89342947643114 

  H   0.26785890738190      3.89155399146160     10.44369117694435 

  C  -0.99527524161873      5.55659845207150      9.80472972713194 

  H  -1.90834070094501      5.17019859624712     10.28267998432037 

  C  -1.00994648257803      6.77508707246397      9.10573575300183 

  H  -1.92860827540292      7.37410738554082      9.01668701935589 

  C   0.18259322988503      7.22631004823872      8.52197603034445 

  H   0.23215459260207      8.18387517371424      7.97785569564528 

  C   6.31028667044331      5.74850852394817      9.22229276620765 

  C   7.23596005760260      5.67904568770888     10.28601537759817 

  H   7.09193191176235      4.94768521943959     11.09725185114308 

  C   8.34046865023692      6.54672307884698     10.29445792154531 

  H   9.07615353519963      6.50890077071649     11.11392261692179 

  C   8.48440602185944      7.46009674356782      9.23879188964418 

  H   9.33226314319720      8.16160940167096      9.19735647693676 

  C   7.51712077697190      7.44702912021728      8.21659123150448 

  H   7.60769048760289      8.14282986985696      7.36168505376886 

  O   3.73914744494979      5.01793731499516      6.20845822313127 

  N   3.61861795813630      6.28806987840608      6.22448587478660 

  O   3.61014049325457      6.86306317534916      5.10553074950448 

 

Total energy = -2948.31647908 Eh 
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Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Cu
I
-ONO]

–
 

 

  Cu  4.29811033531996      7.27520460566712      8.14739940427821 

  O   3.89624927617382      9.38616721917197      7.58124440942029 

  O   3.22572195621963     11.39407711943228      8.40090997561893 

  N   4.38592309311415      5.52288387341475     10.09208520108051 

  N   4.05905481448012      8.32628256021009     10.03415138996186 

  N   2.41645405439003      6.48521053911516      8.18382308741538 

  N   6.13815587030461      6.47721214251669      7.97578690101822 

  C   4.66039354994155      6.31216810062571     11.28284988613981 

  C   3.05408497028675      4.94149563824813     10.01207885064184 

  C   5.50336650361538      4.73231954652581      9.59564499705486 

  C   4.08155781370316      7.72125946377461     11.23949911686165 

  C   3.64769997212162      8.38059620061856     12.40537832851045 

  C   3.19699990490988      9.70873332056105     12.31077172355120 

  C   3.18077465420486     10.32874809873376     11.05176273903326 

  C   3.61024196829088      9.59657452555889      9.93081970015819 

  C   3.57516659249124     10.18981208964109      8.51487790917860 

  C   2.00546070550128      5.76153482547794      9.25687406078762 

  C   0.64455172097276      5.67011055433430      9.60360736636798 

  C  -0.31816487902514      6.31514723526228      8.81071213086588 

  C   0.11322484017454      7.03081685295572      7.67862756430418 

  C   1.48557595359987      7.09128409208286      7.40622775992581 

  C   6.56959622328877      5.54684210441287      8.87154487755726 

  C   7.93643701667435      5.26657720392452      9.04352680682140 

  C   8.88656827528475      5.93555335486872      8.25314587647902 

  C   8.42781515317370      6.85119933130309      7.29019401250536 

  C   7.04996785538706      7.09075639035427      7.17870771467615 

  O   4.14956598201838      7.20843567118613      5.62579084917147 

  H   5.76351750741339      6.41650526673364     11.38013790588182 

  H   4.31319166148324      5.80396241485529     12.21671769420456 

  H   2.65036528744257      4.69544138433764     11.02301435569476 

  H   3.13157183122095      3.96789734016136      9.47893253158674 

  H   5.09805528273174      4.00928345507072      8.85430570125660 

  H   5.99925473238929      4.11988625693221     10.38967548131193 

  H   3.66705963020322      7.85619832269915     13.37383054303208 

  H   2.85409479273262     10.24570463299840     13.20896126091828 

  H   2.83438742493124     11.36118134538456     10.90233872088284 

  H   0.34603311843872      5.08815337560333     10.49010749621111 

  H  -1.38678999439785      6.25837539217519      9.07081820058810 

  H  -0.60249494395343      7.53951756477225      7.01532968778861 

  H   1.89803177517162      7.62777538629213      6.53630634463081 

  H   8.24685722915587      4.51645929214094      9.78794380832481 

  H   9.96202597797501      5.73423785768867      8.37879704670244 

  H   9.12868923870183      7.37758597570309      6.62396047764673 

  H   6.61676410479425      7.75235560963796      6.39779191993039 

  N   4.35956891159884      8.14060200399969      4.78697080822661 

  O   5.51234844634892      8.66223714983533      4.79027441079529 

 

Total energy = -2948.30740048 Eh 
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B.2 Natural transition orbitals described in Chapter 4 

 When expressed in terms of canonical molecular orbitals, a particular electronic 

excitation often has contributions from many transitions between filled and vacant MOs. 

NTO analysis transforms the transitions between canonical MOs into transitions between 

pairs of donor/acceptor NTOs that maximally account for the excitation (by diagonalizing 

the transition density matrix). Very often, a single NTO pair is sufficient to characterize an 

excitation in terms of its orbital character. 

Table S1 lists the MO transitions contributing significantly to S1 of complex 2 and S2 of 

complex 3; the dominant NTOs are presented in the main text. 

 

Table S1. MO transitions with >10% weight contributing to the relevant excitations of complexes 

2 and 3; H = HOMO, L = LUMO. 

Complex 2 Donor MO Acceptor 
MO 

Weight Complex 3 Donor 
MO 

Acceptor 
MO 

Weight 

S1 H L + 7 26% S2 H L + 4 30% 
 H L + 3 25%  H – 9 L + 4 10% 
 H – 5 L + 7 13%  H L + 6 9% 
 H – 5 L + 3 10%  H – 18 L + 4 7% 
     H – 7 L + 4 5% 

 

 

Axis system: The complex has C2 symmetry; by convention, the z-axis is taken along the C2 

axis (i.e., bisecting X–Co–X, X = O or S). However, it is more convenient here to define z 

along the trans N–Co–N axis, with y along the C2 axis. Note that with this choice, the x- 

and y-axes do not coincide with Co–L bonds, but bisect them; the lobes of the dxy orbital 

therefore point towards the ligands and the dx2–y2 lobes point in-between. 

 

 

 

Linear fit of solvatochromic trend: The experimental excitation energies of complex 2 

were used to fit a linear model of the form 
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 ∆Epred = a + b fO(ε) + c α 

which predicts the excitation energy, ∆Epred, as a linear function of the Onsager function 

fO(ε) = (ε – 1)/(2ε + 1) and the Kamlet–Taft hydrogen-bonding strength parameter α. The 

fit parameters a, b, c were determined using the LinearModelFit function in Mathematica 

v. 10.3.1; quality of fit: R2 = 0.771; Adjusted R2 = 0.694. 

 

 

B.3 Geometry optimization for molecules presented in Chapter 5 

 

Table S1. Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Co
III,III

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
2+

 

Co  3.61899346119338     15.90726059976303      8.31231950541295 

Co  6.23341988657192     17.34313766711827      6.60197370641610 

S   4.55720566189833     15.80116403769830      6.28194666261943 

S   5.23699206287823     17.41182566329741      8.67634691276545 

S   2.21080340590054     17.63771690748266      7.80147162542675 

S   4.88220845156091     14.09918523581835      8.92173346160170 

N   2.90117664397900     15.85290092439353     10.13524747981487 

N   5.13347067495755     18.80378105292830      5.88469202766038 

N   7.47516710753037     18.84873571003959      7.01768989265288 

N   2.09640124917064     14.72839976932640      7.94366558981507 

N   7.06370200887420     16.98441801611920      4.82618642180616 

N   7.53699354316524     15.99764763960575      7.18534185733393 

C   8.30868080458708     15.48686721447891      6.17968895070585 

C   1.32863689122513     14.45618010340736      9.03436680776577 

C   6.99527052684614     20.07004445404711      6.66549677194113 

C   8.03274110298449     16.03261885912571      4.85522393988345 

C   3.42494687130051     16.44854163665736     11.22216385998768 

H   4.33126909708044     17.03319775059662     11.06313664877911 

C   1.78876912672188     15.07991126214599     10.27135392874491 

C   2.87254008033982     16.33774153986289     12.50215548267862 

C   5.68829384734796     20.04554687792828      6.01773842314422 

C   6.74638474158586     17.55671072930949      3.64899881702236 

H   5.95879552297743     18.30739477033191      3.66717740398010 

C   4.33363436626188     21.23944327920996      9.66798258811733 

H   4.83606718059951     22.09107569044768     10.12755745782306 

C   5.59018249265124     13.61615313853699      4.95161346068051 

H   5.45119937401329     14.20345039402216      4.04218504220692 

C   2.33231760967382     20.24111999655431      8.71086663875176 

H   1.28197873941151     20.32224982499428      8.42543818040002 

C   1.17730891720142     14.92265379829939     11.51958063620504 

H   0.28556567602779     14.30552659034895     11.61712099378272 

C   3.24829383049003     19.77951835194339      4.71534116286522 

C   7.73706175341354     21.23125401023651      6.91042649223751 

H   7.33916052165746     22.20350325585101      6.62682469644637 

C   0.19380527708626     13.64569840664213      8.92453133585755 

H  -0.41165731199933     13.43410263420523      9.80426951508526 

C   5.35162166602649     13.40879131206745      7.38477773780481 

C   8.36258048403892     16.24586205722181      2.47718578834325 

H   8.87644172559010     15.94717080040138      1.56258382366571 

C   3.81905119658155     21.04745409692451      4.87075461091251 

H   3.31582709121456     21.93046370344923      4.47450841713569 

C   7.36356219641629     17.23024241416545      2.43809372152776 

C   8.69634622611561     15.64844670534927      3.68428268782739 

H   9.47001902447158     14.88321073367625      3.71903928060397 
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C   4.36737731888685     18.94419890993852      8.89910095087296 

C   2.99074378080747     21.33353903591303      9.27353188753064 

H   2.44515162922907     22.26736476519132      9.42088434340312 

C   3.01045976097091     19.02066833967950      8.51466250526246 

C   5.04415515783440     21.17828194897253      5.51562226241702 

H   5.50749294639076     22.15772194924254      5.61826489717751 

C   9.30802792335911     14.54883569221823      6.44736634859335 

H   9.92233409934603     14.16177317355340      5.63699200465729 

C   1.73733290589706     14.23021032508543      6.74644727514314 

H   2.36892494411999     14.50354619430429      5.90053979845111 

C  -0.15870153782631     13.12101898492657      7.68793019098084 

H  -1.04404146473654     12.48974505817101      7.59734751061228 

C   5.87558530207805     12.10259941511448      7.29552107249897 

H   5.97527197685613     11.50252964417670      8.20185065762808 

C   3.95629941175745     18.68910766764587      5.23846726812996 

H   3.57059748588395     17.68071640077714      5.10712321964442 

C   1.71650577682884     15.55349150696244     12.63309711484438 

H   1.24424895021334     15.43106142739236     13.60893177357329 

C   0.61769168797150     13.41435569847599      6.55634277450258 

C   9.52634723279291     14.12468496468141      7.75388588363583 

H  10.30895262111979     13.39453943985398      7.96595092517925 

C   5.02126647185397     20.04056175608745      9.48208232518369 

H   6.06079146547633     19.94388213557587      9.79971449072615 

C   5.22711720843808     14.15891543594415      6.19405259850509 

C   6.10910162377376     12.32342697605795      4.88442158346502 

H   6.38638429538462     11.89718817790788      3.92014264071830 

C   8.75305104194319     14.65280523341184      8.79305283456931 

C   8.97990491570433     21.13605723547484      7.52006732064587 

H   9.56024319993028     22.03886010485963      7.71471381813538 

C   8.68269558341432     18.76773053800017      7.60942698837873 

H   9.02670393008676     17.77206976740324      7.87969223450948 

C   3.49944591375386     17.03702496798452     13.67354523547603 

H   4.45825447835935     17.49608335061819     13.40330038984299 

H   3.67068236408612     16.33353276086682     14.50085231937450 

H   2.83443143569770     17.82850929718911     14.05161253834091 

C   6.96898674942986     17.91613471769104      1.16323048514813 

H   6.72119893913484     17.17892478714695      0.38622474215283 

H   7.80216568057924     18.52472145542077      0.77965368684567 

H   6.10293408132953     18.57371117529344      1.30888170357931 

C   7.77262825386882     15.59340369897216      8.44930031420613 

H   7.17240201115312     16.05876827251540      9.22747808650853 

C   8.92351964713934     14.23221513570729     10.22330139502063 

H   8.24445830968309     13.39610757212883     10.45548320750614 

H   8.68305011521431     15.05058328564262     10.91486871231161 

H   9.94901664467952     13.89322544132838     10.41704554458770 

C   1.92450442553698     19.56645271218897      4.04238545597634 

H   1.10986914452686     19.61511506421825      4.78296294575768 

H   1.87189566794786     18.58152447337284      3.56062673383130 

H   1.73514953103927     20.34164488120600      3.28894293557706 

C   6.25434609043749     11.57472459807875      6.06207926786953 

H   6.65500446775764     10.56089919402845      6.01580183543552 

C   9.48478595975985     19.87850853058812      7.88554593795242 

C   0.27517158792888     12.88507664259708      5.19381647175901 

H   0.95752835952255     13.27416095877769      4.42793328595534 

H  -0.75219666178762     13.16182802457402      4.91601131043741 

H   0.33040531779022     11.78592792676203      5.17984431139848 

C  10.82647839710323     19.71641260866221      8.53811503955495 

H  11.00740356890897     18.67720936071169      8.83875613060271 

H  10.90525842751167     20.35611130183858      9.42828060041100 

H  11.62864663850042     20.01828628486027      7.84798043076544 
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Table S2. Geometry Optimized Coordinates for [Co
III,II

2(bdt)2(Me2bpy)3]
1+

 

Co  3.52839390506793     15.80798856453735      8.22893019260935 

Co  6.33770385871764     17.41413457052274      6.54888522320445 

S   4.32542967716209     15.60736442424291      6.13808937855687 

S   5.16742399816154     17.30752304029672      8.56410738194709 

S   2.14619784791926     17.54618665928048      7.68289181401158 

S   4.82997486317344     14.03706652767722      8.83652271685341 

N   2.86363089487044     15.82523557792804     10.08634714580560 

N   5.28905971349519     18.90749874686861      5.88895810044976 

N   7.60451256838767     18.99281019340525      7.11658148161365 

N   1.97090953436931     14.61986357863675      7.97037372197028 

N   7.12285885335829     17.03129055734736      4.77252121766647 

N   7.57376930935533     16.01921262541751      7.09899990446885 

C   8.30803901090394     15.46190282170583      6.08792244787507 

C   1.21938045892706     14.43130872888577      9.08898549041546 

C   7.10449794236690     20.20408670772940      6.77054740293244 

C   8.02753332197682     16.01157032376945      4.76853545584471 

C   3.43404518189848     16.43603710248238     11.14159251160406 

H   4.35741630567264     16.97830615463528     10.93503178815073 

C   1.72875303833281     15.09900245888219     10.28341866942972 

C   2.91161119709482     16.39200263603463     12.43818551039499 

C   5.81782374363625     20.15568071148398      6.06969557813069 

C   6.82775801934052     17.62752620602810      3.59707083342642 

H   6.10600248775752     18.44179142370522      3.63893841468927 

C   4.23593567316409     21.12468157718847      9.63544104673383 

H   4.73500304952123     21.96807715789638     10.11490201435184 

C   5.47695942999624     13.43300546348449      4.87659053915908 

H   5.28949792164620     13.97300748027656      3.94620959677408 

C   2.25511759071756     20.14150843922531      8.63197974494820 

H   1.20909092835423     20.22575726625869      8.32968565670968 

C   1.14290255527737     15.00872629921416     11.55130176892971 

H   0.23436797265928     14.42557669680366     11.69191594709655 

C   3.40980273865676     19.87981215152396      4.70267643349553 

C   7.79741747341260     21.38557264597263      7.06948956450373 

H   7.38573710128835     22.35445468946937      6.79190761711572 

C   0.06072436145716     13.64670745481386      9.05284975464098 

H  -0.53194161966341     13.50608083127393      9.95542111457947 

C   5.30433593931389     13.31062670976765      7.30809132301219 

C   8.30623884088163     16.19883169265250      2.37944197849622 

H   8.76928565204920     15.86292621755064      1.45050870136582 

C   3.95827738589003     21.15441802243012      4.89556658356316 

H   3.44956180039995     22.03836133726062      4.50766895098351 

C   7.38455341612573     17.25867139199977      2.37128418863766 

C   8.62697338351871     15.57947619389598      3.57933001798551 

H   9.34186556452016     14.75779861710174      3.59527859954828 

C   4.28689577048633     18.83634189356202      8.82804737389280 

C   2.90077630675706     21.22827632602908      9.22340953949418 

H   2.35125385593382     22.15911504285338      9.37834854605826 

C   2.93554015591934     18.92444098967796      8.42693697330647 

C   5.16301865352190     21.28846564392332      5.57497454631993 

H   5.60404239372798     22.27402935273732      5.71391156446247 

C   9.27685023414066     14.48768218193858      6.34639194965653 

H   9.85271312002089     14.06379472741646      5.52562966496896 

C   1.57855806192783     14.04742237936088      6.81796099960938 

H   2.21457435354532     14.25261167821062      5.95482911833457 

C  -0.33145683698702     13.05421838937667      7.85942694899859 

H  -1.23496445705746     12.44304429805703      7.82567696038595 

C   5.92982813142193     12.05002388228352      7.26289996352591 

H   6.10259743956358     11.50717643474279      8.19490443871565 

C   4.12315911441321     18.79227874517176      5.21730826787217 

H   3.75417936379133     17.77802201069633      5.07913580160352 

C   1.73052965901106     15.65925038687902     12.62852600447774 

H   1.27824913632761     15.59115326395425     13.61937446406664 
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C   0.43533126742234     13.25018677033469      6.70070667859373 

C   9.51408320040991     14.07795266789397      7.65268799022881 

H  10.27302648655029     13.32127582268194      7.86005944475898 

C   4.92458800668827     19.92509724705410      9.43838403756433 

H   5.96176254375647     19.82592278694288      9.76425908434975 

C   5.08281698507370     14.00518591237833      6.09662223745352 

C   6.09839790157326     12.18100652284376      4.84727519812678 

H   6.39618365546601     11.74522292886027      3.89231182745308 

C   8.78338952708111     14.65485739147630      8.69983972944640 

C   9.01691353990336     21.31321835484510      7.73065970972463 

H   9.56174147934153     22.22842812422424      7.96755385730890 

C   8.78501741488547     18.93727376780194      7.75736419938555 

H   9.14443076216880     17.93981867541171      8.01594628001050 

C   3.59507811936186     17.11080614659554     13.56683390102003 

H   4.57502989656998     17.49757690465888     13.26147117442161 

H   3.73728170260881     16.44238060684914     14.42813334046441 

H   2.98543162354946     17.95991890657219     13.91195488485341 

C   7.00794891984678     17.97663648980685      1.10645174312075 

H   6.63434080387238     17.26912847656962      0.35141440136868 

H   7.88233065203296     18.48238608416863      0.66938232685996 

H   6.23180369671023     18.73122138237334      1.28759445685593 

C   7.82761789805683     15.61858491968398      8.36362224795245 

H   7.23731804304053     16.09689860554368      9.14323716322617 

C   8.98605270251985     14.25245852808308     10.13295226297138 

H   8.51516765915106     13.27656808716478     10.33032175798631 

H   8.54242089042614     14.98212327773275     10.82217123373777 

H  10.05487786639145     14.15154485302875     10.36759086864515 

C   2.10185663815578     19.66745987278827      3.99593811612203 

H   1.26120510348692     19.85323058210465      4.68309701867812 

H   2.00686798052307     18.63899339922640      3.62587159710985 

H   1.99300181611512     20.35890781937962      3.14942943689138 

C   6.32505939589254     11.49086116252935      6.04524664611442 

H   6.80300351478236     10.50966286073593      6.03263566481103 

C   9.54420256618400     20.06259155192429      8.09338115177462 

C   0.05943610373610     12.63549906946401      5.38220087059040 

H   0.74600084863259     12.94695627039965      4.58491172683553 

H  -0.96146491979945     12.92473455442322      5.09248331571231 

H   0.07931246832804     11.53665885667834      5.44459329142527 

C  10.85977876800065     19.92747623301193      8.80650388829222 

H  11.10067356069118     18.87602504358874      9.00773314158436 

H  10.84301948318512     20.46710075350748      9.76478991671847 

H  11.67556008002890     20.35998142422307      8.20818452901959 
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